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Abstract
Service-oriented computing has emerged as an acknowledged paradigm for devel-
oping complex and non-monolithic systems of different kinds. The paradigm allows
different organizations to aggregate several simple services to form a composition
of communicating entities in the system. Naturally, services in such a system are
subject to change and adaptation over time. Service-oriented computing provides
the support for service evolution by allowing one service to be substituted by other
services. From the viewpoint of a single service, the composition of the other com-
municating services in the system is regarded as partner. Substituting one service by
another should guarantee to preserve every partner that is correct according to a
correctness criterion of composition in the overall system.
The aforementioned substitution criteria impose difficulties for a service designer,
such as a domain expert, to perform analysis and synthesis tasks on service sub-
stitution. Due to the complexity of service interaction in the system, it is not
straightforward for a service designer to foresee every partner and every substitute
for the given service under a specific correctness criterion.
In this thesis, we develop an approach that shall assist a service designer to perform
analysis and synthesis tasks on service substitution in a way that every partner of
a given service must be preserved under substitution. We model a control flow of
services that describes the ordering of asynchronously communicating events over
an implicit unordered message buffer. We study the behavioral aspect of correct
interaction between services and concentrate on two variants of deadlock freedom as
correctness criteria of service composition.
The main contribution of this thesis is an approach for characterizing the set of all
substitutes for a given service. The central idea of the approach is to systematically
investigate the relationship between a service and all its partners under a given
correctness criterion. We employ this relationship to synthesize from a given service
its canonical partner and its canonical substitute with respect to all partners. A
service that refines the canonical substitute for a given service is regarded as a
substitute for the given service if the set of all its partners includes every partner
of the given service. With the canonical substitute of a given service, we identify a
specific subset of the set of all substitutes for the given service, each of which has
exactly the same set of partners as that of the given service.
Parts of the results in this thesis have been established upon previous works on
service substitution and correctness of services and their composition. Consequently,
we can also combine our results with the related existing techniques to perform more
sophisticated analysis and synthesis tasks on service substitution.
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Part I.
Preliminaries
1

1. Introduction
Nowadays, many computer-based systems are executed in an open environment. Such
a system is non-monolithic and can be built from several smaller software components.
Each component is capable of processing own activities until it reaches the point of
interaction with another component in the system. In general, the interaction between
two components plays an important role for determining how each component proceeds
further. The growing complexity of interaction among components inherently makes
it difficult for a domain expert to analyze and assess the behavior of an individual
component within the system.
Service-oriented computing [Papazoglou, 2003, Papazoglou et al., 2007] has emerged as
an acknowledged computing paradigm for developing complex and non-monolithic systems
of different kinds. The paradigm allows different organizations to compose several self-
contained software components, called services, to form an interaction of communicating
components in the system. Each service offers an encapsulated functionality through a
well-defined interface by providing certain activities as atomic units of work that it can
perform. The separation of functionality and interface allows a service to be developed
independently of underlying technologies and concrete hardware platforms.
In general, a service is not designed to execute in isolation. To realize the execution, a
service performs either its own activities or interacts with another service typically by
exchanging messages in an asynchronous fashion. The behavior of a service is described
by a partial order of all its activities and distinguished by states of interaction with other
services. The service behavior is closely related to the term communication protocol or
business interaction protocol [Papazoglou, 2008a], which specifies the order in which service
activities are executed. Another prominent class of services are Web Services [Papazoglou
et al., 2007, Papazoglou, 2008a]. Web services employ the Internet as the communication
medium and open Internet-based standards for realizing the services-oriented computing
paradigm.
The interaction of services can be realized with the concept of composition. For
describing the interaction of services, the terms choreography and orchestration have
been widely used to describe two aspects of composing a more complex service from
several services [Peltz, 2003]. Service choreography describes the interaction of services
from a global perspective of all services. On the contrary, service orchestration describes
the behavior of a service composition from the point of view of a single service of this
composition. Recently, service choreography and orchestration have attracted substantial
attentions from both industrial and academic domains. There are a number of service
description languages for specifying service orchestration (e. g., WS-BPEL [Alves et al.,
2007] and BPMN [OMG, 2009]) and service choreography (e. g., WS-CDL [Chinnici et al.,
2003], Let’s dance [Zaha et al., 2006], and BPEL4Chor [Decker et al., 2008]).
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Figure 1.1.: Illustration of services and their composition.
The correctness of service interaction guarantees that one service interacts correctly with
others and is defined by the compatibility between services. The compatibility of services
has been studied from various aspects [Papazoglou, 2008a]. At least four different aspects
of service compatibility are described in the literature; syntactical compatibility, behavioral
compatibility, semantical compatibility, and non-functional compatibility. Syntactical
compatibility focuses on the service interface and ensures that message types between
services must be compatible [e. g., Dong et al., 2004]. Behavioral compatibility guarantees
an absence of behavioral errors, such as deadlocks and divergences [e. g., Bordeaux et al.,
2005, Lohmann et al., 2007a, Dumas et al., 2008]. Semantical compatibility ensures correct
interpretation of exchanging messages and their contents [e. g., Traverso and Pistore, 2004,
Mrissa et al., 2007, Sycara et al., 2011]. Finally, non-functional compatibility guarantees
some quality parameters of services, such as security requirements and performance [e. g.,
Deora et al., 2006, Yu et al., 2007].
Systems naturally evolve over time due to various circumstances such as a change
of requirement or regulation, an improvement of functionality, and an adaptation of
execution parameters. Every change, however, requires substantial amount of work for
integrating it into the system. Service-oriented computing provides the support for service
evolution by allowing one service to be refined into a new service and substituted by the
refined service [Papazoglou, 2008b]. The idea of abstracting from underlying technologies
enables the comparison of two services according to a given criterion, therefore, makes
it possible to reason about substituting one service by another. From the viewpoint of
a single service, other communicating services in the system together are regarded as
its partner. Two partners should be compatible under a given correctness criterion of
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service interaction. Substituting one service by its refined service should guarantee to
preserve every compatible partners of the original service. In the situation where not
every compatible partner is a partner of interest, substituting one service by its refined
service should guarantee to preserve only selected (possibly non-compatible) partners of
the original service. One service is a compatible substitute for another service with respect
to a given substitution criterion if the preservation of those partners is guaranteed under
substitution.
The aforementioned substitution criteria impose difficulties for a service designer, such
as a domain expert, to perform analysis and synthesis tasks on service substitution. The
substitution of two services is decided by comparing their compatible partners, rather
than their own semantics. In asynchronous setting, services communicating with others
in asynchronous fashion and it is not trivial to identify semantics of its compatible
partners from its own structure. Generally, there are more than one possible compatible
partners for a given service under a given correctness criterion. Each service allows its
compatible partner to perform non-communicating activities, as a result, the set of all its
compatible partners of is possibly infinite. Either a slight refinement of the original service
behavior may drastically change the set of compatible partners or a complete reordering
of communicating activities may preserve exactly the same set of compatible partners.
Therefore it is not straightforward for a service designer to foresee every compatible
partner of a service when performing substitution.
To systematically support various analysis and synthesis tasks on service substitution,
a formal framework that guarantees the correctness under substitution is required.
An analysis task regarding service substitution involves checking whether one service
is a substitute for another according to a correctness criterion. Usually, the design of
a substitute contains flaws. Testing [Myers and Sandler, 2004] is an empirical method
which observes an output of the system from given inputs and compares the output to
expected result. The purpose of the testing process is to detect the presence of errors
or flaws within the system; however, not their absence. As an alternative to testing,
model checking [Clarke and Schlingloff, 2001, Clarke et al., 2001] has been introduced
to automate the verification of the system in a rigorous way. Nevertheless, verifying
the entire system interaction using model checking techniques is not a feasible option
to guarantee correctness under substitution, as a single service does not have absolute
control of its environment and over the overall collaboration of the system. Therefore,
the analysis task requires a formal analysis technique for assessing whether one service is
a substitute for another service. In case a design flaw of a new service for substitution
is detected, another challenging task involves how to systematically repair the detected
flaw towards the correctness under service substitution.
An alternative method to ensure correctness of service substitution is by construction.
This method aims to avoid design flaws at the early phase of development by synthesizing
from a given service its substitute. By doing so, we can enforce the correctness in the
design process before implementation. Incrementally the service model of a synthesized
substitute is refined further either manually or automatically towards its implementation.
This task requires a proper technique for synthesizing from a given service a new service
that is a substitute for the given service.
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1.1. Problem Statement
In this thesis, we develop an approach that shall assist a service designer to perform
analysis and synthesis tasks on service substitution in a way that every or selected
partner(s) of a given service must be preserved under substitution.
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the three-dimensional problem space related to
service substitution as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
Compatibility Criteria
Substitution Criteria
Problem Classes
De
adl
ock
Fre
edo
m
Re
spo
nsi
ven
ess
Equivalence
Inclusion
Correction Problem
Synthesis Problem
Decision Problem
Figure 1.2.: Illustration of the problem space investigated in this thesis
1. Compatibility Criteria : The first dimension of the problem space focuses on the
behavioral aspect of compatibility of service composition by addressing:
a) Classical Deadlock Freedom guarantees that the services must interact with
each other in a deadlock-free manner. This means the service composition will never
get stuck in a deadlock state, a global non-final state in which none of participating
services can perform any further action.
b) Responsive Deadlock Freedom or Responsiveness guarantees that in the
system must interact with each other in a deadlock-free manner and responsive
manner. It requires that each participating service in the composed system never
perform an unbroken sequence of own internal activities without responding to a
request from the other service in the composed system.
From a viewpoint of a single service, the other communicating services in the system
together constitute a partner. Each compatibility criterion defines a compatible partner
of a service as a partner that interacts with its partner in a compatible manner.
2. Substitution Criteria : The second dimension of the problem space focuses on the
substitution criterion which guarantees that every or selected partner(s) of a service to
be substituted must be preserved under substitution. Two major substitution criteria
are investigated in this thesis :
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a) Inclusion : substituting service S by a service S′ must preserve at least every
or selected partner(s) of S. This substitution criterion guarantees that the set of
all compatible partners of S′ must include either all compatible partners of S, or
selected compatible partners of S, or selected possibly incompatible partners of S.
b) Equivalence : substituting service S by a service S′ must preserve exactly every
or selected partner(s) of S. This means, services S and S′ must have exactly
the same set of all or selected compatible partners. In contrast to the inclusion
substitution criterion, the equivalence substitution allows the reverse direction of
service substitution, that is, substituting service S′ by service S.
Service S′ is a substitute for service S whenever service S′ can substitute service S
under a given substitution criterion.
3. Problem Classes : The third dimension of the problem space focuses on three classes
of problems that a service designer, e. g., a domain expert, usually encounters during
the design phase. These problem classes are described as follows.
a) Decision Problem : This problem class addresses the correctness by verification
for service substitution. Given services S and S′, how to systematically decide
whether or not service S′ is a substitute for service S ?
b) Synthesis Problem : This problem class addresses the correctness by construction
for service substitution. Given service S, how to systematically synthesize a service
S′ from service S which is correct-by-construction ?
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c) Correction Problem : This problem class addresses the error correction for
service substitution. Given a service S and a service S′ that is not a substitute for
S, how to systematically repair S′ such that the result is a substitute for S ?
In this thesis, we investigate each point in the three-dimensional problem space from
the behavioral aspect of correctness criterion between services and assume that other
aspects, such as functional, non-functional, and semantical aspects, are not violated when
performing substitution. We model a control flow of stateful services that describes the
ordering of asynchronously communicating events over an implicit unordered message
buffer. This means, we focus on the communication protocol which specifies the order in
which either asynchronously communicating events and non-communicating events are
executed. The results of this thesis shall provide analysis and synthesis techniques as well
as tools to tackle each individual point in the problem space illustrated by Figure 1.2.
1.2. Contributions of this Thesis
The main contribution of this thesis is an approach for characterizing the set of all
substitutes for a given service under a given criterion as described in Figure 1.2.
Characterization of all Substitutes under Inclusion
For each compatibility criterion, we characterize the set of all compatible substitutes for
a given service using the concept of maximal element of a preordered set of compatible
partners w. r. t.the inclusion preorder relation. A maximal compatible partner has several
distinguished properties. With these, we can reduce the problem of characterizing the
set of all compatible substitutes for a given service under inclusion to the problem of
characterizing the set of all compatible partners of its maximal compatible partner.
To realize this result, we propose an algorithm to synthesize a maximal compatible
partner from a given service S. This synthesize algorithm is based on an approach called
Operating Guidelines approach to characterize the set of all deadlock-free partners [Mas-
suthe et al., 2005, Massuthe and Schmidt, 2005, Lohmann et al., 2007a, Massuthe, 2009]
and the set of all responsive partners [Lohmann, 2010]. The approach provides an
algorithm to synthesize an artifact called operating guidelines which is a finite structure
that can compactly represent the set of all compatible partners of a given service via
a matching relation. To this end, we propose to synthesize an operating guidelines of
a synthesized maximal partner of S. Then the problem of deciding whether or not the
refined service S′ can substitute the original service S under inclusion can be reduced to
the problem of whether or not S′ satisfies the matching relation of Operating Guidelines
of a maximal compatible partner of S.
The algorithm can be used to synthesize a maximal partner that represents the set
of selected (possibly incompatible) partners of S. When combining with the Operating
Guideline approach, the problem of deciding whether or not S′ can substitute S under
selective inclusion can be reduced to the problem of whether or not S′ satisfies the
matching relation of the operating guidelines of the synthesized maximal partner of S.
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Canonical Representative of all Compatible Substitutes and Relationship with
Failures Refinement
We systematically investigate the relationship between a service S and all its compat-
ible substitutes under each compatibility criterion via its maximal partner. For each
compatibility criterion, we employ this relationship to identify a closure operation on
the service S which maps S onto its own equivalence class. Such an operation can be
applied canonically to S multiple times without changing the result beyond the initial
application.
We realize the closure operation by synthesizing a maximal compatible partner of
a maximal compatible partner of service S. The synthesis algorithm produces from
service S one of its equivalent substitute containing a maximum number of traces among
all other substitutes for S. To this end, the synthesized equivalent substitutes can be
regarded as a canonical representative all of compatible substitutes for S. We employ the
respective failures (stable failures refinement in case of deadlock freedom and responsive
failures refinement in case of responsiveness) as a refinement relation of the synthesized
equivalent substitutes for S. We show that a service S′ refines the synthesized equivalent
substitutes for S under the respective failures whenever S′ is a substitute for S under
the respective inclusion.
In case of deadlock freedom, Stahl [2009] has shown a result indicating a coincidence
between stable failures refinement [see e. g., Hoare, 1985b, Roscoe, 1998] and our deadlock
freedom inclusion (called accordance in Stahl [2009]) for synchronously communicating
services. In our asynchronous setting, a service communicates asynchronously with its
compatible partner via an implicit, bounded, and unordered message buffer. We will
illustrate with some examples (cf. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.4 for instances) that there is
no immediate coincidence between our deadlock freedom inclusion with stable failures
refinement or any other classical refinement relation that is known to us. Nevertheless, we
employ stable failures as a refinement relation on the synthesized equivalent substitutes
for a given service S and show that the problem of deciding whether or not the refined
service S′ can substitute the original service S under deadlock-free inclusion can be
reduced to the problem of whether or not S′ refines the synthesized equivalent substitute
for S under stable failures.
In case of responsiveness, none of the classical refinement relations that are known
to us can be employed as refinement relation of responsiveness inclusion. In this thesis,
we propose an extension of stable failures semantics called responsive failures semantics.
The responsive failures semantics extends the stable failures semantics by treating a
livelock of non-communicating events similarly to a deadlock. Therefore, we ignore a
local livelock of non-communicating events as long as it is possible to perform either
an asynchronously communicating event or a successful terminating event. To this end,
we employ the responsive failures as a refinement relation of the synthesized equivalent
substitutes for a given service S and show the problem of deciding whether or not the
refined service S′ can substitute the original service S under responsive inclusion can be
reduced to the problem of whether or not S′ refines the synthesized equivalent substitute
for S under responsive failures.
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Characterization of all Substitutes under Equivalence
For each behavioral compatibility criterion, we present a characterization of the set of
all equivalent substitutes for a given service. We identify the necessary and sufficient
conditions for deciding deadlock-free equivalence of services. To decide if the refined
service S′ is an equivalent substitute for service S, service S′ must satisfy two conditions on
the synthesized equivalent substitutes for S. Firstly, service S′ must refine the synthesized
equivalent substitutes for S under the respective failures (stable failures refinement in
case of deadlock freedom and responsive failures refinement in case of responsiveness).
Secondly, service S′ must cover the relevant knowledge that the synthesized equivalent
substitutes for S has about all its compatible partners. We show that service S′ satisfies
these conditions with respect to service S whenever S′ is an equivalent substitute for S
under the respective equivalence.
Applicability to Analysis and Synthesis Tasks for Service Substitution
The theoretical results in this thesis enable several applicabilities to analysis and synthesis
tasks for service substitution. These applicabilities introduce solutions to the decision
problem, the synthesis problem, the correction problem described in the problem space
from Figure 1.2. In this thesis, we address the following applications.
– An alternative procedure to decide service substitutability under deadlock-free inclusion
and responsive inclusion. Although requiring more pre-processing steps of computation,
our procedure requires less steps of computation when deciding service substitution
in comparison to existing procedures [Stahl and Wolf, 2009, Stahl and Vogler, 2011,
Vogler et al., 2012].
– An alternative procedure to synthesize a public view of a given service. We propose to
employ the synthesized equivalent substitutes for S as a public view of S. In comparison
to existing procedures Wolf [2007a], our procedure requires more pre-processing steps
of computation and producing a larger space of public view. Nevertheless, we provide
a technique to refine a public view of S into a private view of S which is guaranteed as
a compatible substitute for S.
– A procedure to repairing undesirable behavior of the refined service S′ with respect
to an original service S. We provide a technique based on the Operating Guidelines
approach to analyze whether it is possible to repair service S′ by removing incorrect
behaviors. In case it is possible, we propose a number of edit actions required to modify
service S′ and guarantee that the modified service is a compatible substitute for S.
– A procedure to synthesize substitutes for a service with selected partners. In case the
inclusion substitution criterion is too restrictive, we provide a technique to synthesize
a new version S′ from the selected partners of S and guarantee that the service S′ is a
compatible partner with every selected partner of S. The procedure does not require
a selected partner to be a compatible partner of S and does not require the set of
selected partner to be finite.
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– A procedure to integrating selected services for the purpose of finding substitutes for
every selected services. We provide a technique to synthesize a new version S′ from the
selected services and guarantee that the service S′ is a compatible substitutes for every
selected services. The procedure does not require a selected service to be a compatible
substitute of another selected service and does not require the set of selected services
to be finite.
– A procedure to synthesize substitutes for a given service by means of transformations.
We provide a set of transformation rules, each of which guarantees to preserve either
deadlock-free or responsiveness inclusion and/or equivalence under transformation.
The analysis and synthesis techniques that are enabled by the results of this thesis
can be combined with the existing analysis and synthesis techniques that are based on
the operating guidelines approach [see e. g., Lohmann et al., 2007b,a, Lohmann, 2008a,
Stahl et al., 2009]. The analysis and synthesis tasks for service substitution can be
carried out by combining a number of open source software tools in the tool family
service-technology.org such as BPEL2oWFN [Lohmann, 2007], Fiona [Massuthe and
Weinberg, 2008], Wendy [Lohmann and Weinberg, 2010], Cosme [Lehmann, 2011], Petri
Net API [Mennicke, Sura, Waltemath, Lohmann, Gierds, and Znamirowski, 2009] and
Rachel [Lohmann, 2008b], with the two tools Maxis [Parnjai, 2011c] and Evans [Parnjai,
2011b] developed under the course of this thesis. All related softwares are available for
download at http://service-technology.org/tools.
1.3. Outline of this Thesis
This thesis is divided into four parts.
Part I : Preliminaries provides the introduction and background for the thesis.
– Chapter 1 introduces the topics and summarizes the contributions of this thesis.
– Chapter 2 introduces the basic notions and formalisms that are used for modeling
and verifying the service behavior throughout the thesis. The chapter also reviews
related work from the literature.
– Chapter 3 introduces existing techniques for representing sets of services. It then
generalizes existing techniques and illustrates how to employ the techniques for
characterizing sets of all compatible partners of a given service.
Part II : Theory establishes the fundamental theory for formal analysis of service substi-
tutability and synthesis of substituting services.
– Chapter 4 presents two canonical representatives of all compatible partners
of a given service. This chapter illustrates the relationship between stable
failures semantics (and responsive failures semantics) with deadlock freedom (and
responsiveness).
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– Chapter 5 defines, for each compatibility criterion, a maximal element of the
substitution preordered set of services. This chapter discusses various properties
of the maximal element and establishes a relationship between the set of all
compatible partners and the set of all substitutes for a given service via their
maximal elements.
– Chapter 6 employs the results from the previous two chapters to characterize,
for each compatibility criterion, the set of all equivalent substitutes for a given
service.
Part III : Applications illustrates in Chapter 7 how to apply the theoretical results from
Part II to tackle various analysis and synthesis problems related to service substitu-
tion. The chapter compares different procedures for deciding service substitutability
according to various substitution criteria. The chapter demonstrates how to re-
pair incorrect behavior of services and how to combine the results from Part II
with existing techniques to perform more sophisticated task on analysis of service
substitutability and synthesis of substituting services.
Part IV : Summary concludes the thesis in Chapter 8 by summarizing contributions,
addresses some open problems, and describes possible extensions of the obtained
results.
12
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This chapter introduces the basic assumptions and notions that will be used throughout
the thesis. It presents service automata as a formalism for modeling and reasoning
about the behavior of services and their composition. For each behavioral compatibility
criterion of service composition, the chapter introduces the two substitution criteria that
are investigated in this thesis. It concludes with a summary of related work from the
literature.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 introduces service automata and
their related elements. Section 2.2 defines services composition and discusses necessary
assumptions. Section 2.3 presents the two behavioral compatibility criteria of service
composition that are investigated in this thesis. Section 2.3 introduces the notion of
controllers for each compatibility criterion of service composition. Section 2.4 introduces
the two substitution criteria that are investigated in this thesis. Section 2.5 discusses
related work from the literature. Finally, Section 2.6 concludes the chapter.
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2.1. Service Automata
A service consists of an interface for asynchronous communication with other services
and of a control structure describing its behavior. The interface describes the syntactic
signature of a service as a list of open message channels that are exposed to the environment
(that is, to other services). For a given service, its interface consists of a set of Input and
of Output message channels (denoted by I and O respectively). The sets of input and
output message channels of a service determine a set of communicating events of service.
A set of communicating events of a service consists of a set of message receiving events
determined by input message channels and a set of message sending event determined by
a set of output message channels. A non-communicating event of a service is called an
internal event. In this thesis, we do not distinguish between different internal events. A
service terminates successfully if it performs a terminating event. The behavior of a given
service can be described by the order in which various events occur in a non-deterministic
fashion. To specify the behavior of a service, we employ service automata.
Throughout the thesis, we fix a finite set M of message channels, in which M is
partitioned into the set MI ⊆ M of input message channels and the set MO ⊆ M of
output message channels. From M, we can derive the set Σ of all communicating events,
in which Σ is partitioned into the set !Σ = {!m | m ∈ MO} of message sending events
and the set ?Σ = {?m | m ∈ MI} of message receiving events (i. e., Σ =!Σ ∪ ?Σ and
!Σ ∩ ?Σ = ∅). We also distinguish a terminating event final ̸∈ Σ as a special event
indicating a successful termination, and an internal event τ ̸∈ Σ ∪ {final} indicating an
event that does not communicate with other services.
We define a service automaton as a non-deterministic finite state automaton equipped
with two disjoint sets of input and output message channels, where each transition is
labeled with either a communication event or an internal event.
Definition 2.1 (Service automaton).
A service automaton S = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] consists of
– a finite set Q of states;
– an initial state q0 ∈ Q;
– two disjoint sets of message channels; a set I ⊆MI of input message channels and a
set O ⊆MO of output message channels;
– a non-deterministic transition relation →⊆ Q× Σ ∪ {τ} ×Q where Σ = !Σ ∪ ?Σ; and
– a set Ω ⊆ Q of final states.
The interface of a service automaton is the union of the input and output message
channels. The transition of a service automaton is labeled with either a communicating
event e ∈ Σ =!Σ ∪ ?Σ or an internal event τ . An event final is a special event that
represents the terminating event and therefore can be used to describe a final state q ∈ Ω
of a service automaton. In contrast to the terminating event final and the internal event
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τ , every communicating event can be realized together with other services. Though
not communicating with other service automata, both a terminating event final and an
internal event τ are observable from other service automata. Nevertheless, the detail of a
τ event is irrelevant to other service automata.
As notational convention throughout the thesis, we write q e→ q′ for a transition
[q, e, q′] ∈→. If there exists a state q′ such that q e→ q′, we write q e→. We denote a
service automaton S as deterministic whenever for each two transitions q e→ q′ and
q
e→ q′′ of S it implies q′ = q′′. In case it is not clear from the context, we add an index
to the constituents of a service automaton S, for instance, QS and →S .
We write q ∗→ q′, if there exists a (possibly empty) sequence q e1→ . . . en→ q′ of transitions
from state q to state q′, that is, state q′ is reachable from state q. For the set Σ =!Σ ∪ ?Σ
of communicating events, we denote the set of all words over Σ as Σ∗ and denote an
empty word by ϵ. For a communicating event e ∈ Σ and a word σ ∈ Σ∗, the relation σ⇒
is the least relation that satisfies the followings:
– q ϵ⇒ q;
– q σ⇒ q′ ∧ q′ e→ q′′ implies q σ e⇒ q′′; and
– q σ⇒ q′ ∧ q′ τ→ q′′ implies q σ⇒ q′′.
The relation ⇒ only considers sequences of communicating events, whereas the relation
→ considers sequences of communicating events together with an internal event τ .
As we employ a service automaton to model the behavior of a service, we use the two
notions service and service automaton interchangeably throughout the thesis.
Service automata for modeling and reasoning about service behavior has been intro-
duced in Massuthe and Schmidt [2005]. Service automata model is closedly related to
Input/Output automata [Lynch and Tuttle, 1989, Lynch, 1996], Input/Output labeled tran-
sition system [Tretmans, 1996], interface automata [de Alfaro and Henzinger, 2001], and
message exchange on finite state automata [Baldoni et al., 2006]. We refer to Section 2.5
for a detailed comparison.
c1
c2c3
c4 c5
(a) Customer C
!req
?rej
?off
τ
!req
!cnf
req
cnf
off
rej
a1
a2
a3
(b) Agency A
?req
τ
!off
!rej ?cnf
req
cnf
off
rej
Figure 2.1.: Two service automata; Customer service C and Agency Service A.
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Example 2.2. Figure 2.1 illustrates two services; the customer service C and the
travel agency service A, each is modeled with a service automaton. In the graphical
representation of a service automaton, an arc without source state indicates the initial
state, and double circles indicate the final states.
The customer service C can send a request (req) to an agency service and waits for
either an offer (off ) or a reject (rej). While waiting for a request message, it can perform
(possible infinitely many) invisible events (τ). In case the customer service receives a
reject message, the customer service terminates. Otherwise, it decides whether to send
back either a confirm (cnf ) and terminates or sends another request message and then
waits for either an offer or a reject message from an agency service.
The agency service A initially is able to perform (possible infinitely many) invisible
events while waiting for a request message. After receiving a request, the agency decides to
send either an offer or a reject or waits to receive a confirm message. In case the customer
service sends a reject or receives a confirm message, it then terminates. Otherwise, it
sends an offer and then waits for another request message from a customer service. ▹
A service is designed for communicating with other services, not for execution in
isolation. We model the interplay between services with service composition, discussed
in Section 2.2. In the remainder of this section, we distinguish between various states
and components of a service automaton.
2.1.1. Stable State, Responsive State, and Divergent State
In this section, we define stable state, responsive state, and divergent state of a service
automaton.
For each state q of a service automaton, we define the set of all events that are enabled
at state q as follows.
Definition 2.3 (Enabled events, enabled communicating events).
For a state q of a service automaton S, we denote the set of all enabled events at state q
by enable(q) = {e | q e→ q′} ∪ {final | q ∈ Ω}.
For a state q of a service automaton, the set of all enabled communicating events of state
q is defined by act(q) = enable(q)\{τ}.
For each state q of a service, enable(q) ⊆ Σ ∪ {τ,final} whereas act(q) ⊆ Σ ∪ {final}.
Next, we use the set of all enabled events at a given state to define stable state and
responsive state as follows.
Definition 2.4 (Stable states, responsive states).
Let q be a state of a service automaton S. State q is a stable state of service automaton
S iff τ ̸∈ enable(q). State q is a responsive state of service automaton S iff enable(q) ∩
(I ∪O ∪ {final}) ̸= ∅.
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Intuitively, a stable state is a state which does not enable an internal τ event and a
responsive state is a state which enables a communicating event in I ∪O ∪ {final}.
The notion of stable states and responsive states can be used to describe a final state
and a deadlock state of a service automaton. To this respect, a final state q is either a
stable state or a responsive state that enables an event final (i. e., final ∈ enable(q)). A
deadlock state q is a stable and non-responsive state q that does not enable any event
including an internal event τ and a final event final (i. e., enable(q) = ∅). Clearly, a final
state is always a responsive state whereas a deadlock state is never a responsive state.
Next, we distinguish a divergent state as a non-stable and non-responsive state that
can perform nothing else but an infinite number of τ steps. We first define the set τ(q)
of all internally reachable states of q of service S.
Definition 2.5 (Internally reachable states).
Let q be a state in service S. A state q′ is internally reachable from q in service S iff
state q′ is reachable from state q by performing a (finite or infinite) number of invisible
τ -event steps, i. e., q ϵ⇒ q′.
The set of all internally reachable states of q is denoted by τ(q).
With the internally reachable states, we define a divergent state as follows.
Definition 2.6 (Divergent states).
A state q of service S is a divergent state iff for each state q′ that is internally reachable
from q holds: enable(q′) = {τ}, i. e., ∀q′ : q′ ∈ τ(q) :: enable(q′) = {τ}.
Intuitively, a divergent state q in S is a non-stable and non-responsive state in S such
that S can diverge from state q on. This means, from state q on, service S can only
perform infinitely many τ steps such that after each τ step, none of the communicating
events from Σ ∪ {final} is enabled.
Example 2.7. Figure 2.2 illustrates examples for three different types of states; stable
state, responsive state, and divergent state.
We see that states q1, q2, and q4 are stable states, states q2, q4, q6, q7, and q8 are
responsive states, whereas states q9 and q10 are divergent states. Observe that states q2
and q4 are both stable and responsive states, whereas each of the states q3 and q5 is none
of the three types. ▹
2.1.2. τ -Strongly Connected Components
For an automaton, a strongly connected component of an automaton is a fragment of an
automaton in which there is a connected path from each state in the component to every
other state in the same component.
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q1
x
q2
τ
q3
q4
τ
x
q5
q6 q7
τ
τ
x τ y
q8
x
τ q9
q10
ττ
Figure 2.2.: Various types of states where q1, q2 and q4 are stable states; q2, q4, q6, q7 and
q8 are responsive states; q9 and q10 are divergent states.
In this section, we investigate a strongly connected component of a service automaton
that has a distinguished property. With internally reachable states defined in the previous
section, we first distinguish a τ -strongly connected component of a service automaton.
Definition 2.8 (τ-strongly connected component).
A τ -strongly connected component C of a service automaton S is a strongly connected
component of S such that for each two states q and q′ of C holds : q is internally reachable
from q′ and q′ is internally reachable from q, i. e., ∀q, q′ ∈ QC : q ϵ⇒ q′ ∧ q′ ϵ⇒ q.
Next, we distinguish a τ -strongly connected component that is stable by checking
whether every outgoing transition labeled with τ at every state within the component
reaches a destination state within the same component.
Definition 2.9 (Stable τ-strongly connected component).
A τ -strongly connected component C of service automaton S is stable if for each state q
of C with q τ→S q′ holds : q′ is also a state in QC , i. e., ∀q ∈ QC ∧ ∃q′ : q τ→S q′ it holds
that q′ ∈ QC .
In the previous section, the set of all enabled communicating events of state q of a
service automaton is defined by act(q) = enable(q)\{τ}. In the followings, we define the
set of all enabled communicating events of a τ -strongly connected component C as the
union of all enabled communicating events of all states within the component C.
Definition 2.10 (Enabled communicating events of component).
For a τ -strongly connected component of a service automaton, the set of all enabled
communicating events of every state q in C is defined by act∗(QC) = q∈QC act(q) where
QC is the set of all states contained in C.
Example 2.11. Figure 2.3 shows a fragment of a service automaton S with several
τ -strongly connected components, each component is illustrated by a dashed rectangle.
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There are two τ -strongly connected components that are not stable in Figure 2.3.
These two are, the component that contains state q1 and the component that contains
state q6. Each of the two components contains a state with an outgoing τ transition
that connects to a state in another component. Other τ -strongly connected components
shown in Figure 2.3 are stable.
In terms of its ability to communicate with the environment by performing an non-
internal event, the component containing states q4, q5 and the component containing
state q7 are not distinguishable from its environment (i. e., other services). As they both
enable the same set of communicating events; these are, events x and y. The same holds
for the component containing state q2 and the component containing state q8, as they
both do not enable any communicating event. ▹
q1q2
q3
q9
q4 q5
q6
q7
q8
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
xy
τ
x τ y
τ
x
x
y
Figure 2.3.: A fragment of a service automaton with several τ -strongly connected
components.
In the following lemma, we show that a stable τ -strongly connected component without
an enabled communicating event contains either a deadlock state or a divergent state.
Lemma 2.12 (Divergent and deadlock states do not enable a communicating
event).
For each stable τ -strongly connected component C of service automaton S holds :
act∗(QC) = ∅ iff there exists a state q ∈ QC such that q is a deadlock state or q is a
divergent state.
Proof. We prove this lemma in two directions:
⇒ : Suppose act∗(QC) = ∅; that is, q∈QC act(q) = ∅ by definition. Consider an arbi-
trary state q ∈ QC , this means, act(q) = ∅ must hold. As act(q) = enable(q)\{τ}
by definition, we conclude that q is either a deadlock state (enable(q) = ∅) or a
divergent state (∀q′ : q′ ∈ τ(q) :: enable(q′) = {τ}).
⇐ : Suppose q is a deadlock state in C; that is, enable(q) = ∅ by definition. This
means, act(q) = enable(q)\{τ} = ∅ follows. As C is a stable τ -strongly connected
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component by assumption and enable(q) = ∅, it follows that there is no other state
q′ ∈ QC such that q ̸= q′ by definition. Therefore, we conclude that act∗(QC) = ∅.
Suppose q is a divergent state in C; that is, enable(q) = {τ} by definition. This
means, act(q) = enable(q)\{τ} = ∅ follows. As q is a divergent state, it follows
that for each state q′ with q ϵ⇒ q′ holds: enable(q′) = {τ}. As C is a stable
τ -strongly connected component by assumption, this means q′ is also a state in QC
by definition. Therefore, we conclude that act∗(QC) = ∅.
Thus, the lemma holds.
2.2. Service Composition
A service is designed to communicate with other services, and not to execute in isola-
tion. The interplay of two communicating services is realized by their composition. In
this section, we formalize the composition of two service automata. As a preliminary
requirement, the composition of two services S and P requires that S and P must be
composable, that is, share neither their input message channels (IS ∩ IP = ∅) nor their
output message channels (OS ∩ OP = ∅). This means, each message channel must be
implemented by exactly one service automaton.
Definition 2.13 (Composable service automata).
Two service automata S and P are composable iff IS ∩ IP = ∅ and OS ∩OP = ∅.
To model an asynchronous communication between two service automata, we assume
an implicit unordered buffer of pending messages between service automata. If a message
sending event is initiated by one service, then it is always possible for the service to do
so by sending a message to the buffer. Naturally, a message receiving event is enabled by
one service only when there is a respective message pending in the buffer. Nevertheless,
each service can perform its message receiving event independent of the order of messages
produced by their producer. This means, messages can be consumed from the buffer in a
different order than the one they are produced. A successful termination of communication
between both services is indicated by a state in which both reach their final states and
the message buffer is empty.
We model the communication behavior of two service automata in terms of composition.
Informally, the composition of two service automata is a service automaton whose states
represent the cross product of the states from the two participating service automata
and the states of the message buffer. The transition relation is driven by the states of
the composition and the enabled events from each participating service.
Technically, we model a message buffer by the set of multisets over a set of message
channels. For a set X of message channels with X ⊆M, we denote the set of all multisets
over X with Bags(X). We use list notion for multisets, for instance, we write [a, a, b] for
the multiset of {a → 2, b → 1, c → 0} over {a, b, c} and we denote the empty multiset
by [ ]. The multiplicity M(m) of m ∈M is the number of m elements in the multiset.
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For k ∈ N, we denote Bagsk(X) as the set of multisets over X that is bounded by k (i. e.,
M∈ Bagsk(X) implies M(m) ≤ k for each m ∈M).
We define the composition of two service automata as follows.
Definition 2.14 (Composition of service automata).
The composition of two composable service automata S and P is the service automaton
S ⊕ P = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] consisting of
– Q = QS × Bags(M)×QP ;
– q0 = [q0S , [ ], q0P ];
– I = (IS ∪ IP )\(IS ∩OP ),
– O = (OS ∪OP )\(IS ∩OP ),
– Ω = ΩS × {[ ]} × ΩP , and
– → ⊆ Q× Σ ∪ {τ} ×Q contains exactly the following elements:
1. for all m ∈ (IS ∩OP ) ∪ (OS ∩ IP ),
– [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [q′S ,M+ [m], qP ] iff qS !m→S q′S ;
– [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [q′S ,M− [m], qP ] iff qS ?m→S q′S and m ∈M;
– [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [qS ,M+ [m], q′P ] iff qP !m→P q′P ;
– [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [qS ,M− [m], q′P ] iff qP ?m→P q′P and m ∈M;
2. for all m ∈ I ∪O :
– [qS ,M, qP ] !m→ [q′S ,M, qP ] iff qS !m→S q′S ;
– [qS ,M, qP ] ?m→ [q′S ,M, qP ] iff qS ?m→S q′S ;
– [qS ,M, qP ] !m→ [qS ,M, q′P ] iff qP !m→P q′P ;
– [qS ,M, qP ] ?m→ [qS ,M, q′P ] iff qP ?m→P q′P ;
3. for m = τ :
– [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [q′S ,M, qP ] iff qS m→S q′S ,
– [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [qS ,M, q′P ] iff qP m→P q′P .
The composition of two interface composable services S and P yields a service S ⊕ P
where all their compatible open channels (IS ∩ OP and OS ∩ IP ) are connected. Each
pair of compatible channels yields a closed channel and cannot be used by any other
service. The interface of S⊕P consists of the input and output channels of S and P that
are not shared by S and P . A composition S ⊕ P is closed if every channel of S ⊕ P is
closed and every event is internal, that is, the sets of input and output message channels
of S ⊕ P are empty (IS⊕P = OS⊕P = ∅).
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A state of the composed service S ⊕ P of S and P is a tuple [qS ,M, qP ] consisting of
a state qS of S, a multiset (i. e., bag) M of currently pending messages that were sent
but not yet received, and a state qP of P . The initial state [q0S , [ ], q0P ] consists of the
two initial states q0S of S and q0P of P and the empty multiset [ ] of the message buffer.
An m-labeled sending transition adds in S ⊕ P one element m to the bag M. Similarly,
a transition receiving an m removes one m from M. Internal transitions of S and P
do not update M. In the composition, all transitions that are associated with closed
channels become internal transitions labeled with τ . Final states of the composed system
are those where both services are in their respective final states, and the message bag is
empty. In contrast to Lohmann [2010], we do not keep record of closed message channels
as the composition history of a service. This means, we do not distinguish events that
are associated with closed message channels.
Note, that it is also conventional to model the asynchronous communication by
synchronous communication with explicitly introduced message buffers. We refer to Stahl
[2009, Appendix A] and Mooij et al. [2010] for the relationship between our model and
an synchronous communication model with explicit communication buffers.
L1 : c1,[ ],a1
L2 : c2,[req],a1
L3 : c2,[ ],a2
L4 : c2,[off],a1
L5 : c4,[ ],a1
L6 : c5,[cnf],a1
L7 : c2,[rej],a3
L8 : c3,[ ],a3
τ
τ
τ τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
req
cnf
off
rej
Figure 2.4.: The composition C ⊕A of Customer C and Agency A.
Example 2.15. Figure 2.4 illustrates the composition C ⊕A of Customer service C and
Agency service A from Figure 2.1. Observe that the transition a2 ?cnf→ A a3 of A are not
covered in the composition C ⊕A. ▹
The order in which two services are composed is insignificant, though the cross product
of two sets is in general not commutative. In our case, there is a bijective mapping
between states QS⊕P of S⊕P and states QP⊕S of P⊕S. As we assume that each interface
must be implemented by exactly one service, the update of the multisets of messages is
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always performed by the same service for each message production and consumption. By
swapping the first and the third argument of states in the composition, QS⊕P and QP⊕S
are isomorphic. Similar isomorphisms exist between the initial state and the set of final
states of S ⊕ P and P ⊕ S. Obviously, there is also a bijective mapping between input
IS⊕P and input IP⊕S as well as between output OS⊕P and output OP⊕S . By definition,
the transition relation of the composed service is derived from the transition relations of
both services interacting via the bags of messages. A sending event !m or receiving event
?m of message m from one service becomes an internal event τ of the composition. An
event of one service that is associated with an open channel of the composition remains
the same in the composition, whereas an internal τ event of each service becomes also an
internal τ event of the composition. Therefore, there exists a bijective mapping between
the transition relation →S⊕P of S ⊕ P and the transition relation →P⊕S of P ⊕ S such
that they are isomorphic.
To this respect, the composition operator is commutative and associative, which means
the order of (pairwise) service composition is insignificant.
Proposition 2.16 (Composition is commutative and associative).
For each (pairwise) interface composable service automata S, P and R holds:
– the composition of service automata is commutative, i. e., S ⊕ P = P ⊕ S, and
– the composition of service automata is associative, i. e., S ⊕ (P ⊕R) = (S ⊕ P )⊕R.
In this thesis, we study one fundamental aspect of correctness of services, that is,
the behavioral compatibility of service composition. A compatibility criterion can be
considered as a Beauty predicate B on service composition [Reisig, 2008] such that a
service composition must satisfy the conditions posed by B in order to meet the criterion.
For a given behavioral compatibility criterion B, we denote the composition S ⊕ P that
satisfies the criterion B by B(S ⊕ P ).
To reason about the correctness of service composition, we first require that every
channel of service composition must be closed as it only makes sense to reason about
service’s behavior that is part of a closed composition. Informally, the closed composition
of two service automata is the composition that has an empty set of interface (input and
output message channels). To identify closed message channel of the composition, we
define the interface compatibility of two service automata as follows.
Definition 2.17 (Compatible interface).
Two service automata S and P are interface compatible iff IS = OP and OS = IP .
As for the next requirement, we must ensure that the composition S ⊕ P of services
S and P has finitely many states by introducing the k-boundedness property of service
composition, where k ∈ N is a message bound for each asynchronous message channel. For
a message bound k ∈ N, the composition of two services that satisfies the k-boundedness
property is defined as follows.
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Definition 2.18 (k-bounded service composition).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel. The composition S ⊕ P is
k-bounded, denoted by k(S ⊕ P ), iff for each [qS ,M, qP ] of S ⊕ P and for each m ∈ M
holds : M(m) ≤ k.
Clearly, if the composition S ⊕ P of two services S and P is k-bounded for k ∈ N, then
the composition S ⊕ P is also bounded by any number that is greater than k.
Example 2.19. In Figure 2.4, the composition C⊕A of Customer service C and Agency
service A (from Fig. 2.1) is closed and bounded by k for 1 ≤ k ≤ N. The the interface of
C ⊕A is empty and each message channel does not store more than one message. ▹
For the remainder of this section, we investigate two behavioral compatibility criteria B
of service composition; k-deadlock freedom (B = df k) and k-responsiveness (B = rpk) for
a message bound k ∈ N for each message channel. We discuss the k-deadlock freedom
criterion in Section 2.2.1 and k-responsiveness criterion in Section 2.2.2.
2.2.1. Deadlock-free Composition
In this section, we investigate the k-deadlock freedom of service composition as defined
by Lohmann et al. [2007a] and Massuthe [2009]. Informally, two services interact
deadlock-freely whenever their composition does not contain a deadlock state; that is,
every terminating sequence of events reachable in the composition must end with a
final-state event.
With the service automata model, we can distinguish the desired terminal events which
model a successful completion of service automaton from other terminal events such as
a deadlock of service automaton. With the definition of a deadlock state introduced
in Section 2.1.1, we define a deadlock-free service as a service automaton that does not
contain a deadlock state.
Definition 2.20 (Deadlock-free service).
Service S is deadlock-free iff for each state q of S holds: q is not a deadlock state.
Note, that a deadlock state is a non-final state without an outgoing transition. It is
possible that a deadlock-free service performs an infinite sequence of events that never
terminates (known as livelock). Nevertheless the absence of deadlock in two service
automata does not guarantee the absence of deadlock in their composition. On the
contrary, a service automaton that contains a deadlock state may communicate with
another and terminate successfully. As we model the composition by a service automaton,
the composition of two service automata is deadlock-free whenever the service automaton
that represents the composition of two service automata is also deadlock-free.
For a closed and k-bounded service composition for each message bound k ∈ N, we
define a k-deadlock-free service composition as follows.
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Definition 2.21 (Deadlock-free service composition).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel. Then, the composition S ⊕ P
of two interface compatible service automata S and P is k-deadlock-free, denoted by
df k(S ⊕ P ), iff
1. S ⊕ P is k-bounded; and
2. S ⊕ P is deadlock-free.
As a k-deadlock-free composition may contain an infinite sequence of events that
never terminate (livelock), it is also possible that such a sequence includes only unbroken
sequence of internal events (known as divergence) from one participating service. Naturally,
a divergence within a composition excludes both a communicating event and a successfully
terminating event from each participating service.
Example 2.22. The composition C ⊕A illustrated in Figure 2.4 is k-deadlock-free for
k = 1, as it does not contain a deadlock state; meaning, a non-final state without an
outgoing transition. Observe state L6 of the composition. Though not a final state of the
composition, L6 is also not a deadlock state of the composition. This is because there is
an internal τ event enabled at L6 and it introduces an unbroken sequence of internal
events in the composition. ▹
In this thesis, we also investigate a stronger behavioral compatibility criterion than
k-deadlock freedom, called k-responsiveness. In a nutshell, a k-responsive composition
is equivalent to a k-deadlock-free composition that is divergence-free. We discuss the
k-responsive composition in the immediate following section.
2.2.2. Responsive Composition
In this section, we investigate the responsiveness of service composition as defined
by Lohmann [2010]. Responsiveness is a stronger deadlock-freedom criterion than the one
that is studied in Lohmann et al. [2007a] and Massuthe [2009], because it additionally
requires the composition to exclude an unbroken infinite sequence of internal events in
which each participating service can neither communicate with one another nor terminate
successfully (known as divergence). In contrast to Lohmann [2010], we do not have
the concept of port. Thereby, message channels can be grouped into ports from which
interfaces are built. In this thesis, we consider only services with a single port in the
sense of responsiveness defined by Lohmann [2010].
Similar to the basic requirements for deadlock-free composition, the responsive compo-
sition also requires that every channel of service composition must be closed as it only
makes sense to reason about service’s behavior that is part of a closed composition. This
means, that they must have compatible interface. It also requires that the communication
must not yield an unbounded number of pending messages in the buffer.
Informally, two services can interact responsively; whenever, (1) their composition is
deadlock-free and (2) every sequence of events in their composition must not exclude
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either a sending event, or a receiving event, or a successfully terminating event from each
participating service in the composition. In this thesis, we formalize the condition for
determining a responsive service composition differently from Lohmann [2010]. We deter-
mine the condition (2) by checking whether the projecting behavior of each participating
service from a closed service composition is a responsive service.
With the definition of a stable τ -strongly connected component as introduced in Section
2.1.2, we define a responsive service as a service automaton in which each of its stable
τ -strongly connected components enables a visible event.
Definition 2.23 (Responsive service).
Service S is responsive iff for each stable τ -strongly connected components C of S holds
: act∗(QC) ̸= ∅.
Intuitively, a responsive service contains neither a deadlock state nor a divergent state.
This is because every component is not a stable τ -strongly connected components in
which it must contain either a deadlock state or a divergent state (cf. Lemma 2.12).
Given two responsive services, we cannot conclude that their composition is also
responsive. One illustration for this phenomenon is when one service waits for consuming
a message to be produced by the other, at the same time, it locally perform infinitely
many sequence of invisible τ -events (known as a local livelock). In case that the other
service fails to send the message, together they never perform any further communicating
event. Intuitively, both services fail to respond to their own communicating partner.
Next, we define the projecting operator of service behavior from a closed service
composition. As a closed service composition contains only invisible τ -events and
possibly a final event, this operator produces the behavior of one participating service
in the composition by renaming the respecting non-internal events of the other service
participating in the composition to internal τ events.
Definition 2.24 (Respecting behavior of service composition).
The behavior of P with respect to the composition S ⊕ P = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] is a
service automaton BehS⊕P (P ) = [Q, q0, IB, OB,→B,Ω] where IB = IP , OB = OP , and
→B = Q× (IP ∪OP ∪ {τ})×Q contains the following elements :
1. [qS ,M, qP ] τ→B [q′S ,M, qP ] iff [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [q′S ,M, qP ],
2. [qS ,M, qP ] τ→B [qS ,M, q′P ] iff [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [qS ,M, q′P ],
3. [qS ,M, qP ] τ→B [q′S ,M+ [m], qP ] iff [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [q′S ,M+ [m], qP ] and m ∈ OS ;
4. [qS ,M, qP ] τ→B [q′S ,M− [m], qP ] iff [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [q′S ,M− [m], qP ], M(m) > 0, and
m ∈ IS ;
5. [qS ,M, qP ] m→B [qS ,M+ [m], q′P ] iff [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [qS ,M+ [m], q′P ] and m ∈ OP ;
6. [qS ,M, qP ] m→B [qS ,M− [m], q′P ] iff [qS ,M, qP ] τ→ [qS ,M− [m], q′P ], M(m) > 0, and
m ∈ IP ;
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The respecting behavior of one service with respect to its service composition is a
service automaton that represents the behavior of one service when interacting with
another service in its service composition. To this respect, we can determine whether the
service composition is responsive by checking whether the respecting behaviors of the
participants are responsive.
We define the responsive service composition as follows.
Definition 2.25 (Responsive service composition).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel. Then, the composition
S ⊕ P of two interface compatible service automata S and P is k-responsive, denoted by
rpk(S ⊕ P ), iff
1. S ⊕ P is k-bounded,
2. BehS⊕P (P ) is responsive, and
3. BehS⊕P (S) is responsive.
Intuitively, a service composition is not k-responsive if either it is not k-bounded, or it
contains deadlock state, or there exists one participating service that never responds to
the other service in their composition. In the two latter cases, the projecting behavior of
at least one participating service is not responsive and it contains a stable τ -strongly
connected component with the empty set of enabled communicating events. The informal
condition (2) of responsive composition has been reflected by condition 2. and 3. of the
formal definition as both respecting behaviors of the composition are responsive and it
guarantees that every sequence of events in the composition must not exclude either
a sending communicating event, or a receiving communicating event, or a successfully
terminating event from each participating service in the composition. Note, that re-
sponsiveness does not guarantee a termination of the composition, similarly to deadlock
freedom.
Example 2.26. Figure 2.5 illustrates the respecting behavior BehC⊕A(C) of Customer
service C (from Fig. 2.1) with respect to the composition C ⊕ A (from Fig. 2.4) of
Customer service C and Agency service A (from Fig. 2.1). The behavior BehC⊕A(C) is
not responsive as there is a stable τ -strongly connected component containing a state
that does not enable a non-internal event from IC ∪OC ∪ {final}, that is, a component
containing state L6.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the respecting behavior BehC⊕A(A) of Customer service A with
respect to the composition C ⊕ A of Customer service C and Agency service A. The
behavior BehC⊕A(A) is not responsive as there is a stable τ -strongly connected component
containing a state that does not enable a non-internal event from IA ∪OA ∪ {final}, that
is, the component containing state L6.
Therefore, we can conclude that the composition C ⊕A is not responsive. ▹
The responsiveness does not require every sequence of events in a composition to ter-
minate. This means, that responsiveness is a weaker criterion than livelock freedom [Wolf,
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L1 : c1,[ ],a1
L2 : c2,[req],a1
L3 : c2,[ ],a2
L4 : c2,[off],a1
L5 : c4,[ ],a1
L6 : c5,[cnf],a1
L7 : c2,[rej],a3
L8 : c3,[ ],a3
!req
τ
τ τ
τ
τ
τ
?off
τ
!req
τ
!cnf
τ
?rej
τ
req
cnf
off
rej
Figure 2.5.: The behavior BehC⊕A(C) of C with respect to the composition C ⊕A.
L1 : c1,[ ],a1
L2 : c2,[req],a1
L3 : c2,[ ],a2
L4 : c2,[off],a1
L5 : c4,[ ],a1
L6 : c5,[cnf],a1
L7 : c2,[rej],a3
L8 : c3,[ ],a3
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Figure 2.6.: The behavior BehC⊕A(A) of A with respect to the composition C ⊕A.
Stahl, Ott, and Danitz, 2009] which requires every sequence of events to terminate. The
responsiveness criterion is also less strict than weak termination [Stahl, 2009, Massuthe
et al., 2008] which requires every sequence of events to terminate successfully, and there-
fore, guarantees absence of deadlocks and livelocks. Weak termination coincides with the
notion of soundness introduced for workflow nets by Van Hee, Sidorova, and Voorhoeve
[2003]. In the branching-time computation tree logic (CTL) [Clarke and Emerson, 1982,
Emerson and Halpern, 1985], weak termination can be expressed by AG.EFfinal in which
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it is always possible to reach a final state from every state of service composition. For an
acyclic service, Stahl [2009] has shown that the notions of deadlock freedom and weak
termination coincide. Similar coincidence holds for responsiveness, deadlock freedom,
and weak termination.
2.3. Service and Controllers
In this section, we formalize the notion of a compatible partner of a given service and
a given behavioral compatibility criterion B as a B-controller of the given service. The
notion controller originates from control theory of discrete event processes [Ramadge and
Wonham, 1987, Cassandras and Lafortune, 2008] in the sense that we consider service P
as a controller of service S for service S satisfying B(S ⊕ P ). The notion controller of a
service is formalized in Lohmann et al. [2007a], Massuthe [2009], Stahl [2009] as strategy
and in Lohmann [2010] as partner.
Two services S and P interact correctly with respect to a given behavioral compatibility
criterion B whenever their composition S ⊕ P satisfies B, that is, B(S ⊕ P ). In such
case, service P is a B-controller of service S. The notion of B-controller is symmetric, as
the composition operation ⊕ is commutative. This means, service P is a B-controller of
service S, whenever service S is also a B-controller of service P .
For a service S with open interface, a closed composition that satisfies a given com-
patibility criterion B yields the concept of controllability. Service S is B-controllable iff
service S has at least one B-controller, which means that there exists at least one service
P with B(S ⊕ P ). The set of all B-controllers (i. e., B-compatible partners) of a service
S is denoted by
B-Controllers(S) = {P | B(S ⊕ P )}
where B ∈ {df k , rpk} represents either deadlock-freedom (B = df k) or responsiveness
(B = rpk) of service composition for a message bound k ∈ N.
Note, that the B-controller notion is parameterized by a message bound k ∈ N on
each message channel. As the k-bounded composition S ⊕ P of S and P implies that
the composition S ⊕ P is also bounded by any number that is greater than k. For each
compatibility criterion B, service P is a B-controller of service S for message bound k ∈ N
implies service P is also a B-controller of service S for a message bound that is greater
than k. Though the reverse does not hold.
The following proposition states that the B-controller relation between two services is
symmetric, as the composition operator ⊕ is commutative.
Proposition 2.27 (Controller is a symmetric notion).
For each message bound k ∈ N, each B ∈ {df k , rpk}, and each two interface compatible
service automata S and P with B(S ⊕ P ) :
S ∈ B-Controllers(P ) ⇔ P ∈ B-Controllers(S).
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Next, we define the notions of k-deadlock-free controller and k-deadlock-free control-
lability for the k-deadlock-free compatibility criterion (i. e., B = df k). For two services
S and P , their k-deadlock-free service composition yields the concept of k-deadlock-free
controller.
Definition 2.28 (Deadlock-free controller).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel. Then, service P is a k-deadlock-
free controller of service S iff df k(S ⊕ P ). The set of all k-deadlock-free controllers of
service S is denoted by
df kControllers(S) = {P | df k(S ⊕ P )}.
Service is k-deadlock-freely controllable iff service S has at least one k-deadlock-free
controller, i. e., df kControllers(S) ̸= ∅.
Example 2.29. The composition C ⊕ A illustrated in Figure 2.4 is a k-deadlock-free
composition. This means, C and A are k-deadlock-free controller of each other, as well
as both C and A are k-deadlock-freely controllable for k = 1. ▹
Next, we define the notions of k-responsive controller and k-responsive controllability
for the k-responsive compatibility criterion (i. e., B = rpk). For two services S and P ,
their k-responsive service composition yields the concept of k-responsive controller.
Definition 2.30 (Responsive controller).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel. Then, service P is a k-
responsive controller of service S iff rpk(S ⊕P ). The set of all k-responsive controllers of
service S is denoted by
rpkControllers(S) = {P | rpk(S ⊕ P )}.
Service is k-responsively controllable iff service S has at least one k-responsive controller,
i. e., rpkControllers(S) ̸= ∅.
Example 2.31. As the composition C ⊕A illustrated in Figure 2.4 is not k-responsive.
Therefore, C and A are not k-responsive controller of each other. ▹
Given service S that is k-deadlock-freely controllable, it is not necessarily the case that
service S is k-responsively controllable as illustrated by Property 2.32. Nevertheless, for
a service S that is both k-deadlock-freely controllable and k-responsively controllable, the
set of all k-responsive controllers of service S is a subset of the set of all k-deadlock-free
controllers of service S.
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Property 2.32 For each message bound k ∈ N and each service S that is k-deadlock-
freely controllable and k-responsively controllable :
rpkControllers(S) ⊆ df kControllers(S).
2.4. Service Substitution Criteria
In this section, we formalize a notion of service substitution under a given behavioral
compatibility criterion B. In this thesis, we consider controllers defined in Section 2.3 as
admissible contexts for service substitution.
We distinguish two different substitution criteria, each of which guarantees to pre-
serve every controller of a given service before being substituted. Given a behavioral
compatibility criterion B, service T is a substitute for a service S under B inclusion if
every B-controller of service S is also a B-controller of service T for a message bound
k on each message channel. In case service S is also a substitute for service T under B
inclusion, service S and service T have exactly the same set of B-controllers and they
can substitute one another under B equivalence.
As for basic requirements, substituting service S by service T first requires that the two
services S and T must be interface equivalent; that is, they have the same set of input
and output message channels (IS = IT and OS = OT ). As the behavior of a service (and
its controller) is described by the specific order of external events which are determined
by input and output message channels of a given service, this means, that reasoning
about service substitutability only makes sense if the two services have the same set of
communicating events.
Definition 2.33 (Equivalent interface).
Two service automata S and T are interface equivalent iff IS = IT and OS = OT .
Substituting a service S by a service T also requires that the two services S and T must
be B-controllable according to a given behavioral compatibility criterion B; this means
B-Controllers(S) ̸= ∅ and B-Controllers(T ) ̸= ∅. As B-controllers are the context that
must be preserved under substitution, it only makes sense to reason about correctness of
service substitution if a service has at least one B-controller.
In this thesis, we consider two substitution criteria for each behavioral compatibility
criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk} representing either deadlock-freedom (B = df k) or responsiveness
(B = rpk) of service composition.
Inclusion Substitution : Service T is a substitute for a service S under B inclusion iff
every B-controller of service S is also a B-controller of service T :
T ⊑B S ⇔ B-Controllers(T ) ⊇ B-Controllers(S).
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The ⊑B is a preorder relation, as it is reflexive and transitive relation. Nevertheless,
⊑B is not a partial order, as T ⊑B S and S ⊑B T does not implies that S and T
are the same service.
The set of all substitutes for service S under B inclusion is denoted by
B-Inclusion(S) = {T | T ⊑B S}.
The set B-Inclusion(S) is never an empty set as service S is always a substitute
for itself under B-inclusion.
As B-inclusion is a preorder relation, we use the two notions, B-inclusion and
B-preorder, interchangeably throughout the thesis.
Equivalence Substitution : Service T is a substitute for a service S under B equivalence
iff S and T have exactly the same set of B-controllers:
T =B S ⇔ B-Controllers(T ) = B-Controllers(S).
The relation =B is an equivalence relation, as it is reflexive, transitive, and symmetric.
This means, service T is a substitute for service S under B equivalence whenever
service S is a substitute for service T under B equivalence.
The set of all substitutes for a service S under B equivalence is denoted by
B-Equiv(S) = {T | T =B S}.
The set B-Equiv(S) is never an empty set as service S is always a substitute for
itself under B equivalence.
Note, that the notions of a substitute of a service under B inclusion and B equivalence
are parameterized by a message bound k ∈ N on each message channel. As for each
compatibility criterion B, service P is a B-controller of service S for message bound k ∈ N
implies service P is also a B-controller of service S for a message bound l that is that is
greater than k (k < l ≤ N), though the reverse does not hold. Assume S is B-controllable
for both k and l. This means that a substitute for S under B inclusion for message bound
k is not necessarily a substitute for S under B inclusion with a message bound l. On the
contrary, a substitute for S under B inclusion for message bound l is also a substitute for
S under B inclusion with a message bound k. We will study the relationship between a
B-controller of a given service and its substitute under B inclusion in Chapter 5.
Illustrated in Figure 2.7 are various sets of services related to a given service S. Each
rectangle represents a set of services with equivalent interface (i. e., they have the same
set of input and output message channels). Each dot represents a single service. These
are the services S, T1, T2, and P . Each service in one rectangle has a compatible interface
(i. e., an input message channel of one service is an output message channel of another
and vice versa) with a service in the other rectangle. This means, the three services S,
T1, T2 have equivalent interface, each of them has compatible interface with service P .
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B-Inclusion(S)
B-Equiv(S)
B-Controllers(T1)
B-Controllers(T2)
B-Controllers(S)T1 T2
S
P⊑ B ⊑
B
Figure 2.7.: Three interface equivalent services S, T1, and T2 where T1 ⊑B S and T2 ⊑B S;
each of the three has at least one common B-controller P , for B = {df k , rpk}
and k ∈ N+.
Each circle and each ellipse represents the set of services of particular interest with
respect to service S. These sets are the B-Controllers(S) of all controllers of service
S, the B-Controllers(T1) of all B-controllers of service T1, the B-Controllers(T2) of all
B-controllers of service T2, the B-Inclusion(S) of all substitutes for service S under B
inclusion, and the B-Equiv(S) of all substitutes for service S under B equivalence. Figure
2.7 illustrates that both services T1 and T2 are substitutes for service S and service P is
a B-controller of each service S, T1, and T2.
With our convention for visualizing the set of services, the set represented by a circle
or an ellipse never exceed beyond the boundary of a rectangle. This is because we assume
that a service has a compatible interface with its controller, but same interface as its
substitute service. We will use a similar convention to represent sets of services in every
figure throughout the thesis.
In case B = df k , the notion of deadlock freedom inclusion is formalized by the notion
of accordance preorder in Stahl et al. [2009], Parnjai et al. [2009], Mooij and Voorhoeve
[2009], Mooij et al. [2011] and by conformance preorder in Stahl [2009]. In this thesis, we
refer to these preorder as deadlock freedom preorder and to the respective and equivalence
as deadlock freedom equivalence.
For the preorder relation ⊑B, it is important that the ⊑B relation between two services
must be preserved under the composition. This means, if service T is a substitute for
service S under B preorder, then it is desirable that service (T ⊕R) is also a substitute for
service (S ⊕R) under B preorder, for any service R that is composable with S and T . A
preorder that satisfies this condition is a precongruence with respect to the composition
operator ⊕. In the following lemma, we show a precongruence of ⊑B with respect to the
composition operator ⊕.
Lemma 2.34 (⊑B relation is a precongruence). [Stahl, 2009]
The ⊑B relation is a precongruence with respect to the composition operator ⊕ for
B ∈ {df k , rpk} and message bound k ∈ N for each message channel.
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Proof. Let S and T be two interface equivalent services and R be a service that is
composable with either S or T . Suppose T ⊑B S, by definition B-Controllers(T ) ⊇
B-Controllers(S) holds. We will show that (T ⊕R) ⊑B (S ⊕R) also holds.
Suppose P ∈ B-Controllers(S ⊕ R) holds. This means, S ⊕ R ⊕ P is a service with
empty set of input and output message channels such that B(S ⊕ R ⊕ P ) holds. As
⊕ is commutative and associative (Proposition 2.16), (R⊕ P ) ∈ B-Controllers(S) and
(S ⊕R) ∈ B-Controllers(P ) follows. As T ⊑B S holds, this means T is a substitute for S
under B inclusion. It follows that (R ⊕ P ) ∈ B-Controllers(T ) holds by definition and
T ⊕R⊕ P is also a service with empty set of input and output message channels such
that B(T ⊕R⊕ P ) holds. It follows that P ∈ B-Controllers(T ⊕R) holds, because ⊕ is
commutative and associative (Proposition 2.16).
Thus, we conclude that (T ⊕R) ⊑B (S ⊕R) holds.
For the relation =B, if service T and service S are equivalent under B equivalence,
then it is desirable that service (T ⊕R) is also a substitute for service (S ⊕R) under B
equivalence, for any service R that is composable with either S or T . In the following
lemma, we show a congruence of =B with respect to the composition operator ⊕.
Lemma 2.35 (=B relation is congruence).
The =B relation is a congruence with respect to the composition operator ⊕ for
B ∈ {df k , rpk} and message bound k ∈ N for each message channel.
Proof. Follows from the definition of =B and Lemma 2.34.
2.4.1. Deadlock Freedom Inclusion
In this section, we define the notion of deadlock freedom inclusion for the deadlock
freedom substitution criterion (i. e., B = df k).
Definition 2.36 (Deadlock freedom inclusion).
For a message bound k ∈ N, service T can substitute service S under k-deadlock freedom
inclusion, denoted by T ⊑df ,k S, iff df kControllers(T ) ⊇ df kControllers(S). Then, the
set of all substitutes for service S under k-deadlock-free inclusion is denoted by
df kInclusion(S) = {T | T ⊑df ,k S}.
The notion deadlock-free inclusion has been formalized in Stahl [2009], Stahl et al.
[2009], Parnjai et al. [2009], Mooij et al. [2011] as accordance preorder.
As deadlock-freedom inclusion is a preorder relation, we use the two notions, deadlock-
freedom inclusion and deadlock-freedom preorder, interchangeably throughout the thesis.
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2.4.2. Deadlock Freedom Equivalence
In this section, we define the notion of deadlock freedom equivalence for the deadlock
freedom substitution criterion, i. e., B = df k .
The k-deadlock-free preorder relation ⊑df ,k induces an equivalence relation =df ,k that
relates services with identical sets of k-deadlock-free controllers.
Definition 2.37 (Deadlock freedom equivalence).
For a message bound k ∈ N, two services S and T are equivalent under k-deadlock freedom
(or k-deadlock-freely equivalent), denoted by S =df ,k T , iff S ⊑df ,k T and T ⊑df ,k S.
Then, the set of all substitutes for service S under k-deadlock-free equivalence is denoted
by
df kEquiv(S) = {T | T =df ,k S}.
2.4.3. Responsiveness Inclusion
In this section, we define the notion of responsiveness preorder for the responsiveness
substitution criterion (i. e., B = rpk).
Definition 2.38 (Responsiveness inclusion).
For a message bound k ∈ N, service T is a substitute for service S under k-responsiveness
inclusion, denoted by T ⊑rp,k S, iff rpkControllers(T ) ⊇ rpkControllers(S). Then, the
set of all substitutes for service S under k-responsive inclusion is denoted by
rpkInclusion(S) = {T | T ⊑rp,k S}.
As responsiveness inclusion is a preorder relation, we use the two notions, responsiveness
inclusion and responsiveness preorder, interchangeably throughout the thesis.
2.4.4. Responsiveness Equivalence
In this section, we define the notion of responsiveness equivalence for the responsiveness
substitution criterion (i. e., B = rpk).
The k-responsiveness preorder relation ⊑rp,k induces an equivalence relation =rp,k that
relates services with identical sets of k-responsive controllers.
Definition 2.39 (Responsiveness equivalence).
For a message bound k ∈ N, two services S and T are equivalent under k-responsiveness,
denoted by S =rp,k T , iff S ⊑rp,k T and T ⊑rp,k S. Then, the set of all substitutes for
service S under k-responsive equivalence is denoted by
rpkEquiv(S) = {T | T =rp,k S}.
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In the following example, we provide a set of interface equivalent service automata and
illustrate the relation between each pair of service automata in the set.
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Figure 2.8.: Eight service automata: A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, and A8; each with
interface I = {b} and O = {a}.
Example 2.40. Figure 2.8 illustrates eight service automata with equivalent interfaces:
A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, and A8. Each service automaton has the same set of input
message channels (I = {b}) and the same output message channels (O = {a}) as the
other services, though not all of them are in the same equivalence class according to
either deadlock freedom or responsiveness. The illustration of the interface of each service
automaton is omitted for readability purpose.
The following table illustrates the preorder (⊑B) and equivalence (=B) relation between
each pair of service automata with respect to both deadlock freedom (B = df 1) and
responsiveness (B = rp1) for message bound k = 1 on each message channel.
In case B is presented as a label, this means, both deadlock freedom and responsiveness
apply respectively to either preorder or equivalence.
In case either ✚✚df 1 or ✟✟rp1 is given, this means, the service is respectively either not
1-deadlock-freely controllable or not is not 1-responsively controllable. For example, every
service in Figure 2.8 is 1-deadlock-freely controllable and 1-responsively controllable,
except for service A2 which is 1-deadlock-freely controllable but not 1-responsively
controllable.
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A1 A2(✟✟rp1) A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8
A1 =B ⊒df ,1 ⊑B ̸⊑B̸⊒B =B =B ⊑B =B
A2(✟✟rp1) ⊑df ,1 =df ,1 ⊑df ,1
̸⊑df ,1
̸⊒df ,1 ⊑df ,1 ⊑df ,1 ⊑df ,1 ⊑df ,1
A3 ⊒B ⊒df ,1 =B ̸⊑B̸⊒B ⊒B ⊒B
̸⊑B
̸⊒B ⊒B
A4
̸⊑B
̸⊒B
̸⊑df ,1
̸⊒df ,1
̸⊑B
̸⊒B =B
̸⊑B
̸⊒B
̸⊑B
̸⊒B ⊑B
̸⊑B
̸⊒B
A5 =B ⊒df ,1 ⊑B ̸⊑B̸⊒B =B =B ⊑B =B
A6 =B ⊒df ,1 ⊑B ̸⊑B̸⊒B =B =B ⊑B =B
A7 ⊒B ⊒df ,1 ̸⊑B̸⊒B ⊒B ⊒B ⊒B =B
⊒df ,1
=rp,1
A8 =B ⊒df ,1 ⊑B ̸⊑B̸⊒B =B =B
⊑df ,1
=rp,1
=B
From the table, the four services; A1, A5, A6, and A8 are in the same k-deadlock
freedom equivalence class and responsive equivalence class for k = 1. Though when
considering message bound k ≥ 2 for each message channel, service A8 is no longer in
the same equivalence class as A1, A5, and A6 due to the transition h2 ?b→ h5 in A8 that
can communicate with a controller that can send message b for the second time.
We see from the table that we cannot substitute service A4 by any other service
according to both k-deadlock freedom (B = df 1) and k-responsiveness (B = rp1) inclusion.
Nevertheless, service A7 is a substitute for service A4 under both deadlock freedom and
responsiveness inclusion.
Services A7 and A8 illustrate the difference between deadlock freedom and respon-
siveness. For 1-responsiveness (B = rp, 1), service A7 is in the same equivalence class
as services A1, A5, A6, and A8, for k = 1. For 1-deadlock-freedom (B = df , 1), we can
substitute service A7 by either service A1, A5, A6, or A8 under 1-deadlock freedom, but
not the other way around. ▹
2.5. Related Work
Service-Oriented Computing [Papazoglou, 2001, 2003] is an emerging paradigm that
utilizes services as the basic construct to support the development of rapid, interoperable,
evolvable, and massively distributed applications in heterogeneous environments. Recently,
service-oriented computing has drawn substantial attentions from both industrial and
academic domains. Peltz [2003] has illustrated the terms choreography and orchestration
that are widely used to describe two aspects of composing services, though a strict
separation is rather artificial [Papazoglou et al., 2007]. There are a number of service
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description languages for specifying service orchestration such as WS-BPEL [Alves et al.,
2007] and BPMN [OMG, 2009] as well as for specifying service choreography such as WS-
CDL [Chinnici et al., 2003], Let’s dance [Zaha et al., 2006], and BPEL4Chor [Decker et al.,
2008]. Several research challenges of service-oriented computing have been addressed
from various aspects [Papazoglou, 2003, Reisig et al., 2007, Papazoglou et al., 2007,
2008, Papazoglou, 2008b]. In this thesis, we address service compatibility and service
substitutability, two important topics among the research challenges of service oriented
computing [Papazoglou et al., 2008, Papazoglou, 2008b], using a fundamental approach
to behavioral aspects of services [Reisig, 2008, Wolf, 2009b].
We study the observable behavior of stateful services [Papazoglou, 2008a] and model
the control flow by describing the order in which asynchronous message are exchanged.
Our description of service behavior is related to communication protocol [Merlin, 1979,
Bochmann and Sunshine, 1980], business interaction protocol [Papazoglou, 2008a], and
conversation protocol [Grigori et al., 2008]. Among all these notions, the communication
protocol is the one that has been introduced before the service-oriented paradigm emerged,
for the purpose of studying the order in which messages are exchanged and transfered.
Models that can distinguish choices made between either synchronous or asynchronous
message passing are Petri nets [Reisig, 1985], finite state automata [Hopcroft et al., 2000],
and process algebra [Bergstra et al., 2001, Baeten, 2005].
Petri nets have a successful history in the modeling, simulation, and verification of
workflows and business processes. Along the line of Petri nets, workflow nets [van
der Aalst, 1998] is a subclass of Petri nets for the modeling and verification of business
processes. Open nets [Massuthe et al., 2005] is a subclass of Petri nets that has been
tailored towards the modeling of services. There exists a bidirectional translation [Hinz
et al., 2005, Lohmann and Kleine, 2008] between open net models and service description
languages for creating service models such as WS-BPEL [Alves et al., 2007].
Automaton models have demonstrated the ability for modeling a large number of prob-
lems. Along the line of finite state automata, Input/Output automata [Lynch and Tuttle,
1989, Lynch, 1996] is a communication model that distinguishes explicitly between the
inputs and the outputs of a system. Variants of the Input/Output automaton model are
Input/Output labeled transition system [Tretmans, 1996, 1997], interface automata [de Al-
faro and Henzinger, 2001], and message exchange on finite state automata [Baldoni
et al., 2006]. These are synchronous communication models that provide supports for
verification by making strong assumptions on the underlying infrastructure implementing
the message exchange between the services. A comparative study of these models can be
found in [Massuthe, 2009].
In this thesis, we employ service automata [Massuthe and Schmidt, 2005] as a uniform
formalism to reason about correctness of services rather than to model services. The
service automaton model is a variant of the Input/Output automaton model which per-
forms asynchronous message passing via unidirectional message channels over an implicit
unordered message buffer, allowing messages to overtake each other during their transmis-
sion. Stahl [2009] and Mooij, Stahl, and Voorhoeve [2010] have studied the relationship
between asynchronous and synchronous communication models and illustrated how to
model an asynchronous communication by synchronous communication with an explicitly
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introduced message buffer. There exists a bidirectional translation between open Petri
nets and service automata [Massuthe, 2009] and a variety of translations [Lohmann et al.,
2009a,b] of service description languages into Petri nets and other formal models related
to service automata.
The compatibility of services can be studied from various aspects [Papazoglou, 2008a].
At least four different aspects of service compatibility are described in the literature.
Syntactical compatibility focuses on the service interface and ensures that message types
between services must be compatible [Dong et al., 2004]. Behavioral compatibility
guarantees absence of behavioral errors, such as deadlock and divergence [Bordeaux et al.,
2005, Lohmann et al., 2007a, Dumas et al., 2008]. Semantical compatibility ensures correct
interpretation of exchanging messages and their contents [Traverso and Pistore, 2004,
Mrissa et al., 2007, Sycara et al., 2011]. Non-functional compatibility guarantees some
quality parameters of services, such as security requirements and performance [Deora
et al., 2006, Yu et al., 2007].
We study two behavioral compatibility criteria between services: deadlock freedom and
responsiveness. Deadlock freedom has been studied in Lohmann et al. [2007a], Stahl et al.
[2009], Massuthe [2009], Parnjai et al. [2009], Mooij and Voorhoeve [2009] and Mooij
et al. [2011] for guaranteeing compatibility in the sense that the service composition will
never get stuck in a deadlock state, a global non-final state in which none of participating
services can perform any further action. Though one service may avoid a contribution to
such a deadlock state by performing a local livelock [Wolf, 2009a, Wolf et al., 2009], a
loop of internal actions. From this aspect, this behavior is related to divergence [Hoare,
1985b] from the area of process algebra where a process performs an unbroken sequence
of internal events. Variants of deadlock freedom compatibility criterion have been studied
in Müller [2010a,b] and Stahl and Vogler [2011]. Responsiveness has been formalized
by Wolf [2009a] and Lohmann [2010]. It implies deadlock freedom and allows a service
to perform a local livelock only if it is still able to a leave livelock state and respond to
another service either by means of exchanging messages or be able to reach a final state
whenever it is needed by another service in the composition. Though the termination
of service composition is not guaranteed. In contrast to Lohmann [2010], we study
responsiveness in the setting where a service has a single port [Wolf, 2009a]. A slight
variant of responsiveness has been studied in Vogler et al. [2012]. Under the synchronous
setting, responsiveness is closely related to repetitive quiescence [Tretmans, 1996] as it
prevents one participating service to perform unbroken sequence of internal events.
To guarantee an absence of livelock, Wolf [2009a] and Wolf, Stahl, Ott, and Danitz
[2009] have investigated livelock freedom of services, which guarantees that a service must
terminate and proposed a technique for realizing a “find” request in a service-oriented
architecture. Stahl [2009], Massuthe et al. [2008], Wolf et al. [2011], and Weinberg [2012]
have studied the weak termination criterion which guarantees an absence of deadlocks and
livelocks and therefore, it requires every sequence of events to terminate successfully. Weak
termination coincides with the notion of soundness introduced for workflow nets [Van Hee,
Sidorova, and Voorhoeve, 2003, van Hee, Mooij, Sidorova, and van der Werf, 2011]. In
the computation tree logic (CTL) [Clarke and Emerson, 1982, Emerson and Halpern,
1985], weak termination can be expressed by AG.EFfinal in which it is always possible
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to reach a final state from every state of service composition. For an acyclic service
that can not have a livelock, the notions of deadlock freedom, responsiveness, and weak
termination coincide [Stahl, 2009, Wolf et al., 2009]. Stahl [2009] and Weinberg [2012]
have studied the strict termination or strong termination criterion which guarantees that
a final state must be indeed reached; therefore, a final state can never send, receive, or
perform an internal action.
Controllability relates to the problem of deciding whether a given service can interact
correctly with at least one partner [Wolf, 2009a]. The notion controller studied here
is related to control theory of discrete event processes [Ramadge and Wonham, 1987,
Cassandras and Lafortune, 2008]. The controller notion has been studied in various
settings and formalized in Lohmann et al. [2007a], Wolf et al. [2009], Massuthe [2009],
and Stahl [2009] as strategy and in Lohmann [2010] as partner. Weinberg [2008] has
employed an interaction graph to analyze controllability of open nets. Gierds, Mooij, and
Wolf [2010] have studied the behavioral adapters for adjusting incompatible communication
between services and proposed an approach to synthesize an adapter by using existing
controller synthesis algorithms. Wagner [2010, 2011], and Lohmann and Wolf [2011a]
have investigated controllability of open nets in which data aspects are a major concern.
Annotated automata have been introduced by Wombacher et al. [2004] to represent sets
of automata. Based on annotated service automata, Operating Guidelines [Massuthe et al.,
2005, Massuthe and Schmidt, 2005, Lohmann et al., 2007a, Massuthe, 2009] is a technique
for characterizing all controllers that satisfy deadlock freedom and responsiveness for
asynchronously communicating services. A number of existing work is based on the
operating guidelines approach, such as the characterization of controllers that enforce
or exclude certain activities [Lohmann et al., 2007b], that cover a certain activity in
less restrictive manner [Stahl and Wolf, 2008, 2009], and that must not exclude selected
partners [Stahl et al., 2009]. Procedures for deciding service substitutability under various
compatibility criterion have been proposed by Stahl [2009]. One of them is to decide
service substitutability under deadlock freedom by means of comparing their operating
guidelines [Stahl, Massuthe, and Bretschneider, 2009, Stahl and Wolf, 2009]. There
are several efforts to optimize the space-efficiency of operating guidelines [Kaschner
et al., 2007, Gierds, 2008a, Lohmann and Wolf, 2009]. A more compact representation
of operating guidelines has been proposed by Lohmann and Wolf [2011b], where only
few bits are stored within a state instead of a complete annotation, yielding improved
efficiency in several procedures based on operating guidelines.
Service substitutability addresses one of the challenges of service oriented computing
that is known as business protocol change [Papazoglou, 2008b]. The notion of deadlock
freedom inclusion studied in this thesis has been formalized as accordance preorder
in Stahl, Massuthe, and Bretschneider [2009], Parnjai, Stahl, and Wolf [2009], Mooij
and Voorhoeve [2009] and Mooij, Parnjai, Stahl, and Voorhoeve [2011] and conformance
preorder in Stahl [2009]. Substitutability is related to the problem of deciding whether
the semantics of two given services satisfies the specific relation. In our context, service
substitutability of two service is decided by comparing their sets of controllers and is
related to the study of comparative concurrency semantics [van Glabbeek, 2001] in the
area of process algebra.
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Process algebra or process calculi [Bergstra et al., 2001, Baeten, 2005] provides a
tool for formally modeling concurrent systems by representing interactions between
independent processes as message-passing communication. In the field of process algebra
research, there exists a number of process semantics known from the linear time-branching
time spectrum [van Glabbeek, 1993, 2001], for instance, traces semantics [Hoare, 1978]
as the coarsest one, failures trace semantics [Brookes et al., 1984, Hoare, 1978] as a
finer one, and bisimulation semantics [Park, 1981, Milner, 1983] as the finest one. For
expressing the same workflow in different workflow languages, Hidders et al. [2005] defines
various equivalence notions in the presence of an internal τ event. It is shown that each
equivalence does not coincide with classical notions of bisimulation under the presence of
an internal τ event.
Along the line of process algebra, a number of related work to deadlock freedom
and responsiveness preorders have been proposed to decide and characterize service
substitutability in various settings. Stahl [2009] has shown that the stable failures
preorder [Brookes et al., 1984, Hoare, 1978, 1985b, Roscoe, 1998] coincides with the
deadlock freedom preorder on synchronous setting. Equivalence to stable failures for a
finitely branching process without divergences is must testing [De Nicola, 1987]. Mooij
et al. [2010] has considered related fair testing [Brinksma et al., 1995] as the coarsest
preorder for weak termination, which implies weak termination preorder as studied
in Stahl [2009] and Mooij et al. [2010]. Related to stable failure refinement is Fail-
ure/divergence refinement [Hoare, 1985b] for CSP which distinguishes processes before
and after divergence. Though, Failure/divergence refinement does not coincide with our
responsiveness inclusion as it considers a divergence process as a maximal element of the
refinement preordered set of processes.
The following comparative study is based on the excellent survey by Stahl [2009].
Closest to the deadlock freedom inclusion is subcontract preorder [Laneve and Padovani,
2007] for CCS processes which coincides with τ -free services under deadlock freedom
inclusion. A stronger notion of the subcontract preorder is strong subcontract preorder
introduced by Bravetti and Zavattaro [2007] to guarantee absence of both deadlocks and
livelocks, therefore, coinciding with weak termination conformance [Stahl, 2009, Mooij
et al., 2010]. On the other hand, a more relaxed notion of the subcontract preorder
is weak subcontract preorder introduced by Castagna et al. [2009] for filtering a set of
actions of the service that may occur.
Stuck-free conformance [Fournet et al., 2004] is a refinement relation for CCS processes
which guarantees the absence of deadlocks in an asynchronous communicating system,
i. e., the interaction does not terminates with one partner getting stuck. Though Fournet
et al. [2004] have shown that stuck-free conformance does not coincide with the stable
failures preorder studied in Brookes et al. [1984]. The concept of responsiveness has been
addresses with the notion stable revivals [Reed et al., 2007, Roscoe, 2009] for CSP models
in response to stuck-free conformance for CCS models. Stable revivals requires a process
to respond to a request of other process when expected. The study of stable revivals
in Reed et al. [2007] is restricted to divergence-free processes, though our responsiveness
allows local divergence in a service as long as it guarantee the absence of deadlock and
divergence when services interact with each other.
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Based on pi calculus [Milner et al., 1992], session types [Honda, 1993, Vasconcelos,
2009] have been introduced as a new form of polymorphism which allows typing of
channel names by structured sequence of types. In contrast to our model, the order of
actions specified by a session type must be followed strictly. Though the notion of a
canonical dual, as originally introduced by Honda [1993], is comparable to a maximal
controller in our setting. Related concept to duality is Subtyping relation [Vallecillo et al.,
2003]. It allows a smaller session type to be safely used whenever a greater session type
is expected.
Related to trace semantics, Stahl and Vogler [2011] has established a trace-based view
on the operating guideline to analyze service substitutability under deadlock freedom
preorder in a slightly different setting in which an interior of service does not have to
be bounded when service is considered in isolation. This work also slightly modified
the preorder relation (called accordance) in a more general refinement relation that is
precongruence with respect to the composition operation. The work has been extended
by Vogler et al. [2012] to responsiveness preorder. Though the characterization of all
substitutes of a given service for both compatibility criteria are not provided. Based on
prefix-closed trace structures, Dill [1989, 1990] has investigated conformation preorder
and conformation equivalence to guarantee failure-free execution in a speed-independent
hardware circuit. Dill [1989, 1990] has proposed to synthesize a mirror, as the maximum
trace structure under the conformation ordering, and to check whether it can be composed
with the original circuit component to yield a failure-free result in the system. The
notion of mirror and the check conformation are respectively comparable to our canonical
controller and its procedure to check inclusion, as studied in this thesis. A similar
procedure has been employed to decide different preorders in different settings [Lin,
de Jong, and Kolks, 1995a,b, Zhou, Yoneda, and Schlingloff, 2000].
Testing [Myers and Sandler, 2004, Tretmans, 1996] is a method which detects the
presence of errors or flaws within a system. In this direction, [Kaschner, 2010, 2011]
has investigated an approach to automatically generate test cases for asynchronously
communication services using the notion of deadlock free conformance. Following the
ideas of operating guidelines [Lohmann et al., 2007a, Kaschner and Wolf, 2009], the
approach employs a test guideline for the purpose of generating test cases for testing a
non-conformance partner.
The notion of a public view of a service has been addressed in van der Aalst and
Weske [2001], Leymann et al. [2002], Eshuis and Grefen [2009], and van der Aalst et al.
[2008]. In contrast to the construction algorithms in van der Aalst and Weske [2001]
and Eshuis and Grefen [2009], our proposed public view based on a maximal controller is
a canonical construction that is independent of reduction rules. Though, we propose a
method to combine rule-based transformations with the construction of our public view.
Our transformation rules are defined in the style of Murata rules Murata [1989] known
for Petri nets. Some of the rules are inherited and extended from the literature [van
der Aalst and Basten, 2002, van der Aalst et al., 2008, König et al., 2008, van der Aalst
et al., 2009, Stahl, 2009].
Lohmann and Wolf [2010] have investigated how to implement a theory of correctness
in the area of business processes and services and presents a family of tools, called
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Figure 2.9.: Illustration of the tools family at service-technology.org
service-technology.org1 (See Figure 2.9). The tool family provides support for a domain
expert to explore our approach. For instance, the compiler BPEL2oWFN [Lohmann,
2007] and PnAPI [Mennicke et al., 2009] translates WS-BPEL processes into our formal
model. Some tools provide support for various analysis tasks such as Fiona [Massuthe
and Weinberg, 2008], Wendy [Lohmann and Weinberg, 2010], Cosme [Lehmann, 2011],
LoLA [Schmidt, 2000, Wolf, 2007b], and Rachel [Lohmann, 2008b]. Two tools in the
family, Maxis [Parnjai, 2011c] and Evans [Parnjai, 2011b] are developed under the course
of this thesis. The complier oWFN2BPEL [Lohmann and Kleine, 2008] translates our
formal model into an abstract WS-BPEL process. We will discuss about these tools in
Chapter 7.
2.6. Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we introduced the basic assumptions and notions that will be used in
the subsequent chapters. We have employed service automata as a uniform formalism
to model and to reason about correctness of service behaviors. Service automaton is a
model with an explicit notion of states, in contrast to models with an implicit notion
of states, such as Petri nets [Reisig, 1985] or process algebras [Bergstra et al., 2001,
Baeten, 2005]. The behavioral compatibility criterion are characterized in terms of states
1available at http://service-technology.org/tools
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and sequences of events of services and their composition. As we will introduce in the
next chapter, an operating guideline technique [Massuthe et al., 2005, Massuthe and
Schmidt, 2005, Lohmann et al., 2007a] for characterizing controllers of services are based
on states. The algorithms to synthesize controllers presented in this thesis are developed
on top of the operating guidelines approach and therefore, do not require an explicit
express of concurrency. To create models of services, the domain-specific languages
such as WS-BPEL [Alves et al., 2007], BPMN [OMG, 2009], and graphical formalisms
such as Petri nets are more accessible to a domain expert. Nevertheless, there exists a
bidirectional translation between service description languages such as into Petri nets and
service automata models as well as to other formalisms related to automata [Lohmann
et al., 2009a, Massuthe, 2009, Lohmann et al., 2009b].
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This chapter introduces a technique for representing a set of service automata as intro-
duced in the previous chapter. It illustrates how to employ this technique to characterize
the sets of service automata with special properties, namely, the set of deadlock-free
controllers and the set of responsive controllers with respect to a given service. The
introduced techniques and notions will be investigated further in subsequent chapters.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 introduces an annotated service
automaton as a technique for representing the set of service automata. Section 3.2
discusses operations on annotated service automata. Section 3.3 presents two different
finite representations of sets of services that satisfy the two behavioral compatibility
criteria studied in this thesis. Section 3.4 concludes the chapter.
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3.1. Annotated Service Automata
In this section, we present annotated service automata as a finite representation of the
(possibly) infinite set of services. An annotated service automaton is a service automaton
where each state is annotated with additional encoded information such as within a
Boolean formula. Technically, a matching relation of the Boolean annotated service
automaton characterizes all service automata in the set.
The concept of an annotated automaton has been introduced by Wombacher et al. [2004]
to represent sets of automata. In [Lohmann et al., 2007a, Massuthe, 2009] and Stahl [2009]
this concept has been employed to represent sets of deadlock-free controllers. Thereby,
each Boolean formula is built from the set of events including the internal event τ and the
successfully terminating event final, as well as the two Boolean operators; conjunction
∧ and disjunction ∨. Lohmann [2010] has employed the concept of Boolean annotated
service automata to represent sets of responsive controllers. Thereby, Lohmann [2010] has
excluded an internal event τ from a Boolean formula and employed a different matching
relation in comparison to the representation of deadlock-free controllers. In Kaschner
and Wolf [2009], the Boolean formulae have been extended to include the negation
Boolean operator ¬ for the purpose of realizing fundamental set operations of services
and representing sets of responsive controllers.
In this thesis, we abstract from the encoded information within Boolean formulae.
Instead, we annotate each state of an annotated automata with choices. In our context,
a choice is a set of events representing a possible combination of events depending on a
compatibility criterion. Intuitively, a choice is equivalent to one valid assignment to each
Boolean annotated formula.
In this thesis, we study two behavioral compatibility criteria; deadlock freedom in
the sense of Lohmann et al. [2007a], Massuthe [2009] and responsiveness in the sense
of Lohmann [2010]. Due to technical reasons, we consider two different sets of events and
two different matching relations corresponding to different compatibility criteria under
investigation. We denote the set E of action events as follows.
– For deadlock freedom, we consider E = Σ ∪ {τ} as the set of action events.
– For responsiveness, we consider E = Σ as the set of action events.
For both cases, the set Σ is the set of communicating events that can be derived from the
input and output message channels of a given service (see Section 2.1). We denote the set
of all action events that include a successfully terminating event final by Ef = E∪{final}.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 3.1.1 distinguishes two different
simulation relations. Section 3.1.2 introduces two different Boolean annotated service
automata. Finally, Section 3.1.3 presents a choice service automaton as a generalization
of a Boolean service automaton.
3.1.1. Simulation Relations
For comparing service automata, we distinguish two different simulation relations between
service automata with respect to different compatibility criterion; these are the strong
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simulation relation for deadlock freedom and the structural simulation relation for
responsiveness.
We first define the strong simulation relation for service automata in the spirit of Milner
[1971, 1989] defined for labeled transition systems. This definition is similar to the
definition used in Lohmann et al. [2007a], Massuthe [2009] and Stahl [2009] for matching
a deadlock-free controller.
Definition 3.1 (Strong simulation).
For two service automata T and U with equivalent interface, a binary relation ϱ ⊆
QT ×QU between states of T and U is a strong simulation relation iff
1. [q0T , q0U ] ∈ ϱ, and
2. for all states qT , q′T ∈ QT , all states qU ∈ QU , and all e ∈ Σ ∪ {τ} holds :
if [qT , qU ] ∈ ϱ and qT e→T q′T then, there exists a state q′U ∈ QU with qU e→ q′U and
[q′T , q′U ] ∈ ϱ.
Then, U strongly simulates T if there exists a strong simulation relation ϱ of T by U .
We use a distinction between visible and invisible events to define another relation,
structural simulation relation, for comparing behaviors of service automata in the spirit
of Browne et al. [1987], as he defined it for labeled transition systems. This definition is
similar to the definition employed by Lohmann [2010] for matching a responsive controller.
Definition 3.2 (Structural simulation).
For two service automata T and U with equivalent interface, a binary relation ϱ ⊆
QT ×QU between states of T and U is a structural simulation relation iff
1. [q0T , q0U ] ∈ ϱ and
2. for all states qT , q′T ∈ QT , all states qU ∈ QU , and all e ∈ Σ ∪ {τ} holds :
if [qT , qU ] ∈ ϱ and qT e→ q′T , then either
a) there exists a state q′U ∈ QU with qU e→ q′U and [q′T , q′U ] ∈ ϱ, or
b) e = τ and [q′T , qU ] ∈ ϱ.
Then, U structurally simulates T if there exists a structural simulation relation ϱ of T by
U .
3.1.2. Boolean Annotated Service Automata
A Boolean annotated service automaton is a service automaton where each state is
annotated with a Boolean formula. The formulae are constructed on the literals that are
elements of the set Ef of all action events including a terminating final event and Boolean
operators that are the conjunctive Boolean operator ∧, and the disjunctive Boolean
operator ∨.
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Definition 3.3 (Boolean formulae).
The set BF of Boolean Formulae over Ef is inductively defined as follows:
Basis: e ∈ Ef as well as true and false are Boolean formulae,
Step: if φ and ψ′ are Boolean formulae, then (φ∨ φ′) and (φ∧ φ′) are Boolean formulae.
The Boolean annotated service automaton is defined as follows
Definition 3.4 (Boolean annotated service automaton).
A Boolean annotated service automaton (or BSA for short) Uφ = [U, φ] consists of
– a deterministic service automaton U = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] and
– a mapping φ : Q→ BF , called Boolean annotation.
The truth value of an annotated formula is evaluated by an assignment function
β. We distinguish two types of Boolean Assignment; strong Boolean assignment and
structural Boolean assignment. The definition of strong Boolean assignment is similar
to the definition used by Lohmann et al. [2007a], Massuthe [2009] and Stahl [2009]
whereas the definition of structural Boolean assignment is similar to the definition used
by Lohmann [2010].
Definition 3.5 (Strong boolean assignment).
A Boolean assignment (or strong assignment for short) β of a service automaton S =
[Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] is a mapping β : Q× Ef → {true, false} that is defined as follows:
β(q, e) =

true, if e ∈ E and there is a state q′ with q e→ q′,
true, if e = final and q ∈ Ω,
false, otherwise.
A state q strongly satisfies a formula φ (denoted by q |=β φ) iff φ evaluates to true under
the assignment β to each literal m using standard propositional logic semantics for the
Boolean operators ∧ and ∨.
Note, that we denote the set of all action events that include a successfully terminating
event final by Ef = E∪ {final}. With respect to a strong Boolean assignment, an atomic
proposition e ∈ E of a formula is true in a state q of a service automaton S if state q has
a respective outgoing edge. The proposition final is evaluated to true if state q is in its
final state. Otherwise, the proposition is evaluated to false.
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Definition 3.6 (Structural boolean assignment).
A structural Boolean assignment (or structural assignment for short) γ of a service
automaton S = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] is a set mapping γ : Q × Ef → {true, false} that is
defined as follows:
γ(q,m) =

true, if m ∈ act∗(τ(q)),
false, otherwise.
A state q structurally satisfies a formula φ (denoted by q |=γ φ) iff φ evaluates to true
under the assignment γ to each literal m using standard propositional logic semantics for
the Boolean operators ∧ and ∨.
With respect to a structural Boolean assignment, an atomic proposition m ∈ E
of a formula is true in a state q of a service automaton S if either state q has a
respective outgoing edge, possibly reached by a sequence of internal steps (cf. Definition
2.5 and Definition 2.10). The proposition final is evaluated to true if state q is final state.
In the followings, we define two different matching relations for a Boolean annotated
service automaton that combines different simulation relations and Boolean Assignment
functions. We first define the Boolean strong matching relation as follows.
Definition 3.7 (Boolean strong matching).
A service automaton T strongly matches with a Boolean annotated service automaton
Uφ iff all the followings hold :
1. there exists a strong simulation relation ϱ ⊆ QT ×QU , and
2. for all [qT , qU ] ∈ ϱ : qT strongly satisfies φ(qU ), i. e., qT |=β φ(qU ).
The set of all service automata that strongly match with Uφ is denoted by Matchβ(Uφ).
Next, we define the Boolean structural matching relation as follows.
Definition 3.8 (Boolean structural matching).
A service automaton T structurally matches with a Boolean annotated service automaton
Uφ iff all the followings hold :
1. there exists a structural simulation relation ϱ ⊆ QT ×QU , and
2. for all [qT , qU ] ∈ ϱ : qT structurally satisfies φ(qU ), i. e., qT |=γ φ(qU ).
The set of all service automata that structurally match with Uφ is denoted byMatchγ(Uφ).
In the following example, we show a Boolean annotated service automaton and illustrate
service automata that can be represented by the Boolean annotated service automaton
using different matching relations.
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Figure 3.1.: A Boolean annotated service automaton Uφ and four service automata T1,
T2, T3, and T4.
Example 3.9. Figure 3.1 illustrates one Boolean annotated service automaton Uφ and
four service automata T1, T2, T3, and T4.
Each of the services T1 and T2 strongly matches with Uφ whereas both services T3
and T4 do not strongly match with Uφ due to their τ events and therefore they are not
strongly simulated by U . This means that, with the strong matching relation, Uφ can
represent T1 and T2, but not T3 and T4.
Nevertheless, each of the services T1, T2, T3, and T4 structurally matches with Uφ.
This means that, with the structural matching relation, Uφ can represent T1, T2, T3, and
T4. ▹
3.1.3. Choice Annotated Service Automata
In this section, we abstract from the Boolean formulae annotated at a given service
automaton and encode all valid assignments of a Boolean formula into the structure of
service automaton by using the concept of choices. Intuitively, each choice is the set
of events that comprises of one valid assignment of the respective Boolean formula. In
case a Boolean formula encodes true, any combination of events is allowed to include
an empty set of events. In case a Boolean formula encodes false, only the empty set of
events is allowed (see also Example 3.12).
We first define a choice as a set of events in Ef .
Definition 3.10 (Choice).
A choice ch at state q of a service automaton S is a (possibly empty) subset of the set
Ef of all action events enabled at state q, i. e., ch ⊆ Ef .
Intuitively, a choice represents a possible combination of various events that are allowed
at state q of a given service automaton.
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For each service automaton, we fix the set CH of all possible events for choices, i. e.,
CH = Ef . A service automaton which has each of its states annotated with a set of
choices is called a Choice annotated service automaton.
Definition 3.11 (Choice annotated service automaton).
A choice annotated service automaton (or CSA for short) Zα = [Z,α] consists of a
deterministic service automaton Z = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] and α(q) ⊆ 2CH, called choice
annotation of state q, for each q ∈ Q.
Example 3.12. Figure 3.2 shows a comparison between sets of choices and the corre-
sponding Boolean formulae. ▹
q1
q2 q3
φ(q1) = (a) ∧ (b) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d)
DNF of φ(q1) = (a ∧ b) ∨ (a ∧ b ∧ c) ∨ (a ∧ b ∧ d)
∨ (a ∧ b ∧ c ∧ d)
α(q1) = { {a, b}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}, {a, b, c, d} }
φ(q2) = true
α(q2) = { { }, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d},
{ {a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {b, c}, {b, d},
{a, b, c}, {a, b, d}, {a, b, c, d} }
φ(q3) = false
α(q3) = { }
a
b
c d
a b
c d
Figure 3.2.: Comparison between Boolean formula φ(q) and the set α(q) of all choices at
a state q.
The choice annotated service automaton is a generalization of the Boolean annotated
service automaton. For given choices α(q) at state q, a complete disjunctive normal form
(DNF) of a Boolean formula φ(q) of state q can be derived from α(q) as
φ(q) =

β∈α(q)

e∈β
e.
Similarly, choices α(q) at a given state q can be derived from a Boolean formula φ(q)
at state q. Assume a Boolean formula at a given state q in its complete disjunctive
normal form describing a sum of products of all events that are allowed at state q. This
means that each summand describes a valid combination of events that can satisfy the
assignment function of the Boolean formula at state q. As a choice represents a valid
combination of events that are allowed at a given state q; therefore, a choice is equivalent
to the set of events described by one summand, which is described by a Boolean formula
φ(q) at state q.
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In case a Boolean formula at a given state q is equivalent to true, any combination
of events is valid, including an empty combination. This means, an empty set of events
is also a choice at state q. On the contrary, in case a Boolean formula at a given state
q is equivalent to false, every combination of events is invalid. Therefore, the set of all
choices at state q is an empty set.
In order to decide whether a given service automaton is characterized by the choices
annotated service automaton, we compare the structure of two service automata with a
simulation relation and check whether a given service automaton corresponds to a choice
at the corresponding state of the choices annotated service automaton.
Choice Correspondence
For checking whether a given service automaton corresponds to a choice annotated service
automaton, we use two different choice correspondence relations with respect to different
compatibility criteria; these are the strong choice correspondence relation for deadlock
freedom and the structural choice correspondence relation for responsiveness.
Depending on a given choice correspondence relation, we refer to a strong choice
annotated service automaton as a choice annotated service that uses a strong choice cor-
respondence as matching relation and to a structural choice annotated service automaton
as a choice annotated service automaton that uses a strong choice correspondence as
matching relation. To this end, we define two different choice correspondence functions;
strong choice correspondence and structural choice correspondence functions.
Definition 3.13 (Strong choice correspondence).
A strong correspondence β of the choice ch of a service automaton S = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω]
is a mapping β : Q× 2CH → {true, false} that is defined as follows:
β(q, ch) =

true, if ( ch = enable(q) ),
false, otherwise.
A state q strongly corresponds to the choice ch iff β(q, ch) evaluates to true.
For a state q of a service automaton, we denote the set of all communicating enabled
events by act(q) = enable(q)\{τ} (cf. Definition 2.3). For a set Q of states, we denote the
set of all communicating enabled events by act∗(Q) = q∈Q act(q) (cf. Definition 2.10).
Definition 3.14 (Structural choice correspondence).
A structural correspondence γ of the choice ch of a service automaton S = [Q, q0, I, O,→
,Ω] is a mapping ψ : Q× 2CH → {true, false} that is defined as follows:
γ(q, ch) =

true, if ( ch = act∗(τ(q)) ),
false, otherwise.
A state q structurally corresponds to the choice ch iff γ(q, ch) evaluates to true.
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Compliance Matching
In the followings we define two different matching relations for a choice annotated
service automaton; strong compliance and structural compliance relations, which combine
different simulation relations and choice correspondence functions.
With the strong simulation relation and strong correspondence relation, we first define
the strong compliance relation as follows.
Definition 3.15 (Strong compliance).
A service automaton T strongly complies with a choice annotated service automaton
Uα iff
1. there exists a strong simulation relation ϱ ⊆ QT ×QU , and
2. for all [qT , qU ] ∈ ϱ : there exists a choice ch ∈ α(qU ) such that qT strongly corresponds
to ch.
The set of all service automata that strongly comply with the choice annotated service
automaton Uα is denoted by Complyβ(Uα).
The strong compliance relation between service T and a choice annotated service
automaton Uα is decided by two conditions; first, if T is strongly simulated by U
and second, if for each simulated pair [qT , qU ] of states qT and qU , state qT strongly
corresponds to ch.
p1
p2
p3
p4
"
"
P
positive matching
τ
y
x
q1 : α(q1)
q2 : α(q2) q3 : α(q3)
Mα
α(q1) = {{τ}, {x}, {τ, x}, {τ, x, y}}
x
y
ττ τ
r1
r2
r3
"
%
r4
R
negative matching
x
τ
y
Figure 3.3.: Positive and negative matching of strong compliance of two services P and
R with an annotated service automaton Mϕ.
Example 3.16. Figure 3.3 shows a fragment of a choice annotated service automaton
Mα with fragments of two service automata P and R; on the left hand side is a positive
matching P and on the right hand is a negative matching R of Mα according to the
strong compliance relation defined by Definition 3.15.
We assume both P and R are strongly simulated by M (strong simulation relation is
denoted by dashed lines). Service R is a negative matching of Mα because at state r3,
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we have enable(r3) = {y} but there is no ch ∈ α(q1) with ch = {y}). This means, for
a pair of simulated states [r3, q1] ∈ ϱ there exists no choice ch ∈ α(q1) such that state
ch = enable(r3); that is, r3 does not strongly corresponds to ch. ▹
In Section 3.3.2, we will introduce the construction of one particular deadlock-free
controller of a given service, called most permissive deadlock-free controller (defined in
the sense of Lohmann et al. [2007a], Wolf [2009a], Massuthe [2009] and Stahl [2009]) and
prove that the most permissive deadlock-free controller of a given service annotated by
(strong) choice represents the set of all its deadlock-free controllers.
With the structural simulation relation and structural correspondence relation, we
define the structural compliance relation as follows.
Definition 3.17 (Structural compliance).
A service automaton T structurally complies with a choice annotated service automaton
Uα iff
1. there exists a structural simulation relation ϱ ⊆ QT ×QU , and
2. for all [qT , qU ] ∈ ϱ : there exists a choice ch ∈ α(qU ) such that qT structurally
corresponds to ch.
The set of all service automata that structurally comply with Uα is denoted by
Complyγ(Uα).
The structural compliance relation between service T and a choice annotated service
automaton Uα is decided by two conditions; first, if T is structurally simulated by U and
second, if for each simulated pair [qT , qU ] of states the set of enabled events of state qT is
described by a choice annotated at state qU of U .
Technically, the structural compliance delegates the check for matching τ event from
structural choice correspondence to structural simulation relation. For applying structural
compliance as a matching relation, we assume that each choice of Uα is built upon the
set of action events that excludes an internal τ event.
Example 3.18. Figure 3.4 shows a fragment of a choice annotated service automaton
Mα with fragments of two service automata P and R; on the left hand side is a positive
matching P of Mα and on the right hand side is a negative matching R of Mα according
to the structural compliance relation defined by Definition 3.17.
We assume both P and R are structurally simulated by M (structural simulation
relation is denoted by dashed lines). Service P is a positive matching of Mα because we
have act∗(τ(p2)) = {x,final} and act∗(τ(p1)) = act∗(τ(p3)) = {x, y,final}. This means,
for each pair of simulated states [p, q] there exists a choice ch ∈ α(q) such that state p
structurally corresponds to ch. Service R is a negative matching of Mα because at state
r3, we have act∗(τ(r3)) = {y}. However, there is no ch ∈ α(q1) with ch = {y}. This
means, for a pair of simulated states [r3, q1] ∈ ϱ there exists no choice ch ∈ α(q1) such
that state r3 structurally corresponds to ch. ▹
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Figure 3.4.: Positive and negative matching of structural compliance of two services P
and R with an annotated service automaton Mα.
For the responsiveness criterion, we will show in Section 3.3.3 the construction of
one particular responsive controller of a given service, called most permissive responsive
controller (defined in the sense of Wolf [2009a] and Lohmann [2010]) and prove that the
most permissive responsive controller of a given service annotated by (structural) choice
indeed represents the set of all its responsive controllers.
3.2. Operations on Annotated Service Automata
In the previous section, we introduced an annotated service automaton as a mean to
represent of a set of service automata. In this section, we present a number of operations
that can be performed upon an annotated service automaton.
The first operation, presented in Section 3.2.1, describes the intersection of two sets of
service automata, each set is represented by an annotated service automaton. Section 3.2.2
presents a construction procedure of one distinguished service from a choice annotated
service automaton. The constructed automaton is a member of the set described by
the annotated service automaton which encodes within its own structure all possible
sequences of events and all possible choices of every other service in the same set. Section
3.2.3 illustrates an alternative procedure that constructs a more compact representative
of the set of services in comparison to the procedure introduced in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1. Product of Annotated Service Automata
In this section, we present a product of two annotated service automata that characterizes
the intersection of two sets of service automata, each of which is represented by an
annotated service automaton. The intersection operator of two sets of services has
been formalized in Bretschneider [2007], Stahl et al. [2009] and Stahl [2009] on Boolean
annotated service automata. In this thesis, we generalize the intersection operator to
choice annotated service automata.
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The choice annotated service automaton Sα is a tuple [S, α] where S is a deterministic
service automaton without final states, and α is an annotation at every state q of S. The
product Sα ⊗Rα of two choice annotated service automata Sα and Rα is also a choice
annotated automaton that is an output of the product operation on the two inputs given
as choice annotated service automata. A state of the product is a pair of two states from
each automaton. The transition relation of the product is derived by those transitions
that can be executed in both automata. An annotation at each state of the product is
the intersection of the two sets of choices of the corresponding states.
Definition 3.19 (Product of choice annotated service automata).
Let Sα = [QS , q0S , IS , OS , →S , ΩS , αS ] and Rα = [QR, q0R, IR, OR, →R, ΩR, αR] be
two choice annotated service automata such that (IS ∩OR) = (IR ∩OS) = ∅. Then, the
product choice state automaton Sα ⊗Rα = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω, α] is defined by
– Q = ϱ where ϱ ⊆ QS ×QR is the strong simulation relation between states of S and R,
– q0 = [q0S , q0R],
– I = IS ∩ IR,
– O = OS ∩OR,
– [qS , qR] m→ [q′S , q′R] iff qS m→S q′S and qR m→R q′R, and
– α([qS , qR]) = α(qS) ∩ α(qR), for all [qS , qR] ∈ Q.
Obviously, the product of two choice annotated service automata Sα and Rα can be
an empty product. Intuitively, such a case means the empty intersection of the two sets
of services represented by Sα and Rα.
The following corollary justifies that the product of two choice annotated service au-
tomata characterizes the intersection of the two sets of service automata, each represented
by a choice annotated service automaton. The proof of the corollary has been generalized
from the work of Stahl et al. [2009], Stahl [2009].
Corollary 3.20 (Intersection of two strong correspondence sets of services).
Let T⊗ = Sα ⊗Rα be the product of two choice annotated service automata Sα and Rα.
Then Complyβ(T⊗) = Complyβ(Sα) ∩ Complyβ(Rα).
Proof. Let Sα = [QS , q0S , IS , OS , →S , ΩS , αS ], Rα = [QR, q0R, IR, OR, →R, ΩR, αR],
and T⊗ = [Q, q0, I, O, →, Ω, αU ]. We prove this corollary in two directions.
⇐ : Let U ∈ Complyβ(T⊗) and ϱT be a strong simulation between U and T⊗. We show
that U ∈ Complyβ(Sα) and U ∈ Complyβ(Rα) too.
Consider an arbitrary [qU , [qS , qR]] ∈ ϱT . As ϱT is a strong simulation relation,
there is a sequence q0U σ⇒U qU such that qU can be reached from q0U via σ in U
and [qS , qR] can be reached from [q0S , q0R] via σ in T⊗. The construction of T⊗
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implies that qS and qR are reached via σ in Sα and Rα, too. By Definition 3.15,
we have [qU , qS ] ∈ ϱS and [qU , qR] ∈ ϱR. Suppose there is an m-transition leaving
qU . From U ∈ Complyβ(T⊗) and Definition 3.15, we can conclude that there is
an m-transition leaving [qS , qR], too. By the construction of → in Definition 3.19,
there is an m-transition leaving qS and one leaving qR. Hence, qS of Sα and qR
of Rα simulate qU , too. Furthermore, we conclude from U ∈ Complyβ(T⊗) and
Definition 3.15 that qU strongly corresponds to a choice ch ∈ α([qS , qR]). Hence,
by the construction of α in Definition 3.19, qU also strongly corresponds to α(qS)
and α(qR). Consequently, U strongly corresponds to Sα and to Rα and therefore
U ∈ Complyβ(Sα) ∩ Complyβ(Rα) holds.
⇒ : Let U ∈ Complyβ(Sα) and U ∈ Complyβ(Rα). We show that U ∈ Complyβ(T⊗).
By U ∈ Complyβ(Sα) and Definition 3.15, there is a strong simulation relation ϱS
between U and Sα.
Consider an arbitrary [qU , qS ] ∈ ϱS . As ϱS is a strong simulation relation, there
is a sequence q0U σ⇒U qU and qS is reached via σ in Sα. By U ∈ Complyβ(Rα)
and Definition 3.15, there is a strong simulation relation ϱR and a state qR such
that [qR, qU ] ∈ ϱR and qR is reached via σ in Rα. By the construction of → in
Definition 3.19, [qS , qR] is reachable in T⊗ via σ, too. Hence, [qS , qR] of T⊗ simulates
qU , too.
Furthermore, we conclude from U ∈ Complyβ(Sα), U ∈ Complyβ(Rα), and Defi-
nition 3.15 that qU strongly corresponds to a choice chS ∈ α(qS) and qU strongly
corresponds to a choice chR ∈ α(qR). Hence, by the construction of α in Defini-
tion 3.19, qU also strongly corresponds to α([qS , qR]), too. Consequently, U strongly
corresponds to T⊗ and therefore U ∈ Complyβ(T⊗) holds.
Thus, the corollary holds.
Corollary 3.21 (Intersection of two structural correspondence sets of ser-
vices).
Let T⊗ = Sα ⊗Rα be the product of two choice annotated service automata Sα and Rα.
Then Complyγ(T⊗) = Complyγ(Sα) ∩ Complyγ(Rα).
Proof. The proof of this corollary trivially follows from the proof of corollary 3.20, by
considering transition that are internally reachable from state q instead of leaving state q
directly as well as by replacing the strong simulation by the structural simulation and
the strong correspondence by structural correspondence.
Example 3.22. Figure 3.5 illustrates two services OG1 = [S1, α] and OG2 = [S2, α] and
their product OG1 ⊗OG2.
In this example, OG1 and OG2 do not represent the same set of service automata with
respect to both strong correspondence and structural correspondence. This is because
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Figure 3.5.: The product OG1 ⊗ OG2 of two choice annotated service automata OG1
and OG2.
there exists at least one service automaton that is represented by OG1 but not by OG2,
that is a service automaton that can offer a choice {b, c} after performing the first a.
Also, there exists at least one service automaton that is represented by OG2 but not
by OG1, that is a service automaton that can offer a choice {a} after performing the a
sequence c and a. This means that the set of service automata represented by OG1 is
not included in the set of service automata represented by OG2 or vice versa.
We see that the product OG1 ⊗OG2 characterizes the intersection of the set of service
automata represented by OG1 and OG2. ▹
We will investigate the product of annotated service automata in Chapter 7.
3.2.2. Construction of a Complete Representative of the Set
In this section, we present a construction procedure of one distinguished service from
a choice annotated service automaton. The constructed service is a specific member
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of the set described by the annotated service automaton that encodes within its own
structure all possible sequences of events and all possible choices of every other service in
the same set. This procedure will be used to construct a canonical controller discussed
in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.
Given a choice annotated service automaton Rα = [R,α], we construct one specific
element R∗ that is described by Rα from Rα by replacing each labeled state q of R with
a fragment of nondeterministic internal τ events between all choices described at state
q. The construction procedure of R∗ from a choice annotated service automaton Rα is
defined as follows.
Definition 3.23 (Construction of R∗ from Rα).
Let R = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] be a deterministic service automaton where each state q ∈ Q
is equipped with the set α(q) of all choices at q.
Then, the service R∗ = [Q∗, q0∗ , I, O,→∗,Ω∗] is defined as
– Q∗ = Q ∪ {qch | q ∈ Q ∧ ch ∈ α(q)}
– q0∗ = q0;
– Ω∗ = {qch | final ∈ ch ∈ α(q)};
– →∗ = {q τ→∗ qch} ∪ {qch m→∗ q′ | q m→ q′ ∧ m ∈ ch ∈ α(q)}.
q1 : α(q1)
q2 : α(q2) q3 : α(q3)
q4 q5 q6 q7
a
b
a
b
a
b
construct R∗−→
α(q1) = { {a, b}, {a, b, final} }
α(q2) = { {a}, {a, b}{a, final}, {a, b, final} }
α(q3) = { {final}, {a, final}, {b, final},
{a, b}, {a, b, final} }
q1
r1 r2
q2 q3
r3 r4 r5 r6
q4 q5
r6 r7 r8 r9
r10
q6 q7
τ
τ
a ba b
τ τ
τ τ
a
a
b
a ba
τ
τ τ τ
τ
a
a
b b
a b
Figure 3.6.: Construction of R∗ from a choice service automaton.
The construction procedure described by Definition 3.23 synthesizes from a choice
annotated service automaton Rα a service R∗ by replacing a state q with non-deterministic
internal τ events of all choices described by α(q). By construction, service R∗ and the
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underlying service of the given annotated service automaton R have the same interface,
but the constructed R∗ is much larger than T in size. Obviously, the size of R∗ is growing
exponentially with respect to increased size of the service interface, which determines the
set of all possible events of a service.
Example 3.24. Figure 3.6 shows a fragment of service R∗ on the right hand side which
is constructed from a fragment of a choice annotated service automaton Rα on the left
hand side by applying Definition 3.23. ▹
In case of a strong choice annotated automaton Rα (where α is built on the set of
actions including internal τ event and R is a deterministic service automaton with τ loop
at every state q), the following lemma shows that R∗ constructed from Rα is described
by Rα with respect to the strong compliance relation.
Lemma 3.25 (Strong correspondence of R∗).
For each R∗ that is constructed from a strong choice annotated automaton Rα :
R∗ ∈ Complyβ(Rϕ).
Proof. Let R∗ be constructed from a strong choice annotated automaton [R,α] with
R = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] as described in Definition 3.23.
Let ϱ be a binary relation between states of R∗ and of R with ϱ = {[q∗, q] | q ∈
Q ∧ ∃β ∈ α(q) :: β = enable(q)} ∪ {[qβ, q] | q ∈ Q ∧ β ∈ α(q)}. As every state q in R
has a τ -loop, and {τ} ∈ α(q) holds, it follows that ϱ is a strong simulation relation and
for each [q∗, q] ∈ ϱ there exists β ∈ ϱ(q) such that q∗ strongly corresponds to β. Thus,
R∗ ∈ Complyβ(Rα) holds.
In case of a structural choice annotated automaton Rα (where α is built on the set
of actions excluding the internal τ event and R is a deterministic service automaton
without τ loop at every state q), the following lemma shows that R∗ constructed from
Rα is described by Rα with respect to the structural compliance relation.
Lemma 3.26 (Structural correspondence of R∗).
For each R∗ that is constructed from a structural choice annotated automaton Rα :
R∗ ∈ Complyγ(Rα).
Proof. Let R∗ be constructed from a structural choice annotated automaton [R,α] with
R = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] as described in Definition 3.23. Let ϱ be a binary relation between
states of R∗ and of R with ϱ = {[q∗, q] | q ∈ Q ∧ ∃γ ∈ α(q) :: γ = act∗(τ(q∗))} ∪ {[qγ , q] |
q ∈ Q ∧ γ ∈ α(q)}. As R is a deterministic and τ -free service automaton, it follows that
ϱ is a structural simulation relation and for each [q∗, q] ∈ ϱ there exists γ ∈ ϱ(q) such
that q∗ structurally corresponds to β. Thus, R∗ ∈ Complyγ(Rα) holds.
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As R∗ encodes within its own structure all possible sequences of events and all possible
choices of every other service in the same set by construction, the constructed service R∗
can be fairly large in size. In the next section, we present an alternative procedure for
constructing a more compact representative of the set of services described by a given
annotated service automaton.
We employ the construction of a complete representative of the set of services to
synthesize a canonical controller and present some experimental results in Chapter 4.
3.2.3. Construction of a Compact Representative of the Set
In this section, we present an alternative procedure for constructing a more compact
representative of the set of services in comparison to the procedure described in Section
3.2.2. Though not every service automaton in the set offers the same set of choices, there
exists some choices that must be provided by every service automaton represented by the
choice annotated service automaton. This procedure first computes a subset of minimal
choices where each choice cannot be further reduced by eliminating from it any single
event that is contained in other choices and regards it as a canonical choice. Then the
procedure constructs a service automaton that encodes within its own structure only
canonical choices instead of all possible choices. This procedure will be used to construct
a canonical controller discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.
In the following, we define a canonical choice of a given service R and the set α(q) of
all canonical choices at state q of R.
Definition 3.27 (Canonical choices).
Let α(q) be the set of all choices at state q of service automaton R. Then, a canonical
choice at state q is a choice ch ∈ α(q) that satisfies exactly one of the followings: either
– ch = {}; or
– for each ch′ ∈ α(q) such that ch ̸= ch′ ̸= {} holds: either (ch ( ch′) or (ch ∩ ch′ = ∅).
The set of all canonical choices at state q of R is denoted by α(q).
Intuitively, a canonical choice is a choice that cannot be reduced to any other choice in
the same set by eliminating from it any single event that is contained in other choices.
In comparison to a Boolean formula α(q), the set of all choices α(q) at each state q
of a service automaton is equivalent to the set of all valid assignments (each is a valid
combination of events that satisfies an assignment) of the Boolean formula φ(q) at the
same state q. Each valid assignment of the formula φ(q) is equivalent to one product
expression of the formula in its disjunctive normal form. To this end, it is possible to
find a minimal sum-of-products expression of the formula in a disjunctive normal form
using a sum of prime implicants [see e. g., Micheli, 1994] of the formula. Therefore, a
canonical choice of the set α(q) of all choices annotated at the same state q is equivalent
to a prime implicant of α(q) in its disjunctive normal form.
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With the set of all canonical choices α(q) at state q, we denote the set of all events
that are described by all canonical choices at state q with Σα(q).
Definition 3.28 (Canonical events).
Let α(q) be the set of all canonical choices at state q of a service automaton R. Then,
the set Σα(q) of all canonical events at state q of R is defined asΣα(q) = {m ∈ ch | ch ∈ α(q)}.
Example 3.29. The left hand side of Figure 3.7 shows three canonical choices α(q1),α(q2), and α(q3), respectively derived from the choices α(q1), α(q2), and α(q3) of states
q1, q2, and q3 of the annotate service automaton illustrated above.
The sets of all canonical events at state q1, q2, and q3 are Σα(q1) = {a, b}, Σα(q2) = {a},
and Σα(q3) = {final}. ▹
q1 : α(q1)
q2 : α(q2) q3 : α(q3)
q4 q5 q6 q7
a
b
a
b
a
b
construct R−→
α(q1) = { {a, b}, {a, b, final} }α(q1) = { {a, b} }
α(q2) = { {a}, {a, b}{a, final}, {a, b, final} }α(q2) = { {a} }
α(q3) = { {final}, {a, final}, {b, final},
{a, b}, {a, b, final} }α(q3) = { {final} }
r1
r2
q2 q3
r3
q4 q5
r10
q6 q7
τ
a
b
τ b
a
a
b
τ
Figure 3.7.: Construction of R from a choice service automaton.
Given a choice annotated service automaton Rα as a deterministic service automaton
R where each state q is annotated by a choice α(q), we compute one specific element
R∗ that is described by Rα = [R,ϕ] from Rα by replacing each labeled state q with
nondeterministic internal τ events between all canonical choices described at state q,
and assigning all those events that are not canonical events to state q. The construction
procedure of R from a choice annotated service automaton Rα is defined as follows.
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Definition 3.30 (Construction of R from Rα).
Let R = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] be a deterministic service automaton where each state q ∈ Q
is equipped with the set α(q) of all choices at q. Let α(q) be the set of all canonical
choices at q and Σα(q) be the set of all canonical events at state q.
Then, the service R = [Q∗, q∗0, I, O,→∗,Ω∗] is defined as
– Q∗ = Q ∪ {qch | q ∈ Q ∧ ch ∈ α(q)};
– q∗0 = q0;
– Ω∗ = {qch | final ∈ ch ∈ α(q)} ∪ {q | q ∈ Q ∧ final /∈ \Σα(q)};
– →∗ = {q τ→∗ qch} ∪ {qch m→∗ q′ | q m→ q′ ∧ m ∈ ch ∈ α(q)}.
Example 3.31. Figure 3.7 shows a fragment of service R on the right hand side which
is constructed from a fragment of a choice annotated service automaton Rα on the left
hand side by applying Definition 3.30. ▹
In case of a strong choice annotated automaton Rα (where α is built on the set of
actions including the internal τ event and R is a deterministic service automaton with τ
loop at every state q of Rα), the following lemma shows that R constructed from Rϕ is
described by Rϕ with respect to the strong compliance relation.
Lemma 3.32 (Strong correspondence of R).
For each R that is constructed from a strong choice annotated automaton Rα :R ∈ Complyβ(Rα).
Proof. Let R be constructed from a strong choice annotated automaton [R,α] with R =
[Q, q0, I, O, →, Ω] as described in Definition 3.30.
Let ϱ be a binary relation between states of R and R with ϱ = {[q, qR] | q ∈ Q ∧ ∃β ∈
α(q) :: β = enable(q)} ∪ {[qβ, qR] | qR ∈ QR ∧ β ∈ α(q)}. As every state q in R has
a τ -loop, and {τ} ∈ ϕ(q) holds, it follows that ϱ is a strong simulation relation and
for each [q, qR] ∈ ϱ there exists β ∈ ϱ(q) such that q strongly corresponds to β. Thus,R ∈ Complyβ(Rα) holds.
In case of a structural choice annotated automaton Rα (where α is built on the set of
actions excluding internal τ event and R is a deterministic service automaton without
τ loop at every state q), the following lemma shows that R constructed from Rα is
described by Rα according to a structural compliance relation.
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Lemma 3.33 (Structural correspondence of Rα).
For each R that is constructed from a structural choice annotated automaton Rα :R ∈ Complyγ(Rα).
Proof. Let R be constructed from a structural choice annotated automaton [R,α] with
R = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] as described in Definition 3.30. Let ϱ be a binary relation between
states of R and R with ϱ = {[q∗, q] | q ∈ Q ∧ ∃γ ∈ α(q) :: γ = act∗(τ(q∗))} ∪ {[qγ , q] |
q ∈ Q ∧ γ ∈ α(q)}. As R is a deterministic and τ -free service automaton, it follows that
ϱ is a structural simulation relation and for each [q, qR] ∈ ϱ there exists γ ∈ ϱ(q) such
that q structurally corresponds to β. Thus, R ∈ Complyγ(Rα) holds.
We will present the construction of a compact representative of the set of services to
synthesize a compact canonical controller with experimental results in Chapter 4.
3.3. Finite Representation of Controllers
In this section, we present, for each compatibility criterion, an algorithm to construct
a finite representation of all controllers of a given service. Each algorithm employs an
annotated service automaton as a technique for representing the set of all controllers.
We first introduce in Section 3.3.1 the two concepts that are essential for characterizing
sets of controllers; situations of one service and the knowledge that one service has about
its communicating partners. Based on the two concepts, an algorithm for constructing a
finite representation of all deadlock-free controllers is presented in Section 3.3.2 and an
algorithm for constructing a finite representation of all responsive controllers is presented
in Section 3.3.3. The last two sections presents the algorithms in a similar way, only using
different notion for different compatibility criterion. The readers who are not interested
in technical details may skip one of two sections.
Due to technical reasons, we consider the set E of action events according to different
compatibility criteria under investigation, similarly to the previous sections.
– For deadlock freedom, we consider E = Σ ∪ {τ} as the set of action events.
– For responsiveness, we consider E = Σ as the set of action events.
For both cases, the set Σ is the set of communicating events that can be derived from the
input and output message channels of a given service (see Section 2.1). We denote the set
of all action events that includes a successfully terminating event τ as Ef = E ∪ {final}.
3.3.1. Situations and Knowledge
In this section, we present two related concepts; a situation of one service and a knowledge
that one service has about its communicating partner. These two concepts have been
introduced in Lohmann et al. [2007a] for characterizing a deadlock of service composition
from the viewpoint of one service participating in the service composition.
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Consider the k-bounded composition of two interface compatible service automata S
and P for message bound k ∈ N on each message channel. One state [qS ,M, qP ] of the
composition S ⊕ P consists of a state qS of S, a multiset M of all messages currently
pending in the buffer between S and P , and a state qP of P . A situation of S consists of
its state qS and the multiset M of currently pending messages. As each message that
is currently pending in the buffer is bounded by k, M is finite. As S has also a finite
number of states, then the set situations(S) of all possible situations of S is also finite.
For a state [qS ,M, qP ] in S⊕P , services S and P have mutual situations corresponding
to [qS ,M, qP ]. This means the situation of S corresponding to [qS ,M, qP ] is [qS ,M]
whereas the situation of P corresponding to [qS ,M, qP ] is [qP ,M].
The knowledge of P about S is the mapping K(P,S) from the set QP of all states of
P to all situations of S defined as K(P,S)(qP ) = { [qS ,M] | [qS ,M, qP ] ∈ QS⊕P }. This
means that the knowledge of a state qP of P collects all situations [qS ,M] of S such that
[qS ,M, qP ] is a state of the composition S ⊕ P .
Example 3.34. Figure 2.4 illustrates the composition C ⊕ A of Customer service
C and Agency service A (from Figure 2.1). A situation of C that corresponds to
state L2 : [c2, [req], a1] is [c2, [req]] whereas a situation of A that corresponds to state
L2 : [c2, [req], a1] is [a1, [req]]. The knowledge K(P,S)(c2) at state c2 of Customer service
C consists of all situations of A that corresponds to state c2 in the composition C ⊕A,
that is, K(P,S)(c2) = {[a1, [req]], [a2, [ ]], [a1, [off], a1], [a3, [rej]]}. ▹
Based on situations and knowledge, two closure and event operations on the set of
knowledges are defined by Lohmann et al. [2007a] as follows.
Definition 3.35 (Closure, closure(K)).
Let K ⊆ situations(S) be a set of situations of service automaton S. Then, the closure
of K, denoted by closure(K) is inductively defined as follows.
Basis: K ⊆ closure(K);
Step: if [q,M] ∈ closure(K) and q e→S q′, then
– [q′,M+m] ∈ closure(K) if e = ?m;
– [q′,M−m] ∈ closure(K) if e = !m, and m ∈M; and
– [q′,M] ∈ closure(K) if e = τ .
The m-event operation that effects situations K is defined as follows.
Definition 3.36 (Event, event(K,m)).
Let S and P be two service automata. Let K ⊆ situations(S) be a set of situations of
service S and eP ∈ ΣP ∪ {τ} be an event of P . Then, the e-event of K in S, denoted by
event(K, eP ), is defined as
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event(K, eP ) =

{[q,M+m] | [q,M] ∈ K}, if eP = !m,
{[q,M−m] | [q,M] ∈ K,m ∈M}, if eP = ?m,
K, if eP = τ,
∅, otherwise.
For each behavioral compatibility criterion B ∈ {df , rp} that is investigated in this
thesis, we assume the initial requirement that the composition must be bounded by k
where k ∈ N is a messages bound on each asynchronous message channel. This means, no
asynchronous message channel needs to store more than k pending messages during the
communication between a service and each of its B-controllers. As the service automaton
model contains a finite number of states, clearly the set of all situations of a given service
is also finite and bounded by k ∈ N.
For a message bound k ∈ N and a given set K of situations, we first define a predicate
to determine if a given event can violate k-boundedness of a given situation.
Definition 3.37 (k-violation, violatek(M,m)).
LetM be a multiset of currently pending message buffers between two service automata
S and P . Then, for a message bound k ∈ N, k-violation of event e, denoted by
violatek(M, e), is defined as
violatek(M, e) =

true, if e = !m and M(m) > k,
false, otherwise.
The predicate violatek(M, e) is defined on message buffer M and message event m. It
returns true in case M contains a situation in which e can violate the k-message bound,
or returns false otherwise.
For each message bound k ∈ N, we denote the set of all situations of service S as such
that for each situation M in the set and each event e ∈ ΣS ∪ {final} event e does not
violate the bound k by situationsk(S).
In order to calculate the choices from sets of situations of a given service, we introduce
two additional predicates on a given situation; step and activ.
The first predicate step decides if the situation of a given service can make a move
without any help from its partner (i. e., a service with compatible interface to a given
service) and without violating the k-boundedness of message channels.
Definition 3.38 (Stepped events).
Let [q,M] be a situation of service automaton S and eS ∈ Σ ∪ {τ,final} be an event
of service automaton S. Then, for a message bound k ∈ N, the update of events eS for
situation [q,M], denoted by stepk([q,M],mS), is defined as
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stepk([q,M], eS) =

true, if either (eS = !m and M(m) < k)
or (eS = ?m and event({[q,M]}, eS) ̸= ∅)
or (eS = τ and event({[q,M]}, eS) ̸= ∅)
or (eS = final, q ∈ ΩS , and M = [ ]),
false, otherwise.
For each situation [qS ,M] of S, the predicate stepk([qS ,M],mS) either returns true in
case event mS of S can update its own situation [qS ,M] without violating the message
bound k ∈ N and without any help from its partner (e. g., its interface compatible service
P ), or returns false otherwise.
Next, we define the predicate activk for deciding whether or not an event mP of P
can be performed on the given situation [qS ,M] without violating the k-boundedness of
message channels.
Definition 3.39 (Activated events).
Let S and P be two interface compatible service automata. Let [qS ,M] be a situation
of S and eP ∈ ΣP ∪ {τ,final} be an event of P . Then, for a message bound k ∈ N, the
activation of events eP for situation [qS ,M], denoted by activk([qS ,M], eP ), is defined as
activk([qS ,M], eP ) =

true, if either (eP = !m and M(m) < k)
or (eP = ?m and event({[qS ,M]}, eP ) ̸= ∅)
or (eP = τ and event({[qS ,M]}, eP ) ̸= ∅)
or (eP = final, qS ∈ ΩS , and M = [ ]),
false, otherwise.
‘
For two interface compatible services S and P , the predicate activk([qS ,M], eP ) either
returns true in case event eP of P can update the situation [qS ,M] of S without violating
the message bound k ∈ N, or returns false otherwise.
3.3.2. Finite Representation of Deadlock-free Controllers
In this section, we present an algorithm for constructing a finite representation of deadlock-
free controllers of a given service. We consider Ef = Σ ∪ {τ,final} as the set of all action
events for the deadlock freedom compatibility criterion.
We first present a synthesis algorithm of one distinguished deadlock-free controller,
called a most permissive deadlock-free controller [Lohmann et al., 2007a]. A most
permissive deadlock-free controller of a given service is a deterministic deadlock-free
controller that permits more behavior than other deadlock-free controllers. Based on a
most permissive deadlock-free controller, we employ the technique described in Section
3.1.3 for representing the (possibly) infinite set of deadlock-free controllers of a service.
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Most permissive Deadlock-free Controller
Lohmann et al. [2007a] and [Wolf, 2009a] have proposed algorithms for synthesizing a most
permissive deadlock-free controller by overapproximating the behavior of all controllers.
As a necessary condition, a most permissive deadlock-free controller strongly simulates
every deadlock-free controller of a given service with respect to a given compatibility
criterion. This means, this controller can be considered as a top element of the strong
simulation preordered set of a service’s controllers.
With the two operations event and closure on knowledge and situations previously
introduced, we define the construction procedure of a most permissive controller mpdf ,k(S)
(called the most permissive strategy in Lohmann et al. [2007a] and in Wolf [2009a]) of
service S as follows.
Definition 3.40 (Most permissive deadlock-free controller).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound on each message channel. The most permissive k-
deadlock-free controller for a service automaton S is defined as the service automaton
mpdf ,k(S) = [Q, q0, I, O,→, δ] with
– Q = {qK | K ⊆ situationsk(S)},
– q0 = qK0 with K0 = closure({[q0, [ ]]}),
– I = OS , O = IS ,
– → = {qK m→ qK′ | K,K′ ⊆ situationsk(S),m ∈ Σ,K′ = closure(event(K,m))}
∪ {qK τ→ qK | K ⊆ situationsk(S)},
– Ω = {qK | K ⊆ situationsk(S), [q, [ ]] ∈ K, q ∈ ΩS}.
A most permissive deadlock-free controller of a given service is deterministic by
construction, as its transition relation is uniquely determined by the closure of all events
starting from its initial state that represents the knowledge about situation of S at its
initial state. A most permissive deadlock-free controller of a given service is also finite by
construction, as each situation of S does not violate the message bound k. We illustrate
the construction of a most permissive deadlock-free controller of a given service with the
following example.
Example 3.41. Figure 3.8 shows service A7 (taken from Figure 2.8(g)) on the left hand
side and its most permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(A7) for k = 1 on the right
hand side constructed from A7 by applying Definition 3.40.
Consider the most permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(A7). There is no
outgoing edge from state K3 with label !b, as closure(event(K3, !b)) produces a situation
[g1, [bb]] that violate message bound k = 1 of message channel b. As a result, the
transition g5 ?b→A7 g2 in S1 is never covered in the composition with its most permissive
k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(A7) for message bound k = 1. ▹
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g0
g1
g2
g3
g4
g5
(a) A7 (b) mpdf ,k(A7)
!a
τ
?b
!a?b
?b
a
b
K0 : [g0,[ ]]
[g1,[a]] [g3,[ ]]
K1 : [g1,[ ]]
K2 : [g0,[b]] [g1,[ab]]
[g3,[b]] [g4,[ ]]
[g2,[a]] [g5,[a]]
K3 : [g1,[b]]
[g2,[ ]] [g5,[ ]] K4 : ∅
?a
!b
τ
?a!b
τ
?a
τ
τ?a
?a, !b, τ
a
b
Figure 3.8.: Service A7 taken from Figure 2.8(g) and its most-permissive k-deadlock-free
controller mpdf ,k(A7) for k = 1.
In case a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S) for service automaton S
contains an empty set of states, the following proposition by Wolf [2009a] asserts that
service automaton S is not k-deadlock-freely controllable for message bound k ∈ N.
Proposition 3.42 [Wolf, 2009a].
For each message bound k ∈ N and each service S :
S is k-deadlock-freely controllable ⇔ Qmpdf ,k(S) ̸= ∅.
The following proposition asserts that the construction procedure defined by Defi-
nition 3.40 delivers a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller of service S for k ∈
N [Lohmann et al., 2007a].
Proposition 3.43 [Lohmann et al., 2007a].
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S :
mpdf ,k(S) ∈ df kControllers(S).
The following proposition from Lohmann et al. [2007a] asserts one necessary condition
for a k-deadlock-free controller of service S; that is, each k-deadlock-freely controller P of
S must be strongly simulated by a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S)
of S.
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Proposition 3.44 [Lohmann et al., 2007a].
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S:
P ∈ df kControllers(S) ⇒ mpdf ,k(S) strongly simulates P .
The simulation relation between most permissive deadlock-free controllers of two
services is a necessary condition for deciding service substitutability. The following
proposition [Stahl et al., 2009] asserts that if service T is a substitute for service S under
k-deadlock freedom preorder, then a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller of T
strongly simulates a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller of S.
Proposition 3.45 [Stahl et al., 2009].
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T ⊑df,k S ⇒ mpdf ,k(T ) strongly simulates mpdf ,k(S).
Deadlock-free Choices
In this section, we present a procedure to compute the choices for a most permissive
deadlock-free controller of a given service. For each state of a given service, the set of
all choices describes all possible combination of events that a communicating partner of
service (i. e., a service with compatible interface to a given service) should offer in order
to resolve all stable situations of a given service.
With the predicate step defined in Section 3.3.1, we define a stable situation as a
situation that cannot make a move without any help from its communicating partner
and without violating the k-boundedness of the message channels.
Definition 3.46 (Stable situations).
Let S and P be two interface compatible service automata and [qS ,K] ∈ K be a situation
of the set K of situations of S.
A stable situation [qS ,M] of K is a situation [qS ,M] ∈ K such that for each eS ∈
enable(qS) holds: stepk([qS ,M], eS) = false.
The set of all stable situations of K is denoted by stable(K).
We employ the stable situations as defined above to calculate deadlock-free choices for
a most permissive deadlock-free controller.
Informally, a deadlock-free choice of the set of situation K is a (non-empty) subset of
all events in Ef = Σ ∪ {τ,final} that can resolve each stable situation in K and does not
trigger any situation that eventually violates the message bound k.
For this purpose, we define, for a message bound k ∈ N and a given set K of situations,
the set of all legally updated events of K. That is, updating each situation in K by a
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legally updated event in the set never yields a situation that violates the message bound
k.
Definition 3.47 (Legally updated events, Lk(E,K)).
Let K be a set of situations and E be a set of events and Ef be the set of events with
E ⊆ Ef . Then, the set of events in E that legally update K is defined as
Lk(E,K) = {e ∈ E | K = ∅ or
∀[q,M] ∈ closure(event(K, e)) :: violatek(M, e) = false}.
With the set Lk(E,K) of events that legally update the situations K, we define
deadlock-free choices of a most permissive k-deadlock controller mpdf ,k(S) of service S
as follows.
Definition 3.48 (Deadlock-free choices).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound and Ef be the set of events of a most permissive
k-deadlock controller mpdf ,k(S) of service S. Let qK be a state of mpdf ,k(S) with the
set of situations K of S and the set Lk(Ef ,K) of all events in Ef that legally update K.
Then, the set of all deadlock-free choices of state qK of S, denoted by ϕk(qK), is defined
as :
ϕk(qK) =

{ch | ch ⊆ Ef}, if (K = ∅ or stable(K) = ∅),
ϕ′k(qK), otherwise.
where
ϕ′k(qK) = {ch ⊆ Lk(Ef ,K) | ∀[qS ,M] ∈ stable(K) :
∃e ∈ ch :: activk([qS ,M], e) = true}.
For each state qK, the set of choices at state qK describes events that a compatible
interface service of S should offer in order to resolve all stable situations of S in K. The set
Lk(Σ,K) of events that legally updates the situations K guarantees that a deadlock-free
choice never describes an event that violates the k boundedness of message channels.
Example 3.49. Consider message bound k = 1 and a most permissive k-deadlock-free
controller mpdf ,k(A7) of A7 from Figure 3.8, the activation of each event for all situations
in K0 is illustrated in the following table. The underlined situations denote the stable
situations of A7 in which A7 are in the states that cannot make a move without help
from its partner (a service with compatible interface to A7, e. g., mpdf ,k(A7)).
[q,M] ∈ K0 [g0, [ ]] [g1, [a]] [g3, [ ]]
activk([q,M], ?a) false true false
activk([q,M], !b) true true true
activk([q,M], τ) true true true
activk([q,M],final) false false false
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where
stable(K0) = {[g1, [a]], [g3, [ ]]}
Ef = {?a, !b, τ,final}
Lk(Ef ,K0) = {?a, !b, τ,final}
ϕ(K0) = { {!b}, {τ}, {?a, !b}, {!b, τ}, {!b,final}, {?a, τ}, {τ,final},
{?a, !b, τ}, {!b, τ,final}, {?a, !b,final}, {?a, τ,final},
{?a, !b, τ,final} }.
The k-deadlock-free choices of K1, K2, K3, and K4 are illustrated as follows.
ϕ(K1) = { {!b}, {τ}, {?a, !b}, {!b, τ}, {!b,final}, {?a, τ}, {τ,final},
{?a, !b, τ}, {!b, τ,final}, {?a, !b,final}, {?a, τ,final},
{?a, !b, τ,final} }.
ϕ(K2) = { {?a}, {τ}, {?a, τ}, {?a,final}, {τ,final}, {?a, τ,final} }.
ϕ(K3) = { {final}, {τ}, {final, τ}, {?a,final}, {?a, τ}, {τ,final}, {?a,final, τ} }.
ϕ(K4) = { {?a}, {!b}, {τ}, {final}, { },
{?a, !b}, {?a, τ}, {?a,final}, {!b, τ}, {!b,final}, {τ,final},
{?a, !b, τ}, {!b, τ,final}, {?a, !b,final}, {?a, τ,final},
{?a, !b, τ,final} }.
Observe that {?a} is not a choice for K0 as there is a stable situation [g3, [ ]] in K0
where ?a is not an event that can activate the situation [g3, [ ]]. ▹
Representing all Deadlock-free Controllers
To represent the set of all deadlock-free controllers of a given service S, Lohmann et al.
[2007a] and Massuthe [2009] have proposed a deadlock-free operating guideline of service
S as the Boolean annotated automaton OG(S) = [mpdf ,k(S), φ], where mpdf ,k(S) denotes
the automaton of the most permissive deadlock-free controller of S. To analyze if service P
is a k-deadlock-free controller of service S, one has to check if P matches with the Boolean
annotated automaton OG(S) = [mpdf ,k(S), φ]. That is, P must have the same interface
as mpdf ,k(S) and there must exist a strong simulation relation ϱ ⊆ QP ×Qmpdf ,k(S) such
that, for all [qP , qm] ∈ ϱ, the formula φ(qm) is satisfied by qP in the following assignment
β. The assignment β is a Boolean function on Σ∪{τ,final} such that β(e), for e ∈ Σ∪{τ},
is true if there exists a state q′P with qP
e→P q′P , and β(final) is true if qP ∈ ΩP .
In this thesis, we generalize operating guidelines to choice annotated service automata,
i. e., choice annotated automaton OG(S) = [mpdf ,k(S), ϕ], where mpdf ,k(S) denotes the
automaton of the most permissive deadlock-free controller of S and ϕ denotes the set of
all deadlock-free choices at each state qm of mpdf ,k(S). The set ϕ(qm) of all deadlock-free
choice at state qm of mpdf ,k(S) is equivalent to the set of all valid assignments of Boolean
formulae φ(qS) at state qm of mpdf ,k(S) (cf. Section 3.1.3).
Example 3.50. Consider message bound k = 1, a k-deadlock-free operating guideline
of service A7 from Figure 3.8 is a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(A7)
from Figure 3.8, each state q is annotated by the set ϕ(q) of choices at the corresponding
state q as illustrated in Example 3.49. ▹
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In the following lemma, we show that the most permissive k-deadlock-free controller
mpdf ,k(S) of service S with each of its states mpdf ,k(S) annotated by the deadlock-free
choices ϕ(qK) indeed represents the set of all k-deadlock-free controllers of S for message
bound k ∈ N for each message channel.
Lemma 3.51 (Characterizing deadlock-free controllers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S:
df kControllers(S) = Complyβ(mpdf ,k(S)ϕ).
Proof. We prove this lemma in two directions.
⊆ : Suppose P ∈ df kControllers(S). That is, df k(S ⊕ P ) holds by definition and we
have mpdf ,k(S) strongly simulates P with ϱ (Proposition 3.44).
Consider [qP , qm] ∈ ϱ with [qS ,M] as a stable situation of S at state qm. Because
[qP , qm] ∈ ϱ, [qS ,M] is also a stable situation of S at state qP .
As df k(S ⊕ P ) holds, [qS ,M, qP ] is not a deadlock state in S ⊕ P . This means
state qP must enable events that can resolve the stable situation [qS ,M]. Because
[qP , qm] ∈ ϱ and ϕ(qm) describes all possible choices that can resolve every stable
situation in K(qm) and [qP , qm] ∈ ϱ, [qS ,M] is also stable at qM. This means, there
exists a choice ch ∈ ϕ(qm) such that ch = enable(qP ) = β ⊆ Σ ∪ {final, τ}. That
is, qP strongly corresponds to ϕ(qm).
Thus, P ∈ Comply(mpdf ,k(S)ϕ) holds.
⊇ : Suppose P ̸∈ df kControllers(S). That is, S ⊕ P is not deadlock-free by definition.
Suppose mpdf ,k(S) strongly simulates P with ϱ and [qP , qm] ∈ ϱ. We will show that
qP does not strongly correspond to ϕ(qm).
Consider a deadlock state [qS ,M, qP ] in S ⊕ P with [qS ,M] as a stable situation
of S. This means, the combination of all events that P offers at state qP cannot
resolve the stable situation [qS ,M] of S.
Because ϕ(qm) describes all possible choices that can resolve every stable situation
in K(qm) and because [qP , qm] ∈ ϱ, there exists a situation [qS ,M] of S that is
stable at qM. This means that for each choice ch ∈ ϕ(qm) and ch ⊆ ΣP ∪{final, τ}
holds: ch ̸= enable(qP ). That is, qP does not correspond strongly to ϕ(qm).
Thus, df kControllers(S) = Complyβ(mpdf ,k(S)ϕ) holds.
Lemma 3.51 illustrates that we can determine whether a service P is a k-deadlock-free
controller of service S for k ∈ N by analyzing whether P strongly complies with OG(S),
denoted by R ∈ Complyβ(mpdf ,k(S)ϕ). Service P matches with mpdf ,k(S)ϕ if P has the
same interface as mpdf ,k(S) and there is a strong simulation relation ϱ ⊆ QP ×Qmpdf ,k(S)
such that for all [qP , qm] ∈ ϱ : qP strongly corresponds to qm.
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The operating guideline can also be used to determine whether a service T is a
substitute for service S under both deadlock freedom preorder (i. e., T ⊑df ,k S) and
equivalence (i. e., T =df ,k S). This decision procedure has been proposed by Stahl et al.
[2009] and Stahl [2009] by relating the two Boolean annotaed service automata that
represent the set of all deadlock-free controllers of S and T correspondingly.
In the following lemma, we generalize the decision procedure from Stahl et al. [2009]
and Stahl [2009] and show that we can decide deadlock-free inclusion and equivalence
of two services by comparing their most permissive deadlock-free controllers and their
deadlock-free choices.
Lemma 3.52 (Deciding deadlock freedom inclusion).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T ⊑df,k S ⇔ (mpdf ,k(T ) strongly simulates mpdf ,k(S) with ϱ)
∧ (∀(qmT , qmS) ∈ ϱ : ϕ(qmS) ⊆ ϕ(qmT )).
Proof. We prove this lemma in two directions.
⇒ : Suppose df kControllers(S) ⊆ df kControllers(T ). This means that mpdf ,k(T )
strongly simulates mpdf ,k(S) with ϱ (Proposition 3.45).
Consider P ∈ df kControllers(S) and state qP in P . This means, mpdf ,k(S) strongly
simulates P with ϱS and there exists (qP , qmS) ∈ ϱS with a choice ch ∈ ϕ(qmS)
such that qP strongly corresponds to ch (Lemma 3.51).
Because df kControllers(S) ⊆ df kControllers(T ), P ∈ df kControllers(T ) follows.
This means that mpdf ,k(T ) strongly simulates P with ϱT and there exists also
[qP , qmT ] ∈ ϱT and a choice ch′ ∈ ϕ(qmT ) such that qP strongly corresponds to the
choice ch′ (Lemma 3.51). It follows that ch = ch′ = enable(qP ).
Thus, ϕ(qmS) ⊆ ϕ(qmT ) holds.
⇐ : Suppose P ∈ df kControllers(S) and P ̸∈ df kControllers(T ).
Because P ∈ df kControllers(S), mpdf ,k(S) strongly simulates P with ϱS (Proposi-
tion 3.44). Consider [qP , qmS ] ∈ ϱS . It follows that there exists a choice in ϕk(qmS)
in which qP strongly corresponds to (Lemma 3.51).
Suppose mpdf ,k(T ) strongly simulates P with ϱT . Because P ̸∈ df kControllers(T ),
we consider [qP , qmT ] ∈ ϱT . It follows that there exists no choice in ϕ(qmT ) in
which qP strongly corresponds to (3.51).
This means that there exists a choice that is in ϕ(qmS) but not in ϕ(qmT ). Therefore,
ϕ(qmS) ̸⊆ ϕ(qmT ) holds.
Thus, this lemma holds.
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Corollary 3.53 (Deciding deadlock freedom equivalence).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T =df,k S ⇔ (mpdf ,k(T ) ∼bsim mpdf ,k(S))
∧ ∀(qmT , qmS) ∈ ∼bsim : ϕ(qmS) = ϕ(qmT )
where ∼bsim is a bisimulation relation between mpdf ,k(S) and mpdf ,k(T ).
Proof. Because both mpdf ,k(S) and mpdf ,k(T ) are deterministic service automata, the
proof of this corollary follows from Lemma 3.52.
As introduced by Definition 3.27 in Section 3.2.3, the concept of a canonical choice
represents only a minimal subset of choices the preserves the same semantics of the
original set of choices. Next, we define a canonical deadlock-free choice as an instance
of Definition 3.27 for B = df k .
Definition 3.54 (Canonical deadlock-free choice).
Let ϕ(q) be the set of all deadlock-free choices at state q of service automaton R. Then,
a canonical deadlock-free choice at state q is a deadlock-free choice ch ∈ ϕ(q) such that
– ch = {}; or
– for each ch′ ∈ ϕ(q) such that ch ̸= ch′ ̸= {} holds: either (ch ( ch′) or (ch ∩ ch′ = ∅).
The set of all canonical deadlock-free choices at state q of R is denoted by ϕ(q).
The first corollary shows that we can decide deadlock-free inclusion of two services by
comparing their most permissive deadlock-free controllers and their corresponding sets of
all canonical deadlock-free choices.
Corollary 3.55 (Deciding inclusion with canonical deadlock-free choices).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T ⊑df,k S ⇔ (mpdf ,k(T ) strongly simulates mpdf ,k(S) with ϱ)
∧ (∀(qmT , qmS) ∈ ϱ : ϕ(qmT ) ⊆ ϕ(qmS)).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.52 and Definition 3.54.
The next corollary shows that we can also decide deadlock-free inclusion equivalence of
two services by comparing if their most permissive deadlock-free controllers are bisimilar
and if the same set of all canonical deadlock-free choices at their bisimilar states are the
same.
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Corollary 3.56 (Deciding equivalence with canonical deadlock-free choices).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T =df,k S ⇔ (mpdf ,k(T ) ∼bsim mpdf ,k(S))
∧ (∀(qmT , qmS) ∈ ∼bsim : ϕ(qmT ) = ϕ(qmS)).
Proof. Follows from Corollary 3.55 and Definition 3.54.
3.3.3. Finite Representation of Responsive Controllers
In this section, we present an algorithm for constructing a finite representation of
responsive controllers of a give services. We consider Ef = E ∪ {final} = Σ ∪ {final} as
the set of all action events for the responsiveness compatibility criterion.
We first distinguish responsive choices and responsive valid choices of a given service.
Then we present an algorithm to synthesize one distinguished responsive controller, called
a most permissive responsive controller as introduced by Wolf [2009a], Lohmann [2010].
Responsive Choices
In this section, we present a procedure to compute the responsive choices for a most
permissive deadlock-free controller of a given service. For each state of a given service,
the set of all choices describes all possible combinations of events that a partner of service
should offer in order to resolve all stable situations of the given service.
We first distinguish a wait situation as a situation that either is stable (i. e., cannot
make a move without help from its partner, cf. 3.3.2) or can form a local livelock without
updating the message buffer between two services.
Definition 3.57 (Wait situations).
Let S and P be two interface compatible service automata and [qS ,K] ∈ K be a situation
of the set K of situations of S.
A situation [qS ,M] ∈ K is a wait situation if [qS ,M] satisfies one of the followings: either
1. [qS ,M] is a stable situation, or
2. there exists [q′S ,M] ∈ K such that qS and q′S are in the same stable τ -strongly
connected component of S.
The set of all wait situations of K is denoted by wait(K).
Every stable situation [qS ,M] of M is also by definition a wait situation of M, i. e.,
stable(K) ⊆ wait(K) for a set K of situations, as stated in the first condition. A non-stable
situation [qS ,M] is a wait situation, only if, there exists another situation [q′S ,M] ∈ K
such that states qS and q′S are in the same stable τ -strongly connected component of S,
but S never updates the situation M by making such a move from state qS to q′S and
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vice versa. Intuitively, this means, service S forms a local livelock while waiting for its
partner to make a move.
q1
q2 q3
q4 q5
τ
τ
ττ ?b!c
?a
K : [q1,[ ]]
[q2,[ ]] [q3,[ ]]
[q4,[ ]]
stable(K) = {[q3, [ ]]}
wait(K) = {[q2, [ ]], [q4, [ ]], [q3, [ ]]}
Figure 3.9.: Illustrations of stable situations and wait situations
Example 3.58. Figure 3.9 illustrates the difference between stable situations and wait
situations. ▹
With the set of events that legally update situations K, we define responsive choices of
a most permissive k-responsive mprp,k(S) of service S as follows.
Definition 3.59 (Responsive choices).
Let S and P be two interface compatible service automata. Let k ∈ N be a message
bound on each message channel and Ef be the set of events of service P . Let qK be a
state of P with the set of respective situations K of S and Lk(Ef ,K) be the set of all
events in Ef that legally update K.
Then, the set of all responsive choices of state qK of P , denoted by ψk(qK), is defined as
ψk(qK) =

{ch | ch ⊆ Ef}, if K = ∅,
ψ′k(qK), if (K ̸= ∅ and wait(K) ̸= ∅),
∅, otherwise.
where
ψ′k(qK) = {ch ⊆ Lk(Ef ,K) | ∀[qS ,M] ∈ wait(K) :
∃e ∈ ch :: activk([qS ,M], e) = true}.
The set of all responsive choices can be computed locally at each state of a service
automaton from the given set of situations of the service. Nevertheless, the responsiveness
property of service composition cannot be guaranteed locally by checking the set of all
responsive choices at a given state. Possibly there is an event of responsive choices of a
given service that forces its interacting partner to perform a specific event and results
in a deadlock situation. In case the service cannot perform any event to resolve the
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deadlock situation, this yields an empty set of responsive choices. During the process
of synthesizing a responsive controller, all paths of the service that lead to such as a
situation must be removed.
For this purpose, we first define the valid responsive choice as a responsive choice in
which every event of the choice is an enabled event at the current state.
Definition 3.60 (Valid responsive choices).
For each message bound k ∈ N on each message channel and each state qK of a service
automaton P , a responsive choice ch ∈ ψk(qK) is valid if for each event e ∈ ch either
e = final or e ∈ enable(qK) holds. Otherwise, the responsive choice ch is invalid.
The set of all valid responsive choices is denoted by ψ∗k(K).
Obviously, ψ∗k(K) ⊆ ψk(K) holds. Note that we consider a terminating event event as
a valid event of a responsive choice.
Most Permissive Responsive Controller
Together with the two operations event and closure on knowledge and situations, we
construct a most permissive responsive controller mprp,k(S) of service S, representing the
deterministic and finite-state responsive controller of S with a most permissive behavior.
Definition 3.61 (Most permissive responsive controller).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound on each message channel. The service automaton T 0k (S)
= [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] for a service automaton S is defined as
– Q = {qK | K ⊆ situationsk(S)},
– q0 = qK0 with K0 = closure({[q0, [ ]]}),
– I = OS , O = IS ,
– →= {qK e→ qK′ | K,K′ ⊆ situationsk(S),m ∈ Σ,
K′ = closure(event(K, e))},
– Ω = {qK | K ⊆ situationsk(S), [q, [ ]] ∈ K, q ∈ ΩS}.
Given T ik(S) for i ≤ 0, the service automaton T i+1k (S) is obtained by removing state
qKi ∈ Qi if ψ∗k(Ki) = ∅. Thereby, the removal of a state includes the removal of its
adjacent arcs and all states that becomes unreachable from the initial state q0.
The most permissive responsive controller mprp,k(S) for a service S is the service automa-
ton T jk (S) for the smallest j with T
j
k (S) = T
j+1
k (S).
Example 3.62. Figure 3.10 illustrates the knowledge construction for Customer service
C from Figure 2.1 for message bound k = 1. The underlined situations denote the wait
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K1:[c1,[ ]], [c2,[req]] %
"
K2 : [c1,[rej]]
[c2,[rej,req]]
[c3,[req]]
"
% K3:[c2,[ ]] "
K4: [c2,[rej]]
[c3,[ ]] [c5,[ ]]
K5: [c2,[off]] [c4,[ ]]
[c2,[req]] [c5,[cnf]] %
K6: [c2,[rej,off]] [c4,[rej]]
[c2,[rej,req]]
[c5,[rej,cnf]] [c3,[req]] %
K7:[c5,[rej]] %
K8:[c5,[rej,off]] %"K10:∅
K9 : [c2,[rej,off]]
[c3,[off]]
[c5,[off]]
%
!rej
?req
!off
?cnf
?req
?cnf
!rej,!off
!rej
!off
?req,?cnf
!off
?req,?cnf ?cnf
!rej
?req
!off
?req
?cnf
!rej,!off
!off
!rej
?req,?cnf
!rej,!off
?req,?cnf
!rej,!off
?req,?cnf!rej,!off,
?req,?cnf
Figure 3.10.: Knowledge construction for Customer service C from Figure 2.1 for k = 1.
Each state contains the set of corresponding situations of C in which an
underlined situation denotes a wait situation of C.
situations of C. The transition with destination labeled by a cross mark means it is not
a legal updated event of the knowledge at its source state.
Consider state K8 of the knowledge construction. The set of all wait situations at
state K8 is wait(K8) = { [c5, [rej,off]] } and the activation of each event for all situations
in K8 is illustrated in the following table.
[q,M] ∈ K8 [c5, [rej,off]]
activk([q,M], ?req) false
activk([q,M], ?cnf) false
activk([q,M], !rej) false
activk([q,M], !off) false
activk([q,M],final) false
This means, there is no responsive choice at K8, i. e., ψk(K8) = ∅, and there is also no
valid responsive choice of K8, and therefore, ψ∗k(K8) = ∅. As a result, state K8 and its
adjacent transitions labeled with !off are removed during the construction of mprp,k(C).
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Consider K7. The set ψk(K7) of all responsive choices at state K7 is ψk(K7) =
{{!off}, {!off, ?cnf}, {!off, ?req}, . . ., {!off, ?cnf, ?req,final}}. During the construction of
mprp,k(C), state K7 shall be removed as the result of removing state K8 and one of its
adjacent transitions labeled with !off. This makes every choice of ψk(K7) invalid as there
is event !off in a choice where !off ̸∈ enable(K7). Therefore, ψ∗k(K7) = ∅ in the next
iteration of the process.
Consider K6. The set ψk(K6) of all responsive choices at state K6 is ψk(K6) =
{{?req, ?cnf}, {?req, ?cnf,final}}. During the construction of mprp,k(C), state K6 shall
be removed as the result of removing state K7 and one of its adjacent transitions labeled
with ?cnf. This makes every choice of ψk(K6) invalid as every choice of ψk(K6) contains
?cnf. Therefore, ψ∗k(K6) = ∅ in the next iteration of the process.
The set ψk(K5) of all responsive choices at state K5 is ψk(K5) = {{!rej}, {?req, ?cnf},
{?req, ?cnf, !off}, {?req, ?cnf,final}, . . ., {!off, ?cnf, ?req,final}}. As the transition labeled
with !rej shall be removed during the construction of mprp,k(C) as the result of removing
state K6 and its adjacent transition. Nevertheless, not every responsive choice become
invalid after removing K6 and its adjacent transitions. Some other responsive choices
of ψk(K5) are still valid, e. g., {?req, ?cnf }. This means ψk(K5) ̸= ψ∗k(K5) ̸= ∅ in the
next iteration of the process.
The set of all responsive choices at state K9 is also empty, therefore, state K9 and its
adjacent arcs will also be removed during the procedure.
The most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(C) of C for message bound k = 1
on each message channel is illustrated in Fig. 3.11. ▹
K1:[c1,[ ]], [c2,[req]]
"
K2 : [c1,[rej]]
[c2,[rej,req]]
[c3,[req]]
"
K3:[c2,[ ]] "
K4: [c2,[rej]]
[c3,[ ]] [c5,[ ]]
K5: [c2,[off]] [c4,[ ]]
[c2,[req]] [c5,[cnf]]
K10 : ∅
!rej
?req
?cnf
?req
?cnf !rej
!off
?req,?cnf
?req,?cnf ?cnf
?req
!rej,!off,
?req,?cnf
req
cnf
off
rej
Figure 3.11.: Most-permissive responsive controller rp-mpk(C) of Customer service C
from Figure 2.1 for k = 1.
Example 3.63. The valid k-responsive choices of K1, K2, K3, K4, K5, and K10 of
the most permissive responsive controller mprp,k(C) of C from Figure 3.11 are:
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ψ∗k(K1) = { {?req}, {!rej},
{?req, !rej}, {?req, ?cnf}, {!rej, ?cnf}, {?req,final}, {!rej,final},
{?req, !rej, ?cnf}, {?req, !rej,final}, {?req, ?cnf,final}, {!rej, ?cnf,final},
{?req, !rej, ?cnf,final} }.
ψ∗k(K2) = { {?req}, {?req, ?cnf}, {?req,final}, {?req, ?cnf,final} }.
ψ∗k(K3) = { {!rej}, {!off},
{!rej, !off}, {!rej, ?req}, {!rej, ?cnf}, {!rej,final}, . . . ,
{!rej, !off, ?req, ?cnf}, . . . ,
{!rej, !off, ?req, ?cnf,final} }.
ψ∗k(K4) = { {final}, {final, ?req}, {final, ?cnf}, {final, ?req, ?cnf} }.
ψ∗k(K5) = { {?req, ?cnf},
{?req, ?cnf, !off}, {?req, ?cnf,final}, . . . ,
{?req, ?cnf, !off,final} }.
ψ∗k(K10) = { {!rej}, {!off}, {?req}, {?cnf}, {final}, { }
{!rej, !off}, {!rej, ?req}, . . . ,
{!rej, !off, ?req}, {!rej, !off, ?cnf}, . . . ,
{!rej, !off, ?req, ?cnf}, {!rej, !off, ?req,final}, . . . ,
{!rej, !off, ?req, ?cnf,final} }.
for message bound k = 1 on each message channel. ▹
In case a most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(S) for service automaton S
contains an empty set of states, the following proposition by Wolf [2009a] asserts that
service automaton S is not k-responsively controllable for a message bound k ∈ N on
each message channel.
Proposition 3.64 Wolf [2009a].
For each message bound k ∈ N and each service S :
S is k-responsively controllable ⇔ Qmprp,k(S) ̸= ∅.
The following lemma asserts that the construction procedure defined by Definition 3.61
delivers a most permissive k-responsive controller of service S for a message bound k ∈ N
on each message channel.
Lemma 3.65 (Most permissive responsive controller).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S :
mprp,k(S) ∈ rpkControllers(S).
Proof. We prove this lemma by showing that rpk(S ⊕mprp,k(S)) holds.
Let Bm = BehS⊕mprp,k(S)(mprp,k(S)) and BS = BehS⊕mprp,k(S)(S). We will show that
that Bm and BS are responsive.
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As rpkControllers(S) is k-responsively controllable, Qmprp,k(S) ̸= ∅ (Proposition 3.64).
Consider state qm of rpkControllers(S) and state [qS ,M, qm] of the composition S ⊕
mprp,k(S).
Suppose [qS ,M] is a wait situation of S at state qm. This means that there exists a
stable τ -strongly connected component C in Bm that contains state q = [qS ,M, qm]. As
ψ∗k(K(qm)) ̸= ∅ by construction of rpkControllers(S), there exists a choice ch ∈ ψ∗k(K(qm))
with x ∈ enable(qm), x ̸= τ , and activk([qS ,M], x) = true by definition. It follows that
there is a state qC in the component C in Bm with x ∈ enable(qC) and x ̸= τ . That is,
act∗(QC) ̸= ∅ holds and Bm is responsive follows.
Suppose CS is a stable τ -strongly connected component in BS with act∗(CS) = ∅.
We will show that ψ∗k(K(qm)) = ∅, which contradicts to a condition on mprp,k(S). As
act∗(CS) = ∅, CS contains state q that is either a deadlock state or a divergent state
(Lemma 2.12). Suppose q = [qS ,M, qm]. This means that any event x offered at state
qm in mprp,k(S) (if any) does not resolve the situation [qS ,M] of mprp,k(S). Therefore,
for each choice ch ∈ ψ∗k(K(qm), there is no visible event at state qm ∈ Σm ∪ {final} such
that m ∈ enable(qm) and m ∈ ch contributes to choice ch. This means, the set of valid
responsive choice is empty (i. e., ψ∗k(K(qm) = ∅). This contradicts to the condition on
mprp,k(S) in which the set of all valid choices at every state of mprp,k(S) must not be an
empty set.
Thus, rpk(S⊕mprp,k(S)) holds and mprp,k(S) ∈ rpkControllers(S) follows by definition.
In the following corollary, we assert that every k-responsive controller P of S is
structurally simulated by a most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(S) of S.
Lemma 3.66 (Structural simulation of a responsive controller).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S:
P ∈ rpkControllers(S) ⇒ mprp,k(S) structurally simulates P .
Proof. Suppose rpk(S ⊕ P ). This means both BP = BehS⊕P (P ) and BS = BehS⊕P (S)
are responsive by definition. Let Bm = BehS⊕mprp,k(S)(mprp,k(S)). As mprp,k(S) ∈
rpkControllers(S) (lemma 3.65), Bm is responsive by definition.
Consider a binary relation ϱ ⊆ QP ×Qm between states of P and states of mprp,k(S).
We will show that ϱ is a structural simulation relation.
Suppose [q0P , q0m] ∈ ϱ. By construction of mprp,k(S), K′ at q′m is uniquely defined by
K at qm and x ∈ Σ, there is no other present x-labeled transition at qm.
Consider [qP , qm] ∈ ϱ. For a state [qS ,M, qP ] in BP , it follows that there exists also
state [qS ,M, qm] in Bm.
1. Consider the case where qP x→P q′P and x ̸= τ . As mprp,k(S) and P have the same
set of input and output message channels and the construction of mprp,k(S) is driven
by a closure of event of situations of S, there exists state q′m in mprp,k(S) with
K′(q′m) = closure(event(K, x)) and qm x→ q′m in mprp,k(S).
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If closure(event(K, x)) ̸= ∅, there exist transitions [qS ,M, qP ] x→ [qS ,M′, q′P ] in BP
and [qS ,M, qP ] x→ [qS ,M′, q′m] in Bm. Otherwise, [qS ,M, qP ]
x
̸→ holds in BP and
[qS ,M, qm]
x
̸→ holds in Bm.
It is not the case that ψ∗k(qm) = ∅, as ψ∗k(qm) = ∅ means for each ch ∈ ψk(qm) with
m ∈ ch that x ̸∈ enable(qm) and activk([qS ,M], x) = false; therefore, it is not possible
to perform event x at state qm. Then, state q′m and transition qm
x→ q′m shall be
removed during the construction process of mprp,k(S). Because BP is also responsive,
there is no outgoing transition from state [qS ,M, qP ] with label x.
Therefore, there exists state q′m in mprp,k(S) such that (q′P , q′m) ∈ ϱ.
2. Consider the case where qP τ→P q′P . As mprp,k(S) is τ -free by construction and
rpk(S⊕P ) holds by assumption, this means that there exists a transition [qS ,M, qP ] τ→
[qS ,M, q′P ] in BP and therefore (qP , q′m) ∈ ϱ follows.
Thus, we conclude that mprp,k(S) structurally simulates P .
In the following corollary, we prove one necessary condition for a k-responsive preorder
of service S; that is, its most permissive k-responsive controller must be strongly simulated
by a most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(S) of S.
Corollary 3.67 (Strong simulation of two most permissive responsive con-
trollers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T ⊑rp,k S ⇒ mprp,k(T ) strongly simulates mprp,k(S).
Proof. Suppose T ⊑rp,k S holds, i. e., rpkControllers(T ) ⊇ rpkControllers(S).
Let mprp,k(T ) and mprp,k(S) be two most permissive k-responsive controllers of S and
of T respectively.
According to Lemma 3.65, we have mprp,k(S) ∈ rpkControllers(S) holds and mprp,k(S)
∈ rpkControllers(T ) immediately follows from rpkControllers(S) ⊆ rpkControllers(T ).
According to Lemma 3.66, for every state qmS of mprp,k(S) there exists a state qmT of
mprp,k(T ) such that state qmS is structurally simulated by state qmT with a structural
simulation relation ϱ ⊆ QmS ×QmT between states of mprp,k(S) and states of mprp,k(T ).
Because both most permissive responsive controllers are deterministic and τ -free by
construction, it follows that mprp,k(T ) strongly simulates mprp,k(S).
Representing all Responsive Controllers
To represent the set of all responsive controllers of a service, Lohmann [2010] has
proposed responsive operating guidelines as an extension of deadlock-free operating guide-
lines [Lohmann et al., 2007a] and Massuthe [2009].
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In this thesis, we generalize responsive operating guidelines to choice annotated service
automata, i. e., choice annotated automaton OG(S) = [mprp,k(S), ψ∗], where mprp,k(S)
denotes the automaton of the most permissive deadlock-free controller of S and ψ∗
denotes the set of all valid responsive choices at each state qm of mprp,k(S). The set
ψ∗(qm) of all valid responsive choices at state qm of mprp,k(S) is equivalent to the set of
all valid assignments of Boolean formulae φ(qS) at state qm of mprp,k(S).
Example 3.68. Consider message bound k = 1, a k-responsive operating guideline of
Customer service C from Figure 2.1 is a most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(C)
from Figure 3.11, each state q is annotated by the set ψ∗(q) of valid responsive choices
at the corresponding state q as illustrated in Example 3.63. ▹
In the following lemma, we show that the most permissive k-responsive controller
mprp,k(S) of S with each of its state mprp,k(S) annotated by the valid responsive choices
ψ∗(qK) represents the set of all k-responsive controllers of S for message bound k ∈ N.
Lemma 3.69 (Characterizing responsive controllers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable services S:
rpkControllers(S) = Complyγ(mprp,k(S)ψ
∗).
Proof. Let P be a service automaton with IS = OP and OS = IP . Consider BP =
BehS⊕P (P ) and BS = BehS⊕P (S). We prove this lemma in two directions.
⊆ : Suppose P ∈ rpkControllers(S). That is, rpk(S ⊕ P ) holds by definition.
This means, a state q = [qS ,M, qP ] is not a deadlock state in S ⊕ P and the
respective state q in BS and of BP is neither a deadlock state nor a divergent state
in a stable τ -strongly connected component nor a non-stable state of BS and of
BP (Lemma 3.65 and Lemma 2.12)
Because rpk(S ⊕ P ) holds, then we have mprp,k(S) structurally simulates P with ϱ
(Lemma 3.66). Consider [qP , qm] ∈ ϱ and the three following cases:
1. K(qm) ̸= ∅ and wait(K(qm)) ̸= ∅ :
Consider a wait situation [qS ,M] ∈ wait(K(qm)) of S at qm and a stable τ -
strongly connected component CP in BP which contains state [qS ,M, qP ]. As
[qS ,M, qP ] is neither a deadlock state nor a divergent state in CP , there exists
x ∈ act∗(τ(qP )) in P and x ∈ enable([qS ,M, qP ]) in BP .
Consider chP = {x | x ∈ act∗(τ(qP ))}. For each state q′P that is internally reach-
able from qP , it follows that there exists a structural simulation relation ϱ and
state qm in mprp,k(S) such that (q′P , qm) ∈ ϱ holds (Lemma 3.66). As ψ∗k(qm) ̸= ∅
by construction, therefore, for a wait situation [qS ,M] ∈ wait(K(qm)), there
exists by construction at least one valid responsive choice in at state qm. Because
BP is responsive, for each x ∈ chP it follows that either activk([qS ,M], x) = true
or closure(event(K, x)) = ∅ must hold. This means that there exists a valid
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responsive choice ch ∈ ψ∗k(qm) at state qm such that ch = chP holds.
Consider state q′′P with qP
x⇒P q′′P such that q′′P results from P performing event
x ∈ chP and q′′P contributes to [qS ,M′, q′′P ]. Either
(1) [qS ,M′, q′′P ] is contained in a stable τ -strongly connected component CS in
BS . As BS is responsive, [qS ,M′, q′′P ] is neither a deadlock state nor a divergent
state in CS , or
(2) there exists qS Y⇒S q′S in S such that [q′S ,M′′, q′′P ] is contained in a stable τ -
strongly connected component CS in BS . As BS is responsive, then [q′S ,M′′, q′′P ]
is neither a deadlock state nor a divergent state in CS .
2. K(qm) = ∅ : the state qm is not reachable in S⊕mprp,k(S). Because (qP , qm) ∈ ϱ,
this means K(qP ) = ∅ holds and qP is not reachable in S ⊕ P . Therefore, either
qP can offer all possible events from ΣP ∪ {final} (ch ⊆ ΣP ∪ {final}), or qP is
a divergent state (ch = { }), or qP is a deadlock state (ch = { }).
3. wait(K(qm)) = ∅ : this means that there is not wait situation in K(qm) by
definition. Such state does not contribute to a responsive choice and the state,
if there is any, shall be removed by construction of mprp,k(S). This case is not
possible as it contradicts to the assumption rpk(S ⊕ P ).
For each case, we conclude that qP structurally corresponds to ψ∗k(qm). Thus, P
matches with mprp,k(S)ψ
∗ .
⊇ : Suppose P ̸∈ rpkControllers(S). That is, either BS or BP is not responsive by
definition. We will show that P ̸∈ Complyγ(mprp,k(S)ψ∗) holds.
Suppose mprp,k(S) structurally simulates P with ϱ and (qP , qm) ∈ ϱ. We will show
that qP does not correspond structurally to ψ∗k(qm).
Consider the three following cases:
1. Assume a stable τ -strongly connected component C in BS with act∗(QC) = ∅.
Consider state [qS ,M, qP ] in QC . As BS is not responsive, it follows that
[qS ,M, qP ] is either a deadlock state or a divergent state in BS (by definition of
responsiveness and Lemma 2.12). As S is k-responsively controllable according
to the assumption, this means that it is possible to resolve the situation [qS ,M].
That is, for each event x that is offered by P and internally reachable from
state qP (i. e., x ∈ act∗(τ(qP ))), it follows that x cannot resolve the wait
situation [qS ,M]. This means that activk([qS ,M], x) = false by definition. As
(qP , qm) ∈ ϱ holds, for each ch ∈ ψ∗k(qm) and each x ∈ ch ⊆ ΣP ∪ {final} holds:
activk([qS ,M], x) = false. Thus, qP does not correspond structurally to ψ∗k(qm).
2. Assume a stable τ -strongly connected component C in BP with act∗(QC) = ∅.
Consider state [qS ,M, qP ] in QC . As BP is not responsive, it follows that
[qS ,M, qP ] is either a deadlock state or a divergent state in BP (by definition of
responsiveness and Lemma 2.12). As S is k-responsively controllable according
to the assumption, this means that it is possible to resolve the situation [qS ,M].
That is, for each event x that is offered by P and is internally reachable from
state qP (i. e., x ∈ act∗(τ(qP ))), it follows that x cannot resolve the wait
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situation [qS ,M]. This means that activk([qS ,M], x) = false by definition. As
(qP , qm) ∈ ϱ holds, for each ch ∈ ψ∗k(qm) and each x ∈ ch ⊆ ΣP ∪ {final} holds:
activk([qS ,M], x) = false. Thus, qP does not correspond structurally to ψ∗k(qm).
For each case, we conclude that qP does not correspond structurally to ψ∗k(qm).
Therefore, P ̸∈ Complyγ(mprp,k(S)ψ∗) follows.
Thus, rpkControllers(S) = Complyγ(mprp,k(S)ψ
∗) holds.
We can decide responsiveness inclusion and equivalence of two services by comparing
their most permissive responsive controllers and their corresponding sets of all valid
responsive choices of the most permissive responsive controllers.
Lemma 3.70 (Deciding responsiveness inclusion).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T ⊑rp,k S ⇔ (mprp,k(T ) structrally simulates mprp,k(S) with ϱ)
∧ (∀(qmT , qmS) ∈ ϱ : ψ∗k(qmS) ⊆ ψ∗k(qmT )).
.
Proof. We prove this lemma in two directions.
⇒ : Suppose rpkControllers(S) ⊆ rpkControllers(T ). This means that mprp,k(T ) struc-
turally simulates mprp,k(S) with ϱ (Corollary 3.67).
Consider P ∈ rpkControllers(S) and state qP in P . This means, mprp,k(S)
structurally simulates P with ϱS and there exists (qP , qmS) ∈ ϱS with a choice
ch ∈ ψ∗k(qmS) such that qP structurally corresponds to ch (Lemma 3.69).
Because rpkControllers(S) ⊆ rpkControllers(T ) holds, P ∈ rpkControllers(T ) fol-
lows. This means that mprp,k(T ) structurally simulates P with ϱT and there
exists also (qP , qmT ) ∈ ϱT and a choice ch′ ∈ ψ∗k(qmT ) such that qP structurally
corresponds to the choice ch′ (Lemma 3.69). It follows that ch = ch′.
Thus, ψ∗k(qmS) ⊆ ψ∗k(qmT ) holds.
⇐ : Suppose P ∈ rpkControllers(S) and P ̸∈ rpkControllers(T ).
Because P ∈ rpkControllers(S), mprp,k(S) strongly simulates P with ϱS (Lemma
3.66). Consider (qP , qmS) ∈ ϱS . It follows that there exists a choice in ψ∗k(qmS) in
which qP structurally corresponds to (Lemma 3.69).
Suppose mprp,k(T ) strongly simulates P with ϱT . Because P ̸∈ rpkControllers(T ),
we consider (qP , qmT ) ∈ ϱT . It follows that there exists no choice in ψ∗k(qmT ) in
which qP structurally corresponds to (Lemma 3.66).
This means that there exists a choice that is in ψ∗k(qmS) but not in ψ∗k(qmT ).
Therefore, ψ∗k(qmS) ̸⊆ ψ∗k(qmT ) holds.
Thus, this lemma holds.
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Corollary 3.71 (Deciding responsiveness equivalence).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T =rp,k S ⇔ (mprp,k(T ) ∼bsim mprp,k(S))
∧ ∀(qmT , qmS) ∈ ∼bsim : ψ∗k(qmS) = ψ∗k(qmT )
where ∼bsim is a bisimulation relation between mprp,k(S) and mprp,k(T ).
Proof. Because both mprp,k(S) and mprp,k(T ) are deterministic and τ -free service au-
tomata, the proof of this corollary follows from Lemma 3.70.
We define a canonical responsive choice as an instance of Definition 3.27 for B = rpk .
Definition 3.72 (Canonical responsive choice).
Let ψ∗(q) be the set of all responsive choices at state q of a service automaton R. Then,
a canonical responsive choice at state q is a responsive choice ch ∈ ψ∗(q) such that
– ch = {}; or
– for each ch′ ∈ ψ∗(q) such that ch ̸= ch′ ̸= {} holds: either (ch ( ch′) or (ch ∩ ch′ = ∅).
The set of all canonical responsive choices at state q of R is denoted by ψ∗(q).
The two following corollaries show that we can also decide responsive inclusion and
equivalence of two services by comparing their most permissive responsive controllers
and their corresponding sets of all canonical responsive choices.
Corollary 3.73 (Deciding responsiveness inclusion with canonical responsive
choices).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T ⊑rp,k S ⇔ (mprp,k(T ) strongly simulates mprp,k(S) with ϱ)
∧ (∀(qmT , qmS) ∈ ϱ : ψ∗(qmT ) ⊆ ψ∗(qmS)).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.70 and Definition 3.72.
Corollary 3.74 (Deciding responsiveness equivalence with canonical respon-
sive choices).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T =rp,k S ⇔ (mprp,k(T ) ∼bsim mprp,k(S))
∧ (∀(qmT , qmS) ∈ ∼bsim : ψ∗(qmT ) = ψ∗(qmS)).
Proof. Follows from Corollary 3.73 and Definition 3.72.
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3.4. Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we introduced an annotated service automaton for representing a set
of service automata. Previous work [e. g., Lohmann et al., 2007a, Massuthe, 2009,
Stahl, 2009, Lohmann, 2010] has illustrated how to employ a Boolean annotated service
automaton to construct a finite representation of all controllers of a given service, called
an operating guideline of a given service for both deadlock freedom and responsiveness.
In this thesis, weabstracted from the Boolean formulae and annotated each state of an
automaton with choices, representing a set of events representing possible combination of
events. We demonstrated its equivalent characteristics to a Boolean annotated automata
for representing a set of service automata. We introduced three operations that can
be performed on choice annotated service automata. The first operation describes the
intersection of two sets of services, where each set is represented by a choice annotated
service automaton. The latter two operations construct different canonical representatives
of the set characterized by an annotated service automaton. In the following chapter, we
will investigate further a canonical representative that is constructed from an operating
guideline of a given service introduced in this chapter.
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4. Canonical Representative of Controllers
In this chapter, we introduce one distinguished controller, called a canonical controller,
of a given service. We study its distinguished properties and investigate a specific
refinement relation between a canonical controller and any other controller of a given
service. We propose a set of transformation rules each of which preserves either refinement
or equivalence of the refinement relation as a method to synthesize from the canonical
controller any other controller of the given service by means of transformation.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 define a canonical controller of a given
service for each behavioral compatibility criterion. Section 4.2 defines the classical trace
semantics for service automata. Section 4.3 introduces a stable failure semantics for
service automata and investigates the stable failures refinement of a canonical deadlock-
free controller of a given service. Section 4.4 proposes responsive failures semantics
for service automata and investigates the responsive failures refinement of a canonical
responsive controller of a given service. Section 4.5 presents a set of transformation rules
preserving refinement and/or equivalence of stable failures and/or responsive failures.
Finally, Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.
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4.1. Canonical Controller
In this section, we introduce one distinguished controller, called a canonical controller, of
a given service. Intuitively, a canonical controller of a given service S is a controller of S
that can canonically represent any other controller of service S.
The concept for synthesizing such a controller has been introduced by Mooij and
Voorhoeve [2009] for the purpose of reasoning about an adapter for two services that
are not deadlock-free controllers of one another. Thereby, Mooij and Voorhoeve [2009]
have proposed to synthesize one distinguished controller from a finite representation of
all controllers of S, also called an operating guidelines of S [see Section 3.3.2, Section
3.3.3, and Massuthe and Schmidt, 2005, Lohmann et al., 2007a, Massuthe, 2009], by
encoding all possible choices as well as all sequences of events of all controllers within its
own structure.
We present two variants of a canonical controller of a given service according to
deadlock freedom criterion in Section 4.1.1 and two variants of a canonical controller of
a given service according to responsiveness criterion in Section 4.1.2. We illustrate the
comparison of the two variants of canonical controller with the experimental results for
responsiveness criterion in Section 4.1.3.
4.1.1. Canonical Deadlock-free Controller
In this section, we present two variants of a canonical deadlock-free controller of a given
service S as well as their construction procedures from a finite representation of all
deadlock-free controllers of S, also known as a deadlock-free operating guideline of S
(cf. Section 3.3.2).
A deadlock-free operating guideline of service S is an annotated service automaton
that can compactly represent the set all deadlock-free controllers of S (cf. Lemma 3.51,
Chapter 3). Without the annotated information, the underlying service of the operating
guideline of a given service S is not a good candidate for representing the set of all
controllers of S. Though the underlying service of the operating guideline of S, called a
most permissive controller of S, is able to simulate every other controller of S, not every
service simulated by the most permissive controller is a controller of S [Wolf, 2009a].
For each message bound k ∈ N and a k-deadlock-free operating guideline of service
S, we construct one (complete) representative, denoted by Cdf ,k(S), of the set of all
k-deadlock-free controllers of S that is represented by the given operating guidelines. For
this purpose, we employ the procedure described in Section 3.2.2. The service Cdf ,k(S) is
constructed from the operating guideline by replacing each of its state q with a fragment
of nondeterministic internal τ events between all deadlock-free choices that are described
at state q. We denote the constructed service Cdf ,k(S) as a canonical k-deadlock-free
controller of service S.
Definition 4.1 (Canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel. Let mpdf ,k(S) be a most
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permissive deadlock-free controller of a k-deadlock-freely controllable service S where
each state q ∈ Q is equipped with the set ϕ(q) of deadlock-free choices at state q.
Then, a canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of service S is the service constructed
from mpdf ,k(S)ϕ as defined by Definition 3.23.
In the following corollary, we show that Cdf ,k(S) is indeed a k-deadlock-free controller
of service S.
Corollary 4.2 (Cdf ,k(S) is a k-deadlock-free controller of S).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S :
Cdf ,k(S) ∈ df kControllers(S).
Proof. Let [mpdf ,k(S), ϕ] be an annotated most permissive k-deadlock-free controller of
S and Cdf ,k(S) be constructed from [mpdf ,k(S), ϕ] as described in Definition 4.1. By
construction of Cdf ,k(S), we obtain Cdf ,k(S) ∈ Complyβ(mpdf ,k(S)ϕ) (Lemma 3.25).
Because df kControllers(S) = Complyβ(mpdf ,k(S)ϕ) (Lemma 3.51), then Cdf ,k(S) ∈
df kControllers(S) follows.
The construction of Cdf ,k(S) employs the procedure of constructing a complete rep-
resentative of the set of services as previously mentioned in Section 3.2.2. As a result,
Cdf ,k(S) can be fairly large in size. To synthesize a more compact representative of the set
of all deadlock-free controllers, we can also employ an alternative construction procedure
as defined in Section 3.2.3. We denote this compact representative Cdf ,k(S) as a compact
canonical k-deadlock-free controller of service S.
Definition 4.3 (Compact canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel. Let mpdf ,k(S) be a most
permissive deadlock-free controller of a k-deadlock-freely controllable service S where
each state q ∈ Q is equipped with the set ϕ(q) of deadlock-free choices at state q.
Then, a compact canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of service S is the service
constructed from mpdf ,k(S)ϕ as defined by Definition 3.30.
The following corollary shows that Cdf ,k(S) is a k-deadlock-free controller of service S.
Corollary 4.4 ( Cdf ,k(S) is a k-deadlock-free controller of S).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S :Cdf ,k(S) ∈ df kControllers(S).
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Proof. Let [mpdf ,k(S), ϕ] be an annotated most permissive k-deadlock-free controller of
S, and Cdf ,k(S) be constructed from [mpdf ,k(S), ϕ] as described in Definition 4.1. By con-
struction of Cdf ,k(S), we obtain Cdf ,k(S) ∈ Complyβ(mpdf ,k(S)ϕ) (Lemma 3.32). Because
df kControllers(S) = Complyβ(mpdf ,k(S)ϕ) (Lemma 3.51), Cdf ,k(S) ∈ df kControllers(S)
follows.
The following examples show four service automata and the construction of a canonical
deadlock-free controller service from a deadlock-free operating guideline of one service
automaton of the four.
a1
a1
a2
(a) S1
=df ,k
=rp,k
̸=tr
̸=SF
̸=RF
?b
?a
b0
b1
b2
(b) S2
̸⊑df ,k
⊒df ,k
=rp,k
=tr
⊑SF
̸⊒SF
=RF
?a
?b
c0
c1
c2
(c) S3
?a
τ
?b
=df ,k
=tr
=SF
̸⊑RF
⊒RF
d0
d1
d2
d3
(d) S4
?a
τ
?b
τ
Figure 4.1.: Services S1, S2, S3, and S4, each of which has interface I = {a, b} and
O = { }. For message bound k = 1 on each message channel.
Example 4.5. Figure 4.1 illustrates four service automata; S1, S2, S3, and S4 with
equivalent interface (I = {a, b} and O = {}). For readability purpose, the interface in
each service is omitted from the figure.
Consider k = 1. Every service in the figure is k-deadlock-freely controllable. Services
S1 and S2 are equivalent under k-deadlock freedom (S1 =df ,k S2). Similarly, service S3
and S4 are equivalent under k-deadlock freedom (S3 =df ,k S4). Nevertheless, service S2
and S3 are not equivalent under k-deadlock freedom. But we can substitute service S1
(or S2) by service S3 under k-deadlock freedom (S2 ⊒df ,k S3).
Figure 4.2 illustrates on the top a k-deadlock-free operating guideline mpdf ,k(S1)ϕ of S1
and on the left hand side a k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S1) of S1 constructed from the
operating guideline. The constructed Cdf ,k(S1) has the interface I = {} and O = {a, b}
(omitted from the figure). That is, the interface Cdf ,k(S1) is compatible with the interface
of S1, S2, S3, and S4.
Figure 4.2 illustrates on the right hand side the constructed Cdf ,k(S1) from an operating
guideline of S1 from Figure 4.1. The constructed Cdf ,k(S1) has the interface I = {} and
O = {a, b} (omitted from the figure).
In comparison to Cdf ,k(S1) on the left hand side, the synthesized controller Cdf ,k(S1) is
relatively smaller in size, as the construction procedure of Cdf ,k(S1) replaces each state q
of the operating guideline with a fragment of non-deterministic τ events of only canonical
choices at state q, but keep other events that are not described by a canonical choice at
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(a) mpdf ,k(S1)ϕ
q1 : ϕ(q1)
q2 : ϕ(q2) q3 : ϕ(q3)
q4 : ϕ(q4)
!a
!b
τ
!b
τ
!a
τ
τ
construct Cdf ,k(S1) −→ −→ construct Cdf ,k(S1)
ϕ(q1) = { {!a}, {!b}, {τ},
{!a, !b}, {!a, final}, {!a, final}, {!b, τ},
{!b, final}, {τ, final}, {!a, !b, τ}, {!a, τ, final},
{!a, !b, final}, {!b, τ, final}, {!a, !b, τ, final} }
ϕ(q2) = { {!b}, {τ},
{!b, τ}, {!b, final}, {τ, final}, {!b, τ, final} }
ϕ(q2) = { {!a}, {τ},
{!a, τ}, {!a, final}, {τ, final}, {!a, τ, final} }
ϕ(q4) = { {final}, {τ},
{final , τ} }
(c) Cdf ,k(S1)
1
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Figure 4.2.: A k-deadlock-free operating guidelines mpdf ,k(S1)ϕ of S1 (from Figure 4.1)
and two canonical k-deadlock-free controllers; Cdf ,k(S1) and Cdf ,k(S1) of S1,
both with I = { } and O = {a, b} for message bound k = 1.
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the respective state of q in Cdf ,k(S1). In this example, at each state q1, q2, and q3 of the
operating guideline, there is only one final event that is not described by the canonical
choice at the respective state of q1, q2, and q3, and this final event which is modeled by
a final state of service automaton at state 1, 16, and 23 respectively. For state q4 of the
operating guideline, every possible event at state q4 (these are final and τ) is described
by a canonical choice at q4. ▹
We wil discuss some properties of the two canonical deadlock-free controllers in Section
4.2 and Section 4.3.
4.1.2. Canonical Responsive Controller
In this section, we present two variants of the canonical responsive controller of a given
service S and their construction procedure from a finite representation of all responsive
controllers of S, also known as a responsive operating guideline of S (cf. Section 3.3.3).
A responsive operating guideline of service S is an annotated service automaton that
can compactly represent the set of all responsive controllers of S (cf. Lemma 3.51).
Similarly to a deadlock-free operating guideline, a responsive operating guideline is not
a pure service but a service annotated with extra information. This means that, any
operation on service is not directly applicable to the responsive operating guideline.
Though the underlying service of the responsive operating guideline of S is a most
permissive responsive controller of S and it is able to simulate every other responsive
controller of S, not every service simulated by the most permissive responsive controller
is a responsive controller of S [Wolf, 2009a].
From each message bound k ∈ N and a k-responsive operating guideline of service S, we
construct one (complete) representative, denoted by Crp,k(S), of the set of all k-responsive
controllers of service S that is represented by the given operating guideline. Similar to
the construction procedure of the Cdf ,k(S) introduced in the previous section, we employ
the procedure described in Section 3.2.2. The service Crp,k(S) is constructed from the
operating guideline by replacing each state q with a fragment of of nondeterministic
internal τ events between all valid responsive choices that are described at state q. We
denote the constructed service Crp,k(S) as a canonical k-responsive controller of service
S.
Definition 4.6 (Canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel and let mprp,k(S) be a most
permissive responsive controller of a k-responsively controllable service S where each
state q ∈ Q is equipped with the set ψ∗(q) of valid responsive choices at state q.
Then, a canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S) of service S is the service constructed
from mprp,k(S)ψ
∗ as defined by Definition 3.23.
In the following corollary, we show that Crp,k(S) is indeed a k-deadlock-free controller
of service S.
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Corollary 4.7 (Crp,k(S) is a k-responsive Controller of S).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S :
Crp,k(S) ∈ rpkControllers(S).
Proof. Let (mprp,k(S), ψ∗) be an annotated most permissive k-responsive controller of
S with mprp,k(S) and Crp,k(S) be constructed from (mprp,k(S), ψ∗) as described in Def-
inition 4.6. By construction of Crp,k(S), we obtain Crp,k(S) ∈ Complyγ(df-mpk(S)ψ∗)
(Lemma 3.26). Because rpkControllers(S) = Complyγ(rp-mpk(S)ψ
∗) (Lemma 3.69), then
Crp,k(S) ∈ rpkControllers(S) follows.
The construction of Crp,k(S) employs the procedure of constructing a complete rep-
resentative of the set of services as previously mentioned in Section 3.2.2. As a result,
Crp,k(S) can be large in size. To synthesize a more compact representative of the set of
all responsive controllers, we can also employ an alternative construction procedure as
defined in Section 3.2.3. We denote We denote this compact representative Crp,k(S) as a
compact canonical k-responsive controller of service S.
Definition 4.8 (Compact canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S)).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel. Let mprp,k(S) be a most
permissive responsive controller of a k-responsively controllable service S where each
state q ∈ Q is equipped with the set ψ∗(q) of valid responsive choices at state q.
Then, a compact canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S) of service S is the service
constructed from mprp,k(S)ψ
∗(q) as defined by Definition 3.30.
The constructed service Crp,k(S) is a k-responsive controller of service S.
Corollary 4.9 ( Crp,k(S) is a k-responsive controller of S).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S :Crp,k(S) ∈ rpkControllers(S).
Proof. Let [mprp,k(S), ϕ] be an annotated most permissive k-responsive controller of
S, and Crp,k(S) be constructed from [mprp,k(S), ψ∗] as described in Definition 4.8. By
construction of Crp,k(S), we obtain Crp,k(S) ∈ Complyγ(mprp,k(S)ψ∗) (Lemma 3.33).
Because rpkControllers(S) = Complyγ(mprp,k(S)ψ
∗) (Lemma 3.69), then Crp,k(S) ∈
rpkControllers(S) follows.
The following example shows two k-responsive controllers of a service automaton
constructed from its responsive operating guideline.
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(a) mprp,k(S1)ψ
∗
q1 : ψ∗(q1)
q2 : ψ∗(q2) q3 : ψ∗(q3)
q4 : ψ∗(q4)
!a
!b
!b !a
construct Crp,k(S1) −→ −→ construct Crp,k(S1)
ψ∗(q1) = { {!a}, {!b},
{!a, !b}, {!a, final}, {!a, final}, {!b, final},
{!a, !b, final}, },
ψ∗(q2) = { {!b},
{!b, final} }
ψ∗(q2) = { {!a},
{!a, final} }
ψ∗(q4) = { {final} }
(c) Crp,k(S1)
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Figure 4.3.: A k-responsive operating guidelines mprp,k(S1)ψ
∗ of S1 (from Figure 4.1) and
two canonical k-responsive controllers; Crp,k(S1) and Crp,k(S1) of S1, both
with I = { } and O = {a, b} for message bound k = 1.
Example 4.10. Consider k = 1 and service S1 from Figure 4.1. Figure 4.3 illustrates on
the top a k-responsive operating guideline mprp,k(S1)ψ
∗ of S1, the constructed Crp,k(S1)
on the left hand side, and on the right hand side a k-responsive controller Crp,k(S1) of
S1 constructed from the operating guideline. The underlying structure mprp,k(S1) of
the operating guideline has the same interface I = { } and O = {a, b} as Crp,k(S1) andCrp,k(S1) (omitted from the figure) for k = 1.
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In comparison to Crp,k(S1) on its left hand side, the synthesized controller Crp,k(S1) is
relatively smaller in size, as the construction procedure of Crp,k(S1) replaces each state q
of the operating guideline with a fragment of non-deterministic τ events to only canonical
choices of at each state of the operating guideline, but does not add an τ transition to
any another event that is not described by any canonical choice at q.
In this example, at each state q1, q2, and q3 of the operating guideline, there is only
one final event that is not described by the canonical choice at the respective state, and
this final event which is modeled by a final state of the service automaton at state 1, 16,
and 23, respectively. For state q4 of the operating guideline, every possible event at state
q4 (that is final) is described by a canonical choice at q4. ▹
4.1.3. Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental results of constructing two types of a canonical
responsive controller, a complete canonical responsive controller and a compact canonical
responsive controller of various services.
Illustrated in Table 4.1 are six service models. The three services A:Identity Card
issue, B:Car Analysis, and C:Product Delivery are industrial service models provided by
a company. Service D:Purchase Order is taken from the WS-BPEL specification [Alves
et al., 2007]. Service F:Product Reservation is taken from our own library. These models
were specified in the service description language WS-BPEL. Then we translated the
models into specifications into open nets using the compiler BPEL2oWFN [Lohmann,
2007] (See also Figure 2.9). We also experimented with an open net model of the simple
mail transfer protocol E:SMTP [Klensin, 2001].
With the open net models of these services, we employed the toolWendy [Lohmann and
Weinberg, 2010] to construct their operation guidelines OG. Then we employed our tool
Maxis [Parnjai, 2011c] to construct service automaton models of both complete canonical
controller Crp,k and compact canonical controller Crp,k from an operating guideline.
Table 4.1.: Service S and its operating guideline OG(S) for message bound k = 1
Service S OG(S)
|QS | | →S | | τ→S | |IS | |OS | |Q| | → |
A : Identity Card Issue 14,569 71,332 66,500 2 9 1,537 15,115
B : Car Analysis 11,381 39,865 27,231 6 9 1,449 13,863
C : Product Delivery 4,148 13,832 9,288 5 9 1,377 13,838
D : Purchase Order 402 955 675 4 6 169 1,182
E : SMTP 60 92 0 9 5 470 3,051
F : Product Reservation 28 33 16 2 8 370 3,083
Though the toolWendy requires an input as an open net model to produce its operating
guidelines, it can also synthesize a service automaton model from an open net model. As
our tool Maxis will generate a service automaton model as an output, we illustrate all
services in Table 4.1 as service automata in order to compare their sizes on the same
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Table 4.2.: Comparison of two canonical controllers, Crp,k(S) and Crp,k(S), for message
bound k = 1
S
Crp,k(S) Crp,k(S)
|Q| |Ω| |→| | τ→| |Q| |Ω| |→| | τ→|
A 2,928,883 1,463,725 18,007,233 2,927,378 9,488 2 23,067 7,952
B 1,710,529 855,749 10,486,713 1,709,443 10,247 13 31,552 8,799
C 2,540,757 1,270,044 16,086,124 2,539,769 7,684 3 20,274 6,308
D 43,830 21,871 218,362 43,679 731 2 1,745 563
E 148,592 74,111 852,424 148,191 1,946 2 4,527 1,476
F 142,245 71,456 756,380 142,041 2,317 17 6,197 1,948
scale. To construct an operating guidelines from an output of Maxis, if needed, we can
translate the output of Maxis into open net model using the tool PnAPI [Mennicke et al.,
2009] (See also Figure 2.9).
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 show the size of each service as a service automaton model.
The size of a service is described in terms of the number of all states |Q|, the number of
all final states |Ω|, the number of all transitions |→|, the number of τ transitions | τ→|,
the size of its input interface |I|, and the size of its output interface |O|. The size of
the respective operating guideline OG(S) is judged by the size of its underlying most
permissive controller; the number of its states |Q| and the number of its transitions |→|.
As expected from its construction algorithm (Definition 3.23), the size of a complete
canonical responsive controller Crp,k as illustrated in Table 4.2 is growing exponentially
in comparison to the size of its input operating guidelines. In comparison to the compact
canonical controller (its construction algorithm is defined by Definition 3.30); however,
the size of compact canonical responsive controller Crp,k is relatively much smaller and is
not growing in the same order as complete canonical responsive controller Crp,k .
4.2. Traces and Controllers
In this section, we study trace semantics for service automata, as lifted from the traces
semantics which has been defined (e. g., in Hoare [1978], Roscoe [1998]) for labeled
transition systems. We show that trace refinement of a canonical controller of a given
service is necessary but not sufficient to decide its controller.
4.2.1. Trace Semantics
A service automaton S can be represented by the set of all its traces. A trace of service
automaton S is a finite or infinite sequence of all events in the set Σ of communicating
events of S. Recall from Section 2.1 that the set Σ is partitioned into the set !Σ of
message sending events and the set ?Σ of message receiving events (i. e., Σ =!Σ∪?Σ and
!Σ∩?Σ = ∅).
We define the Trace semantics for a service automaton as follows.
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Definition 4.11 (Traces).
A trace of a service automaton S = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] is a finite or infinite sequence of
communicating message events in Σ from the initial state q0 of S. The set of all traces of
S is denoted by traces(S).
Each trace σ of S is a word over Σ (i. e., σ ∈ Σ), this means, σ includes neither a
non-communicating τ event nor a terminating final event. For the set Σ∗ of all words
over the set Σ of S, we have traces(S) ⊆ Σ∗.
The set traces(S) of all traces of a given service S is never an empty set, as it always
contains an empty trace ϵ and is prefix closed as σ.m ∈ traces(S) implies σ ∈ traces(S).
Property 4.12 For each service automaton S, the set traces(S) of all traces of S is
non-empty and prefix closed.
By definition, a trace σ of a service automaton S is maximal whenever for each state
qn with q0 σ⇒ qn, none of the communicating message events e ∈ Σ is enabled at state qn,
i. e., qn
e
̸→. Nevertheless, a maximal trace σ of service S does not indicate that S can
terminate successfully with a final state. This is because service S may either terminate
with a deadlock state after having performed σ, or diverge, i. e., perform nothing but
infinitely many steps of non-communicating τ events.
4.2.2. Trace Refinement and Equivalence
Next, we define trace refinement relations for service automata. We give the definition of
trace preorder ⊑tr as follows.
Definition 4.13 (Trace refinement).
Let R and S be two interface equivalent service automata. Then, service R refines
service S under traces, denoted by S ⊑tr R, iff every trace of S is also a trace of R, i. e.,
traces(S) ⊇ traces(R). Then, the set of all services that refines service S under traces is
denoted by
tr-refine(S) = { R | S ⊑tr R }.
The ⊑tr refinement relation is a preorder relation, as it is a reflexive and transitive
relation. We also use the notion trace preorder for trace refinement relation throughout
the thesis.
The trace refinement relation ⊑tr induces an equivalence relation =tr that relates
service automata with identical set of traces.
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Definition 4.14 (Trace equivalence).
Two interface equivalent service automata R and S are trace equivalent, denoted by
S =tr R, iff they have exactly the same set of traces, i. e., traces(R) = traces(S). Then,
the set of all services that are equivalent to service S under traces is denoted by
tr-equiv(S) = { R | R =tr S }.
The =tr is an equivalence relation, as it is a reflexive, transitive, and symmetric relation.
4.2.3. Relationship with Deadlock Freedom and Responsiveness
As trace semantics cannot distinguish between deadlock and successful termination, it is
straightforward to see that the traces preorder relation is weaker than our deadlock free-
dom preorder and responsiveness preorder. In this section, we illustrate the relationship
between trace refinement and the set of deadlock-free controllers and the set of responsive
controllers of a given service.
Relationship with Deadlock Freedom
For the set of all k-deadlock-free controllers of service S, there exists at least three
elements in the set that are in the traces preorder larger than or equal to any other
k-deadlock-free controller S in the set. One element is a most permissive k-deadlock-
free controller of S (Definition 3.40) and the other two elements are the two canonical
k-deadlock-free controllers of S introduced in Section 4.1.1.
With the following property, we show that a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller
of service S and a canonical k-deadlock-free controller of service S are trace equivalent
by construction.
Property 4.15 For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable
service S:
mpdf ,k(S) =tr Cdf ,k(S) =tr Cdf ,k(S).
The following corollary illustrates that every k-deadlock-free controller P of service S
refines a canonical k-deadlock-free controller under traces, for each k ∈ N.
Corollary 4.16 (Trace refinement of canonical deadlock-free controller).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface compatible services S and P :
P ∈ df kControllers(S) ⇒ P ∈ tr-refine(mpdf ,k(S)).
Proof. Consider a k-deadlock-freely controllable service S and its most permissive k-
deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S). Suppose P ∈ df kControllers(S). This means that the
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controller mpdf ,k(S) strongly simulates P follows (Lemma 3.51). As strong simulation
preorder implies trace preorder, mpdf ,k(S) ⊑tr P follows.
Nevertheless, the reverse of Corollary 4.16 does not hold. This means that trace
refinement of a most permissive deadlock-free controller of a given service is not sufficient
to decide its deadlock-free controller. As for a given service, its most permissive deadlock-
free controller and its canonical deadlock-free controller are trace equivalent, a similar
argument to Corollary 4.16 is also applicable for its canonical deadlock-free controllers.
The following example illustrates four services automata, each of which refines a
canonical k-deadlock-free controller of S1 from Figure 4.2 under traces.
Example 4.17. Figure 4.4 illustrates four service automata; P1, P2, P3, and P4, each
of which has the same interface (I = {} and O = {a, b}). For readability purpose, the
interface in each sub-figure is omitted. Clearly, the interface of each service is the same
as the interface of the two canonical k-deadlock-free controllers, Cdf ,k(S1) and Cdf ,k(S1),
of S1 for k = 1 from Figure 4.2, and the interface of each service is compatible with that
of each service from Figure 4.1.
Consider k = 1. Every service in Figure 4.4 is k-deadlock-freely controllable and
strongly complies with the k-deadlock-free operating guideline mpdf ,k(S1) in Figure 4.2.
This means that they are all k-deadlock-free controllers of services S1 (and also of S2 as
S1 and S2 are equivalent under k-deadlock-freedom). Therefore, each service in Figure
4.4 refines each canonical k-deadlock-free controller of S1 in Figure 4.2 under traces. ▹
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Figure 4.4.: Services P1, P2, P3, and P4, each of which has interface I = { } and O = {a, b}.
For message bound k = 1 on each message channel.
Relationship with Responsiveness
With the following property, we show that a most permissive k-responsive controller and
a canonical k-responsive controller of service S are trace equivalent by construction.
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Property 4.18 For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable
service S :
mprp,k(S) =tr Crp,k(S) =tr Crp,k(S).
Similar to deadlock freedom preorder, every k-responsive controller P of service S
refines a canonical k-responsive controller under traces for each message bound k ∈ N.
Corollary 4.19 (Trace refinement of canonical responsive controller).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface compatible services S and P :
P ∈ rpkControllers(S) ⇒ P ∈ tr-refine(mprp,k(S)).
Proof. Consider a most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(S) of a k-responsively
controllable service S. Suppose P ∈ rpkControllers(S). This means that mprp,k(S)
structurally simulates P follows (Lemma 3.69). As structural simulation preorder implies
trace preorder, then mprp,k(S) ⊑tr P follows.
Nevertheless, the reverse of Corollary 4.19 does not hold. Similarly to deadlock
freedom, trace refinement of a most permissive responsive controller of a given service is
not sufficient to decide its responsive controller. As for a given service, its most permissive
responsive controller and its canonical responsive controller are trace equivalent, a similar
argument to Corollary 4.19 is also applicable for its canonical responsive controllers.
We illustrate this phenomenon with the following example.
Example 4.20. Consider message bound k = 1 and the four service automata, P1, P2,
P3, and P4 from Figure 4.4, each of which has the same interface (I = {} and O = {a, b}).
For readability purpose, the interface in each sub-figure is omitted.
Every service except service P4 is k-responsively controllable. Each of P1, P2, and
P3 structurally complies with the k-responsive operating guideline of S1 in Figure 4.3,
but P4 does not comply due to state h3. This means that P1, P2, and P3 are all k-
responsive controllers of service S1 (and also of S2 as S1, S2 and S3 are all equivalent
under k-responsiveness), but P4 is not a k-responsive controller of S1. Nevertheless,
we see that every service in Figure 4.4 refines the canonical k-deadlock-free controller
Crp,k(S1) in Figure 4.3 under traces. ▹
4.3. Stable Failures and Deadlock-free Controllers
In the previous section, we have introduced trace semantics for service automata and
have shown that a service automaton S can be represented by the set of all its traces.
Nevertheless, trace semantics does not distinguish between deadlock and successful
termination, as trace semantics describes what a service can do, but not about what it
cannot do or what it fails to do.
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In this section, we introduce stable failures semantics for service automata, lifted from
the stable failures semantics which has been defined (e. g., in Roscoe [1998], Brookes et al.
[1984], Hoare [1978, 1985b]) for labeled transition systems. For this purpose, we take
into account a successfully terminating event final when calculating the set of events
that a service fails to do.
We illustrate that there is no immediate coincidence between our deadlock freedom
preorder (and equivalence) and the stable failures preorder (and equivalence). Never-
theless, the stable failures refinement of a canonical deadlock-free controller of a given
service is sufficient to decide its deadlock-free controller.
4.3.1. Stable Failures Semantics
A stable failure of a service automaton is a pair of a trace σ and a refusal set X of events
that are not enabled at a stable state of the service automaton after having performed
the trace σ. Recall from Definition 2.4, Section 2.1 that a stable state is a state that does
not enable an internal τ event, that is, τ ̸∈ enable(q).
We define the stable failures semantics for a service automaton as follows.
Definition 4.21 (Stable failures).
Let q be a stable state of a service automaton S = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω]. A stable failure of
a service automaton S is a pair [σ,X] that consists of
1. a trace σ of communicating message events from the initial state of S to state q, i.e.
q0
σ⇒S q and σ ⊆ Σ∗; and
2. a stable refusal set X at stable state q that is defined as X = Refuse(q) = Σ ∪
{final}\enable(q).
The set of all stable failures of S is denoted by failures(S).
A stable failure of a service automaton S is a pair [σ,X]. With σ, we denote a (possibly
empty) sequence σ of events, i. e., there is a sequence σ of events from the initial state q0S
to state q in S. With the set X = Refuse(q), we denote the set of events that contains
either a communicating event e ∈ X that is refused at stable state q after having executed
σ (i. e., q
e
̸→), or e = final indicating that S does not yet reach a final state at q after
having executed σ (i. e., q ̸∈ Ω).
It is important to notice that a trace σ of a given service S is a finite or infinite
sequence of communicating events (i. e., σ ⊆ Σ∗). Nevertheless, the stable refusal set
Refuse(q) at stable state q after having performed σ also takes into account a special
terminating event final (i. e., X = Refuse(q) = Σ ∪ {final} \ enable(q)).
Property 4.22 illustrates that every trace σ of service S is associated with a failure
[σ,X] of service S.
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Property 4.22 For each service S:
σ ∈ traces(S) ⇒ [σ,X] ∈ failures(S).
Property 4.23 illustrates that if a service can refuse the set X of events after performing
σ, then a service can also refuse any subset Y of X after performing σ.
Property 4.23 For each service S:
[σ,X] ∈ failures(S) ∧ Y ⊆ X ⇒ [σ, Y ] ∈ failures(S).
In case σ is a trace that a given service S can perform, certainly either service S
reaches a stable state, or reaches a non-stable state that is a responsive state, or diverges
after having performed σ. If service S reaches a state that is non-stable and responsive,
then at this point S can perform infinitely many steps of non-communicating τ events
and is also able to perform a communicating event after having performed σ. If service
S reaches a divergent state after having perform a trace σ, then at this point it is no
longer possible for service S to reach a stable state. In both cases, (σ, {}) ∈ failures(S)
also holds due to Property 4.22 and 4.23.
Property 4.24 illustrates that if a service cannot perform a trace that terminates with
a particular event, then such an event must have been refused by this service at some
previous state.
Property 4.24 For each service S:
σ.m ̸∈ traces(S) ∧ m ∈ Σ ⇒ ∀[σ,X] ∈ failures(S) :: m ∈ X.
Property 4.25 illustrates that if a service can refuse the set X of events after performing
σ, then a service can perform any other event that is not in X after performing σ.
Property 4.25 For each service S:
[σ,X] ∈ failures(S) ∧ m ∈ (Σ \X) ⇒ σ.m ∈ traces(S).
A final state q of a service automaton S can be either a stable state or non-stable
state. In case a final state q is stable, service S does not refuse a final event after having
performing a trace σ and therefore S can terminate successfully with a final state after
having performed σ. This is illustrated by Property 4.26.
Property 4.26 For each service S :
S can reach a final state after performing σ ⇔ ∃[σ,X] ∈ failures(S) :: final ̸∈ X.
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A deadlock state q is a stable and non-final state without an outgoing transition, that is,
it refuses to perform every event from Σ∪{final}, i. e., Refuse(q) = Σ∪{final}. A service
is deadlock-free whenever there is no failure that refuses every event from Σ ∪ {final}.
This is illustrated by Property 4.27.
Property 4.27 For each service S :
S is deadlock-free ⇔ ∀[σ,X] ∈ failures(S) :: X ̸= Σ ∪ {final}.
We illustrate the set of all stable failures of a service automaton with the following
examples.
Example 4.28. Consider services P1, P2, P3, and P4 from Figure 4.4. They all have
the same set of interface (I = {} and O = {a, b}) and the same set of action events
(Σ = {!a, !b}). Their stable failures are illustrated as follows.
failures(P1) = { [ϵ, {!a,final}], [!b, {!b,final}], [!b!a, {!a, !b}] }.
failures(P2) = { [ϵ, {!b,final}], [!a, {!a,final}], [!a!b, {!a, !b}] }.
failures(P3) = { [ϵ, { }], [!a, {!a,final}], [!a!b, {!a, !b}] }.
failures(P4) = { [ϵ, { }], [!a, {!a,final}], [!a!b, {!a, !b}] }.
We see that services P3 and P4 have the same set of stable failures, each of which does
not contain the stable failure [ϵ, {!b,final}]. This phenomenon is due to τ ∈ enable(f0)
of P3 as well as τ ∈ enable(g) and τ ∈ enable(g3) of P4, as states f0, g0, and g3 are not
stable. ▹
4.3.2. Stable Failures Refinement and Equivalence
A service automaton R refines service automaton S under stable failures, denoted by
S ⊑SF R whenever every failure of R is also a failure of S.
Definition 4.29 (Stable failures refinement).
A service automaton Q refines service automaton P under stable failures, denoted by
S ⊑SF R, iff failures(S) ⊇ failures(R). Then, the set of all services that refine service S
under stable failures is denoted by
f-refine(S) = { R | S ⊑SF R }.
The ⊑SF refinement relation is a preorder relation, as it is a reflexive and transitive
relation. We also use the notion stable failures preorder for a stable failures refinement
relation throughout the thesis.
Intuitively, S ⊑SF R means that every trace σ of R can be replayed by S and every
refusal set in R after having performed σ can also be refused by S after having performed
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the same trace σ. This means that service R can neither accept nor refuse an event
unless service S does.
The stable failures refinement ⊑SF induces an equivalence relation =SF that relates
services with identical sets of failures.
Definition 4.30 (Stable failures equivalence).
Two service automata S and R are equivalent under stable failures, denoted by S =SF R,
iff they have exactly the same set of stable failures, i. e., failures(R) = failures(S). Then,
the set of all services that are equivalent to service S under stable failures is denoted by
f-equiv(S) = { R | S =SF R }.
With the following lemma, we show that a (complete) canonical deadlock-free con-
troller Cdf ,k(S) and a compact canonical deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of service S, as
introduced in Section 4.1.1, by construction are equivalent under stable failures.
Lemma 4.31 (Canonical deadlock-free controllers are equivalent under stable
failures).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S:
Cdf ,k(S) =SF Cdf ,k(S).
Proof. Let Cdf ,k(S) and Cdf ,k(S) be constructed from a k-deadlock-free operating guideline
mpdf ,k(S)ϕ by Definition 4.1 and Definition 4.3 respectively. As the three controllers;
Cdf ,k(S), Cdf ,k(S), and mpdf ,k(S), have the same interface, they also have the same set
of communicating events. Let Σ be the set of all communicating events of each of the
three. Because Cdf ,k(S) and Cdf ,k(S) are both deadlock-free controllers of S (Corollary 4.2
and Corollary 4.4 respectively), Cdf ,k(S), Cdf ,k(S) ∈ Complyβ(mpdf ,k(S)ϕ) holds (Lemma
3.51).
⊑SF : Suppose [σ,X] ∈ failures( Cdf ,k(S)) and that there exists q0 σ⇒ q with X =
Refuse(q) in Cdf ,k(S). If q is a stable state, i. e., τ ̸∈ enable(q), then by definition
enable(q) = (Σ ∪ {final}) \X follows. Otherwise τ ∈ enable(q) holds, so that by
definition X = {} follows.
Consider state qm in mpdf ,k(S) and a strong simulation ϱ with [q, qm] ∈ ϱ. By
construction of Cdf ,k(S), there exists ch ∈ ϕ(qm) with ch = enable(q).
Because Cdf ,k(S) is constructed from mpdf ,k(S)ϕ by replacing qm with a fragment
of non-deterministic τ events of all choices at ϕ(qm), this means, there exists
also a state q in Cdf ,k(S) and a strong simulation ϱ with [q, qm] ∈ ϱ such that
ch = enable(q). It follows that either (1) q is not stable in Cdf ,k(S) and X = {} or
(2) q is stable in Cdf ,k(S) and Refuse(q) = X.
For both cases, we conclude that [σ,X] ∈ failures(Cdf ,k(S)) also holds and by
definition Cdf ,k(S) ⊑SF Cdf ,k(S) follows.
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⊒SF : Suppose [σ,X] ∈ failures(Cdf ,k(S)) and there exists q0 σ⇒ q with X = Refuse(q)
in Cdf ,k(S).
Consider state qm in mpdf ,k(S) and a strong simulation ϱ with [q, qm] ∈ ϱ. By
construction of Cdf ,k(S), there exists ch ∈ ϕ(qm) with ch = enable(q). If q is a stable
state, i. e., τ ̸∈ enable(q) holds, then by definition X = (Σ ∪ {final}) \ enable(q)
follows. Otherwise τ ∈ enable(q) holds, and by definition X = {} follows.
In case ch is a canonical choice, this means that there exist ch′ ∈ ϕ(qm) with
ch′ ̸= ch such that either ch ( ch′ or ch ∩ ch′ = ∅ holds. It follows that there
must be a state q in Cdf ,k(S) and a strong simulation ϱ with [q, qm] ∈ ϱ such that
ch = enable(q). It follows that q is stable in Cdf ,k(S) and Refuse(q) = X.
In case ch is not a canonical choice, this means, there must be a canonical choice
ch′ ∈ ϕ(qm) with ch′ ( ch. By construction of Cdf ,k(S), there exists a state q′ inCdf ,k(S) with (q′, qm) ∈ ϱ such that ch′ = enable(q′). Because ch′ ( ch, it follows
that enable(q′) ( enable(q). It follows that either (1) q′ is not stable in Cdf ,k(S)
and X = {} or (2) q′ is stable in Cdf ,k(S) and Refuse(q′) ⊇ Refuse(q). If Cdf ,k(S)
can refuse the set Refuse(q′) after performing σ, then Cdf ,k(S) can also refuse any
subset of Refuse(q′) including an empty set after performing σ (Property 4.23).
For all cases, we conclude that [σ,X] ∈ failures( Cdf ,k(S)) also holds and by definition
Cdf ,k(S) ⊒SF Cdf ,k(S) follows.
Thus, the lemma holds.
Example 4.32. Consider the most permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S1) and
the two canonical k-deadlock-free controllers from Figure 4.2; Cdf ,k(S1) and Cdf ,k(S1).
All are deadlock-free controllers of service S1 from Figure 4.4. Their stable failures are
illustrated as follows.
failures(mpdf ,k(S1)) = { [ϵ, {final}],
[!b, {!b,final}], [!b!a, {!a, !b}], [!a, {!a,final}], [!a!b, {!a, !b}] }.
failures(Cdf ,k(S1)) = { [ϵ, {!a,final}], [ϵ, {!b,final}],
[!b, {!b,final}], [!b!a, {!a, !b}), [!a, {!a,final}], [!a!b, {!a, !b}] }.
failures( Cdf ,k(S1)) = failures(Cdf ,k(S1)).
The three controllers have the same interface; Cdf ,k(S1) and Cdf ,k(S1) have the same set
of stable failures, this means, Cdf ,k(S1) =SF Cdf ,k(S1), whereas every stable failure of
mpdf ,k(S1) is included in a stable failure of both Cdf ,k(S1) and Cdf ,k(S1), this means that
mpdf ,k(S1) refines both Cdf ,k(S1) and Cdf ,k(S1) under stable failures.
In comparison to services P1, P2, P3, and P4 from Figure 4.4, we see from Example 4.28
that all stable failures of each of the four services P1, P2, P3, and P4 are included in
the set of all stable failures of Crp,k(S1) (and of Crp,k(S1)). Therefore, each of the four
services P1, P2, P3, and P4 refines Cdf ,k(S1) (and Cdf ,k(S1)) under stable failures. ▹
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4.3.3. Relationship with Deadlock Freedom
In this section, we illustrate a relationship between stable failures and deadlock freedom.
For synchronously communicating services, Stahl [2009] has shown a result indicating
a coincidence between stable failures refinement and deadlock freedom inclusion. Never-
theless, for asynchronously communicating services, there is no immediate coincidence
between deadlock freedom inclusion with stable failures refinement. This phenomenon is
due to the nature of a service that communicates asynchronously with its compatible
partner via a bounded and unordered message buffer. Such a setting allows each service
to perform either unblocking send message events or unblocking receive message events
or internal events, as well as to consume a sequence of messages from the message buffer
in different order it is produced by its partner.
The following example illustrates that there is no immediate coincidence between our
deadlock freedom inclusion and stable failure refinement for asynchronously communicat-
ing services.
Example 4.33. Consider services P1, P2, P3, and P4 in Figure 4.4 for message bound
k = 1 on each message channel. Service P3 refines service P2 under stable failures
(P2 ⊑SF P3), whereas service P3 and P4 are equivalent under stable failures (P3 =SF P4).
See also Example 4.28. Nevertheless, services P1, P2, P3, and P4 are equivalent under
k-deadlock freedom (P2 =df ,k P2 =df ,k P3 =df ,k P4).
Consider services S2 and S3 in Figure 4.1 for k = 1. Service S3 refines service S2
under stable failures (S2 ⊑SF S3, similarly to P2 ⊑SF P3). Nevertheless, service S3 is a
substitute for service S2 under k-deadlock freedom preorder (S3 ⊑df ,k S2), but service S2
is not a substitute for service S3 under k-deadlock freedom inclusion (S2 ̸⊑df ,k S3). ▹
Though there is no immediate coincidence between stable failures refinement and
deadlock freedom inclusion, we observe that stable failures refinement on a given service
introduces more possibilities for a service for communicating with other interacting
service, as the failure refined service refuses less events after having executed a trace. By
doing so, it impose less communication restriction to the other interacting service.
Next, we prove that every pair of services that satisfies the stable failures refinement
also satisfies the substitution deadlock freedom inclusion.
Lemma 4.34 (Stable failures refinement implies deadlock freedom inclusion).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two k-deadlock-freely controllable services S
and R with equivalent interface :
R ∈ f-refine(S)) ⇒ R ∈ df kInclusion(S).
Proof. Suppose R ∈ f-refine(S), this means, failures(R) ⊆ failures(S) by definition.
Suppose P ∈ df kControllers(S). We will show that P ∈ df kControllers(R). As controller
is a symmetric notion (Proposition 2.27), we will show that R ∈ df kControllers(P ).
Let mpdf ,k(P )ϕ be a k-deadlock-free operating guideline of P .
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Because controller is a symmetric notion (Proposition 2.27), S ∈ df kControllers(P )
also holds. This means, S is simulated by mpdf ,k(P ) and, for an arbitrary simulated
pair [qS , qm] of state, state qS strongly corresponds to ϕ(qm) (Lemma 3.51). As strong
simulation implies traces refinement, there exist (1) a trace σS in S with q0S
σS⇒S qS with
σS = σm, and (2) a choice ch ∈ ϕ(qm) with ch = enable(qS).
Let [σR, XR] ∈ failures(R). Because failures(R) ⊆ failures(S) holds by assumption,
we have traces(R) ⊆ traces(S) and [σR, XR] ∈ failures(S) immediately follows. Be-
cause traces(R) ⊆ traces(S) holds, then traces(R) ⊆ traces(mpdf ,k(P )) follows. Because
mpdf ,k(S) is deterministic, then R is strongly simulated by mpdf ,k(P ).
Let [σS , XS ] ∈ failures(S) with XS = Refuse(qS) = (ΣS ∪ {final}) \ enable(qS).
Because [σR, XR] ∈ failures(R) ⊆ failures(S), then σR = σS and XR ⊆ XS follows.
Because S and R are interface equivalent by assumption, it follows from XR ⊆ XS
that enable(qR) ⊇ enable(qS) must hold.
As σR = σS , the enabled events at qR, that are in enable(qR) but not enabled at qS ,
do not introduce an extra trace that is not described by S. Therefore, there must be
ch′ ∈ ϕ(qm) such that ch′ ⊇ ch and ch′ = enable(qR).
This means, R is simulated by mpdf ,k(P ) and, for a simulated pair [qR, qm] of states,
state qR strongly corresponds to ϕ(qm). Thus, R ∈ df kControllers(P ) holds (Lemma
3.51) and P ∈ df kControllers(R) follows (Proposition 2.27). That is, df kControllers(S)
⊆ df kControllers(R) holds and R ∈ df kInclusion(S) follows by definition.
Nevertheless, the reverse of Lemma 4.34 does not hold. Lemma 4.34 suggests that
stable failures refinement is finer than our deadlock freedom inclusion, as every service
that refines service S under stable failures is a substitute for service S under k-deadlock
freedom inclusion.
It is also important to notice that Lemma 4.34 holds only for services S and R that
are k-deadlock-freely controllable.
Example 4.35. Consider services S2 and S3 in Figure 4.1 where service S3 refines service
S2 under stable failures (S2 ⊑SF S3). This means that service S3 is a substitute for
service S2 under k-deadlock freedom (S3 ⊑df ,k S2) for message bound k = 1 on each
message channel.
Similar for services P2 and service P3 in Figure 4.4: service P3 refines service P2 under
stable failures (P2 ⊑SF P3). This means that service P3 is a substitute for service P2
under k-deadlock freedom inclusion (S3 ⊑df ,k S2) for k = 1.
Given one service that is a substitute for another service under k-deadlock freedom
inclusion. For instance, services P2 is a substitute for service P3 under k-deadlock freedom
inclusion (P2 ⊑df ,k P3) for k = 1. It is not the case that P2 refines P3 under stable
failures, however. ▹
As the stable failures refinement and deadlock freedom inclusion are both preorder
relation induces the equivalence relation, we obtain the following corollary from Lemma
4.34.
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Corollary 4.36 (Stable failures equivalence implies deadlock freedom equiva-
lence).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface compatible services S and R that
are k-deadlock-freely controllable :
R ∈ f-equiv(S) ⇒ R ∈ df kEquivk(S).
Proof. As the preorder induces the equivalence relation, the proof of this corollary follows
from Lemma 4.34.
Nevertheless, the reverse of Lemma 4.34 and Corollary 4.36 do not hold. This means,
the stable failures refinement (and equivalence) is indeed finer than the deadlock freedom
inclusion (and equivalence).
Example 4.37. Consider services S3 and S4 in Figure 4.1. Service S3 and S4 are
equivalent under stable failures (S3 =SF S4). As suggested by Corollary 4.36, services S3
and S4 are also equivalent under k-deadlock freedom (S3 =df ,k S4) for message bound
k = 1 on each message channel.
Similar for services S3 and service S4 in Figure 4.1: services S3 and S4 are equivalent
under stable failures (S3 =SF S4). Corollary 4.36 suggests that services S3 and S4 are
also equivalent under k-deadlock freedom (S3 =df ,k S4) for k = 1.
Given two services that are equivalent under k-deadlock freedom, for instance, services
P2 and P3 in Figure 4.4 with P2 =df ,k P3 for k = 1, it is not the case that P2 and P3 are
equivalent under stable failures, however. ▹
Though the stable failures refinement and the deadlock freedom inclusion do not
coincide, we illustrate that the stable failures refinement implies the k-deadlock freedom
inclusion for any message bound k ∈ N for each message channel.
With distinguished properties of the canonical deadlock-free controller, we can establish
a coincidence between the set of all deadlock-free controllers of service S and the set of
all services that refines a canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of S under stable
failures. We illustrate this with Theorem 4.38.
Theorem 4.38 (Relationship of stable failures refinement and deadlock-free
controllers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S :
f-refine(Cdf ,k(S)) = df kControllers(S).
Proof. By construction, a canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of S is derived
from the k-deadlock-free operating guideline mpdf ,k(S)ϕ of S and they are interface
equivalent. We prove this lemma in two directions.
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⇒ : Suppose P ∈ f-refine(Cdf ,k(S)), that is, failures(P ) ⊆ failures(Cdf ,k(S)) holds.
Let Cdf ,k(S) be constructed from the operating guideline mpdf ,k(S)ϕ according
to Definition 4.1. We will show that P strongly complies with mpdf ,k(S)ϕ.
As failures(P ) ⊆ failures(Cdf ,k(S)), every trace in P can be replayed by Cdf ,k(S).
As traces(mpdf ,k(S)) = traces(Cdf ,k(S)) holds (Property 4.15), every trace in P can
also be replayed by mpdf ,k(S). As mpdf ,k(S) is a deterministic service automaton,
it follows that there is a strong simulation relation between P and mpdf ,k(S) such
that P is strongly simulated by mpdf ,k(S).
Let [σP , XP ] ∈ failures(P ) ⊆ failures(Cdf ,k(S)). Let qP be a state in P with
q0P
σP⇒P qP . We consider a simulated pair [qP , qm] of a state qP in P that is
strongly simulated by a state qm in mpdf ,k(S).
– In case qP is a stable state, we have XP = Refuse(qP ). As the refusal set is the
complement set of the set of all enabled events by definition, it follows that YP
= enable(qP ) = ΣP ∪ {final} \ Refuse(qP ).
Because [σP , XP ] ∈ failures(Cdf ,k(S)) holds, there exists a stable state qC in
Cdf ,k(S) such that (1) qC is simulated by state qm, and (2) C refuses the same set
XP of events at state qC as at state qP and therefore C offers the same enable
events YP at state qC and state qP .
Because Cdf ,k(S) contains a nondeterministic internal alternatives of all choices
from ϕ(qm) by construction, it follows that qC strongly corresponds to ϕ(qm)
and qP also strongly corresponds to ϕ(qm).
– In case qP is not a stable state reached in P after having performed σP , this
means that we have τ ∈ enable(qP ). It follows that qP also strongly corresponds
to ϕ(qm) as {τ} is always a choice of ϕ(qm).
Therefore, P strongly complies with mpdf ,k(S)ϕ and P ∈ df kControllers(S)) holds
(Lemma 3.51).
⇐ : Suppose P ∈ df kControllers(S), that is, P strongly complies with the operating
guideline mpdf ,k(S)ϕ of S (Lemma 3.51). We will show P ∈ f-refine(Cdf ,k(S)).
Consider [σ,X] ∈ failures(P ). We will show that [σ,X] ∈ failures(Cdf ,k(S)) holds.
Let mpdf ,k(S)ϕ be an k-deadlock-free operating guideline of S.
As Cdf ,k(S) is a k-deadlock-free controller of S (Corollary 4.2) and mpdf ,k(S) is a
most permissive k-deadlock-free controller of S (Proposition 3.43), then mpdf ,k(S)
strongly simulates both Cdf ,k(S) and P (Proposition 3.44). By construction of
Cdf ,k(S), traces(mpdf ,k(S)) = traces(Cdf ,k(S)) holds (Property 4.15). This means
that σ ∈ traces(mpdf ,k(S)) whenever σ ∈ traces(Cdf ,k(S)). Then, σ is also a trace
of Cdf ,k(S).
As the refusal set of each state q is the complement set of the set of all enabled
events at q by definition, that is, Refuse(q) = Σ ∪ {final} \ enable(q).
– Assume X ≠ ∅ and Y = enable(q) = (Σ ∪ {final}) \ X. Because P is a k-
deadlock-free controller of S by assumption, P strongly corresponds to ϕ(q)
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(Lemma 3.51). Because Cdf ,k(S) contains a nondeterministic internal alternative
of all choices from ϕ(q) by construction. This means, there exists a stable state
qβ in Cdf ,k(S) that offers exactly all enabled events described by Y . As X and Y
are complement set of each other, then that X = Refuse(qβ) is the refusal set at
qβ.
– Assume X = ∅. This means that X is also a refusal set in Cdf ,k(S) as an empty
set is a subset of every set.
Therefore, [σ,X] ∈ failures(Cdf ,k(S)) holds and failures(Cdf ,k(S)) ⊇ failures(P )
follow. Thus, P ∈ f-refine(Cdf ,k(S)) follows by definition.
Thus, this theorem holds.
Theorem 4.38 suggests that the set of all deadlock-free controllers of service S coincides
with the set of all services that refine a canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of S
under stable failures.
Nevertheless, a canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of S, as stated in Theorem
4.38, can be replaced only by an arbitrary k-deadlock-free controller of S that is equivalent
to a canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of S under stable failures, such as a
compact canonical k-deadlock-free controller of S (cf. Lemma 4.31). This is due to the
distinguished property of a canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of S.
We illustrate the result from Theorem 4.38 with the following example.
Example 4.39. Consider services P1, P2, P3, and P4 in Figure 4.4 and message bound
k = 1 on each message channel. We see that every service in the figure refines the
canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S1) of S1 illustrated in Figure 4.2. This means
that every service is a k-deadlock-free controller of service S1 illustrated in Figure 4.1 (also
a k-deadlock-free controller of service S2 as S1 and S2 are equivalent under k-deadlock
freedom). ▹
Next, we prove in Lemma 4.40 that we can decide if service T is a substitute for service
S under deadlock-free preorder by checking if a canonical k-deadlock-free controller
Cdf ,k(S) of S refines a canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(T ) of T under stable
failures.
Lemma 4.40 (Stable failures refinement of canonical deadlock-free con-
trollers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two k-deadlock-freely controllable services S
and T :
T ⊑df,k S ⇔ Cdf ,k(T ) ⊑SF Cdf ,k(S).
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Proof. Given :
T ⊑df,k S ⇔ {by Definition 2.36}
df kControllers(T ) ⊇ df kControllers(T )
⇔ {by applying Thoerem 4.38 twice}
f-refine(Cdf ,k(T )) ⊇ f-refine(Cdf ,k(S))
⇔ {by Definition 4.29 and set implication}
Cdf ,k(T ) ⊑SF Cdf ,k(S).
Consequently, the lemma holds.
With Corollary 4.41, we prove that we can decide if services S and T are deadlock-free
equivalent by checking if two canonical deadlock-free controllers, Cdf ,k(S) of S and Cdf ,k(T )
of T , are equivalent under stable failures.
Corollary 4.41 (Stable failures equivalence of canonical deadlock-free con-
trollers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two k-deadlock-freely controllable services S
and T :
T =df,k S ⇔ Cdf ,k(T ) =SF Cdf ,k(S).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.40.
With the aforementioned properties, a canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S)
of a given service S can be regarded as a behavioral specification of all k-deadlock-free
controllers of service S for k ∈ N. For checking whether an implementation (e. g., service
P ) conforms to the specification, we apply the stable failures refinement relation as the
conformance relation. For service P that refines the specification Cdf ,k(S) under stable
failures, we conclude that service P is indeed an implementation (of the specification
Cdf ,k(S)) of S, meaning P can interact deadlock-freely with S. We discuss the respective
applications in Chapter 7.
4.4. Responsive Failures and Responsive Controllers
As the stable failures semantics considers a failure at a stable state, this means that
stable failures semantics cannot distinguish a service that can refuse only the set X
of actions from a service that can both refuse the set of actions and can diverge, i. e.,
performs nothing but a (possibly infinite) sequence of invisible τ -events (See the pair of
services S3 and S4 from Figure 4.1 and Example 4.1, for instances).
In this section, we introduce the responsive failures semantics for service automata as
an extension of stable failures semantics for service automata. The responsive failures
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semantics distinguishes between deadlock and successfully termination, but does not dis-
tinguish between deadlock and divergent actions. We illustrate that the preorder induced
by the responsive failures is stronger than the one induced by the stable failures. Finally,
we establish the preorder induced by the responsive failures with the k-responsiveness
preorder via both a canonical k-responsive controller and a canonical k-responsive service
of a given service for each message bound k ∈ N.
4.4.1. Responsive Failures Semantics
In this section, we propose the responsive failures semantics for service automata as an
extension of stable failures.
One significant difference to stable failures is that responsive failures does not distinguish
between deadlock and divergence. Technically, the stable failures consider a stable refusal
set of events at every stable state, whereas the responsive failures consider the responsive
refusal set of events at every stable τ -strongly connected component of a given service.
Recall from Definition 2.9, Section 2.1 that a stable τ -strongly connected component is
a strongly connected component in which every outgoing transition labeled with τ has
reached a destination state within the same component.
We define a responsive failure semantics of a service automaton as follows.
Definition 4.42 (Responsive failure).
Let C be a stable τ -strongly connected component of a service automaton S =
[Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] and q ∈ QC be a state contained in C where QC is the set of all states
in C.
A responsive failure of a service automaton S is a pair [σ,X] that consists of
1. a trace σ of external events from the initial state of S to state q, i.e. q0 σ⇒S q and
σ ⊆ Σ∗; and
2. a responsive refusal set X at the stable τ -strongly connected component C that is
defined as X = Refuse(QC) = Σ ∪ {final}\act∗(QC).
The set of all responsive failures of S is denoted by rp-failures(S).
A responsive failure of a service automaton S is a pair [σ,X]. With σ we denote a
trace or a sequence of events of S, i.e. there is a (possibly empty) sequence σ of events
from the initial state q0S to a state within a stable τ -strongly connected component C.
Clearly, every state containing the component C has the same trace from the initial state,
as all states in the τ -strongly connected component can reached each another only by
performing a non-communicating τ event.
For each stable τ -strongly connected component C, we calculate the set of all enabled
non-invisible events at C as the set act∗(QC) where QC is the set of all states in C. Recall
from Definition 2.10 that the set act∗(QC) is the union of all enabled communicating
events of all states within the component C. Therefore, the responsive refusal set X is
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the set of events that are not described by act∗(QC), i. e., X = (Σ ∪ {final}) \ act∗(QC)
where Σ =!Σ∪?Σ.
Similar to the stable failures semantics, it is important to notice that a trace σ of a
given service S is a finite or infinite sequence of communicating events (i. e., σ ⊆ Σ∗).
Nevertheless, the stable refusal set Refuse(q) at stable state q after having performed
σ also takes into account a special terminating event final (i. e., X = Refuse(q) =
Σ ∪ {final} \ enable(q)).
Property 4.43 illustrates that every trace σ of service S is associated with a failure
[σ,X] of service S.
Property 4.43 For each service S:
σ ∈ traces(S) ⇒ [σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(S).
Property 4.44 illustrates that if a service can responsively refuse the set X of events
after performing σ, then a service can also responsively refuse any subset Y of X after
performing σ.
Property 4.44 For each service S:
[σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(S) ∧ Y ⊆ X ⇒ [σ, Y ] ∈ rp-failures(S).
In case σ is a trace that a given service S can perform, then certainly service S reaches
a stable τ -strongly connected component C. If service S reaches either a divergent state
or a deadlock state in C after having perform a trace σ, this means at this point it is no
longer possible for service S to enable any event from Σ ∪ {final} state. In such cases,
act∗(QC) = ∅ due to Lemma 2.12 and [σ,Σ ∪ {final}] ∈ rp-failures(S).
This means, responsive failures semantics treats a divergent state and a deadlock state
similarly, as each of them responsively refuses every event in Σ ∪ {final}.
Property 4.45 illustrates that if a service cannot perform a trace that terminates with
particular event, then such event must be refuse by a service at some previous state.
Property 4.45 For each service S:
σ.m ̸∈ traces(S) ∧ m ∈ I ∪O ⇒ ∀[σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(S) :: m ∈ X.
Property 4.46 illustrates that if a service can refuse the set X of events after performing
σ, then a service can perform any other event that is not in X after performing σ.
Property 4.46 For each service S:
[σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(S) ∧ m ∈ (Σ) \X ⇒ σ.m ∈ traces(S).
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A final state q of service automaton S can be either a stable state or non-stable state.
In case a final state q is stable, service S does not refuse a final event after having
performing a trace σ and therefore S can terminate successfully with a final state after
having performing σ. This is illustrated by Property 4.47.
Property 4.47 For each service S :
S can reach a final state after performing σ ⇔ ∃[σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(S) :: final ̸∈ X.
By definition, a responsive service is a service that each stable τ -strongly connected
component C enables a non-internal event from Σ ∪ {final}, that is, act∗(QC) ̸= ∅. As
the responsive refusal set Refuse(QC) at C is the complement of the set act∗(QC), this
is illustrated by Property 4.48.
Property 4.48 For each service S :
S is responsive ⇔ ∀[σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(S) :: X ̸= Σ ∪ {final}.
We illustrate the set of all responsive failures of a service automaton with the following
examples.
d0
d1
d2
(a) P1
̸⊑RF
̸=RF
̸⊑RF
⊒RF
!b
!a
e0
e1
e2
(b) P2
=RF
!a
!b
f0
f1
f2
(d) P3
!a
τ
!b
̸
g0
g1
g2
g3
(d) P4
!a
τ
!b
τ
Figure 4.5.: Service P1, P2, P3, and P4 from Figure 4.4 illustrated with τ -strongly-
connected components.
Example 4.49. Figure 4.5 illustrates services P1, P2, P3, and P4 from Figure 4.4 where
a dashed rectangle denotes τ -strongly connect component of a service. The responsive
failures of P1, P2, P3, and P4 are illustrated as follows.
rp-failures(P1) = { [ϵ, {?a,final}], [?b, {?b,final}], [?b?a, {?a, ?b}] },
rp-failures(P2) = { [ϵ, {?b,final}], [?a, {?a,final}], [?a?b, {?a, ?b}] },
rp-failures(P3) = { [ϵ, {?b,final}], [?a, {?a,final}], [?a?b, {?a, ?b}] },
rp-failures(P4) = { [ϵ, {?a, ?b,final}], [?a, {?a,final}], [?a?b, {?a, ?b}] }.
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We see that services P2 and P3 have the same set of responsive failures, whereas service
P4 contains more responsive failures than both P2 and P3. Note that the τ -strongly
connect component that contains state g3 is stable but the τ -strongly connect component
that contains state g0 is not. Therefore, the responsive failure [ϵ, {?a, ?b,final}] of service
P4 is calculated from the component containing state g3. ▹
4.4.2. Responsive Failures Refinement and Equivalence
A service automaton R refines service automaton S under responsive failures, denoted
by S ⊑RF R whenever every responsive failure of R is also a responsive failure of S.
Definition 4.50 (Responsive failures refinement).
A service automaton Q refines service automaton P under responsive failures, denoted
by S ⊑RF R, iff rp-failures(S) ⊇ rp-failures(R). Then, the set of all services that refine
service S under responsive failures is denoted by
rf-refine(S) = { R | S ⊑RF R }.
The ⊑RF refinement relation is a preorder relation, as it is a reflexive and transitive
relation.
Intuitively, S ⊑RF R means that every trace σ of R can be replayed by S and every
responsive refusal set in R after having performed σ can also be refused in S after having
performed the same trace σ. That is, R can neither accept nor refuse an event unless S
does.
The responsive failures refinement ⊑RF induces an equivalence relation =RF that
relates services with identical set of failures.
Definition 4.51 (Responsive failures equivalence).
Two service automata S and R are equivalent under responsive failures, denoted by
S =RF R, iff they have exactly the same set of responsive failures, i. e., rp-failures(R) =
rp-failures(S). Then, the set of all services that are equivalent to service S under
responsive failures is denoted by
rf-equiv(S) = { R | S =RF R }.
With the following lemma, we show that responsive failures preorder implies stable
failures preorder.
Corollary 4.52 (Responsive failures preorder implies stable failures preorder).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two k-responsively controllable service S and R
with equivalent interface :
R ∈ f-refine(S) ⇒ R ∈ rf-refine(S).
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Proof. Responsive failures extends stable failures by lifting up a refusal set at a stable
state to a refusal set of a stable τ -strongly connected component. Consider state q in
R and [σ,X] ∈ failures(R) with q0 σ⇒R q. In case q is a stable state, there is a stable
τ -strongly connected component of R that contains only state q. In case q is a not a
stable state, we have X = {}. For both cases, [σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(R) also holds. Suppose
failures(R) ⊆ failures(S) holds, then rp-failures(R) ⊆ rp-failures(S) follows.
Nevertheless, the reverse of Corollary 4.52 does not hold.
With the following lemma, we show that a (complete) canonical responsive controller
Crp,k(S) and a compact canonical responsive controller Crp,k(S), as introduced in Section
4.1.2, by construction are equivalent under responsive failures.
Corollary 4.53 (Canonical responsive controllers are equivalent under respon-
sive failures).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S:
Crp,k(S) =RF Crp,k(S).
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows from the proof of Lemma 4.31 for canonical
deadlock-free controllers. This is because the canonical deadlock-free controller and
the canonical responsive controller share common construction procedure (Definition
3.23 for the complete canonical controller and Definition 3.30 for the compact canonical
controller). Though each construction procedure requires different inputs (i. e., either
a deadlock-free operating guideline or a responsive operating guideline), the procedure
canonically produces a canonical controller as an output from given operating guideline.
The responsive failures preorder is stronger than stable failures preorder (Corollary
4.52). Furthermore, the construction procedure of a canonical responsive controller
never produces any stable τ -strongly connected component that contains more than
one state, which is also a stable state in such a case. Thus, the proof of this lemma
can be reconstructed straightforwardly from the proof of Lemma 4.31 for canonical
deadlock-freedom controllers.
Example 4.54. Consider service S1 from Figure 4.1 and most permissive k-responsive
controller mprp,k(S1) of service S1 and the two canonical k-responsive controllers of service
S1; Crp,k(S1) and Crp,k(S1), from Figure 4.3. Their responsive failures are illustrated as
follows.
rp-failures(mprp,k(S1)) = { [ϵ, {final}], [!b, {!b,final}], [!b!a, {!a, !b}],
[!a, {!a,final}], [!a!b, {!a, !b}] }.
rp-failures(Crp,k(S1)) = { [ϵ, {!a,final}), [ϵ, {!b,final}), [!b, {!b,final}],
[!b!a, {!a, !b}], [!a, {!a,final}], [!a!b, {!a, !b}] }.
rp-failures( Crp,k(S1)) = rp-failures(Crp,k(S1)).
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The three controllers have the same interface; Crp,k(S1) and Crp,k(S1) have the same
set of responsive failures, this means, Crp,k(S1) =SF Crp,k(S1), whereas every responsive
failure of mprp,k(S1) is included in a responsive failure of both Crp,k(S1) and Crp,k(S1),
this means that mprp,k(S1) refines both Crp,k(S1) and Crp,k(S1) under stable failures.
In comparison to services P1, P2, P3, and P4 from Figure 4.4, we see from Example 4.49
that all responsive failures of each of the three services P1, P2, and P3 are included in
the set of all responsive failures of Crp,k(S1) (and of Crp,k(S1)). Therefore, each of the
three services P1, P2, and P3 refines Crp,k(S1) (and Crp,k(S1)) under responsive failures.
However, this is not the case for service P4, as the failure (ϵ, {?a, ?b,final}) of P4 is not
described by any failure of Crp,k(S1) (and of Crp,k(S1)). ▹
4.4.3. Relationship with Responsiveness
In this section, we illustrate a relationship between responsive failures and responsiveness.
As the responsive failures semantics distinguishes between deadlock and successful
termination, nevertheless, it does not distinguish between deadlock and divergence. We
show that the responsive failures refinement relation between a canonical responsive
controller and any other controller of a given service coincides with the responsive failures
refinement.
The following example illustrates that there is no immediate coincidence between
responsiveness inclusion and responsive failure refinement on asynchronously communi-
cating services.
Example 4.55. Consider services P1, P2, P3, and P4 in Figure 4.4 for message bound
k = 1 on each message channel. Service P2 and service service P3 are equivalent under
responsive failures (P2 =RF P3) whereas service P3 refines service P4 under responsive
failures (P4 ⊑RF P3). See also Example 4.54 . Nevertheless, services P1, P2 and P3
are equivalent under k-responsiveness (P1 =rp,k P2 =rp,k P3), whereas service P4 is not
k-responsively controllable.
Similarly for S1, S2, S3, and S4 in Figure 4.1 for k = 1. Service S2 and service
service S3 are equivalent under responsive failures (S2 =RF S3) whereas service S3 refines
service S4 under responsive failures (S4 ⊑RF S3). Nevertheless, services S1, S2, and S3
are equivalent under k-responsiveness (S2 =rp,k S2 =rp,k S3), whereas service S4 is not
k-responsively controllable. ▹
Similar to the relationship between stable failures refinement and deadlock freedom
inclusion on the set of deadlock-free controllers, we observe that responsive failures
refinement on a given service introduces more possibilities for a service to communicate
with other interacting services, as the refined service refuses less events after having
executed a trace.
Next, we prove that every pair of services that satisfies the responsive failures refinement
also satisfies the substitution responsiveness inclusion.
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Lemma 4.56 (Responsive failures refinement implies responsiveness inclu-
sion).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two k-responsively controllable services S and
R with equivalent interface :
R ∈ rf-refine(S) ⇒ R ∈ rpkInclusion(S).
Proof. Suppose R ∈ rf-refine(S), this means that rp-failures(R) ⊆ rp-failures(S) by
definition. Suppose P ∈ rpkControllers(S). We will show that P ∈ rpkControllers(R).
Because controller is a symmetric notion (Proposition 2.27), we will show that R ∈
rpkControllers(P ).
Let mprp,k(P )ψ
∗ be a k-responsive operating guideline of P .
Because controller is a symmetric notion (Proposition 2.27), S ∈ rpkControllers(P )
also holds. This means, S is structurally simulated by mprp,k(P ) and, for an arbitrary
simulated pair [qS , qm] of state, state qS structurally corresponds to ψ∗(qm) (Lemma
3.51). As structural simulation implies traces refinement, there exist (1) a trace σS in S
with q0S
σS⇒S qS with state qS in a stable τ -strongly connected component CS of S such
that σS = σm, and (2) a choice ch ∈ ψ∗(qm) with ch = act∗(τ(qS)).
Let [σR, XR] ∈ rp-failures(R). Because rp-failures(R) ⊆ rp-failures(S) holds by as-
sumption, we have traces(R) ⊆ traces(S) and [σR, XR] ∈ rp-failures(S) immediately
follows. Because traces(R) ⊆ traces(S), traces(R) ⊆ traces(mprp,k(P )) follows. Because
mprp,k(S) is deterministic, R is structurally simulated by mprp,k(P ).
Let [σS , XS ] ∈ rp-failures(S) with q0S σS⇒ qS such that σR = σS and XS = Refuse(qCS ).
As [σR, XR] ∈ rp-failures(S), there exists a stable τ -strongly connected component
CR in R and a state qR ∈ QCR in CR such that q0R
σR⇒ qR, XR = Refuse(QCR), and
XR ⊆ XS .
For each stable τ -strongly connected component C, we have Refuse(QC) = Σ∪ {final}
\ act∗(QC). Because S and R are interface equivalent by assumption, it follows from
XR ⊆ XS that act∗(QCR) ⊇ act∗(QCS ) must hold.
As σR = σS , the event e at qR is enabled by CR but not enabled by CS (i. e.,
e ∈ act∗(QCR) \ act∗(QCS )) and does not introduce an extra trace that is not described
by S. As a τ -strongly connected component contains states in which each state is
internally reachable from any other state within the same component (if there is any)
by performing a sequence of internal τ events, there must be ch′ ∈ ψ∗(qm) such that
ch′ ⊇ ch and ch′ = act∗(τ(qR)).
This means, R is structurally simulated by mprp,k(P ) and, for a simulated pair [qR,
qm] of states, state qR structurally corresponds to ψ∗(qm). Thus, S ∈ rpkControllers(P )
holds (Lemma 3.69) and P ∈ rpkControllers(S) follows (Proposition 2.27). That is,
rpkControllers(S) ⊆ rpkControllers(R) holds and R ∈ rpkInclusion(S) follows by defini-
tion.
Nevertheless, the reverse of Lemma 4.34 does not hold. Lemma 4.56 suggests that
responsive failures refinement is finer than our responsiveness inclusion, as every service
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that refines service S under responsive failures is a substitute for service S under k-
responsiveness inclusion.
It is also important to notice that Lemma 4.56 holds only for k-responsively controllable
services S and R.
As the responsive failures refinement and responsiveness inclusion are both preorder re-
lations that induce an equivalence relation, we obtain the following corollary from Lemma
4.56.
Corollary 4.57 (Responsive failures equivalence implies responsiveness equiv-
alence).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface compatible services S and R :
R ∈ rf-equiv(S) ⇒ R ∈ rpkEquiv(S).
Proof. As the preorder induces the equivalence relation, the proof of this corollary follows
from Lemma 4.56.
Nevertheless, the reverse of Lemma 4.56 and of Corollary 4.57 do not hold (e. g., see
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.1 for counter examples). This means, the responsive failures
refinement (and equivalence) is indeed finer than the responsiveness inclusion (and
equivalence).
Example 4.58. Consider services S2 and S3 in Figure 4.1. Service S2 and S3 are
equivalent under responsive failures (S2 =RF S3). As suggested by Corollary 4.57,
services S2 and S3 are also equivalent under k-responsiveness (S2 =rp,k S3) for message
bound k = 1 on each message channel.
Similar for services P2 and P3 in Figure 4.4. Services P2 and P3 are equivalent under
responsive failures (P2 =RF P3). Corollary 4.57 suggests that services P2 and P3 are also
equivalent under k-responsiveness (P2 =rp,k P3) for k = 1.
Given two services that are equivalent under k-responsiveness, for instance, services P1
and P2 with P1 =rp,k P2 for k = 1, it is not the case that P1 and P2 are equivalent under
k-responsiveness, however. ▹
Though the responsive failures refinement and the responsiveness inclusion do not
coincide, the set of controllers of a given service S that is equipped with responsiveness
preorder and with the responsive failures refinement has one maximal element in common,
that is, a canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S) of service S.
With Theorem 4.59, we show that there is a coincidence between responsiveness
inclusion and the responsive failures refinement via one distinguished maximal element of
the set of responsive controllers of service S, that is, a canonical k-responsive controller
Cdf ,k(S) of S.
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Theorem 4.59 (Relationship between responsive failures refined services and
responsive controllers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable services S :
rf-refine(Crp,k(S)) = rpkControllers(S).
Proof. By construction, a canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S) of S is derived from
the k-responsive operating guideline mprp,k(S)ψ
∗ of S and they are interface equivalent.
We prove this lemma in two directions.
⇒ : Suppose P ∈ rf-refine(Crp,k(S)), that is, rp-failures(P ) ⊆ rp-failures(Cdf ,k(S)) holds.
Let Crp,k(S) be constructed from the operating guideline mprp,k(S)ψ∗ according
to Definition 4.6. We will show that P structurally complies with mprp,k(S)ψ
∗ .
As rp-failures(P ) ⊆ rp-failures(Crp,k(S)), every trace in P can be replayed by
Crp,k(S). As traces(mprp,k(S)) = traces(Crp,k(S)) holds (Property 4.18), every trace
in P can also be replayed by mprp,k(S). As mprp,k(S) is a deterministic service
automaton, it follows that there is a structural simulation relation between P and
mprp,k(S) such that P is structurally simulated by mprp,k(S).
Let [σP , XP ] ∈ rp-failures(P ) ⊆ rp-failures(Crp,k(S)). Let CP be a τ -strongly
connected component CP in P with state qP contained in CP and q0P
σP⇒P qP .
Then, there exists a τ -strongly connected component C in Crp,k(S) with state qm
contained in C and q0C
σP⇒C qC .
We consider a simulated pair [qP , qm] of a state qP in P that is structurally simulated
by a state qm in mprp,k(S).
– In case CP is a stable τ -strongly connected component in P , we have XP =
Refuse(QCP ). As the refusal set is the complement set of the set of all enabled
events by definition, it follows that YP = act∗(qP ) = ΣP ∪{final} \ Refuse(QCP ).
Because [σP , XP ] ∈ rp-failures(Crp,k(S)) holds, then there exists a stable τ -
strongly connected component C in Crp,k(S) such that (1) every state qC in C is
structurally simulated by state qm, and (2) C refuses the same set XP of events
as by component CP and therefore C offers the same enable events YP as they
are offered by CP .
Because Crp,k(S) contains a nondeterministic internal alternatives of all choices
from ψ∗(qm) by construction, it follows that every state in C structurally corre-
sponds to ψ∗(qm). Thus, also every state in CP also structurally corresponds to
ψ∗(qm).
– In case the component CP is not stable in P , this means there exists state
q′P ∈ τ(qP ) that is reachable from qP via τ transition in P such that q′P is not
in CP . For each q′P ∈ τ(qP ) we have [q′P , qm] as a structurally simulated pair of
states. Consider q′P ∈ τ(qP ) that is contained in a stable τ -strongly connected
component C ′P . It follows that C refuses the same set of events as component
C ′P and therefore C offers the same enable events as they are offered by C ′P .
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This implies that for every state q′′ in C ′P there exists a choice ch ∈ ψ∗(qm) such
that we have ch = act∗(τ(q′′)) = act∗(τ(q)) holds for each q in the component C.
This means qP also structurally corresponds to ψ∗(qm).
Therefore, P structurally complies with mprp,k(S)ψ
∗ and P ∈ rpkControllers(S))
holds (Lemma 3.69).
⇐ : Suppose P ∈ rpkControllers(S) holds, that is, P structurally complies with the
operating guideline mprp,k(S)ψ
∗ of S (Lemma 3.69).
Consider [σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(P ). We will show that [σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(Cdf ,k(S))
holds.
As Crp,k(S) is a k-responsive controller of S (Corollary 4.7) and mprp,k(S) is a
most permissive k-responsive controller of S, mprp,k(S) structurally simulates both
Crp,k(S) and P (Lemma 3.66). By construction of Crp,k(S), traces(mprp,k(S)) =
traces(Crp,k(S)) holds (Property 4.18). This means, σ ∈ traces(mprp,k(S)) whenever
σ ∈ traces(Crp,k(S)). Then, σ is also a trace of Crp,k(S).
Consider a state qγ in Crp,k(S) with q0 σ⇒ qγ .
Consider a pair of structurally simulated state [qP , qm] of a state qP in P by a state
qm in Crp,k(S). Because P ∈ rpkControllers(S) by assumption, qP structurally
corresponds to ψ∗(qm) (Lemma 3.69).
– Consider ch = ψ∗k(qm) such that there exists state qP in P with ch = act∗(τ(qP )).
In case qP is contained in a stable τ -strongly connected component, it follows
that ch = (Σ ∪ {final})\X. Otherwise, there exists qP τ⇒P q′P such that q′P
is contained in a stable τ -strongly connected component and ch = act∗(τ(q′P ))
holds.
As ch = ψ∗k(qm), we consider state qγ in Crp,k(S) with ch = enable(qγ) by
construction of Crp,k(S). Because mprp,k(S) is a nondeterministic τ -free service
automaton, τ /∈ ch and X = (Σ ∪ {final})\ch follows.
– Consider ch = ψ∗k(qm) such that ch = ∅. This means that K(qm) = ∅ and
qm is never covered in the composition with S. In case that qP is a divergent
state and C is a stable τ -strongly connected component that contains qP , state
qP structurally corresponds to ch and act∗(τ(QC)) = ∅. It follows that X =
Σ∪ {final} \ act∗(τ(QC)) = Σ∪ {final}. In such case there exists a divergent qγ
by construction.
Either case, it means that [σ,X] is also a failure of Crp,k(S) at state qγ . There-
fore, [σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(Crp,k(S)) and rp-failures(Crp,k(S)) ⊇ rp-failures(P ) holds.
Thus, Crp,k(P ) ⊑RF P follows by definition.
Thus, this theorem holds.
Theorem 4.59 suggests that the set of all responsive controllers of service S coincides
with the set of all services that refine a canonical k-responsive controller Cdf ,k(S) of S
under responsive failures.
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Similarly to a canonical k-deadlock-free controller, a canonical k-responsive controller
Cdf ,k(S) of S, as stated in Theorem 4.59, can be replaced only by an arbitrary k-responsive
controller of S that is equivalent to a canonical k-responsive controller Cdf ,k(S) of S under
responsive failures, such as a compact canonical k-responsive controller of S (cf. Corollary
4.53). This is due to the distinguished property of a canonical k-responsive controller
Cdf ,k(S) of S.
We illustrate the value of Theorem 4.59 with the following example.
Example 4.60. Consider services P1, P2, P3, and P4 in Figure 4.4, the canonical k-
responsive controller Crp,k(S1) of S1 in Figure 4.3, and message bound k = 1 on each
message channel.
We see that each service P1, P2 and P3 refines the canonical k-responsive controller
Crp,k(S1) of S1 under responsive failures. However, service P4 does not. This is because
service P4 refuses {?a, ?b,final} at the initial empty trace ϵ, and [ϵ, {?a, ?b,final}] is not
a responsive failure of Crp,k(S1).
This means, services P1, P2, and P3 are k-responsive controllers of service S1 illustrated
in Figure 4.1 (also k-responsive controllers of service S2 as S1 and S2 are equivalent
under k-responsiveness). Though service P4 is neither a k-responsive controller of S1 nor
a k-responsive controller of S3. ▹
Next, we prove in Lemma 4.61 that we can decide if service T is a substitute for
service S under responsiveness preorder by checking if a canonical k-responsive controller
Crp,k(S) of S refines a canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(T ) of T under responsive
failures.
Lemma 4.61 (Responsive failures refinement of canonical controllers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T that
are k-responsively controllable :
T ⊑rp,k S ⇔ Crp,k(T ) ⊑RF Crp,k(S).
Proof. Given :
T ⊑rp,k S ⇔ {by Definition 2.38}
rpkControllers(T ) ⊇ rpkControllers(T )
⇔ {by applying Thoerem 4.59 twice}
rf-refine(Crp,k(T )) ⊇ rf-refine(Crp,k(S))
⇔ {by Definition 4.50 and set implication}
Crp,k(T ) ⊑SF Crp,k(S).
Consequently, the lemma holds.
In Corollary 4.62, we prove that we can decide if services S and T are responsively
equivalent by checking if two canonical k-responsive controllers, Crp,k(S) of S and Crp,k(T )
of T , are equivalent under responsive failures.
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Corollary 4.62 (Responsive failures equivalence of canonical controllers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T that
are k-responsively controllable :
T =rp,k S ⇔ Crp,k(T ) =RF Crp,k(S).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.61.
With the aforementioned properties, a canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S) of a
given service S can be regarded as a behavioral specification of all k-responsive controllers
of service S for k ∈ N. For checking whether an implementation (e. g., service P )
conforms to the specification, we apply the responsive failures refinement relation as
the conformance relation. For a service P that refines the specification Crp,k(S) under
responsive failures, we conclude that service P is indeed an implementation (of the
specification Crp,k(S)) of S, meaning P can interact responsively with S. We discuss the
respective applications in Chapter 7.
4.5. Controller Synthesis by Transformation
In the previous sections, we have illustrated a coincidence between the stable failures
refinement (and equivalence) and deadlock freedom preorder (and equivalence) that can
only established via a canonical deadlock-free controller of a given service. Though the
stable failures refinement (and equivalence) is finer than deadlock freedom preorder (and
equivalence), we can employ the order posed by stable failures semantics on the set
of deadlock-free controllers of a given service in a way that a canonical deadlock-free
controller of a given service is larger (or equal) in the stable failures preorder than
(or to) every other controller of a given service. Similarly for the responsive failures
refinement (and equivalence) and responsiveness preorder (and equivalence) established
via a canonical responsive controller of a given service.
In this section, we propose a set of transformation rules each of which preserves either
refinement or equivalence of both stable failures and responsive failures. These rules are
defined on service automata in the style of Murata rules [Murata, 1989]. As the stable
failures refinement is finer than deadlock freedom inclusion (cf. Section 4.3.3), the rule
that preserves either stable failures refinement or equivalence, by implication, it also
preserves deadlock freedom inclusion or equivalence respectively. Similarly to the rules
that preserve responsive failures refinement, as responsive failures refinement is finer than
responsiveness inclusion (cf. Section 4.4.3).
The set of transformation rules presented in the section is limited and not complete;
there is no guarantee that all possible services will be covered by means of transformation.
Nevertheless, the application of transformation rules is highly useful in practice. In order
to synthesize a controller of a given service, one possible method is to first synthesize
a canonical controller from a given service, then to apply a sequence of transformation
rules, as introduced in this section, to a canonical controller in order to synthesize a
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controller of a given service that suits to a specific requirement (for instance, to synthesize
a controller with a least number of states). For this purpose, we first define, for each
state q of a service automaton, the set of all events that are immediately enabled before
reaching state q as follows.
Definition 4.63 (Incoming events).
For a state q of a service automaton S, we denote the set of all enabled events that are
immediately enabled before reaching state q by incoming(q) = {e | q′ e→ q} ∪ {final | q′ ∈
Ω ∧ q′ e→ q}.
In the remainder of this section, we present ten transformation rules. Section 4.5.1
presents the first rule SF(1) which preserves stable failures refinement. Section 4.5.2
presents the rule RF(1) which preserves refinement of responsive failures refinement
defined as a variant of rule SF(1). Section 4.5.3 illustrates six transformation rules;
F(1),F(2),F(3),F(4),F(5), and F(6), each preserves refinement and/or equivalence
under stable failures and responsive failures. Section 4.5.4 shows two transformation
rules; R(1) and R(2), each preserves both deadlock freedom and responsiveness under
inclusion and equivalence.
4.5.1. Stable Failures Transformation Rules
The stable-failures-preserving rule SF(1) is defined as follows.
Definition 4.64 (Rule SF(1)).
Rule SF(1) as shown in Figure 4.6 aims at removing other paths that are alternatives
to an invisible τ -transition.
Assumption: Let n ∈ N where n ≥ 1. Let S and R be two interface equivalent service
automata such that :
– S contains two states s1 and s2 with a transition s1 τ→ s2 and {e1, . . . , en, τ} ⊆
enable(s1),
– R contains two states r1 and s2 with a transition r1 τ→ s2.
Application: Transform S into R by replacing state s1 with state r1 and by doing so
remove all transitions labeled with events in {e1, . . . , en} and their subsequent paths
that are not joined with any other path from s1 such that
– each state that is reachable from s1 via other paths than the removed paths
starting with events in {e1, . . . , en} must be reachable from state r1, and
– enable(r1) ∪ {e1, . . . , en} = enable(s1) must hold.
The following lemma justifies rule SF(1).
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. . .
s1
s2
. . .
. . .
e1
en
. . .
S
⊑SF . . .
r1
s2
. . .
R
τ τ
Figure 4.6.: Transformation rule SF(1) that preserves refinement of stable failures.
Lemma 4.65 (Justification of rule SF(1)).
For each two interface equivalent services S and R that are related by rule SF(1) :
S ⊑SF R.
Proof. Consider [σ,X] ∈ failures(R). By applying rule SF(1) on S, we transform S into
R by removing all events in {e1, . . . , en} and their subsequent paths that are not joined
with any other path from from s1 in S. This means, S can replay every trace in R and S
can refuse every refusal set that R refuses. Thus, [σ,X] ∈ failures(S) holds.
4.5.2. Responsive Failures Transformation Rules
The following rule RF(1) is a variant of Rule SF(1) defined by Definition 4.64 by
restricting one assumption for responsive failures property.
Definition 4.66 (Rule RF(1)).
Rule RF(1) as shown in Figure 4.7 aims at removing other paths that are alternatives
to an invisible τ -transition.
Assumption: Let n ∈ N and n ≥ 1. Let S and R be two interface equivalent service
automata such that :
– R contains two states r1 and s2 with a transition r1 τ→ s2 and τ ̸∈ enable(s2),
– S contains two states s1 and s2 with a transition s1 τ→ s2 and {e1, . . . , en, τ} ⊆
enable(s1) and τ ̸∈ enable(s2).
Application: Transform S into R by replacing state s1 by r1 and by doing so remove all
transition labeled with events in {e1, . . . , en} and their subsequent paths that are
not joined with any other path from state s1 such that
– each state that is reachable from s1 via other paths than the removed paths
starting with events in {e1, . . . , en} must be reachable from r1, and
– enable(r1) ∪ {e1, . . . , en} = enable(s1) must hold.
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. . .
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Figure 4.7.: Responsive failures transformation rule RF(1).
The following lemma justifies rule RF(1).
Lemma 4.67 (Justification of rule RF(1)).
For each two interface equivalent services S and R that are related by Rule RF(1) :
S ⊑RF R.
Proof. Let [σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(R). By applying rule RF(1) on R, we transform S into R
by removing all events in {e1, . . . , en} and their subsequent paths that are not joined with
any other path from q1 in R. Therefore, R can replay every trace in P . As τ ̸∈ enable(s2),
state s2 is not a divergent state by definition. Therefore, after having executed each trace
R it will never refuse any event that S does not refuse. Thus, [σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(S)
holds.
4.5.3. Common Transformation Rules
In this section, we presents six transformation rules; F(1), F(2), F(3), F(4), F(5), and
F(6), each can be used to transform a given service into anther service that refines a
given service under both stable failures and responsive failures and/or equivalence.
First, we define rule F(1) as follows.
Definition 4.68 (Rule F(1)).
Rule F(1) as shown in Figure 4.8 aims at either removing or inserting an intermediate
invisible τ -transition.
Assumption: Let S and R be two interface equivalence service automata such that :
– S contains two states s1 and s2 with a transition s1 τ→ s2,
– R contains state r1.
Application(s): There are two possible applications for Rule F(1);
either
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1. transform S into R by replacing intermediate transition s1 τ→ s2 with r1; or
2. transform R into S by replacing r1 with intermediate transition S1 τ→ S2;
such that incoming(s1) = incoming(r1) and enable(s1) = enable(r2) must hold.
. . .
r1
. . .
R
. . .
s1
s2
. . .
S
=SF
=RFτ
Figure 4.8.: Transformation rule F(1) that preserves equivalence of both stable failures
and responsive failures.
The following lemma justifies rule F(1).
Lemma 4.69 (Justification of rule F(1)).
For each two interface equivalent services S and R that are related by Rule F(1) :
S =SF R and S =RF R.
Proof. By applying rule F(1) on S, we transform S into R by replacing the intermediate
transition s1 τ→ s2 with state t1. By applying rule F(1) on R, we transform R into S
by inserting one τ loop. For both cases, every incoming event and outgoing event are
preserved under transformation. The intermediate τ transition and the τ loop neither
introduce nor nullify any trace and any refusal set of events before the application. Thus,
we conclude that S =SF R and S =RF R holds.
Example 4.70. Figure 4.9 illustrates different order of applying Rule 4.64 and Rule 4.68
on service M (shown in the right-most sub-figure). Rule SF(1) transforms service M into
either service N1 or service O1, depending on which branches of M is being thrown away
during the application. Service N1 can be transformed further into service N2 by applying
rule F(1) to eliminate a τ -transition; similarly, service O1 can be transformed into service
O2 by applying F(1). Each transformation step guarantees that the transformed service
refines the service before transformation under stable failures.
In contrast to an application of rule SF(1), we cannot apply rule RF(1) to transform
M into O1 due to an assumption of RF(1). ▹
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O1
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τ
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N2
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y
SF(1)−→ F(1)−→
SF(1)−→ F(1)−→
Figure 4.9.: Fragments of two services N2 and O2, each can be transformed from service
M by applying a number of transformation rules.
Next, we define rule F(2) as follows.
Definition 4.71 (Rule F(2)).
Rule F(2) as shown in Figure 4.10 aims at either extending a τ -loop and some enabled
events with an intermediate τ transition or removing an intermediate τ -transition.
Assumption: Let n ∈ N where 0 ≤ m, 1 < n, and m < n. Let S and R be two interface
equivalent service automata such that :
– S contains state s1 with the transition s1 τ→ s1 such that e1, . . . , en ∈ enable(s1),
– R contains two states r1 and r2 with two transitions r1 τ→ r2, and r2 τ→ r1 such
that enable(r1) = {e1, . . . , em, τ} and enable(r2) = {em+1, . . . , en, τ}.
Application(s): There are two possible applications for Rule F(2); either
1. transform S into R by replacing the transition s1 τ→ s1 by the two transitions,
r1
τ→ r2, and r2 τ→ r1;
2. transform S into R by replacing the two transitions, s1 τ→ s2 and s2 τ→ s1, by
the transition r1 τ→ r1; or
such that incoming(s1) = incoming(r1) and enable(s1) = enable(r1) ∪ enable(r2)
must hold for each application.
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Figure 4.10.: Transformation rule F(2) that preserves equivalence of both stable failures
and responsive failures.
The following lemma justifies rule F(2).
Lemma 4.72 (Justification of rule F(2)).
For each two interface equivalent services S and R that are related by Rule F(2) :
S =SF R and S =RF R.
Proof. By applying rule F(2) on S, splitting the set of outgoing transitions at state s1
labeled over two state r1 and r2 neither introduces nor nullifies any trace before the
application. By applying rule F(2) on R, merging two sets of outgoing transitions at
state r1 and r2 neither introduces nor nullifies any trace before the application.
S =SF R : state s1 is not a stable state as well as neither state r1 nor state r2 is a stable
state. This means, the application of the rule in both directions neither introduces
nor nullifies any refusal set of events before the application.
S =RF R : Suppose state s1 is in a stable τ -strongly component CS in S. Suppose states
r1 and r2 are in a stable τ -strongly component CR in R. Clearly, CS and CR have
the same refusal set.
Thus, S =SF R and S =RF R holds.
Next, we define rule F(3) as follows.
Definition 4.73 (Rule F(3)).
Rule F(3) as shown in Figure 4.11 aims at either removing or inserting a τ -loop
transition.
Assumption: Let S and R be two interface equivalent service automata such that :
– S contains a state S1,
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– R contains state r1 and a transition r1 τ→ r1.
Application(s): There are two possible applications for Rule F(3); either
1. transform S into R by replacing state s1 by state r1 and transition r1 τ→ r1; or
2. transform R into S by replacing state r1 and the transition r1 τ→ r1 by state s1;
such that incoming(r1) = incoming(s1) and enable(r1) ∪ {τ} = enable(s1) must
hold for each application.
. . .
s1
. . .
S
⊑SF
=RF
. . .
r1
. . .
R
τ
Figure 4.11.: Transformation rule F(3) that preserves equivalence of stable failures and
refinement of both stable failures and responsive failures.
Rule F(3) is defined in the similar sense as e. g., a rule for adding a τ loop in Murata
[1989], van der Aalst and Basten [2002]. Interestingly, the rule F(3) preserves stable
failures refinement in both directions, but preserves responsive failures refinement in only
one direction. The following lemma justifies rule F(3).
Lemma 4.74 (Justification of rule F(3)).
For each two interface equivalent services S and R that are related by Rule F(3) :
S ⊑SF R and S =RF R.
Proof. By applying rule F(3) on S, inserting a τ transition neither introduces nor nullifies
any trace before the application. By applying rule F(4) on R, removing a τ transition
also neither introduces nor nullifies any trace before the application.
S ⊑SF R : Clearly, state r1 is not a stable state, whereas this is not necessarily the case
for state s1. This means, R does not refuse any event at state r1, but it is possible
that state s1 is a stable state, and therefore, refuses the set of events that are not
enabled at s1. That is, S ⊑SF R holds.
S =RF R : Suppose state s1 is in a stable τ -strongly connected component CS in S.
Suppose state r1 is in a stable τ -strongly connected component CR in R. Clearly,
CS and CR have the same refusal set. That is, S =RF R holds.
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Thus, S ⊑SF R and S =RF R holds.
Nevertheless, applying rule F(3) to transform R into S does not guarantee that S can
refine R under stable failures. This is because the removing τ transition from R possibly
introduces a refusal set at state s1 that is never refuses at state r1.
Next, we define rule F(4) as follows.
. . .
s1
s3s2
. . . . . .
. . .
S R
em
e1
em
τ
τ
em+1
ene1
⊑SF
⊑RF
. . .
s1
. . .
s2
. . . . . .
em+1
τ en
e1
em
Figure 4.12.: Transformation rule F(4) that preserves equivalence of stable failures.
Definition 4.75 (Rule F(4)).
Rule F(4) as shown in Figure 4.12 aims at reducing one outgoing τ transition at a state
q which offers redundant events at another state reachable from q.
Assumption: Let m,n ∈ N and m,n ≥ 1. Let S and R be two interface equivalent
service automata such that :
– S contains three states s1, s2, and s3 with two transitions s1 τ→ s2 and s1 τ→ s3
such that enable(s2) ̸= {τ} and enable(s3) = {e1, . . . , en},
– R contains two states r1 and s2 with a transition r1 τ→ s2 such that e1, . . . , en ∈
enable(r1).
Application: Transform S into R by replacing the τ transition s1 τ→ s2 by state r1 and
by doing so remove all transitions labeled with events {em+1, . . . , en} and their
subsequent paths that are not joined with any other path from states s1 such that
incoming(s1) = incoming(r1) and enable(r1) = enable(s1) ∪ {e1, . . . , en, τ} must
hold.
The following lemma justifies rule F(4).
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Lemma 4.76 (Justification of rule F(4)).
For each two interface equivalent services S and R that are related by Rule F(4) :
S ⊑SF R and S ⊑RF R.
Proof. By applying rule F(4) on S, every trace of R is clearly also a trace of S.
S ⊑SF R : State s3 is not a stable state and neither is state r1. Let σ be a trace of R at
state r1. It follows that for every event that R can refuse after having executed σ,
S can also refuse such a event after having executed the same trace.
S ⊑RF R : Suppose states s1 and r1 are in stable τ -strongly components CS in S and
CR in R respectively. Clearly, for every event that R refuses at CR, S can refuse
the same event at CS after having executed the same trace.
Thus, we conclude that S ⊑SF R and S ⊑RF R holds.
Nevertheless, applying rule F(4) to transform R into S does not guarantee that S can
refine R under both stable failures and responsive failures. This is because the introduced
paths in S possibly introduce new traces into S.
τ
x
RF(1)−→ F(1)−→
RF(1)↑
F(4)−→
τ
y
x
N
x
M
τ
τ
x yx
Figure 4.13.: Fragment of service N in which service N can be transformed from service
M by applying a number of transformation rules.
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Example 4.77. Figure 4.13 shows different orders of applying various transformation
rules, each rule preserves refinement of stable failures. Service M on the left-most can
be transformed eventually into service N on the right-most by applying a number of
deadlock-free-preserving transformation rules. The application of these rules guarantees
that N refines M under stable failures. ▹
Next, we define rule F(5) as follows.
Definition 4.78 (Rule F(5)).
Rule F(5) as shown in Figure 4.14 aims at constructing a service that offers non-
deterministic τ choices to each service in the set that is given.
Assumption: Let m,n ∈ N and m,n ≥ 1. Let S and R be two interface equivalent
service automata such that :
– S contains four states s1, s2, s3, and s4 with the three transitions s1 τ→ s2, s1 τ→
s3, and s1 τ→ s4 where enable(s2) = {x1, . . . , xm}, enable(s3) = {x1, . . . , xm,
y1, . . . , yn}, and enable(s4) = {y1, . . . , yn},
– R contains three states s1, s2, and s2 with the two transitions s1 τ→ s2 and
s1
τ→ s4 where enable(s2) = {x1, . . . , xm} and enable(s4) = {y1, . . . , yn}.
Application: There are two possible applications for Rule F(5); either
1. transform R into S by inserting state s3 and the transition s1 τ→ s3 together
with a set of transitions in which each is labeled by e ∈ {y1, . . . , yn} and share
a destination state with the each transition from either state s2 or s4 with the
same label; or
2. transform S into R by removing state s3 and all its adjacent transitions.
The following lemma justifies rule F(5).
Lemma 4.79 (Justification of rule F(5)).
For each two interface equivalent services S and R that are related by Rule F(5) :
S =SF R and S =RF R.
Proof. Clearly, services S and R are trace equivalent and the set X of events that is
refused by S after performing σ is also refused by R after performing σ and vice versa.
S =SF R : The refusal set at state s3 refuses a subset of the refusal set at state s2 and
at state s4. Property 4.23 illustrates that, if a service can refuse the set X of
events after performing σ, then a service can also refuse any subset Y of X after
performing σ. This means, S =SF R holds.
S =RF R : The refusal set at the stable τ -strongly connected component containing state
s3 refuses a subset of the refusal set at the stable τ -strongly connected component
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Figure 4.14.: Transformation rule F(5) that preserves refinement of both stable failures
and responsive failures.
containing state s2 and the one containing state s4. Property 4.44 illustrates that,
if a service can refuse the set X of events after performing σ, then a service can
also refuse any subset Y of X after performing σ. This means, S =RF R holds.
Thus, S =SF R and S =RF R hold.
Next, we define rule F(6) as follows.
Definition 4.80 (Rule F(6)).
Rule F(6) as shown in Figure 4.15 aims at constructing a service that offers non-
deterministic τ choices to each service in the set that is given.
Assumption: Let n ∈ N and n > 1. Let S be the set of n interface equivalent services,
i. e., S = {S1, . . . , Sn}.
Application: Transform the set S of interface equivalent services into service sum(S) in
which sum(S) offers a non-deterministic τ -alternative from its initial state q0 to
each initial state qi of each service Si ∈ sum(S).
The following lemma justifies rule F(6).
Lemma 4.81 (Justification of rule F(6)).
For each k ∈ N, each compatibility criterion B ∈ {df, rp}, and each two interface
equivalent services S and T that are related by Rule F(6) :
(∀Si ∈ S :: sum(S) ⊑SF Si and sum(S) ⊑RF Si).
Proof. Consider Si ∈ S.
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S1 Sn
q0
q1 . . . qn
sum(S)
τ
τ
Figure 4.15.: A service sum(S) offers a non-deterministic τ alternative to all interface
equivalent service automata in the set S = {S1, . . . , Sn} with n ∈ N+.
sum(S) ⊑SF Si : clearly, every stable failure in Si is also a stable failure of sum(S), as
sum(S) offers a non-deterministic τ path to Si.
sum(S) ⊑RF Si : clearly, every responsive failure in Si is also a responsive failure of
sum(S), as sum(S) offers a non-deterministic τ path to Si.
Thus, service Si refines sum(S) under both stable failures and responsive failures for
each Si ∈ S.
Given a set S of services, rule F(6) allows combine all services in the set S into one
single service sum(S) that is a substitute for every single service in the set S. One
useful application of F(6), synthesizing a service that preserves selected partners, will be
discussed in Section 7.3.4.
Example 4.82. Figure 4.16 shows different orders of applying various transformation
rules, each preserves refinement of responsive failures. Service M on the left-most hand
side can be transformed eventually into service N on the right-most by applying a number
of responsive-preserving transformation rules. The application of these rules guarantees
that N refines M under both stable failures and responsive failures.
Note that it is not possible to apply rule RF(1) to transform R into N by removing
the left branch that leads to a state with enabled events x and final but retaining the
right branch that leads to a state with enabled events y and τ . By assumption, rule
RF(1) forbids to do so on the right branch of R. ▹
4.5.4. Deadlock-freedom and Responsiveness Transformation Rules
In this section, we present two transformation rules R(1) and R(2), each preserves both k-
deadlock freedom equivalence and k-responsiveness equivalence for message bound k ∈ N
on each message channel. The rule R(1) is established on a nature of an asynchronous
communication model where it is always possible to execute a message sending event !e
as long as the composition of services does not violated the k-boundedness. The rule
R(2) is established on a nature of a final state that enables an internal τ event.
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Figure 4.16.: Fragment of service N in which service N can be transformed from service
M by applying a number of transformation rules.
First, we define rule R(1) as follows.
Definition 4.83 (Rule R(1)).
Rule R(1) as shown in Figure 4.17 aims at either removing or inserting a τ transition
that reaches a choice containing message sending events.
Assumption: Let S and R be two interface equivalence service automata such that :
– S contains state s1 and a transition s1 τ→ s2 with enable(s1) ̸= ∅ and enable(s2)
⊆ !Σ, and
– R contains a state r1 with enable(r1) ̸= ∅ and enable(r1) ⊆ !Σ.
Application(s): There are two possible applications for Rule R(1); either
1. transform R into S by replacing state r1 by the transition s1 τ→ s2; or
2. transform S into R by replacing states s1, and transition s1 τ→ s2 by state r1;
such that incoming(r1) = incoming(s1) and enable(s1)∪ enable(s2) = enable(r1)∪
{τ} must hold for each application.
The following lemma justifies rule R(1).
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Figure 4.17.: Transformation rule R(1) that preserves both k-deadlock freedom equiva-
lence and k-responsiveness equivalence for each message bound k ∈ N+ on
each message channel.
Lemma 4.84 (Justification of rule R(1)).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and R that
are related by Rule R(1) :
S =df ,k R and S =rp,k R.
Proof. Let P be a service with compatible interface to S and R.
S ⊑df ,k R : Suppose S ⊕R can reach a deadlock state q which is not a final state and
has no outgoing transition. Such state q does not involve state r1 for n ≥ 1, as R
can always perform !ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n at r1 and reach state qi. The composition
S ⊕ P can also reach such state q.
S ⊒df ,k R : Suppose S ⊕ P can reach a deadlock state q which is not a final state and
has no outgoing transition. Such state q does not involve state s2, as S can always
perform !ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n at s2 and reach state qi. The composition S ⊕R can also
reach such state q.
S ⊑rp,k R : Suppose S ⊕R can reach a divergent state q that excludes a trace from R.
Such state q does not involve state r1 for n ≥ 1, as R can always perform !ei for
1 ≤ i ≤ n at r1 and reach state qi. The composition S ⊕ P can also reach such
state q.
S ⊒rp,k R : Suppose S ⊕ P can reach a divergent state q that excludes a trace from S.
Such state q does not involve state s2, as S can always perform !ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n at
s2 and reach state qi. The composition S ⊕R can also reach such state q.
Thus, S =df ,k R and S =rp,k R holds.
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Next, we define rule R(2) as follows.
Definition 4.85 (Rule R(2)).
Rule R(2) as shown in Figure 4.18 aims at either removing or inserting a terminating
event final at a state where a τ event is enabled.
Assumption: Let S and R be two interface equivalent service automata such that :
– S contains a final state s1 with τ,final ∈ enable(s1) and s1 is not in a stable
τ -strongly connected component of S,
– R contains a non-final state r1 with τ ∈ enable(r1) and r1 is not in a stable
τ -strongly connected component of R.
Application(s): There are two possible applications for Rule R(1); either
1. transform S into R by replacing a final state s1 with a non-final state r1; or
2. transform R into S by replacing a non-final state r1 with a final state s1;
such that incoming(r1) = incoming(s1) and enable(s1) = enable(r1)∪ {final} must
hold for each application.
. . .
s1
. . .
S R
en
τ
=df ,k
=rp,k
. . .
r1
. . .
e1 e1
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τ
Figure 4.18.: Transformation rule R(2); that preserves both k-deadlock freedom equiva-
lence and k-responsiveness equivalence for each message bound k ∈ N+ on
each message channel.
The following lemma justifies rule R(2).
Lemma 4.86 (Justification of rule R(2)).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and R that
are related by Rule R(2) :
S =df ,k R and S =rp,k R.
Proof. Let P be a service with compatible interface to S and R.
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S ⊑df ,k R : Suppose S ⊕R can reach a deadlock state q which is not a final state and
no outgoing transition. Such state q does not involve state r1, as R can always
perform τ . The composition S ⊕ P can also reach such state q.
S ⊒df ,k R : Suppose S ⊕ P can reach a deadlock state q which is not a final state and
no outgoing transition. Such state q does not involve state s1, as S can always
perform τ . The composition S ⊕R can also reach such state q.
S ⊑rp,k R : Suppose S ⊕R can reach a divergent state q that excludes a trace from R.
Such state q does not involve state r1, as r1 is not in a stable τ -strongly connected
component. The composition S ⊕ P can also reach such state q.
S ⊒rp,k R : Suppose S ⊕ P can reach a divergent state q that excludes a trace from S.
Such state q does not involve state s1, as s1 not in a stable τ -strongly connected
component. The composition S ⊕R can also reach such state q.
Thus, S =df ,k R and S =rp,k R holds.
We will apply the two rules R(1) and R(2) in Section 7.3.3 to construct a minimal
public view for a service.
4.6. Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we introduced a canonical controller as a canonical representative of all
controllers of a given service. A canonical controller of a given service is a controller with
distinguished properties and therefore can be regarded as a behavioral specification of all
controllers of a given service. For checking whether an implementation conforms to the
specification (i. e., whether another service is a controller of a given service), we apply
different refinement relation according to the given behavioral compatibility criterion as
a conformance relation between implementation and the specification.
In case of deadlock freedom, we identify the stable failures refinement (e. g., in the
sense of Roscoe [1998], Brookes et al. [1984], Hoare [1978, 1985b] defined for labeled
transition systems) as the conformance relation between a deadlock-free controller and a
canonical deadlock-free controller. Though the stable failures refinement is finer than
deadlock freedom preorder, we show that a canonical deadlock-free controller is in the
stable failures preorder larger than or equal to every other deadlock-free controller.
In case of responsiveness, none of the refinement relations known to us is a good
candidate for relating a responsive controller with a canonical responsive controller. For
this purpose, we propose an extension of stable failure semantics to responsive failures
semantics. We show that the responsive failures refinement is finer than responsiveness
preorder; nevertheless, a canonical responsive controller is in the responsive failures
preorder larger than or equal to every other responsive controller of a given service.
Consequently, we identify the responsive failures refinement as the conformance relation
between a responsive controller and a canonical responsive controller.
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In the line of a conformance relation with respect to deadlock freedom, Stahl and
Vogler [2011] have investigated a trace-based view on the operating guidelines which
induces a conformance relation between two substitution services. Kaschner [2011]
has studied conformance testing for asynchronously communicating services based on
operating guidelines approach. We refer also to Section 2.5 for a survey on related work.
For a given service, its canonical controller can be constructed from its operating
guideline by replacing each of its states with a fragment of nondeterministic internal
events between all choices described at the respective state of the operating guideline.
In comparison to a canonical controller, an operating guideline representation is more
compact as it requires less storage capacity (e. g.., for storing an operating guideline in a
service repository) and yields higher efficiency for deciding a controllers [Lohmann and
Wolf, 2011b]. Nevertheless, the underlying structure of an operating guideline is not a
service that can canonically represent the set of all controllers. Therefore, an operation
on service is not directly applicable to an operating guideline. Though its underlying
service is a most permissive controller of the given service and is able to simulate every
other controller of the given service, not every service simulated by the most permissive
controller is a controller of the given service. We refer to Section 3.3 for related issues on
operating guidelines and a most permissive controller of a given service.
In contrast to a most permissive controller, a canonical controller is a service that
encodes within its structure all possible traces and choices of every controller. This makes
it possible to synthesize from the constructed canonical controller an arbitrary controller
by means of transformation. For this purpose, we propose a set of transformation rules
each of which preserves either refinement or equivalence of both stable failures and
responsive failures. Some rules can be seen as an extension of the transformation rules
from the literature (e. g., van der Aalst and Basten [2002], van der Aalst et al. [2008],
König et al. [2008], van der Aalst et al. [2009], Stahl [2009]). An application of these
rules to the canonical controller guarantees that the transformed service is a controller of
the given service. Nevertheless, the set of transformation rules presented in this chapter
is restricted and not complete; this means, there is no guarantee that all controllers can
be synthesized from an arbitrary controller by means of transformation.
With its relatively liberal structure, the constructed canonical controller grows ex-
ponentially in size with respect to the increased size of the most permissive controller.
In this chapter, we proposed an alternative construction procedure of a canonical con-
troller, called a compact canonical controller. The compact canonical controller can be
constructed from the operating guideline by replacing each of its states with a fragment
of of nondeterministic internal events between the minimal choices of the operating
guideline. We illustrated that the compact canonical controller is relatively smaller in size
in comparison to the (complete) canonical controller, yet, both of them are equivalent
under respective failures. We will discuss their applications further in Chapter 7.
In the following chapter, we will investigate further operations on the canonical
controller. We will show how to employ the various operations on the canonical controller
as the closure operator of the given service as well as how to characterize the set of all
substitutes for the given service under the respective behavioral compatibility criterion.
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Substitutes
In this chapter, we study a maximal controller and a minimal controller of a given
service. We prove several useful properties of the maximal controller by establishing a
relationship between the set of all substitutes for a given service under inclusion and
the set of all its controllers via a maximal controller. For each behavioral compatibility
criterion, we propose two construction procedures of a maximal controller of a given
service. We employ a minimal controller to illustrate a significant difference between the
two behavioral compatibility criteria investigated in this thesis.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we define a maximal controller
for a given service and prove its properties. In Section 5.2, we illustrate how to employ
a maximal controller to represent the set of all services that can substitute the given
service under inclusion. In Section 5.3, we study a minimal controller for each behavior
compatibility criterion. Finally, Section 5.4 concludes the chapter.
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5.1. Maximal Controllers
In this section, we introduce a maximal B-controller for a given service and study how
a maximal controller behaves with respect to the B-preorder relation introduced in
Chapter 2. The concept of a maximal controller for deadlock freedom inclusion (also
called accordance in Mooij and Voorhoeve [2009], Stahl et al. [2009], Stahl and Wolf
[2009], Mooij et al. [2011]) has been introduced in Mooij and Voorhoeve [2009] and
extensively studied in Mooij, Parnjai, Stahl, and Voorhoeve [2011]. For a message bound
k ∈ N, the maximal B-controller of a given service S is a distinguished B-controller that
is larger than or equal to other controllers of service S in the B-preorder.
For a given behavioral compatibility property B and each k-controllable service S, we
define a maximal B-controller of S as follows.
Definition 5.1 (Maximal B-controller).
Let B ∈ {df k , rpk} be a behavioral compatibility criterion for each message bound k ∈ N.
Let S be a B-controllable service. A service Bmax(S) is a maximal B-controller of service
S iff
(∀P ∈ B-Controllers(S) : P ⊑B Bmax(S)).
By definition, each B-controller P of service S can substitute service Bmax(S) under B
inclusion. This means that every B-controller of Bmax(S) is also a B-controller of P . As
the B inclusion relation ⊑B is a preorder relation, Bmax(S) is in the ⊑B preorder larger
than or equal to any other element P of the set B-Controllers(S) of all B-controllers of
S. Therefore, Bmax(S) is a maximal element of the set (B-Controllers(S),⊑B) that is
equipped with ⊑B relation.
For a given service S, all B-controllers of Bmax(S) are included in the set of all
B-controllers of a service P that is a controller of S. Thus, the set of all B-controllers of
Bmax(S) can be formed by intersecting the sets of B-controllers of each B-controller Pi
of S, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
B-Controllers(Pi)
B-Controllers(Bmax(S))
B-Controllers(S)
S
P1 P2
⊑ B ⊑
B
Bmax(S)
Figure 5.1.: The intersection of all B-controllers Pi that forms the set of all B-controllers
of Bmax(S).
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The maximal B-controller is unique up to =B for B ∈ {df k , rpk} and a message bound
k ∈ N. This implies that possibly there exists more than one maximal controller for
a given service S. It is highly important in practice that there exists has st least one
maximal B-controller Bmax(S) of service S.
In the remainder of this section, we fix one maximal B-controller Bmax(S) of a given
service S. We illustrate in Section 5.1.1 the properties of a maximal controller that is
independent of the specific behavioral compatibility criterion B. In Section 5.1.2, we
show how to construct two distinguished maximal k-deadlock-free controllers for deadlock
freedom (B = df k). In Section 5.1.3, we show how to construct two distinguished
maximal k-responsive controllers for responsiveness (B = rpk). Note, that the latter two
sections share common techniques to construct a maximal controller, and they employ
the properties studied in Section 5.1.1 for the construction. Though it is useful to study
the differences.
5.1.1. Properties of Maximal Controllers
In this section, we study how a maximal B-controller behaves with respect to a B-preorder
relation. For this purpose, we consider two sets of services related to a given service S;
these two sets are the set B-Inclusion(S) of all services that can substitute S under B
inclusion and the set B-Controllers(S) of all B-controllers of S. We equip each set with
the same ⊑B preorder relation, and establish a Galois connection [see e. g., Ore, 1944,
Backhouse, 2002] of the B-preordered set (B-Inclusion(S),⊑B) and the B-preordered set
(B-Controllers(S),⊑B) via a maximal B-controller Bmax(S) of service S.
[Mooij and Voorhoeve, 2009] have illustrated that the maximal controller function
Bmax inverts the ⊑B preorder on the set of B-controllable services.
Lemma 5.2 (Bmax inverts B-preorder). [Mooij and Voorhoeve, 2009]
For each message bound k ∈ N, each compatibility criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk}, and each
two B-controllable services S and P with compatible interface:
S ⊑B Bmax(P ) ⇔ P ⊑B Bmax(S).
Proof. Given:
P ⊑B Bmax(S) ⇔ {Definition 5.1}
P ∈ B-Controllers(S)
⇔ {Property 2.27;B-controller relation is symmetric}
S ∈ B-Controllers(P )
⇔ {Definition 5.1}
S ⊑B Bmax(P )
Consequently, the lemma holds.
Based on Lemma 5.2, we obtain a stronger anti-monotonicity property of Bmax.
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B-Controllers(P )
B-Controllers(Bmax(S))
B-Controllers(S)
B-Controllers(Bmax(S))
Bmax(P )
⊑ B
S
Bmax(S)
⊑ B
P
Figure 5.2.: Illustration of Lemma 5.2 states that the function Bmax inverts the B-
preorder ⊑B on sets of B-controllable services.
Lemma 5.3 (Anti-monotonicity of Bmax).
For each message bound k ∈ N, each compatibility criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk}, and each
two B-controllable and services S and T with equivalent interface:
T ⊑B S ⇔ Bmax(S) ⊑B Bmax(T ).
Proof. We calculate :
T ⊑B S ⇔ {definition of ⊑B}
B-Controllers(T ) ⊇ B-Controllers(S)
⇔ {Definition 5.1 (twice); set theory}
(∀P :: P ⊑B Bmax(S) ⇒ P ⊑B Bmax(T ))
⇔ {indirect equality}
Bmax(S) ⊑B Bmax(T )
Consequently, the lemma holds.
Based on Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, we obtain that the function composition Bmax2
= (Bmax ◦ Bmax) is the identity with respect to the B-equivalence =B.
Theorem 5.4 (Closure operation of services).
For each message bound k ∈ N, each compatibility criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk}, and each
B-controllable service S :
S =B Bmax(Bmax(S)).
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Proof. We calculate :
S =B Bmax(Bmax(S)) ⇔ {indirect equality}
(∀T :: T ⊑B S ⇔ T ⊑B Bmax(Bmax(S)))
⇔ {Lemma 5.2}
(∀T :: T ⊑B S ⇔ Bmax(S) ⊑B Bmax(T ))
⇔ {Lemma 5.3}
true
Consequently, the theorem holds.
Theorem 5.4 illustrates a relationship between the two sets of services that are related
to a given service S. These two sets are the set (B-Controllers(S), ⊑B) and the set
(B-Inclusion(S), ⊑B), each equipped the same ⊑B preorder relation. The relationship
between the two sets can be established via function Bmax and function composition
Bmax2 = (Bmax ◦ Bmax).
B-Inclusion(S) B-Controllers(T )
B-Controllers(S)
Bmax2(S)
=B
S
⊑ B
Bmax2(T ) =B T
Bmax(T )
⊑ B
Bmax(S)
Figure 5.3.: Illustration of Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.4; where Bmax is the anti-
monotonicity function on sets of services and Bmax2 = (Bmax ◦ Bmax) is
the function composition that is a closure operator on sets of services.
Consider the function composition Bmax2 = (Bmax ◦ Bmax). In the following property,
we illustrate that Bmax2 is indeed a closure operator on the set of B-controllable services.
Property 5.5 For each message bound k ∈ N, each compatibility criterion B ∈
{df k , rpk}, and each B-controllable service S:
(a) Bmax2 is extensive : ∀S :: S ⊑B Bmax2(S);
(b) Bmax2 is monotonic : ∀T :: T ⊑B S ⇒ Bmax2(T ) ⊑B Bmax2(S); and
(c) Bmax2 is idempotent : ∀S :: Bmax2(Bmax2(S)) =B Bmax2(S).
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Extensiveness of Bmax2 means that the set B-Inclusion(Bmax2(S)) contains S. Mono-
tonicity of Bmax2 means that if T is contained in the set B-Inclusion(S), then also
Bmax2(T ) is contained in the set B-Inclusion(Bmax2(S)). Idempotency of Bmax2 means
that Bmax2 (of S) and Bmax2 (of Bmax2 (of S)) are equivalent under B. This implies
that the closure Bmax2 can be applied multiple times without changing the result beyond
the initial application.
These properties of a maximal B-controller demonstrate the value of Theorem 5.4
as the fixed point equation S =B Bmax2(S), where we can express the specification of
services directly in terms of a solution of the fixed point equation.
Based on Lemma 5.3, we obtain a procedure for deciding B inclusion. For each two
B-controllable services S and T , whether service T can substitute service S under B
inclusion can be decided by checking if the composition of T and a maximal B-controller
Bmax(S) of S satisfies the compatibility criterion B.
Theorem 5.6 (Composition with Bmax decides B inclusion).
For each message bound k ∈ N, each compatibility criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk}, and each
two B-controllable and interface equivalent services S and T :
T ⊑B S ⇔ B(T ⊕ Bmax(S)).
Proof. We calculate :
B(T ⊕ Bmax(S)) ⇔ {Definition of B-Controller}
Bmax(S) ∈ B-Controllers(T )
⇔ {Definition 5.1}
Bmax(S) ⊑B Bmax(T )
⇔ {Lemma 5.3}
T ⊑B S
Consequently, the theorem holds.
Similar decision procedure for different preorder relations have been studied. For
instance, Dill [1989, 1990], Lin et al. [1995a,b], Zhou et al. [2000] have considered the con-
formance preorder between specification S and implementation I, where implementation
I can substitute the specification S in any possible environment if the composition of
implementation I and the mirror of specification S yields a failure-free result. We refer
to Section 2.5 for more discussion on the related preorder, to Section 4.3 and Section 4.4
for the relationship between our preorder and classical failures preorder, and to Section
7.1 for an analysis of our decision procedure.
Based on Theorem 5.6, we obtain the characterization of the set B-Inclusion(S)
of all substitution services of S under B inclusion. With the following theorem, we
can characterize B-Inclusion(S) in terms of the set B-Controllers(Bmax(S)) of all B-
controllers of a maximal B-controller of a B-controllable service S.
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Theorem 5.7 (Characterization of substitutes under inclusion).
For each message bound k ∈ N, each compatibility criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk}, and each
B-controllable services S:
B-Inclusion(S) = B-Controllers(Bmax(S)).
Proof. Let T be an interface equivalent service to S.
T ∈ B-Controllers(Bmax(S)) ⇔ {Definition of B-Controller}
B(T ⊕ Bmax(S))
⇔ {Theorem 5.6;Definition of B-preserving preorder}
T ∈ B-Inclusion(S)
Consequently, the theorem holds.
The theorem illustrates that we can reduce the characterization problem of all substi-
tutes for a given service S under B inclusion to the characterization of all B-controllers
of a maximal B-controller of S.
In case we can synthesize a maximal B-controller from a given service S, it is possible
to realize Theorem 5.7 by employing the operating guidelines technique as introduced
in Section 3.3 to construct a finite representation of all controllers of the synthesize
controller. We refer to Section 5.2.1 for a related discussion on this issue.
Intuitively, the characterization of all B inclusion services is also a natural candidate
for a decision procedure for B inclusion. We refer to Section 7.1 for an analysis of various
decision procedures. This characterization all B inclusion services also enabled other
useful applications, we refer to Section 7.4 for more on the issues regarding correcting
undesirable service behavior and improving service behavior.
In this section, we present a maximal B-controller and prove some of its useful properties
which illustrates how it behaves with respect to the ⊑B preorder relation. To realize
the properties of a maximal B-controller of a given service S, it is required that the
function Bmax has at least one solution. We illustrate a construction procedure of two
distinguished maximal k-deadlock-free controllers of a given service in Section 5.1.2 and
a construction procedure of two distinguished maximal k-responsive controllers of a given
service in Section 5.1.3. We discuss their related applicability and experimental results
in Chapter 7.
5.1.2. Constructing a Maximal Deadlock-free Controller
In this section, we consider k-deadlock freedom as a behavioral compatibility criterion
(B = df k) and present construction procedures of two maximal k-deadlock-free controllers
from a given service. We prove that each constructed controller is indeed a solution for a
maximal k-deadlock-free controller of a given service for each message bound k ∈ N.
To this respect, we first define a maximal k-deadlock-free controller of a service as an
instance of Definition 5.1 for B = df k .
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Definition 5.8 (Maximal k-deadlock-free controller).
For each message bound k ∈ N, a maximal k-deadlock-free controller of a k-deadlock-free
controllable service S is a service maxdf ,k(S) that satisfies the following property:
(∀P ∈ df kControllers(S) : P ⊑df,k maxdf ,k(S)).
Given a k-deadlock-free controllable service S, we show with the following lemma that
there exists an (infinite) maximal k-deadlock-free controller of S.
Lemma 5.9 (Existence of a maximal k-deadlock-free controller).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S, there
exists a maximal deadlock-free controller of S.
Proof. Let P ∗ = sum(df kControllers(S)) be constructed from the (possibly infinite)
set df kControllers(S) of S by applying Rule F(6) (Definition 4.80, Chapter 4). The
justification of Rule F(6) (Lemma 4.81) guarantees that for each P ∈ df kControllers(S)
holds: P ∗ ⊑SF P . That is, each P ∈ df kControllers(S) refines P ∗ under stable failures.
As stable failures refinement implies deadlock freedom Inclusion (Lemma 4.34), it follows
that P is smaller than or equal to P ∗ in the deadlock-free preorder, that is, P ⊑df ,k P ∗
holds.
Assume P ∗ is not a deadlock-free controller of S, i. e., P ∗ ̸∈ df kControllers(S). By
definition, the composition S ⊕ P ∗ is not k-deadlock-free, and by definition, there is
a deadlock state q in S ⊕ P ∗. As S is k-deadlock-freely controllable, by definition
df kControllers(S) ̸= ∅. By construction, P ∗ offers a non-deterministic τ choice to all
services in df kControllers(S). As S ⊕ P ∗ contains a deadlock state by assumption,
it follows that there must be a service P in the set df kControllers(S) such that the
composition S ⊕ P contains the deadlock state q. This means, ¬df k(S ⊕ P ) must hold,
which contradicts to the assumption P ∈ df kControllers(S).
Thus, P ∗ = sum(df kControllers(S)) is indeed an (infinite) maximal k-deadlock-free
controller of S.
Next, we recall a canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of service S, discussed
in Section 4.1, of a given service S. The controller Cdf ,k(S) is constructed from a finite
representation of all k-deadlock-free controllers of S (known as a deadlock-free operating
guideline of S) by replacing each labeled state q with a fragment of nondeterministic
internal alternative between all deadlock-free choices that are described at state q.
In Theorem 5.11, we prove that the canonical k-deadlock free controller Cdf ,k(S) is
indeed a maximal k-deadlock-free controller of service S. As Cdf ,k(S) is a k-deadlock-free
controller of S (Corollary 4.2), we first prove in Lemma 5.10 that the controller Cdf ,k(S) is
in the deadlock freedom preorder larger than or equal to every k-deadlock-free controller
of S.
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Figure 5.4.: A service R that matches with mpdf ,k(S) can be obtained from Cdf ,k(S).
Lemma 5.10 (Cdf ,k(S) is larger than or equal to a k-deadlock-free controller of
S).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S :
(∀P :: P ∈ df kControllers(S)) ⇒ (P ⊑df,k Cdf ,k(S))).
Proof. Let S and P = [QP , q0P , I, O,→P ,ΩP ] be two k-deadlock-freely controllable
services with compatible interfaces. Let mpdf ,k(S)ϕ = [mpdf ,k(S), ϕ] = [Q, q0, I, O,→
,Ω, ϕ] be a k-deadlock-free operating guideline of S, and Cdf ,k(S) be constructed from
mpdf ,k(S)ϕ as described in Definition 4.1.
Let R = [QR, q0R, I, O,→,ΩR] be a service with
– QR = qP ×Q;
– q0R = [q0P , q];
– ΩR = ΩP ×Q;
– →R= {[qP , q] m→ [q′P , q′] | qP m→P q′P ∧ q m→ q′};
Service R synchronizes P with df-mpk(S) but ignores transitions that are not shared.
Each state [pP , q] in R is bisimilar to state qP in P as df-mpk(S) simulates P and
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df-mpk(S) is deterministic. See Figure 5.4.
Let M = [QM , q0M , I, O,→M ,ΩM ] be a service with
– QM = (qP ∪ {⊥})× (Q ∪ {qβ | q ∈ Q ∧ β ∈ ϕk(q)});
– q0M = [q0P , q];
– ΩM = (qP ∪ {⊥})× {Qβ | β ∈ ϕk(q)};
– →M = {[qP , q] τ→M [qP , qβ] | q ∈ Q ∧ β ∈ ϕk(q)} ∪
{[qP , qβ] m→M [q′P , q′] | q m→ q′ ∧ β ∈ ϕk(q) ∧
(qP m→P q′P ∨ (q′P =⊥ ∧ ¬(∃q′′P :: qP m→P q′′P )))}
Service M synchronizes Cdf ,k(S) with P and uses states [⊥, q] for transitions that are not
in P . Each state [pP , q] in N is bisimilar to state q in Cdf ,k(S). See Figure 5.4.
To prove that R ⊑df,k M , we show how to obtain R from M using rules SF(1), F(1),
F(2), F(3), F(4), F(5), and F(6) defined in Section 4.5. Each rule guarantees to preserve
stable failures refinement under transformation. As stable failures refinement implies
deadlock freedom inclusion for each k ∈ N (Lemma 4.34), each rule also guarantees to
preserve k-deadlock freedom inclusion under transformation.
Consider every reachable state [qP , q] in M . Each state [qP , q] in M is simulated by
state q in df-mpk(S) and there exists a choice β ∈ ϕk(q) such that state [qP , q] structurally
corresponds to β. As M and Cdf ,k(S) are bisimilar, by construction state [qP , q] in M
offers a non-deterministic alternative between all choices β ∈ ϕk(q).
– Using rule SF(1) : we can remove from state [qP , q] in M all τ -branches except the
one leading to the state [qP , qβ]. See Figure 5.4 and Figure 4.9.
– Using rule F(1) : we can remove from state [qP , q] in M a τ -transition. See Figure 5.4
and Figure 4.9.
– Using rule F(2) : we can extend a τ -loop at state [qP , q] in M with an intermediate τ
transition. See Figure 4.16.
– Using rule F(3) : we can insert a τ -loop at state [qP , q] in M . See Figure 4.16.
– Using rule F(4) : we can remove from state [qP , q] in M an intermediate τ transition
that reaches a state which offers redundant events at another state reachable from
[qP , qβ]. See Figure 4.16.
– Using rule F(5) : we can remove other paths from M that are alternatives to an
internal τ transition that reaches a state which enables the same events enable at state
[qP , qβ] plus an additional τ event that leads back to state [qP , q].
– Using rule F(6) : we can construct a new service that offers alternatives to two copies
of M .
Thus, we conclude that Cdf ,k(S) is a maximal k-deadlock-free controller of S.
In the following, we prove that the canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of
service S is indeed a finite maximal k-deadlock-free controller of service S for each
message bound k ∈ N.
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Theorem 5.11 (Cdf ,k(S) is a solution for a maximal k-deadlock-free controller
of S).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S, the
canonical k-deadlock-free service Cdf ,k(S) of S is a maximal k-deadlock-free controller
of S, i. e., it is a solution for a maximal k-deadlock-free controller of S as defined in
Definition 5.8.
Proof. For each P ∈ df kControllers(S) we have P ⊑df,k Cdf ,k(S) by construction of
Cdf ,k(S) (Lemma 5.10). As Cdf ,k(S) ∈ df kControllers(S) also holds (Corollary 4.2), we
conclude that ∀P :: (P ∈ df kControllers(S)) ⇔ (P ⊑df,k Cdf ,k(S)).
As discussed in Chapter 4, the controller Cdf ,k(S) of S is by construction relatively
large in size in comparison to an operating guideline of S. For further operations on
a maximal controller, such as described by Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7, it is more
desirable to construct a maximal controller that is essentially small in size.
To this respect, we propose an alternative maximal k-deadlock-free controller of a
given service S, that is, a compact canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of S as
defined in Section 4.3, Chapter 4. The controller Cdf ,k(S) of S is relatively small in size
in comparison to the controller Cdf ,k(S); however, both controllers are equivalent under
stable failures and under k-deadlock-freedom (cf. Lemma 4.31).
In the following theorem, we prove that the compact controller Cdf ,k(S) is also a
maximal k-deadlock-free controller of service S for each message bound k ∈ N.
Theorem 5.12 ( Cdf ,k(S) is a solution for a maximal k-deadlock-free controller
of S).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S, the
compact canonical k-deadlock-free service Cdf ,k(S) of S is a maximal k-deadlock-free
controller of S, i. e., it is a solution for a maximal k-deadlock-free controller of S as
defined in Definition 5.8.
Proof. Because Cdf ,k(S) and Cdf ,k(S) are equivalent under stable failures (Lemma 4.31)
and stable failures refinement implies deadlock freedom preorder (Lemma 4.34), it follows
that Cdf ,k(S) and Cdf ,k(S) are also equivalent under k-deadlock freedom. Because Cdf ,k(S)
is a solution for a maximal k-deadlock-free controller of S (Theorem 5.11), Cdf ,k(S) is
also a solution for a maximal k-deadlock-free controller of S.
Example 5.13. Consider message bound k = 1, service S1 from Figure 4.1, and its
k-deadlock-free operating guideline mpdf ,k(S1)ψ
∗ illustrated in Figure 4.2 (a). A complete
canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S1) of S1 is illustrated in Figure 4.2 (b) and a
compact canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S1) of S1 is illustrated in Figure 4.2 (c).
Both controllers are maximal k-deadlock-free controllers of S1 and can be constructed
from the operating guideline mpdf ,k(S1)ψ
∗ of S1. ▹
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5.1.3. Constructing a Maximal Responsive Controller
In this section, we consider k-responsiveness as a behavioral compatibility criterion
(B = rpk) and present construction procedures of two maximal k-responsive controllers
of a given service. We prove that each constructed controller is indeed a solution for a
maximal k-responsive controller of a given service for each message bound k ∈ N.
To this respect, we first define a maximal k-responsive controller of a service as an
instance of Definition 5.1 for B = rpk .
Definition 5.14 (Maximal k-responsive controller).
For each message bound k ∈ N, a maximal k-responsive controller of a k-responsive
controllable service S is a service maxrp,k(S) that satisfies the following property:
(∀P ∈ rpkControllersk(S) : P ⊑rp,k maxrp,k(S)).
Given a k-responsively controllable service S, we show with the following lemma that
there exists an (infinite) maximal k-responsive controller of S. The proof of the lemma
follows analogously from the proof of Lemma 5.9 in case of deadlock freedom.
Lemma 5.15 (Existence of a maximal k-responsive controller).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S : there
exists a maximal responsive controller of S.
Proof. Let P ∗ = sum(rpkControllers(S)) be constructed from the set rpkControllers(S)
of S by applying Rule F(6) (Definition 4.80). The justification of Rule F(8) (Lemma
4.81) guarantees that for each P ∈ rpkControllers(S) holds: P ∗ ⊑RF P . That is,
each P ∈ rpkControllers(S) refines P ∗ under responsive failures. As responsive failures
refinement implies responsiveness Inclusion (Lemma 4.56), it follows that P is smaller
than or equal to P ∗ in the responsive preorder, that is, P ⊑rp,k P ∗ holds.
Assume P ∗ is not a responsive controller of S, i. e., P ∗ ̸∈ rpkControllers(S). By
definition, the composition S ⊕ P ∗ is not k-responsive. This means, there is a state
q that is either a deadlock state or a non-responsive state in either BehS⊕P ∗(S) or
BehS⊕P ∗(P ∗). Certainly, this state q does not involve the initial state of P ∗ as the initial
state offers non-deterministic τ choices of all controllers in rpkControllers(S). As S is
k-responsively controllable; by definition rpkControllers(S) ̸= ∅. By construction, P ∗
offers a non-deterministic τ choice between all services in rpkControllers(S). As S ⊕ P ∗
is not k-responsive by assumption, it follows that there must be a service P in the set
rpkControllersk(S) such that neither BehS⊕P ∗(S) nor BehS⊕P ∗(P ∗) contains either a
deadlock state or a divergent state. This means, ¬rp(S⊕P ) must hold, which contradicts
to the assumption P ∈ rpkControllers(S).
Thus, P ∗ = sum(rpkControllers(S)) is indeed an (infinite) maximal responsive con-
troller of S.
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Next, we recall a canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S) of service S discussed
in Section 4.1, of a given service S. The controller Crp,k(S) is constructed from a finite
representation of all k-responsive controllers of S (known as a responsive operating
guideline of S) by replacing each labeled state q with a fragment of of nondeterministic
internal alternative between all valid responsive choices that is described at state q. Note,
that this construction procedure is similar to the construction of Cdf ,k(S) in case of
deadlock freedom.
In Theorem 5.17, we prove that the canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S) is indeed
a maximal k-responsive controller of service S. As Crp,k(S) is a k-responsive controller
of S (Corollary 4.7), we first prove in Lemma 5.16 that the controller Crp,k(S) is larger
than or equal to every k-responsive controller of S.
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τ τ
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q1 : {{x,final}, {x, y,final}}
q2 :... q3 :...
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Figure 5.5.: A service P that matches with mprp,k(S) can be obtained from Crp,k(S).
Lemma 5.16 (Crp,k(S) is a maximal k-responsive controller of S).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S:
(∀P :: P ∈ rpkControllersk(S)) ⇒ (P ⊑rp,k Crp,k(S))).
Proof. Let S and P = [QP , q0P , I, O,→P ,ΩP ] be two k-responsively controllable services
with compatible interfaces. Let mprp,k(S)ψ
∗ = [mprp,k(S), ψ∗] = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω, ψ∗] be
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a k-responsive operating guideline S, and Crp,k(S) be constructed from mprp,k(S)ψ∗ as
described in Definition 4.6.
Let R = [QR, q0R, I, O,→R,ΩR] be a service with
– QR = qP ×Q;
– q0R = [q0P , q];
– ΩR = ΩP ×Q;
– →R= {[qP , q] m→R [q′P , q′] | m ̸= τ ∧ qP m→P q′P ∧ q m→ q′} ∪
{[qP , q] τ→R [q′P , q] | qP τ→P q′P };
Service R synchronizes P with mprp,k(S) but ignores transitions that are not shared.
Each state [pP , q] in N is bisimilar to state qP in P as mprp,k(S) structurally simulates
P and mprp,k(S) is deterministic. See Figure 5.5.
Let M = [QM , q0M , I, O,→M ,ΩM ] be a service with
– QM = (qP ∪ {⊥})× (Q ∪ {qγ | q ∈ Q ∧ γ ∈ ψ∗k(q)});
– q0M = [q0P , q];
– ΩM = (qP ∪ {⊥})× {Qγ | γ ∈ ψ∗k(q)};
– →M = {[qP , q] τ→M [qP , qγ ] | q ∈ Q ∧ γ ∈ ψ∗k(q)} ∪
{[qP , qγ ] m→M [q′P , q′] | q m→ q′ ∧ γ ∈ ψ∗k(q) ∧
(qP m→P q′P ∨ (q′P =⊥ ∧ ¬(∃q′′P :: qP m→P q′′P )))}
Service M synchronizes Crp,k(S) with P and uses states [⊥, q] for transitions that are not
in P . Each state [pP , q] in M is bisimilar to state q in Crp,k(S). See Figure 5.5.
To prove that R ⊑rp,k M , we show how to obtain R from M using rules SF(1), F(1),
F(2), F(3), F(3), F(4), F(5), and F(6); Each rule is defined in Section 4.5 and guarantees
to preserve responsive failures refinement under transformation. As responsive failures
refinement implies k-responsive inclusion for each k ∈ N (Lemma 4.56), each rule also
guarantees to preserve k-responsiveness inclusion under transformation.
Consider every reachable state [qP , q] in R. Each state [qP , q] in R structurally
simulates state q in mprp,k(S) and there exists γ ∈ ψ∗k(q) such that either γ ∈ ψ∗k(q) with
either γ = act∗(τ(qP )). As M and Crp,k(S) are bisimilar, by construction M offers a
non-deterministic alternative between all choices γ ∈ ψ∗(q).
– Using rule F(3) : we can insert a τ -loop transition at state [qP , q] in M . See Figure
4.16.
– Using rule F(4) : we can remove from state [qP , q] in M an intermediate τ transition
that reaches a state which enables a superset of all events that are enabled at state
[qP , qβ] reachable from [qP , q] by a τ transition. See Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.16.
– Using rule F(2) : we can extend a τ -loop at state [qP , q] in M with an intermediate τ
transition. See Figure 5.5 and Figure 4.16.
– Using rule RF(1) : we can remove from state [qP , q] in M all τ -branches except the
one leading to the state [qP , qβ]. See Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.16.
– Using rule F(1) : we can remove from state [qP , q] in M a τ -transition. See Figure
4.13.
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– Using rule F(6) : we can construct a new service that offers alternatives to two copies
of M .
Thus, we conclude that Crp,k(S) is a maximal k-responsive controller of S.
In the following theorem, we prove that the constructed service Crp,k(S) of service S
is indeed a finite maximal k-responsive controller of service S for each message bound
k ∈ N.
Theorem 5.17 (Crp,k(S) is a solution for a maximal k-responsive controller of
S).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S, the service
Crp,k(S) is a maximal k-responsive controller of S, i. e., it is a solution for Crp,k(S) in
Definition 5.14.
Proof. For each P ∈ rpkControllers(S)) we have P ⊑rp,k Crp,k(S) by construction of
Crp,k(S) (Lemma 5.16). As Crp,k(S) ∈ rpkControllers(S) also holds (Corollary 4.7), we
conclude that ∀P :: (P ∈ rpkControllers(S)) ⇔ (P ⊑rp,k Crp,k(S))).
As discussed in Chapter 4, the controller Crp,k(S) of S is by definition relatively large
in size by construction in comparison to a responsive operating guideline of S. Similar to
deadlock freedom, is desirable to construct a maximal controller that is essentially small
in its size for further operations on a maximal controller, such as described by Theorem
5.6 and Theorem 5.7.
To this respect, we propose an alternative construction procedure of a compact canonical
k-responsive controller Crp,k(S) as defined in Section 4.8, Chapter 4. The controllerCrp,k(S) of S is relatively small in size in comparison to the controller Crp,k(S); however,
both controllers are equivalent under responsive failures and under k-responsiveness.
In the following theorem, we prove that the compact canonical k-responsive controllerCrp,k(S) is also a maximal k-responsive controller of service S for each message bound
k ∈ N.
Theorem 5.18 ( Crp,k(S) is a solution for a maximal k-responsive controller of
S).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S, the compact
canonical k-responsive service Crp,k(S) of S is a maximal k-responsive controller of S,
i. e., it is a solution for a maximal k-responsive controller of S defined in Definition 5.14.
Proof. Because Crp,k(S) and Crp,k(S) are equivalent under responsive failures (Corollary
4.53) and responsive failures refinement implies responsiveness preorder (Lemma 4.56), it
follows that Crp,k(S) and Crp,k(S) are also equivalent under k-responsiveness. Because
Crp,k(S) is a solution for a maximal k-responsive controller of S (Theorem 5.17), thenCrp,k(S) is also a solution for a maximal k-responsive controller of S.
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Example 5.19. Consider message bound k = 1, service S1 from Figure 4.1, and its
k-responsive operating guideline mprp,k(S1)ψ
∗ illustrated in Figure 4.3 (a). A complete
canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S1) of S1 is illustrated in Figure 4.3 (b) and a
compact canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S1) of S1 is illustrated in Figure 4.3 (c).
Both controllers are maximal k-responsive controllers of S1 and can be constructed from
the operating guideline mprp,k(S1)ψ
∗ of S1. ▹
5.2. Representing Substitutes for Services
In the previous section, we presented a maximal B-controller of a given service and
its distinguished properties. We show that a canonical B-controller of a given service
is a solution for its maximal B-controller for each behavioral compatibility criterion
B = {df k , rpk} and each message bound k ∈ N.
In this section, we illustrate how to employ the results from the previous section to
represent the set of all services that can substitute the given service under B inclusion.
In Section 5.2.1, we present an operating guideline of a canonical controller of service
S as a finite representation of all services that can substitute S under B inclusion.
In Section 5.2.2, we present a canonical substitution service of S as a service that can
canonically represent all services that can substitute S under B inclusion. We illustrate
the experimental results of constructing an operating guideline of a canonical controller
and a canonical substitute in case of responsiveness (B = rp) in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.1. Using Operating Guidelines and Canonical Controller
One of the results from the previous section (cf. Theorem 5.7) illustrates that the set of
all substitution services of a given service S under B inclusion can be characterized in
terms of the set of all B-controllers of a maximal B-controller Bmax(S).
For each behavioral compatibility criterion B = {df k , rpk}, we can employ a canonical
B-controller of the given service as a solution for its maximal B-controller (in case B = df k
cf. Lemma 5.10, Theorem 5.12; and in case B = rpk cf. Lemma 5.16 and Theorem 5.18).
In this section, we show how to realize Theorem 5.7 by combining the construction of
a canonical B-controller with the operating guidelines technique [Massuthe and Schmidt,
2005, Lohmann et al., 2007a, Massuthe, 2009, Lohmann, 2010] introduced in Section
3.3 to construct a finite representation of the set of services that can substitute a given
service under B-inclusion. Note, that the realization in the two following subsections
share similar techniques for representing all substitutes for a given service, though for
different behavioral compatibility criterion.
Deadlock-free Operating Guideline and Canonical Deadlock-free Controller
In this section, we realize Theorem 5.7 for B = df k by combining the construction of a
canonical k-deadlock-free controller with the operating guidelines technique to construct
a finite representation of the set of services that can substitute a given service under
k-deadlock-free inclusion.
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For a given service S, a deadlock-free operating guideline of S is a finite representation
of all k-deadlock-free controllers of S for each message channel k ∈ N. Nevertheless, two
services that are equivalent under k-deadlock freedom may have different k-deadlock-free
operating guidelines, though each represents the same set of k-deadlock-free-controllers.
As a result, the construction procedure of canonical k-deadlock-free controllers of the
two k-deadlock-freely equivalent services may yield two different canonical k-deadlock-
free-controllers.
For each message bound k ∈ N, we first show that two services are equivalent under
k-deadlock freedom whenever their canonical k-deadlock-free controllers are bisimilar.
Lemma 5.20 (Complete canonical k-deadlock-free controllers are bisimilar).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two k-deadlock-freely controllable services S
and T with equivalent interface:
S =df ,k T ⇔ Cdf ,k(S) =bsim Cdf ,k(T ).
Proof. We prove this theorem in two directions:
⇒ : Suppose S =df ,k T . By definition of =df ,k , the deadlock-free operating guidelines of
S and T have the same sets of strong compliance matching services. Using Corollary
3.53 this means that the two underlying automata of operating guidelines strongly
simulate each other, and their sets of deadlock-free choices of the simulated states are
equivalent. As an underlying automaton of an operating guideline is deterministic,
we conclude that Cdf ,k(S) =bsim Cdf ,k(T ) by construction (Definition 4.1).
⇐ : Suppose Cdf ,k(S) =bsim Cdf ,k(T ). As bisimulation implies deadlock freedom equiva-
lence, Cdf ,k(S) =df ,k Cdf ,k(T ) follows. This implies, both Cdf ,k(T ) ⊑df ,k Cdf ,k(S) and
Cdf ,k(S) ⊑df ,k Cdf ,k(T ) hold. As Cdf ,k(T ) is a solution for maxdf ,k(S) and Cdf ,k(T )
is a solution for maxdf ,k(T ) (Theorem 5.11), by applying Theorem 5.3 for B = df
twice, we respectively obtain S ⊑df ,k T and T ⊑df ,k S. Thus, S =df ,k T holds.
Thus, the theorem holds.
Lemma 5.20 illustrates that the canonical k-deadlock-free controllers can be used as
a canonical representative of all k-deadlock-free controllers of the k-deadlock freedom
equivalence class of service S. A similar phenomenon holds for the construction procedure
of compact k-deadlock-free controllers.
Corollary 5.21 (Compact canonical k-deadlock-free controllers are bisimilar).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two k-deadlock-freely controllable services S
and T with equivalent interface:
S =df ,k T ⇔ Cdf ,k(S) =bsim Cdf ,k(T ).
Proof. The proof of this corollary follows from Lemma 5.20.
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In the two followings corollaries, we illustrate some useful applications of a canonical
k-deadlock-free controller of a given service that immediately follows from the properties
of maximal k-deadlock-free controller discussed in Section 5.1.1.
Corollary 5.22 (Deciding substitutability under k-deadlock freedom).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S :
T ⊑df ,k S ⇔ df k(T ⊕ Cdf ,k(S)) and T ⊑df ,k S ⇔ df k(T ⊕ Cdf ,k(S)).
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.6 (for B = df k), Theorem 5.11, and Lemma 5.12.
Corollary 5.22 realizes Theorem 5.6 for deadlock freedom (B = df k). We first construct
either a complete canonical k-deadlock free controller Cdf ,k(S) or a compact canonical k-
deadlock free controller Cdf ,k(S) from a given service S. Then we employ the constructed
controller to decide substitutability of service T under k-deadlock freedom preorder. The
decision procedure is done by checking whether the composition of T and the constructed
controller satisfies the deadlock freedom property.
As the decision procedure involves checking the property of service composition,
obviously the compact canonical k-deadlock free controller it is more desirable as Cdf ,k(S)
is relatively smaller in size than the complete canonical k-deadlock free controller Cdf ,k(S)
of service S.
Corollary 5.23 (Characterization of substitutes under k-deadlock freedom).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S :
df kInclusion(S) = df kControllers(Cdf ,k(S)) = Complyβ(mpdf ,k(Cdf ,k(S))ϕ)
= df kControllers( Cdf ,k(S)) = Complyβ(mpdf ,k( Cdf ,k(S))ϕ)
where mpdf ,k(Cdf ,k(S))ϕ and mpdf ,k( Cdf ,k(S))ϕ are k-deadlock-free operating guidelines
of Cdf ,k(S) and of Cdf ,k(S) respectively.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.7 (for B = df k), Theorem 5.11, and Theorem 5.12,
and Lemma 3.51.
The value of Corollary 5.23 is the characterization of all services that can substitute a
given service under k-deadlock freedom inclusion. This means we can construct a finite
representation of all substitution services of service S under k-deadlock freedom inclusion
as an k-deadlock-free operating guideline of a canonical k-deadlock-free controllers of
service S.
Similar to the procedure described in Corollary 5.22, a compact canonical k-deadlock
free controller Cdf ,k(S) is more desirable for the procedure described in Corollary 5.23 asCdf ,k(S) is relatively smaller in size than the complete canonical k-deadlock free controller
Cdf ,k(S) of service S.
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q1 : ϕ(q1)
q2 : ϕ(q2) q3 : ϕ(q3)
q4 : ϕ(q4) q5 : ϕ(q5)
?a
?b
τ
?b
τ
?a?a
τ
?b
τ
?a
?b
?a, ?b, τ
ϕ(q1) = { {?a}, {?b}, {τ}, {?a, ?b}, {?a, final},
{?a, final}, {?b, τ}, {?b, final}, {τ, final},
{?a, ?b, τ}, {?a, τ, final}, {?a, ?b, final},
{?b, τ, final}, {?a, ?b, τ, final} },
ϕ(q2) = { {?b}, {τ}, {?b, τ}, {?b, final}, {?b, ?a},
{τ, final}, {τ, ?a}, {?b, τ, ?a}, {?b, final , ?a},
{?b, τ, final}, {τ, final , ?a}, {?b, τ, final , ?a} }
ϕ(q3) = { {?a}, {τ}, {?a, τ}, {?a, final}, {?a, ?b},
{τ, final}, {τ, ?b}, {?a, τ, ?a}, {?a, final , ?b},
{?b, τ, final}, {τ, final , ?b}, {?a, τ, final , ?b} }
ϕ(q4) = { {final}, {τ}, {final , ?a}, {final , ?b},
{final , τ}, {τ, ?a}, {τ, ?b},
{final , τ, ?a}, {final , τ, ?b}, {final , ?a, ?b},
{τ, ?a, ?b}, {final , τ, ?a, ?b} }
ϕ(q5) = { { }, {?a}, {?b}, {final}, {τ},
{?a, ?b}, {?a, final}, {?a, τ}, {?b, τ}, {?b, final}, {final , τ},
{?a, ?b, final}, {?a, ?b, τ}, {?a, final , τ}, {?b, final , τ},
{?a, ?b, final , τ} }
Figure 5.6.: A k-deadlock-free operating guidelines mpdf ,k(Cdf ,k(S1))ϕ of a canonical k-
deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S1) (Figure 4.2) of S1 (Figure 4.1) for k = 1.
Example 5.24. Figure 5.6 illustrates an operating guideline mpdf ,k(Cdf ,k(S1))ϕ of a
canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S1) (from Figure 4.2) of service S1 from Figure
4.1 for message bound k = 1. The underlying most permissive k-deadlock-free controller
mpdf ,k(Cdf ,k(S1)) has an interface, I = {a, b} and O = { }, that is, mpdf ,k(Cdf ,k(S1))
and S1 has the same interface whereas mpdf ,k(Cdf ,k(S1)) and Cdf ,k(S1) has compatible
interface. For readability purpose, the interface is omitted from the figure.
Consider services S2, S3, and S4 from Figure 4.1. We see that each of them strongly
complies with mpdf ,k(Cdf ,k(S1))ϕ. This means, each service is a k-deadlock-free controller
of the controller Cdf ,k(S1). With Corollary 5.23, we conclude that each of them can
substitute service S1 under k-deadlock freedom inclusion.
Note that an operating guideline mpdf ,k( Cdf ,k(S1))ϕ of compact canonical k-deadlock-
free controller Cdf ,k(S1) (from Figure 4.2) of service S1 is equivalent to the operating
guideline shown in Figure 5.6. Only if the construction of mpdf ,k( Cdf ,k(S1))ϕ is more
efficient as Cdf ,k(S1) is smaller in size than Cdf ,k(S1). ▹
The finite representation of all substitutes for a given service under k-deadlock freedom
has several useful applications. We discuss further the respective applications of a
canonical deadlock-free controller in Chapter 7.
Responsive Operating Guideline and Canonical Responsive Controller
In this section, we realize Theorem 5.7 for B = rpk by combining the construction of
a canonical k-responsive controller with the operating guidelines technique to finitely
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represent the services that can substitute a given service under k-responsive inclusion.
For a given service S, a responsive operating guideline of S is a finite representation of
all its k-responsive controllers for each message channel k ∈ N. Similarly to deadlock
freedom, two k-responsively equivalent services may have different k-responsive operating
guidelines, though each represents the same set of k-responsive-controllers. As a result,
the construction procedure of a canonical k-responsive controller of the two k-responsively
equivalent services may yield two different canonical k-responsive controllers.
In the followings, we show that two services are equivalent under k-responsiveness
whenever their canonical k-responsive controllers are bisimilar.
Lemma 5.25 (Canonical k-responsive controllers are bisimilar).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two k-responsively controllable services S and
T :
S =rp,k T ⇔ Crp,k(S) =bsim Crp,k(T ).
Proof. We prove this theorem in two directions:
⇒ : Suppose S =rp,k T . By definition of =rp,k , a responsive operating guideline of S
and T have the same sets of structural compliance matching services. Using Corol-
lary 3.71 this means that the two underlying automaton of operating guidelines
strongly simulate each other, and their sets of responsive choices of the simulated
states are equivalent. As an underlying of an operating guideline is deterministic,
from Definition 4.6, we conclude that Crp,k(S) =bsim Crp,k(T ).
⇐ : Suppose Crp,k(S) =bsim Crp,k(T ). As bisimulation implies responsive equivalence,
then Crp,k(S) =rp,k Crp,k(T ) follows. It implies that both Crp,k(T ) ⊑rp,k Crp,k(S) and
Crp,k(S) ⊑rp,k Crp,k(T ) holds. As Crp,k(S) is a solution for maxrp,k(S) and Crp,k(T )
is a solution for maxrp,k(T ) (Theorem 5.17), by applying Theorem 5.3 for B = rp
twice, we respectively obtain S ⊑rp,k T and T ⊑rp,k S. Thus, S =rp,k T holds.
Thus, the theorem holds.
Lemma 5.25 illustrates that a canonical k-responsive controller can be used as a
canonical representative of all k-responsive controllers of the k-responsiveness equivalence
class of service S. A similar phenomenon holds for the construction procedure of compact
k-responsive controllers.
Corollary 5.26 (Compact canonical k-responsive controllers are bisimilar).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two k-responsively controllable services S and
T with equivalent interface:
S =rp,k T ⇔ Crp,k(S) =bsim Crp,k(T ).
Proof. The proof of this corollary follows from Lemma 5.25.
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In the two following corollaries, we illustrate some useful applications of a canonical
k-responsive controller of a given service that immediately follows from the properties of
maximal k-responsive controller discussed in Section 5.1.1.
Corollary 5.27 (Deciding substitutability under k-responsiveness).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S :
T ⊑rp,k S ⇔ rpk(T ⊕ Crp,k(S)) and T ⊑rp,k S ⇔ rpk(T ⊕ Crp,k(S)).
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.6 (for B = rpk), Theorem 5.17, and Theorem 5.18.
Corollary 5.27 realizes Theorem 5.6 for responsiveness (B = df k). We first construct
either a complete canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S) or a compact canonical k-
responsive controller Crp,k(S) from a given service S. Then we employ the constructed
controller to decide substitutability of service T under k-responsiveness preorder. The
decision procedure is done by checking whether the composition of T and the constructed
controller satisfies the responsiveness property.
As the decision procedure involves checking the property of service composition,
obviously the compact canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S) is more desirable asCrp,k(S) is relatively smaller in size than the complete canonical k-responsive controller
Crp,k(S) of service S.
Corollary 5.28 (Characterization of substitutes under k-responsiveness).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S :
rpkInclusion(S) = df kControllers(Crp,k(S)) = Complyβ(mprp,k(Crp,k(S))ϕ)
= df kControllers( Crp,k(S)) = Complyβ(mprp,k( Crp,k(S))ϕ)
where mprp,k(Crp,k(S))ψ∗ and mprp,k( Crp,k(S))ψ∗ are k-responsive operating guidelines of
Crp,k(S) and of Crp,k(S) respectively.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.7 (for B = rpk), Theorem 5.17, and Theorem 5.18,
and Lemma 3.69.
Corollary 5.28 has a value for characterizing of all services that can substitute a
given service under k-responsiveness inclusion. This means we can construct a finite
representation of all substitution services of service S under k-responsiveness inclusion as
a k-responsive operating guideline of a canonical k-responsive controller of service S.
Similar to the procedure described in Corollary 5.27, a compact canonical k-responsive
controller Crp,k(S) is more desirable for the procedure described in Corollary 5.28 as it is
relatively smaller in size than the complete canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S) of
service S.
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q1 : ϕ(q1)
q2 : ϕ(q2) q3 : ϕ(q3)
q4 : ϕ(q4) q5 : ϕ(q5)
?a
?b
?b ?a?a ?b
?a
?b
?a, ?b
ϕ(q1) = { {?a}, {?b}, {?a, ?b}, {?a, final},
{?b, final}, {?a, ?b, final} },
ϕ(q2) = { {?b}, {?b, final}, {?b, ?a}, {?b, final , ?a} }
ϕ(q3) = { {?a}, {?a, final}, {?a, ?b}, {?a, final , ?b} }
ϕ(q4) = { {final}, {final , ?a}, {final , ?b},
{final , ?a, ?b} }
ϕ(q5) = { { }, {?a}, {?b}, {final},
{?a, ?b}, {?a, final}, {?b, final},
{?a, ?b, final} }
Figure 5.7.: A k-responsive operating guidelines mprp,k(Crp,k(S1))ψ∗ of a canonical k-
responsive controller Crp,k(S1) (Figure 4.3) of S1 (Figure 4.1) for k = 1.
Example 5.29. Figure 5.7 illustrates an operating guideline mprp,k(Crp,k(S1))ψ∗ of a
canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S1) (from Figure 4.3) of service S1 from Figure
4.1 for message bound k = 1. The underlying most permissive k-responsive controller
mprp,k(Crp,k(S1)) has an interface, I = {a, b} and O = { }, this means, mprp,k(Crp,k(S1))
and S1 has the same interface whereas mprp,k(Crp,k(S1)) and Crp,k(S1) has compatible
interface. For readability purpose, the interface is omitted from the figure.
Consider services S2, S3, and S4 from Figure 4.1.
We see that only services S2 and S3 structurally comply with mprp,k(Crp,k(S1))ψ∗ , this
implies, services S2 and S3 are both k-responsive controllers of the controller Crp,k(S1).
With Corollary 5.23, we can conclude that each of them can substitute service S1 under
k-responsive inclusion.
Nevertheless, service S4 structurally does not comply with mprp,k(Crp,k(S1))ψ∗ . This
is due to state d3 of S4 that cannot provide an event that is described by a choice of
ϕ(q1). This means, service S4 is not k-responsive controllers of the controller Crp,k(S1).
With Corollary 5.28, we conclude that service S4 cannot substitute service S1 under
k-responsive inclusion.
Note, that the operating guideline mprp,k( Crp,k(S1))ψ∗ of the compact canonical k-
responsive controller Crp,k(S1) (from Figure 4.3) of service S1 is equivalent to the operating
guideline shown in Figure 5.6. Nevertheless, the construction of mprp,k( Crp,k(S1))ψ∗ is
more efficient as Crp,k(S1) is smaller in size than Crp,k(S1). ▹
The finite representation of all substitution services under k-responsiveness has several
useful applications. We discuss the respective applications of a canonical responsive
controller in further Chapter 7.
5.2.2. Using Canonical Substitute for a Service
Results from the previous section (cf. Theorem 5.4) show that applying the construction
of a maximal B-controller twice is a closure operation on a given service.
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With the construction procedure of a maximal B-controller, we have constructed
such a service for deadlock freedom (B = df k , cf. Definition 4.1 and Lemma 5.10) and
responsiveness (B = rpk} cf. Definition 4.6 and Lemma 5.16).
In this section, we show how to realize Theorem 5.4 using the construction procedure of
a canonical B-controller. We denote a service that is an output of this closure operation on
a given service S by a canonical B substitute for service S, for each behavioral compatibility
criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk}. We also illustrate that a canonical B substitute for S represents
the set of all substitutes for S under B inclusion. Note, that the two following subsections
share similar techniques, though for different behavioral compatibility criterion.
Canonical Deadlock-free Substitute for a Service
In this section, we denote a complete canonical k-deadlock-free substitute for service S
by C2df ,k(S) and a compact canonical k-deadlock-free substitute for service S by C2df ,k(S).
Each service can be constructed from a deadlock-free operating guidelines of a maximal
k-deadlock-free controller of service S by applying Definition 4.1 and Definition 4.3
respectively.
Definition 5.30 (Complete and compact canonical deadlock-free substitutes).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel. Let OG be an operating
guideline that represents the set of all controllers of a maximal k-deadlock-free controller
of service S, that is, Complyβ(OG) = df kControllers(maxdf ,k(S)).
Service C2df ,k(S) as constructed from OG by applying Definition 4.1 is called a complete
canonical k-deadlock-free substitute for service S.
Service C2df ,k(S) as constructed from OG by applying Definition 4.3 is called a compact
canonical k-deadlock-free substitute for service S.
The following lemma asserts that a complete canonical k-deadlock-free substitute
C2df ,k(S) for service S and a compact canonical k-deadlock-free substitute C2df ,k(S) for
service S are both solutions for a closure operator Bmax2(S) = Bmax(Bmax(S)) on S
for deadlock freedom (B = df k).
Lemma 5.31 (Closure operation of k-deadlock-free substitutes).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S:
S =df ,k C2df ,k(S) =df ,k C2df ,k(S).
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.4 (for B = df k), Lemma 5.11, and Lemma 5.12.
With the distinguished properties of a canonical deadlock-free controller, we can
establish a coincidence between the set of all substitutes for a given service S under
k-deadlock-free inclusion and the set of all services that refines a canonical k-deadlock-free
substitute for S under stable failures. We illustrate this with Theorem 5.32.
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Theorem 5.32 (Relationship with stable failures refinement and canonical
deadlock-free substitute).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S :
df kInclusion(S) = f-refine(C2df ,k(S)) = f-refine( C2df ,k(S)).
Proof. Follows from Corollary 5.23, Theorem 4.38, and Lemma 4.31.
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Figure 5.8.: A canonical k-deadlock-free substitute C2df ,k(S1) for service S1 (from Figure
4.1) with I = {a, b} and O = { } for k = 1.
Example 5.33. Figure 5.8 illustrates a canonical k-deadlock-free substitute C2df ,k(S1) for
service S1 from Figure 4.1. Figure 5.9 illustrates a canonical k-deadlock-free substituteC2df ,k(S1) for service S1. Each canonical service has an interface I = {a, b} and O = { },
that is the same interface as service S1, and is constructed from the operating guideline
mpdf ,k(Cdf ,k(S1))ϕ (from Figure 5.6) of a canonical k-deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S1)
(from Figure 4.2) of S1. Both canonical services are equivalent under stable failures.
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Consider services S2, S3, and S4 from Figure 4.1. We see that each of them refines the
service C2df ,k(S1) and the service C2df ,k(S1) under stable failures. With Theorem 5.32, we
conclude that each of them is a substitute for S1 under k-deadlock freedom inclusion. ▹
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Figure 5.9.: A compact canonical k-deadlock-free substitute C2df ,k(S1) for service S1
(from Figure 4.1) with I = {a, b} and O = { } for k = 1.
A canonical deadlock-free substitute for a given service equipped with the stable
failures refinement relation is a natural candidate for representing all its substitutes under
deadlock freedom. We discuss the respective applications of a canonical deadlock-free
substitute as well as its optimized construction procedure in Chapter 7.
Canonical Responsive Substitute for a Service
In this section, we denote a complete canonical k-responsive substitute for service S by
C2rp,k(S) and a compact canonical k-responsive substitute for service S by C2rp,k(S), each
can be constructed from a responsive operating guideline of a maximal k-responsive
controller of service S by applying Definition 4.6 and Definition 4.8 respectively.
Definition 5.34 (Complete and compact canonical responsive substitutes).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel. Let OG be an operating
guideline that represents the set of all controllers of a maximal k-responsive controller of
service S, that is, Complyβ(OG) = df kControllers(maxrp,k(S)).
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Service C2rp,k(S as constructed from OG by applying Definition 4.6 is called a complete
canonical k-responsive substitute for service S.
Service C2rp,k(S) as constructed from OG by applying Definition 4.8 is called a compact
canonical k-responsive substitute for service S.
The following lemma asserts that a complete canonical k-responsive substitute C2rp,k(S)
for service S and a compact canonical k-responsive substitute C2rp,k(S) for service S are
both solutions for a closure operator Bmax2(S) = Bmax(Bmax(S)) on S for responsive-
ness (B = rpk).
Lemma 5.35 (Closure operation of k-responsive substitutes).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S:
S =rp,k C2rp,k(S) =rp,k C2rp,k(S).
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.4 (for B = rpk), Lemma 5.17, and Lemma 5.18.
With distinguished properties of the canonical responsive controller, we can establish a
coincidence between the set of all service that is a substitute for a given service S under
k-responsive inclusion and the set of all services that refines a canonical k-responsive
substitute for S under responsive failures. We illustrate this with Theorem 5.36.
Theorem 5.36 (Relationship with responsive failures refinement services and
canonical responsive substitutes).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each k-responsively controllable service S :
rpkInclusion(S) = rf-refine(C2rp,k(S)) = rf-refine( C2rp,k(S)).
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.7 (for B = rpk), Theorem 4.38, and Lemma 4.31.
Example 5.37. Consider message bound k = 1. Figure 5.10 illustrates a complete
canonical k-responsive substitute C2rp,k(S1) for service S1 from Figure 4.1. Figure 5.11
illustrates a compact canonical k-responsive substitute C2rp,k(S1) for service S1. Each
canonical service has an interface, I = {a, b} and O = { }, that is, same interface as service
S1, and is constructed from the operating guideline mprp,k(Crp,k(S1))ψ∗ (from Figure 5.7)
of a canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(S1) (from Figure 4.3) of service S1. Both
canonical services are equivalent under responsive failures.
Consider services S2, S3, and S4 from Figure 4.1. We see that services S2 and S3
refine the service C2rp,k(S1) and the service C2rp,k(S1) under responsive failures. With The-
orem 5.36, we conclude that each of them can is a substitute for service S1 under
k-responsiveness inclusion.
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Figure 5.10.: A canonical k-responsive substitute C2rp,k(S1) for service S1 (from Figure
4.1) with I = {a, b} and O = { } for k = 1.
Nevertheless, service S4 refines neither the service C2rp,k(S1) nor the service C2rp,k(S1)
under responsive failures. This is due to state d3 of S4 that forms a stable τ -strongly
connected component which refuses every event from I ∪O ∪ {final} and these events
are not refused by a canonical substitute for S1 after having executed an empty trace.
Therefor, service S4 is not a substitute for service S1 under k-responsive inclusion. ▹
Similarly to the canonical deadlock-free substitute, the canonical responsive substitute
for a given service equipped with the responsive failures refinement relation is a natural
candidate for representing all substitutes for the given service under responsiveness. We
discuss the respective applications of a canonical responsive substitute in Chapter 7.
5.2.3. Experimental Results
In this section, we show the experimental results of constructing an operating guideline
of a canonical responsive controller and constructing a canonical responsive substitute on
the same set of services as presented in Section 4.1.3.
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Figure 5.11.: A compact canonical k-responsive substitute C2rp,k(S1) for service S1
(from Figure 4.1) with I = {a, b} and O = { } for k = 1.
Illustrated in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 are six service models. The three services
A:Identity Card issue, B:Car Analysis, and C:Product Delivery are industrial service
models provided by a company. Service D:Purchase Order is taken from the WS-BPEL
specification [Alves et al., 2007]. Service F:Product Reservation is taken from our own
library. These models were specified in the service description language WS-BPEL.
Then we translated the models into specifications into open nets using the compiler
BPEL2oWFN [Lohmann, 2007] (See also Figure 2.9). We also experimented with an
open net model of the simple mail transfer protocol E:SMTP [Klensin, 2001].
With the open net models of these services, we employed the tool Wendy [Lohmann
and Weinberg, 2010] to construct their operation guidelines. Then we employed our tool
Maxis [Parnjai, 2011c] to construct a service automaton model of a compact canonical
controller Crp,k (illustrated in Table 4.2, Section 4.1.3) from an operating guideline. We
translated a compact canonical controller Crp,k into an open net model using the tool
PnAPI [Mennicke et al., 2009]. Then we employedWendy again to construct an operating
guidelines from the open net model of compact canonical controller Crp,k .
Similar to Section 4.1.3, we illustrate all services in Table 5.1 (also in Table 5.2) as
service automata in order to compare their sizes on the same scale. The size of a service
is described in terms of the number of all states |Q|, the number of all final states |Ω|,
the number of all transitions |→|, the number of τ transitions | τ→|, the size of its input
interface |I|, and the size of its output interface |O|. The size of the operating guideline
OG is judged by the size of its underlying most permissive controller; the number of its
states |Q| and the number of its transitions |→|.
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Table 5.1.: Service S and an operating guideline of its compact canonical responsive
controller OG( Crp,k(S)) for message bound k = 1
Service S OG(Crp,k(S))
|QS | | →S | | τ→S | |IS | |OS | |Q| | → |
A : Identity Card Issue 14,569 71,332 66,500 2 9 1,537 9,739
B : Car Analysis 11,381 39,865 27,231 6 9 1,577 14,515
C : Product Delivery 4,148 13,832 9,288 5 9 1,377 11,870
D : Purchase Order 402 955 675 4 6 169 1,066
E : SMTP 60 92 0 9 5 791 8,279
F : Product Reservation 28 33 16 2 8 1,170 6,092
Table 5.2.: Comparison of services S and its canonical responsive substitute C2rp,k(S) for
message bound k = 1
Service S C2rp,k(S)
|QS | |ΩS | |→S | | τ→S | |Q| |Ω| |→| | τ→|
A 14,569 1 71,332 66,500 28,179 2 81,442 26,643
B 11,381 1 39,865 27,231 12,196 11 36,127 10,620
C 4,148 1 13,832 9,288 21,744 4 67,976 20,369
D 402 1 955 675 1,244 2 3,581 1,076
E 60 1 92 0 5,633 11 21,990 4,843
F 28 1 33 16 5,937 35 12,688 4,768
Illustrated in Table 5.1 is the comparison between services and the operating guidelines
of their compact canonical responsive controllers. The results has shown that the size of
the operating guideline is not necessarily in the smae order as the original service. Note,
that we employed a compact canonical controller Crp,k instead of a complete canonical
controller Crp,k to construct its operating guidelines due to its relatively smaller size
(See Table 4.2). As the time and space complexity of operating guidelines construction is
known to be exponential with respect to an increase of input size of a service [Massuthe,
2009, Stahl, 2009, Lohmann, 2010]; where the input size is described by the number of
state, the size of input and output interfaces, and the message bound, the computation
of each operating guideline on a complete canonical controller Crp,k is undesirable due
to its relatively very large size (See Table 4.2). Our experiment conducted on complete
canonical controller Crp,k are not shown in this thesis, because they were aborted while
running either Wendy to compute operating guidelines or PnAPI to transform service
automaton model into open net model, after hours of execution. Therefore, we chose
a compact canonical responsive controller Crp,k which is relatively compact in its size
and is invariant under responsive substitution. In general, it is always practical to apply
reduction techniques or reduction rules (for instance, transformation rules in Section 4.5)
to reduce the input size of services before applying a tool whenever possible.
Table 5.2 shows the comparison between a service and its canonical responsive substitute
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C2rp,k . The results has shown that size of compact canonical responsive substitute C2rp,k
does not change significantly in comparison to the size of the input service. As a service
increases its size (from F to A), the size of its canonical substitute is not increasing in
the same order. There are cases, for instance D:Purchase Order, E:SMTP and F:Product
Reservation, where their canonical substitutes are relatively larger than the input service.
This is because a canonical substitute of a given service structurally can represent the set
of all substitutes of the input service. Nevertheless, the results has shown that, for the
three industrial services; A:Identity Card issue, B:Car Analysis, and C:Product Delivery,
the size of services and their canonical responsive substitutes are of the same order.
As the construction of an operating guideline OG of a canonical substitute Crp,k
(in Table 5.1) and a canonical substitute C2rp,k (in Table 5.2) from a given service requires
a number several steps and therefore involves a pipeline of input and output to a number
of tools, we employed our tool Evans [Parnjai, 2011b] to help performing all required
steps in this section.
5.3. Minimal Controllers
In this section, we investigate a minimal B-controller of a given service. A minimal
B-controller of service S is defined as a B-controller of service S that is smaller than or
equal to any other B-controller of S.
Definition 5.38 (Minimal B-controller).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each compatibility property B = {df k , rpk}, a
minimal B-controller of a B-controllable service S is a service Bmin(S) that satisfies the
following property:
(∀P ∈ B-Controllers(S) : Bmin(S) ⊑B P ).
Unlike a maximal B-controller of a given service S, we cannot substitute Bmin(S) by
any other B-controller P of service S under inclusion. On the contrary, service Bmin(S)
can substitute each B-controller P of S under B inclusion. As the B inclusion relation
⊑B is a preorder relation, Bmin(S) is in the ⊑B preorder smaller than or equal to any
other B-controller P of service S.
In the following subsections, we first introduce a service with distinguished properties
called divergence service, in Section 5.3.1. Then, we show in Section 5.3.2 that a
divergence service is indeed a solution for a minimal k-deadlock-free controller of any
given k-deadlock-freely controllable service. Finally in Section 5.3.3, we illustrate that,
in general, there is no unique minimal k-responsive controller of a given k-responsively
controllable service.
5.3.1. Divergence Service
In this section, we define a divergence service as a service that performs nothing but
diverges, that is, it can only perform infinitely many unbroken steps of internal τ events.
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We show that a divergence service is indeed a minimal k-deadlock-free controller of every
k-deadlock-free controllable service.
Definition 5.39 (Divergence service).
A divergence service is a service automaton [Q, q0, I, O, →, Ω] in which every state
q ∈ Q is a divergent state, i. e., enable(q) = {τ}.
A divergence service can perform an infinite unbroken sequence of internal τ events
without sending message to or receiving message from any service that it interacts with,
though its interface may not be empty. Note that a divergence service does not have a
final state, as a divergence service also never offer a successfully terminating event final
to its interacting service.
Example 5.40. Figure 5.12 shows four different divergent services, each service contains
only divergent states. Each service has an arbitrary interface. ▹
q1
τ
r1
r2
τ
τ
s1
s2
ττ
t1
t2 t3
τ
ττ
τ
τ
Figure 5.12.: Four divergent services.
Though never interacting with any service, a divergence service has a k-deadlock-free
controller for each message bound k ∈ N. We illustrate this with the following properties.
Property 5.41 For each message bound k ∈ N and each divergence service S⊥ holds:
S⊥ is k-deadlock-freely controllable.
Proof. Suppose S⊥ is not k-deadlock-freely controllable. For a k-deadlock-free controllable
service P with an interface compatible to S⊥, this implies, ¬df k(S⊥ ⊕ P ).
As every state qS of S⊥ is a divergent state, this means, for a state [qS ,M, qP ] in
the composition S⊥ ⊕ P there is always an outgoing τ -transition. Let σ be a sequence
of message events in P with q0P σ⇒ qP . As ¬df k(S⊥ ⊕ P ), this means that after P
performing σ there must be a transition qP m→ q′P in P that violates the k-boundedness
by sending message m that illegally updates M in S⊥ ⊕ P . This implies that P can
perform (possibly empty) σ before m without an interference from its partner. Therefore,
it is not possible to deadlock-freely control P as P always violates the k-boundedness
property. This contradicts to the assumption that P is k-deadlock-freely controllable.
Thus, there is a k-deadlock-free controllable P with interface compatible to S⊥ such
that df k(S⊥ ⊕ P ) holds.
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A divergence service is a service in which every state q is a divergent state. It is
straightforward to see that a divergent state q can perform infinitely many steps of τ
events but never performs other events. Intuitively, a divergence service never responds
to its interacting service.
In the followings, we prove that a divergence service is not k-responsively controllable
for any message bound k ∈ N, as there is no other service with compatible interface that
can interact responsively with a divergence service.
Property 5.42 For each message bound k ∈ N and each divergence service S⊥ holds:
S⊥ is not k-responsively controllable.
Proof. Consider a k-responsively controllable service P with an interface compatible to
S⊥. Every state qS of S⊥ is a divergent state, i. e., enable(q) = {τ}, and a divergent
state is not a responsive state by definition. For a state [qS ,M, qP ] in the composition
S⊥ ⊕ P , service S⊥ never updates the buffer M and does not offer any other event than
an invisible τ event. This means that the behavior BehS⊥⊕P (S⊥) of S⊥ with respect to
the composition S⊥ ⊕ P is not responsive. Thus, it is not possible to responsively control
divergent service S⊥.
5.3.2. Minimal Deadlock-free Controllers
In this section, we show that a divergence service defined in Section 5.3.1 is indeed a
minimal k-deadlock-free controller of each k-deadlock-freely controllable service S for any
message bound k ∈ N.
Lemma 5.43 (Divergence service).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each service S and divergence service P⊥ that is
interface compatible to S holds:
(∀P ∈ df kControllers(S) :: P⊥ ⊑df ,k P ).
Proof. Consider a divergence service P⊥. To prove that P⊥ is smaller than or equal
to every P ∈ df kControllers(S), we show that (1) P⊥ ∈ df kControllers(S) and (2)
df kControllers(P⊥) ⊇ df kControllers(P ).
1. Consider the composition S ⊕k P⊥. As every state qP of P ∗ is a divergent state, this
means, for a state [qS ,M, qP ] in S ⊕k P⊥ there is always an outgoing τ -transition.
Therefore, [qS ,M, qP⊥ ] is not a deadlock state in S⊕k P⊥. That is, ¬df (S⊕P ∗) holds
and P⊥ ∈ df kControllers(S) follows.
2. Consider a service P ∈ df kControllers(S).
Suppose there is a service T ∈ df kControllers(P ) and T ̸∈ df kControllers(P⊥). Hence,
df k(T ⊕P ) and ¬df k(T ⊕P⊥) follows by definition. As P⊥ is a divergent service, then
P⊥ is k-deadlock-free controllable according to Property 5.41.
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As every state qP of P⊥ is a divergent state, this means that for a state [qT ,M, qP⊥ ]
in T ⊕ P⊥, there is always an outgoing τ transition.
Let σ be a sequence of message events in T with q0T σ⇒ qT .
As ¬df k(T ⊕ P⊥) holds, this means that after performing σ there is a transition
qT
m→ q′T in T that violates the k-boundedness by sending message m that illegally
updates M in T ⊕ P⊥. This implies that T can perform (possibly empty) σ before m
without an interference from its partner.
Similar for the composition T ⊕ P , in which T can perform (possibly empty) σ before
m without an interference from its partner. This means, the composition T ⊕ P also
violates the k boundedness and this contradicts to df k(T ⊕ P ).
Therefore, df kControllers(P⊥) ⊇ df kControllers(P ) holds.
Thus, the lemma holds.
It is possible to derive a minimal deadlock-free controller of S from a canonical
deadlock-free controller of S by applying transformation rules such as df (1) (cf. Definition
4.64) and F(1) (cf. Definition 4.68). Though the two rules guarantee to preserve stable
failures refinement under transformation, but our result from Lemma 4.34 has indicated
a coincidence in one direction. As every node of a most permissive k-deadlock-free
controller of S contains a τ -loop and {τ} is always one of the valid canonical choices of
the most-permissive deadlock-free controller, hence the canonical deadlock-free controller
always has a choice to perform divergent behavior by construction. Illustrated in Figure
4.9 is an application of rule F(1) on M , assuming M is a canonical k-deadlock free
controller of a given service. The application transforms service M into a divergent
service O1. A divergent service O1 can be transformed into divergent service O2 by
applying rule F(1).
5.3.3. Minimal Responsive Controllers
In this section, we show that there is, in general, no unique minimal element in the
responsive preordered set of services.
Lemma 5.44 (k-responsive controller is not unique).
In general, there is no unique minimal k-responsive controller of a k-responsively
controllable service S for each mesage bound k ∈ N.
Proof. Let rpkControllers(S) = Complyγ(rp-mp(S)ψ
∗) and Crp,k(S) be a canonical k-
responsive controller of service S constructed from rp-mp(S)ψ∗ .
Let ch1, ch2 ∈ ψ∗(q) be two choices at state q of Crp,k(S). Clearly, ch1 ̸= {τ} and ch2 ̸=
{τ} as {τ} is not a valid choice for any k-responsive controller. Suppose ch1 ∩ ch2 = ∅.
Let P1 be a service that is transformed from Crp,k(S) be applying rules rp(1) followed
by F(1) multiple times to remove τ until it is not possible to remove τ from P1 by
applying rule F(1). Assume P1 preserve choice ch1 under transformation. Let P2 be
a service that is transformed from Crp,k(S) be applying rules RF(1) followed by F(1)
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Figure 5.13.: Illustration for Lemma 5.44.
multiple times to remove τ until it is not possible to remove τ from P2 by applying rule
F(1). Assume P2 preserve choice ch2 under transformation (for instance, see Figure 5.13
where ch1 = {x} and ch2 = {y}).
Application of rules RF(1) and F(1) guarantees that each of P1 and P2 is indeed
smaller than Crp,k(S). From Figure 5.13, it is straightforward to see that there exists a k-
responsive controller of P1 that is not a k-responsive controller of P2 and vice versa. This
implies that it is not necessarily the case that P1 and P2 are k-responsively equivalent.
Thus, we conclude that in general there is no common minimal k-responsive controller
for a k-responsively controllable service S.
5.4. Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we studied a relationship between a service and the set of all its B-
controllers under two behavioral compatibility criteria B ∈ {df k , rpk}. We defined a
maximal B-controller of a given service as its B-controller that is in the B-preorder larger
than or equal to any other B-controller of the given service. As a maximal element of
the B-preordered set of controllers, a maximal B-controller exhibits several distinguished
properties. Two of these properties are the characterization of all substitutes for a given
service under B-inclusion and a closure operation on the set of services.
In practice, a solution for a maximal B-controller from a given service is commendatory.
For each behavioral compatibility criterion B, we proposed two canonical B-controllers
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of the given service as previously introduced in Chapter 4, and illustrated that each
controller is indeed a solution for a maximal B-controller of the given service. Though
dissimilar in size, each controller can be constructed from a given service by employing
operating guidelines technique that represents the set of all B-controllers of a given service.
With the constructed canonical B-controller, we can construct a finite representation
of the set all substitution services under B-inclusion as well as synthesize a canonical
representative of the set. Naturally, we can also construct a more compact canonical
representative of the given service by employing similar procedure as for constructing its
canonical B-controller. These results enable several interesting analysis and synthesis
tasks on service substitution. We present experimental results and discuss further the
related applications in Chapter 7.
For the sake of its own interest, we also studied a minimal B-controller of a given service
for each behavioral compatibility criterion B. In contrast to a maximal B-controller, a
minimal B-controller of a given service is a B-controller that is in the B-preorder smaller
than or equal to any other B-controller of the given service. This way, we can substitute
any B-controller of a given service by its minimal B-controller, but not the other way
round. In case of deadlock freedom B = df k , there exists a unique class of services,
called divergence service, that is a common minimal k-deadlock-freedom controller of
every k-deadlock-freely controllable service. In case of responsiveness B = df k , there
exists no unique class of a minimal k-responsive controller that is common among all
k-responsively controllable services, however.
In the next chapter, we will investigate an equivalence relation of services and charac-
terize the set of all services that are equivalent to a given service under a given behavioral
compatibility criterion B. One major goal is to employ such a characterization to syn-
thesize from a given service its equivalent service, which preserves exactly the same
set of B-controllers, yet relatively smaller in size than its canonical representatives and
(possibly) than the given service itself.
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6. Characterization of all Equivalent
Substitutes
In this chapter, we study an equivalence relation on situations of services and investigate
how a complete canonical substitution service as introduced in the previous chapter
behaves with respect to the set of its controllers. We employ the equivalence relation on
situations of the complete canonical substitute for a given service to characterize the set
of all services that are equivalent to a given service under a given behavioral compatibility
criterion.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, we define an equivalence relation
on situations of services. Based on the equivalence relation, we characterize in Section
6.2 the set of all equivalent substitutes for a given service under deadlock freedom.
In Section 6.3, we characterize the set of all equivalent substitutes for a given service
under responsiveness. Finally, Section 6.4 concludes the chapter.
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6.1. Equivalence of Situations
In this section, we study an equivalence relation on situations of services. As introduced
in Section 3.3.1, the concept of situations is crucial for studying the interacting behavior
between a service and its controller. Informally, a situation is a snapshot of the service
composition from the viewpoint of one service, consisting of its own state and the state
of the message buffer.
Consider the composition of two interface compatible service automata S and P .
Recall from Section 2.2, we model each state q of the composition S ⊕ P by a tuple
q = [qS ,M, qP ] consisting of a state qS of S, a multiset M of all messages currently
pending in the buffer between S and P , and a state qP of P . Recall from Section 3.3.1,
a situation of service S consists of its own state qS and a multiset M of all messages
currently pending in the buffer. A knowledge of P at state qP about S is the mapping
K(qP ) from state qP to all situations of S that involve state qP .
Two situations of service S that involve the same state qP may or may not influence
the choices at state qP in a similar manner. Intuitively, two situations of a given service
are equivalent whenever they similarly influence behavior of its interacting service. We
define an equivalence relation of two situations with respect to a set E of events of service
P as follows.
Definition 6.1 (Equivalence of situations).
Let S and P be two interface compatible service automata. Let qP be a state of P and
[q,M] and [q′,M′] be two situations of S at state qP and E ⊆ ?ΣP ∪ !ΣP ∪ {final, τ}
be a set of events of P . Then, the equivalence relation between two situations [q,M] and
[q′,M′] with respect to the set E , is defined as
[q,M] ∼E [q′,M′] ⇔ (∀e ∈ E :: activk([q,M], e)⇔ activk([q′,M′], e)).
for a message bound k ∈ N on each message channel.
Recall Definition 3.39, the predicate activk indicates whether an event e can be
performed on the given situation [q,M] without violating the message bound k on
message channels. Two equivalent situations [q,M] and [q′,M′] with respect to the set
E of events have the property that they are activated similarly by each event e in E .
Intuitively, this means that one equivalent situation can act on behalf of another without
affecting a combination of events in the set E .
Based on the equivalence relation of two situations, we define an equivalence class and
partition of situations.
Definition 6.2 (Equivalence class, partition of equivalent situations).
Let S and P be two interface compatible service automata. Let K be a set of situations
of S that contains a situation [q,M] of S. Let E be a set of events of P . Then, the
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equivalence class of a situation [q,M] in K with respect to E is the set of all situations
in K which are equivalent to [q,M] with respect to E, i. e.,
{[q,M]}K,E = {[q′,M′] ∈ K | [q,M] ∼E [q′,M′]}.
The set of all equivalence classes in K forms an equivalence partition of K with respect
to E , denoted by ξE(K).
As the set of situations of a given service is finite (due to the assumption of a message
bound k on each message channel), there is a finite number of equivalence classes of
situations. Note, that an empty set K of situations yields an empty partition ξE(K), that
is, K = ∅ ⇔ ξE(K) = ∅, whereas an empty set E of events yields an equivalent partition
of K, that is, ξE(K) = {K}.
The following example shows the calculation of an equivalence partition of the set of
situations with respect to a given set of events.
Example 6.3. The following figure shows a fragment of a service automaton S on the
left hand side and its related situations in K on the right hand side.
q1
q2
q3 q4 q5
τ
!a !b
!a
K : [q1,[ ]] [q2,[ ]]
[q3,[a]] [q4,[a]]
[q5,[b]]
The knowledge K contains five situations of service S. Consider message bound k = 1
on each message channel and a given set E of events with E = {?a, ?b, τ,final}. The
equivalence of situations in K with respect to E is illustrated in the following table.
[q,M] ∈ K [q1, [ ]] [q2, [ ]] [q3, [a]] [q4, [a]] [q5, [b]]
activk([q,M], ?a) false false true true false
activk([q,M], ?b) false false false false true
activk([q,M], τ) true true true true true
activk([q,M],final) false false false false true
The two situations [q1, [ ]] and [q2, [ ]] are equivalent with respect to E, because each
e ∈ E activates each situation in a similar way as the other situation. The two situations
[q3, [a]] and [q4, [a]] are also equivalent with respect to E whereas none of the other
situations in K is equivalent to [q5, [b]] with respect to E. Therefore, the equivalence
partition of K with respect to E is ξE(K) = { {[q1, [ ]], [q2, [ ]]}, {[q3, [a]], [q4, [a]]},
{[q5, [b]]} }. ▹
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In the two subsequent sections, we will employ the equivalence of situations to inves-
tigate the circumstances in which two services behaves similarly with respect to their
controllers. Note, that the two sections share common techniques for characterizing all
equivalent substitutes for a given service, though the underlying artifacts are significantly
different.
6.2. Characterization of Deadlock-freely Equivalent Substitutes
Two services are equivalent under deadlock freedom whenever they have the same set
of deadlock-free controllers. Nevertheless, there is a case where one service can have a
order of events that is completely different from the one of another service in the same
deadlock-free equivalence class. In Section 5.2.2, we introduced a complete canonical
deadlock-free service of a given service as a service that is equivalent to the given service
under deadlock freedom. We have shown that a complete canonical deadlock-free service
is structurally more liberal than any other service in the same deadlock-free equivalence
class in the sense that it encodes all possible sequences and choices of events within its
own structure.
In this section, we study a complete canonical deadlock-free service of a given service
and investigate how it influences all its deadlock-free controllers. For this purpose, we
first define in Section 6.2.1 canonical stable situations as representative of situations
that can influence its controllers. In Section 6.2.2, we employ the equivalence relation
on situations to partition the relevant canonical stable situations and calculate the sets
of covering situations of the complete canonical deadlock-free service that is associated
with the calculated partition. In Section 6.2.3, we define a matching relation of covering
situations and propose one necessary condition for deciding deadlock freedom based on
the matching relation. Finally, we present in Section 6.2.4 a deadlock-free equivalence
guideline for characterizing the set of all services that are equivalent to a given service
under deadlock freedom.
6.2.1. Canonical Stable Situations
In this section, we study a situation of a given service that influences how its deadlock-free
controllers behave. We first recall from Section 3.3.2 a stable situation as a situation
in which a service cannot perform an event without any help, such as input message,
from its interacting partner. To interact with the service in a deadlock-free manner, a
controller must offer a choice that can resolve the stable situation. Different controller
may offer different choices to resolve the same situation. Nevertheless, there are some
stable situations which are more influential to its controllers than other stable situations,
as every controller must provide the same choice that can resolve such a situation in a
deadlock-free manner.
For this purpose, we define a canonical stable situation as a stable situation of a given
service that can influence exactly the choices that every controller of the service must
provide.
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Definition 6.4 (Canonical stable situations).
Let K(q) be the knowledge at state q of a service P about its interface compatible
service S. Let ϕ(q) be the set of all canonical deadlock-free choices at state q. Let Σϕ(q)
be the set of all events that are described by ϕ(q) and Lk(Ef ,K(q)) be the set of all
legally updated events of K(q).
Then, the stable situation [q,M] is a canonical stable situation at state q if for each event
e ∈ Lk(Ef ,K(q)) and e ̸∈ Σϕ(q) holds: activk([q,M], e) = false.
The set of all canonical stable situations at state q of P is denoted by Kϕ(q).
Recall from Chapter 3, that a canonical deadlock-free choice ϕ(q) at state q of a given
service P is a choice that the service must provide in order to resolve the situations of its
interacting partner (e. g., service S) in a deadlock-free manner (cf. Definition 3.27). A
canonical deadlock-free event Σϕ(q) at state q is an event that is described by a canonical
deadlock-free choice at state q (cf. Definition 3.28).
Given a set K∗ = stable(K(q)) of stable situations of S at state q of P , a canonical
stable situation of K∗ is a situation of S that can only be updated legally by a canonical
deadlock-free event of P , not by any other event of P . A set of all legally updated events
Lk(Ef ,K(q)) of K(q) is the set of all events which never yield a situation that violates
the message bound k for some message channel from the given set K(q) of situations
(cf. Definition 3.47). To this respect, the calculation of canonical stable situations does
not take into account an event e that illegally updates situations K(q) at state q. Such
an event definitely violates the k-boundedness property of the service composition.
The following example shows the canonical stable situations of a complete canonical
k-deadlock-free service of a given service when interacting with its most permissive
k-deadlock-free controller.
Example 6.5. Consider service S1 from Figure 4.1 and its complete canonical k-deadlock-
free service S∗1 = C2df ,k(S1) from Figure 5.8 for message bound k = 1. Illustrated in Figure
6.1 is a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S∗1) of S∗1 for k = 1.
The controller mpdf ,k(S∗1) consists of four states; L0, L1, L2, and L3. Each state q of
the controller mpdf ,k(S∗1) represents its knowledge of all relevant situations of S∗1 that are
associated with state q in the composition S∗1 ⊕mpdf ,k(S∗1) of S∗1 and mpdf ,k(S∗1). The
underlined situations denote the stable situations of S∗1 .
The most permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S∗1) is bisimilar to a most
permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S1) of S1 from Figure 4.2. This is because S∗1
is equivalent to its original service S1 from Figure 4.1 under deadlock freedom (asserted
by Lemma 5.31). The set of canonical deadlock-free choices of the two controllers
mpdf ,k(S∗1) and mpdf ,k(S1) at each pair of bisimilar states is also the same set (asserted
by Corollary 3.56). Though the situations of S∗1 associated with the controller mpdf ,k(S∗1)
are different than situations of S1 associated with the controller mpdf ,k(S1) (not shown
here). By construction, the structure of S∗1 encodes all possible sequences and choices of
events within its own structure.
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L0
L1 L2
L3
ϕ(L0) = { {!a}, {!b}, {τ} }ϕ(L1) = { {!a}, {τ} }ϕ(L2) = { {!b}, {τ} }ϕ(L3) = { {final}, {τ} }
[1,[ ]] [2,[ ]] [3,[ ]] [4,[ ]] [5,[ ]]
[6,[ ]] [7,[ ]] [8,[ ]] [9,[ ]] [10,[ ]]
[11,[ ]] [12,[ ]] [13,[ ]] [14,[ ]] [15,[ ]]
[1,[a]] [2,[a]] [3,[a]] [4,[a]] [5,[a]]
[6,[a]] [7,[a]] [8,[a]] [9,[a]] [10,[a]]
[11,[a]] [12,[a]] [13,[a]] [14,[a]] [15,[a]]
[16,[ ]] [17,[ ]] [18,[ ]] [19,[ ]] [20,[ ]]
[21,[ ]] [22,[ ]] [23,[ ]] [24,[ ]] [25,[ ]]
[26,[ ]] [27,[ ]] [28,[ ]]
[1,[b]] [2,[b]] [3,[b]] [4,[b]] [5,[b]]
[6,[b]] [7,[b]] [8,[b]] [9,[b]] [10,[b]]
[11,[b]] [12,[b]] [13,[b]] [14,[b]] [15,[b]]
[29,[ ]] [30,[ ]] [31,[ ]] [32,[ ]] [33,[ ]]
[34,[ ]] [35,[ ]] [36,[ ]] [37,[ ]] [38,[ ]]
[39,[ ]] [40,[ ]] [41,[ ]]
[1,[ab]] [2,[ab]] [3,[ab]] [4,[ab]] [5,[ab]] [6,[ab]]
[7,[ab]] [8,[ab]] [9,[ab]] [10,[ab]] [11,[ab]] [12,[ab]]
[13,[ab]] [14,[ab]] [15,[ab]] [16,[b]] [17,[b]] [18,[b]]
[19,[b]] [20,[b]] [21,[b]] [22,[b]] [23,[b]] [24,[b]]
[25,[b]] [26,[b]] [27,[b]] [28,[b]] [29,[a]] [30,[a]]
[31,[a]] [32,[a]] [33,[a]] [34,[a]] [35,[a]] [36,[a]]
[37,[a]] [38,[a]] [39,[a]] [40,[a]] [41,[a]] [42,[ ]]
[43,[ ]] [44,[ ]] [45,[ ]] [46,[ ]] [47,[ ]] [48,[ ]]
[49,[ ]] [50,[ ]] [51,[ ]] [52,[ ]] [53,[ ]] [54,[ ]]
!a
!b
τ
!b
τ
τ
τ
!a
Figure 6.1.: A most permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S∗1) of a complete canoni-
cal k-deadlock-free service S∗1 = C2df ,k(S1)) from Figure 5.8 for message bound
k = 1. Each state of the controller contains knowledge of S∗1 = C2df ,k(S1))
and is equipped with a set of canonical deadlock free choices.
[q,M] ∈ stable(K(L0)) [2, [ ]] [3, [ ]] [7, [ ]] [9, [ ]] [11, [ ]] [12, [ ]]
activk([q,M], !a) true true true true true true
activk([q,M], !b) true true true true true true
activk([q,M], τ) true true true true true true
activk([q,M],final) false false true true false true
enable(q) {?a} {?b} {?a,final} {?b,final} {?a, ?b} { ?a, ?b,final}
At state L0 of mpdf ,k(S∗1), the set of all canonical choices is ϕ(L0) = {{!a}, {!b}, {τ}}
and the set of all canonical events is Σϕ(L0) = {!a, !b, τ}. To calculate K(L0), we consider
the activation of events for all stable situations at L0 in the following table.
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The three stable situations [7, [ ]], [9, [ ]], and [12, [ ]] are not canonical situations
of S∗1 . This is because there exists event final ̸∈ Σϕ(L0) and activk([7, [ ]],final) =
activk([9, [ ]],final) = activk([12, [ ]],final) = true. Therefore, K(L0) = {[2, [ ]], [3, [ ]],
[11, [ ]]}.
[q,M] ∈ stable(K(L1)) [3, [a]] [9, [a]] [17, [ ]] [20, [ ]] [21, [ ]] [26, [ ]]
activk([q,M], !a) false false true true true true
activk([q,M], !b) true true true true true true
activk([q,M], τ) true true true true true true
activk([q,M],final) false true false true false true
enable(q) {?b} {?b,final} {?b} {?b,final} {?a, ?b} {?a, ?b,final}
At state L1 of mpdf ,k(S∗1), the set of all canonical choices is ϕ(L1) = {{!b}, {τ}} and
the set of all canonical events is Σϕ(L1) = {!b, τ}. To calculate K(L1), we consider the
activation of each event for stable situations at L1 in the following table.
The three stable situations [9, [a]], [20, [ ]], and [26, [ ]] are not canonical situations
of S∗1 . This is because there exists event final ̸∈ Σϕ(L1) and activk([9, [a]],final) =
activk([20, [ ]],final) = activk([26, [ ]],final) = true. The stable situation [21, [ ]] is a
canonical situation, though activk([21, [ ]], !a) = true, but !a is not a canonical event inΣϕ(L1). Event !a cannot legally update L1 for k = 1 due to a situation such as [3, [a]] in
L1. Therefore, K(L1) = {[3, [a]], [17, [ ]]}.
[q,M] ∈ stable(K(L3)) [43, [ ]] [47, [ ]] [50, [ ]] [52, [ ]]
activk([q,M], !a) true true true true
activk([q,M], !b) true true true true
activk([q,M], τ) true true true true
activk([q,M],final) true true true true
enable(q) {final} {?b,final} {?a,final} { ?a, ?b,final}
At state L3 of mpdf ,k(S∗1), the set of all canonical choices is ϕ(L3) = {{final}, {τ}} and
the set of all canonical events is Σϕ(L3) = {final, τ}. To calculate K(L3), we consider
the activation of each event for stable situations at L3 in the following table.
At state L3, every stable situation is a canonical situation. This is because there exists
event final ∈ Σϕ(L3) with activk([20, [ ]],final) = activk([26, [ ]],final) = true. Though
!a and !b are not a canonical event in Σϕ(L3) and each event can activate every stable
situation of L3. However, both !a and !b are not legally updated events of L3 due to
other situations in L3 such as [1, [ab]] where either !a or !b will violate message bound
k = 1 on message channel a and b respectively. Therefore, K(L3) = {[43, [ ]], [47, [ ]],
[50, [ ]], [52, [ ]]}.
The canonical stable situations of S∗1 from Figure 5.8 are illustrated as follows:
L0 : Σϕ(L0) = {!a, !b, τ} and K(L0) = {[2, [ ]], [3, [ ]], [11, [ ]]},
L1 : Σϕ(L1) = {!b, τ} and K(L1) = {[3, [a]], [17, [ ]]},
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L2 : Σϕ(L2) = {!a, τ} and K(L2) = {[2, [b]], [30, [ ]]}, and
L3 : Σϕ(L3) = {final, τ} and K(L3) = {[43, [ ]], [47, [ ]], [50, [ ]], [52, [ ]]}.
In this example, the calculation of K(L2) is omitted as it is almost similar to the
calculation of K(L1). ▹
6.2.2. Deadlock-free Covering Situations
In the previous section, we introduced the canonical stable situations as situations which
can influence exactly the canonical deadlock-free choices; these are the choices which every
deadlock-free controller the given service must provide. Inherently not every canonical
stable situation has an influence on the canonical choices in a similar way. With respect
to a set of events described by the canonical stable choices, two equivalent canonical
situations intuitively mean that each situation can act on behalf of the other without
affecting a canonical choice of a controller.
In this section, we employ the equivalence relation on situations as defined in Section
6.1 to calculate the set of deadlock-free covering situations of a given service S∗. For each
state q of a most permissive deadlock-free controller of S∗, we employ the equivalence
relation to partition the relevant canonical stable situations of S∗ with respect to the set
of events described by canonical choices at q. Then we calculate the set of deadlock-free
covering situations of S∗ by performing a union operation on all subsets of all partitions
at all states of a most permissive deadlock-free controller of S∗.
We define the set Covϕ(S∗) of deadlock-free covering situations of service S∗ as follows.
Definition 6.6 (Deadlock-free covering situations).
Let mpdf ,k(S∗) be a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller of a k-deadlock-freely
controllable service S∗ for message bound k ∈ N on each message channel. Then, the set
Covϕ(S∗) of all deadlock-free covering situations of service S∗ is defined as:
Covϕ(S∗) =

q∈Qmpdf ,k(S∗)
ξΣϕ(q) Kϕ(q)
where ξΣϕ(q)( Kϕ(q)) is an equivalence partition of the canonical stable situations Kϕ(q)
of S∗ at state q of mpdf ,k(S∗) with respect to the set of canonical k-deadlock-free eventsΣϕ(q) at state q.
The equivalence relation on canonical stable situations of S∗ with respect to canonical
events partitions the canonical stable situations of S∗ into sets of canonical stable
situations. All stable situations in each set of the partition are equivalent in the sense
that they force every deadlock-free controller of S∗ to offer a canonical deadlock-free
choice in a similar manner. Note, that each state q of a most permissive k-deadlock-free
controller mpdf ,k(S∗) may be associated with multiple sets in a partition (cf. Example 6.3).
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The union of all partitions at every state q of mpdf ,k(S∗) forms a set of deadlock-free
covering situations of S∗.
We illustrate the calculation of the set Covϕ(S∗) of deadlock-free covering situations
of service S∗ with the following example.
Example 6.7. Consider a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S1∗) of the
complete canonical k-deadlock-free service S∗1 = C2df ,k(S1) from Figure 6.1. For k = 1
and each state of the controller mpdf ,k(S∗1) of service S∗1 , the equivalence classes of the
canonical stable situations of S∗1 with respect to the set of relevant canonical events are
illustrated as follows:
ξΣ( K(L0)) = { {[2, [ ]], [3, [ ]], [11, [ ]]} };
ξΣ( K(L1)) = { {[3, [a]], [17, [ ]]} };
ξΣ( K(L2)) = { {[2, [b]], [30, [ ]]} };
ξΣ( K(L3)) = { {[43, [ ]], [47, [ ]], [50, [ ]], [52, [ ]]} }.
Note that it is not necessarily the case where one set of canonical stable situations is
associated with one subset in the partition. As in Example 6.3, we assume K = { [q3, [a]],
[q4, [a]], [q5, [b]] } and E = {?a, ?b, τ,final}. Thereby, K is partitioned into two sets of
equivalent situations; these are, {[q3, [a]], [q4, [a]]} and {[q5, [b]]}. Then the equivalence
class of K with respect to the set E is ξE( K) = { {[q3, [a]], [q4, [a]]}, {[q5, [b]]} }.
In case of S∗1 , the set Covϕ(S∗1) of all deadlock-free covering situations of S∗1 from
Figure 6.1 is illustrated by
Covϕ(S∗1) = { { [2, [ ]], [3, [ ]], [11, [ ]] }, { [3, [a]], [17, [ ]] }, { [2, [b]], [30, [ ]] }, { [43, [ ]],
[47, [ ]], [50, [ ]], [52, [ ]] } }. ▹
In the subsequent sections, we will show how to employ the set of deadlock-free covering
situations to decide deadlock-free equivalence.
6.2.3. Matching Deadlock-free Covering Situations
In this section, we define a matching relation between two services by comparing the
specific subsets of their situations. This comparison takes into account the sets of
deadlock-free covering situations of one service as described by Definition 6.6.
For this purpose, we first define the stable failures cover relation between two stable
states as follows.
Definition 6.8 (Stable failures cover of stable states).
Let S and T be two interface equivalent service automata. Let qS be a stable state in S
and qT be a stable state in T . Then, state qT of T covers a stable failure of state qS of S
iff for each trace σS of S with q0S
σS⇒S qS , there exists a trace σT of T with q0T σT⇒T qT
such that σS = σT and Refuse(qS) = Refuse(qT ) holds.
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Example 6.9. This example recalls service S1 and S2 from Figure 4.1 and a compact
canonical k-deadlock-free service S∗1 = C2df ,k(S1) of S1 from Figure 5.8 with message
bound k = 1 for each message channel. The cover relations between states of S2 and
states of S∗1 are represented by dashed lines whereas states of S∗1 are represented by the
shaded circle (the complete illustration of S∗1 is omitted due to its size).
Consider service S2. State b0 is a stable state of S2 with stable failure [ϵ, {?b,final}]
and it covers the stable failure of state 2 of S∗1 . State b1 is a stable state of S2 with stable
failure [?a, {?a,final}] and it covers stable failure of state 17 of S∗1 . State b2 is a stable
state of S2 with stable failure [?a?b, {?a, ?b}] and it covers the stable failure of state 43
of S∗1 .
bo
b1
b2
(a) S2
?a
?b
2
17
43
a0
a1
a2 a3
(b) S5
?b
?a
?b
3
30
47
56
e0
e1
e3
e4
e2
(c) S9
τ ?b
?a
?b
2
17
43
Consider the two services S5 and S9 from Figure 6.4. The two services have an equivalent
interface to service S1. Services S1 and S5 are equivalent under k-deadlock freedom,
however, services S1 and S9 are not. The cover relations between states of S5 and states
of S∗1 (also between states of S9 and S∗1) are represented by dashed lines whereas states
of S∗1 are represented by the shaded circle.
Consider service S5. State a0 is a stable state of S5 with stable failure [ϵ, {?a,final}]
and it covers state 3 of S∗1 . Also state a1 is a stable state of S5 with stable failure
[?b, {?b,final}] and it covers state 30 of S∗1 . State a2 is a stable state of S5 with stable
failure [?b?a, {?a}] and it covers state 47 of S∗1 . State a3 is a stable state of S5 with
stable failure [?b?a?b, {?a, ?b, final}] and it covers state 56 of S∗1 .
Consider service S9. State e1 is a stable state of S9 with stable failure [ϵ, {?b,final}] and
it covers state 2 of S∗1 . State e2 is a stable state of S9 with stable failure [?a, {?a,final}] and
it covers state 17 of S∗1 . State e3 is a stable state of S9 with stable failure [?a?b, {?a, ?b}]
and it covers state 43 of C2df ,k(S1). Though state e4 of S9 does not cover stable failure of
any state of S∗1 . ▹
We employ the stable failure cover of stable states to define the matching relation
between service T and the set Covϕ(S∗) of all sets of deadlock-free covering situations of
a complete canonical deadlock-free service of S.
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Definition 6.10 (Matching deadlock-free covering situations).
Let S∗ and T be two interface equivalent service automata. Let µ = situations(T ) be a
set of all situations of T with respect to the composition T ⊕mpdf ,k(S∗) of T and a most
permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S∗) of S∗ for message bound k ∈ N for each
message channel.
Then, service T covers the set Covϕ(S∗) of deadlock-free covering situations of service S
iff for each eS ∈ Covϕ(S∗) there exists [qS ,MS ] ∈ eS and [qT ,MT ] ∈ µ such that
1. qT covers a stable failure of qS , and
2. MS =MT .
The set of all service automata that cover the set Covϕ(S∗) of deadlock-free covering
situations of S∗ is denoted by f-Cover(S∗).
Service T covers the set of deadlock-free covering situations of service S, whenever,
for each subset eS ∈ Covϕ(S∗) there are situations [qT ,MT ] ∈ eS and [qT ,MT ] of T in
which state qT covers a stable failure state qS and their state of message buffer are the
same.
Example 6.11. Figure 6.2 shows the composition S2 ⊕mpdf ,k(C2df ,k(S1)) of services S2
from Figure 4.1 and a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S∗1) of S∗1 =
C2df ,k(S1) from Figure 6.1 for message bound k = 1 on each message channel.
b0,[ ],L0
b0,[a],L1 b0,[b],L2
b1,[ ],L1 b0,[ab],L3
b1,[b],L3 b2,[ ],L3
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ τ
a
b
Figure 6.2.: The composition S2 ⊕mpdf ,k(C2df ,k(S1)) of services S2 and mpdf ,k(C2df ,k(S1)).
In this example, the set µ = situations(S2) of all situations of S2 with respect to the
composition S2 ⊕ mpdf ,k(S∗1) is illustrated by µ = { [b0, [ ]], [b0, [a]], [b0, [b]], [b0, [ab]],
[b1, [ ]], [b1, [b]], [b2, [ ]] }.
Recall Covϕ(S∗1) = { { [2, [ ]], [3, [ ]], [11, [ ]] }, { [3, [a]], [17, [ ]] }, { [2, [b]], [30, [ ]] },
{ [43, [ ]], [47, [ ]], [50, [ ]], [52, [ ]] } } from Example 6.7 and the cover relations between
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states of S2 and states of S∗1 from Example 6.9. For each e ∈ Covϕ(S∗1), we have
e = {[2, [ ]], [3, [ ]], [11, [ ]]}, state b0 covers stable failure of state 2 with [b0, [ ]] ∈ µ,
e = {[3, [a]], [17, [ ]]}, state b1 covers stable failure of state 17 with [b1, [ ]] ∈ µ,
e = {[2, [b]], [30, [ ]]}, state b0 covers stable failure of state 2 with [b0, [b]] ∈ µ, and
e = {[43, [ ]], [47, [ ]], [50, [ ]], [52, [ ]]}, state b2 covers stable failure of state 43 with
[b2, [ ]] ∈ µ.
Therefore, S2 covers the set Covϕ(S∗1). ▹
In the following theorem, we prove one necessary condition of deadlock-free equivalence
using the matching relation with the deadlock-free covering situations. That is, service T
covers the set Covϕ(C2df ,k(S)) of a complete canonical deadlock-free service C2df ,k(S) of
service S only if T is a substitute for S under k-deadlock-free equivalence.
Theorem 6.12 (Failures cover of two deadlock-freely equivalent services).
For each and k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T =df,k S ⇒ T covers Covϕ(C2df ,k(S))
where C2df ,k(S) is a complete canonical k-deadlock-free service of S.
Proof. Suppose S∗ = C2df ,k(S) and T =df,k S. Because S∗ =df ,k S holds (Lemma 5.31),
T =df ,k S∗ follows by transitivity.
Letmpdf ,k(T ) andmpdf ,k(S∗) be most permissive k-deadlock-free controllers of T and S∗
respectively. Because T =df ,k S∗, mpdf ,k(S∗) and mpdf ,k(T ) are bisimilar (Corollary 3.56).
Consider state qmT in mpdf ,k(T ) with q0mT
σm⇒ qmT and state qm in mpdf ,k(S∗) with
q0m
σm⇒ qm, where q0mT is an initial state of mpdf ,k(T ) and q0m is an initial state of
mpdf ,k(S∗) respectively.
Let ϕ(qmT ) and ϕ(qm) be the set of canonical deadlock-free choices at qmT and qm
respectively. Because T =df ,k S∗, ϕ(qm) = ϕ(qmT ) (Corollary 3.56).
Because mpdf ,k(S∗) and mpdf ,k(T ) are deterministic by construction, their sets of
canonical deadlock-free events at qm and at qmT are equivalent, i. e.Σϕ(qm) = Σϕ(qmT ).
This means that the set Kϕ(qm) of all canonical deadlock-free situations at qm and the
set Kϕ(qmT ) of all canonical deadlock-free situations at qmT preserves exactly the same
set of canonical deadlock-free choices.
Consider a partition ξΣϕ( Kϕ(qm)) of equivalence situations that describes all equivalent
situations of services in which one situation can replace others without effecting the
canonical deadlock-free choices of mpdf ,k(S∗).
Consider the two following cases :
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– Kϕ(qm) = ∅ : this means that either K(qm) = ∅ or stable(K(qm)) = ∅. The first case
Kϕ(qm) = ∅ means that state qm is not reachable in the composition S∗ ⊕mpdf ,k(S∗).
In the latter case, assume Kϕ(qm) ̸= ∅. This means that every situation in K(qm) is
not stable. For both cases, ξΣϕ(qm)( Kϕ(qm)) = ∅. There is no deadlock-free covering
situation of S∗ associated with states qm.
– Kϕ(qm) ̸= ∅ : Consider eS ∈ Covϕ(S∗) and the partition ξΣϕ(qm)( Kϕ(qm)) of canonical
situations Kϕ(qm) with respect to canonical events Σϕ(qm). This means that there
exists a situation [qS ,M] ∈ eS such that for each [q′S ,M′] ∈ eS and for each x ∈ Σϕ(qm)
holds : activk([qS ,M], x) ⇔ activk([q′S ,M′], x) by definition.
As the situation [qS ,M] of S∗ is a stable situation in Kϕ(qm), then for each y ∈
enable(qS) holds: stepk([qS ,M], y) = false. This means that τ ̸∈ enable(qS) and qS is
a stable state of S∗ follows. Therefore, there exists [σ,X] ∈ failures(S∗) with q0S σ⇒ qS
and X = Refuse(qS).
As T =df,k S implies T ⊑df,k S, failures(S∗) ⊇ failures(T ) follows (Theorem 5.32).
Suppose T is derived from S∗ by removing each path q0S σ
′⇒ q′S that leads to state q′S
for every [q′S ,M′] ∈ eS including the subsequent path that follows q′S . This means,
that there exists a subset eS ∈ Covϕ(S∗) of deadlock-free situations of S∗ such that
for each situation [qT ,MT ] of T w. r. t.the composition T ⊕mpdf ,k(S∗) and for each
situation [qS ,MS ] in eS neither qT can cover stable failure of qS nor MS =MT holds.
As T =df S =df S∗, we have q0mT
σm⇒ qmT and q0m σm⇒ qm and ϕ(qm) = ϕ(qmT ). It
follows that there exists x ∈ Σϕ(qm) with activk([qS ,M], x) ⇔ activk([q′S ,M′], x) but
x ̸∈ Σϕ(qmT ) as all paths that results in each situation [qS ,M] ∈ eS have been removed.
This contradicts to the assumption Σϕ(qm) = Σϕ(qmT ).
Thus, we conclude that T covers Covϕ(S∗).
Theorem 6.12 suggests a necessary condition for deciding if two services are deadlock-
freely equivalent.
Nevertheless, covering the set of all sets of deadlock-free covering situations is not
sufficient to decide deadlock-free equivalence of a given service. This means, the reverse
of Theorem 6.12 does not necessarily hold. As service T covers the set Covϕ(C2df ,k(S))
of C2df ,k(S) of service S only means that T covers the states that preserves all canonical
deadlock-free choices of all controllers of S, but it does not guarantee that the behavior
of T will not deadlock with every deadlock-free controller of service S.
We illustrate this circumstance with the following example.
Example 6.13. Consider services S9 from Figure 6.4 and Example 6.9 with message
bound k = 1 on each message channel. Service S9 is not equivalent to service S1
from Figure 4.1 under k-deadlock-freedom. Though S9 covers the set Covϕ(S∗1) of
S∗1 = C2df ,k(S1) from Example 6.7.
Figure 6.3 shows the composition S9 ⊕ mpdf ,k(C2df ,k(S1)) of service S9 and a most
permissive k-deadlock-free controller mpdf ,k(S∗1) of S∗1 from Figure 6.1. The set µ =
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e1,[ ],L0 e0,[ ],L0
e1,[a],L1 e0,[a],L1
e0,[b],L2 e4,[ ],L2
e2,[ ],L1 e0,[ab],L3 e4,[a],L3
e2,[b],L3
e1,[ab],L3
e1,[b],L2
e3,[ ],L3
τ τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
a
b
Figure 6.3.: The composition S9 ⊕mpdf ,k(C2df ,k(S1)) of services S9 and mpdf ,k(C2df ,k(S1)).
situations(S9) of all situations of S9 with respect to the composition S9 ⊕mpdf ,k(S∗1) is
illustrated by µ = { [e0, [ ]], [e0, [a]], [e0, [b]], [e0, [ab]], [e1, [ ]], [e1, [a]], [e1, [b]], [e1, [ab]],
[e2, [ ]], [e2, [b]], [e3, [ ]], [e4, [ ]], [e4, [a]] }.
Recall Covϕ(S∗1) = { { [2, [ ]], [3, [ ]], [11, [ ]] }, { [3, [a]], [17, [ ]] }, { [2, [b]], [30, [ ]] },
{ [43, [ ]], [47, [ ]], [50, [ ]], [52, [ ]] } } from Example 6.7 and the cover relations between
states of S9 and states of S∗1 from Example 6.9. For each e ∈ Covϕ(S∗1), we have
e = {[2, [ ]], [3, [ ]], [11, [ ]]}, state e1 covers stable failure of state 2 with [e1, [ ]] ∈ µ,
e = {[3, [a]], [17, [ ]]}, state e2 covers stable failure of state 17 with [e2, [ ]] ∈ µ,
e = {[2, [b]], [30, [ ]]}, state e1 covers stable failure of state 2 with [e1, [b]] ∈ µ, and
e = {[43, [ ]], [47, [ ]], [50, [ ]], [52, [ ]]}, state e3 covers stable failure of state 43 with
[e3, [ ]] ∈ µ.
Therefore, S9 covers the set Covϕ(S∗1). ▹
In the next section, we show necessary and sufficient condition for deciding deadlock
freedom equivalence of a given service S. That is, service S and T are deadlock-freely
equivalent whenever T refines C2df ,k(S) under stable failures and T covers the set Covϕ(S∗)
of all sets of deadlock-free covering situations of C2df ,k(S).
6.2.4. Deadlock-free Equivalence Guidelines
In this section, we prove necessary and sufficient conditions for deciding deadlock freedom
equivalence of a given service. In the following theorem, we show that refining a canonical
deadlock-free service under stable failures and covering the set of deadlock-free covering
situations of a canonical deadlock-free service together is necessary and sufficient to
decide deadlock-free equivalence of a given service.
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Theorem 6.14 (Characterizing deadlock-freely equivalent services).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two k-deadlock-freely controllable service S
and T :
df kEquiv(S) = f-refine(C2df ,k(S)) ∩ f-Cover(C2df ,k(S))
where C2df ,k(S) is a complete canonical k-deadlock-free service of S.
Proof. Let S∗ = C2df ,k(S). We prove this theorem in two directions.
⇒ : Suppose T =df,k S. This means that T ∈ f-refine(S∗) (Theorem 5.32) and T ∈
f-Cover(Covϕ(S∗)) (Theorem 6.12).
⇐ : Suppose S∗ ⊑SF T and T covers Covϕ(S∗). Because S∗ ⊑SF T holds by
assumption, T ⊑df ,k S =df ,k S∗ follows (Theorem 5.32 and Lemma 5.31).
Let mpdf ,k(T ) and mpdf ,k(S∗) be most-permissive deadlock-free controllers of T
and S∗ respectively. We will show that (1) mpdf ,k(S∗) and mpdf ,k(T ) are bisimilar
and (2) for each pair [qmT , qmS∗ ] of bisimilar states holds: ϕ(qmT ) = ϕ(qmS∗).
1. Because T ⊑df ,k S∗, then there exists a strong simulation relation ϱ such that
mpdf ,k(T ) simulates mpdf ,k(S∗) with ϱ (Corollary 3.45).
By construction, mpdf ,k(S∗) and mpdf ,k(T ) are derived from the initial situations
{[q0S∗ , [ ]]} of S∗ and {[q0T , [ ]]} of T using the closure and event operations on
knowledge of mpdf ,k(S∗) and mpdf ,k(T ) respectively.
Let [q0mT , q0mS∗ ] ∈ ϱ∗ be a binary relation between states of mpdf ,k(T ) and
mpdf ,k(S∗).
Consider [qmT , qmS∗ ] ∈ ϱ∗ with [qS∗ ,MS∗ ] ∈ stable(K(qmS∗)) and [qS∗ ,MS∗ ] ∈
e ∈ Covϕ(S∗) with q0S∗ σ∗⇒ qS∗ and Refuse(qS∗) = X∗.
By assumption, failures(S∗) ⊇ failures(T ) holds. Then for each [σT , XT ] ∈
failures(T ), there is [σS∗ , XS∗ ] ∈ failures(S∗) with σS∗ = σT and XS∗ = XT .
By assumption, T covers the set Covϕ(S∗). Then there exists a situation
[qT ,MT ] in T such that (1) qT covers a stable failure of qS∗ and (2) MS =MT .
This means that if there is a stable failure that is described by S∗ but not by T ,
then such a failure does not affect the canonical stable situations at qmS∗ and it
does not affect the canonical choices at state qmS∗ . This is because there is a
situation of T that preserves each subset of deadlock-free covering situations of
S∗.
For each event m ∈ Σ, the successor state of state qmT is uniquely determined
by K′(qmT ) = closure(event(K(qmT )),m) of mpdf ,k(T ) by construction. By
assumption, S∗ and T have the same set of input I and output O message
channels, and the set of all situations of both S∗ and T are bounded by k. Then,
there exists also the successor state of state qmS∗ that is uniquely determined
by K′(qmS∗) = closure(event(K(qmS∗)),m) of mpdf ,k(S∗) by construction.
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As mpdf ,k(S∗) and mpdf ,k(T ) are interface equivalent and deterministic, the
relation ϱ∗ is a strong simulation relation such that mpdf ,k(S∗) strongly simulates
mpdf ,k(T ) with ϱ∗. As mpdf ,k(T ) also strongly simulates mpdf ,k(S∗) with ϱ and
mpdf ,k(S∗) and mpdf ,k(T ) are deterministic, this means that mpdf ,k(S∗) and
mpdf ,k(T ) are bisimilar.
2. Consider a pair [qmT , qmS∗ ] of bisimilar states of mpdf ,k(S∗) and mpdf ,k(T ). It
follows from the bisimulation relation that enable(qmT ) = enable(qmS∗).
Consider K(qmS∗) and K(qmT ). By construction, mpdf ,k(S∗) is a k-deadlock-free
controller of S∗ and mpdf ,k(T ) is a k-deadlock-free controller of T . Because
enable(qmT ) = enable(qmS∗) also holds, it follows that the set of legally updated
events at qmS∗ and that at qmT are the same set, i. e., Lk(Ef ,K(qmS∗)) =
Lk(Ef ,K(qmT )).
Consider K(qmS∗) and the following cases:
– K(qmS∗) = ∅ : this means that qmS∗ is a state that is never reached in
the composition of S∗ with any of its controllers. As [qmT , qmS∗ ] is a pair
of bisimilar states, this means K(qmT ) = ∅ also holds and qmT is also not
reachable in the composition of T with any of its controllers. As every failure
of T is also a failure of S∗ by assumption, there is no failure of T that is not
described by S∗. That is, ϕ(qmT ) = ϕ(qmS∗) holds.
– K(qmS∗) ̸= ∅ and stable(K(qmS∗)) = ∅ : this means that every corresponding
state of qmS∗ in S∗ can make a move without help from a controller of S∗.
Similarly to the case K(qmS∗) = ∅, none of situations in K(qmT ) contributes
to a deadlock-free covering situation of S∗. Hence, ϕ(qmT ) = ϕ(qmS∗) follows.
– stable(K(qmS∗)) ̸= ∅ : Because T ⊑df,k S∗ holds, then [qmS∗ , qmT ] ∈ ϱ is a
strong simulation relation and ϕ(qmS∗) ⊆ ϕ(qmT ) holds (Lemma 3.52)
Let ch ∈ ϕ(qmT ), we will show that ch ∈ ϕ(qmS∗) holds.
Let [qS∗ ,MS∗ ] ∈ eS ∈ Covϕ(S∗). Consider q0S∗ σ⇒ qS∗ with X = Refuse(qS∗).
By assumption, T covers the set Covϕ(S∗). Then there exists situation
[qT ,MT ] in T such that (1) qT covers stable failure of qS∗ and (2)MS =MT .
Consider a pair [qmT , qmS∗ ] of bisimilar states with [qT ,MT ] ∈ stable(K(qmT ))
and [qS∗ ,MS∗ ] ∈ stable(K(qmS∗)).
As ch ∈ ϕ(qmT ), there exists m ∈ ch such that activk([qT ,M],m) = true.
As Lk(Ef ,K(qmS∗)) = Lk(Ef ,K(qmT )) and Refuse(qT ) = Refuse(qS∗) holds,
then activk([qS∗ ,M∗],m) = true also holds. This means that ch ∈ ϕ(qmS∗)
follows.
Therefore, ϕ(qmS∗) ⊇ ϕ(qmT ) holds.
As mpdf ,k(S∗) and mpdf ,k(T ) are bisimilar and for each pair [qmT , qmS∗ ] of
bisimilar states ϕ(qmT ) = ϕ(qmS∗) holds, T =df,k S follows (Lemma 3.52).
Thus, the theorem holds.
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The value of Theorem 6.14 is for characterizing all services that are deadlock-freely
equivalent to a given service S. Two services S and T are deadlock-freely equivalent
whenever (1) T refines the canonical deadlock-free service C2df ,k(S) of S under stable
failures and (2) T covers the set Covϕ(C2df ,k(S)) of all sets of deadlock-free covering
situations of the canonical deadlock-free service C2df ,k(S) of S.
We present a deadlock-free equivalence guideline as a finite representation of all k-
deadlock-freely equivalent services of a given service S as follows.
Definition 6.15 (Deadlock-free equivalence guideline).
Let k ∈ N a message bound for each message channel and C2df ,k(S) be the complete
canonical k-deadlock-free service of a k-deadlock-freely controllable service automaton
S. Let Covϕ(C2df ,k(S)) be the set of all sets of deadlock-free cover states of C2df ,k(S).
Then, a deadlock-free equivalence guideline of service S is denoted by the pair [C2df ,k(S),
Covϕ(C2df ,k(S))].
A service T matches with [C2df ,k(S), Covϕ(C2df ,k(S))] of service S iff T refines C2df ,k(S)
under stable failures and T covers Covϕ(C2df ,k(S)).
For characterizing the set of all deadlock-freely equivalent substitutes for a given service
S, it is not possible to replace the complete canonical deadlock-free substitute C2df ,k(S)
for S in an equivalence guideline of S by a compact canonical deadlock-free substituteC2df ,k(S) for S. This is because, by construction, the compact canonical deadlock-free
substitute C2df ,k(S) for S does not encode within its structure all possible deadlock-free
choices of controllers, but only essential choices called canonical deadlock-free choices.
Nevertheless, we can optimize the construction procedure of the service C2df ,k(S) by
employing the compact canonical deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of S instead of the
complete canonical deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of S. We discuss more on this issue
in Chapter 7.
We illustrate how deadlock-free equivalence guidelines characterize the set of deadlock-
freely equivalent services with the two following examples.
Example 6.16. Consider services S1, S2, S3, and S4 from Figure 4.1. Each has the
same interface, i. e., I = {a, b} and O = { }. For service S1, a deadlock-free equivalence
guideline of S1 is illustrated by [C2df ,k(S1),Covϕ(C2df ,k(S1))] from Example 6.7 for message
bound k = 1 on each message channel.
Though both services S3 and S4 refine the complete canonical k-deadlock-free service
C2df ,k(S1) of S under stable failures, they are not equivalent to service S1 and S2 under
k-deadlock freedom. This is because S3 and S4 do not cover Covϕ(C2df ,k(S1)). There
exists e1 ∈ Covϕ(C2df ,k(S1)) with e1 = { [2, [ ]], [3, [ ]], [11, [ ]] } where there is no q ∈ e1
and no qS3 of S3 such that qS3 can cover stable failures of state q ∈ e1. Similar to service
S3, service S4 cannot cover e1 ∈ Covϕ(C2df ,k(S1)). ▹
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Positive Instances characterized by an equivalence guideline of S1 for k = 1
a0
a1
a2 a3
(a) S5
?b
?a
?b
b0
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
(b) S6
τ
τ
?b
?a
?a
?b
c0
c1
c2
c3
c5
c4
(c) S7
?a
τ
τ
τ
?b
?a
?b
d0
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
(d) S8
τ
?b
?a
?b
τ
?b
Negative Instances characterized by an equivalence guideline of S1 for k = 1
f0
f1
f2
f3
(f) S10
?a
?b
?b τ
e0
e1
e3
e4
e2
(e) S9
τ ?b
?a
?b
g0
g1
g2
g3
g4
(g) S11
?a
τ
τ
?b
?a
?b
h0
h1
h2
(h) S12
?a
?b
τ
i0
i1
i2
(i) S13
?b
?a
Figure 6.4.: Nine services: S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10, S11, S12, and S13; each with I =
{a, b} and O = { }, in comparison the deadlock-free equivalence guidelines
[C2df ,k(S1),Covϕ(C2df ,k(S1))] of service S1 from Figure 4.1 for message bound
k = 1 on each message channel.
Example 6.17. Consider services S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10, S11, S12, and S13 in Figure 6.4.
Each has I = {a, b} and O = { }, the same interface as service S1 from Figure 4.1.
Consider the deadlock-free equivalence guideline [C2df ,k(S1),Covϕ(C2df ,k(S1))] of service
S1 from Example 6.7 for message bound k = 1 on each message channel. The four services
S5, S6, S7, and S8 are equivalent to service S1 and are characterized by the equivalence
guideline of S1. The five services S9, S10, S11, S12, and S13 are not equivalent to service
S1, and therefore, are not characterized by the equivalence guideline of S1.
We see that each service in Figure 6.4 except service S9 refines the service C2df ,k(S1)
under stable failures. This means that every service except for service S9 is a substitute
for service S1 under deadlock freedom as asserted by Theorem 5.32.
Though both services S8 and S10 can diverge after receiving the first message b at
the initial state, S8 and S10 are not in the same deadlock-free equivalence class. This is
because the initial state d0 of service S8 is not a stable state, and S8 can perform an
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internal τ event and waits at state d1 for its controller to offer a choice. At state d1, it is
no longer possible for service S8 to diverge. However, this is not the case for service S10,
as the initial state f0 of S10 is a stable state. This means that service S10 waits at its
initial state d1 for its controller to offer a choice. It is still possible for S10 to diverge
after consuming message b.
We see that service S8 matches with the equivalence guidelines of S1, this means, S8
is equivalent to S1 under k-deadlock freedom. Nevertheless, service S10 dose not match
with the equivalence guideline of S1, because S10 cannot cover failures of any state from
e = { [2, [ ]], [3, [ ]], [11, [ ]] } ∈ Covϕ(C2df ,k(S1)). ▹
6.3. Characterization of all Responsively Equivalent Substitutes
Two services are responsively equivalent whenever they have the same set of responsive
controllers. Nevertheless, one service possibly has completely different order of events
than another service in its own responsive equivalence class. In Section 5.2.2 Chapter 5,
we introduce a complete canonical responsive service of a given service as a service that
is equivalent to the given service under deadlock freedom. We show that a complete
canonical responsive service is structurally more liberal than any other service in the
same responsiveness equivalence class in the sense that it encodes all possible sequence
and choice of events within its own structure.
In this section, we study a complete canonical substitute of a given service and
investigate how it influences all its responsive controllers. For this, we first define
in Section 6.3.1 canonical wait situations as representative of situations that possibly
influence its responsive controllers. In Section 6.3.2, we employ the equivalence relation
on situations to partition the relevant canonical wait situations and calculate sets of
covering situations of the complete canonical responsive substitute that associates with
the calculated partition. In Section 6.3.3, we define a matching relation of covering
situations and propose one necessary condition for deciding deadlock freedom based
on the matching relation. Finally, we present in Section 6.3.4 a responsive equivalence
guidelines for characterizing the set of all responsively equivalent services.
Several underlying concepts and techniques for characterizing all responsively equivalent
services are similar to the characterization of all deadlock-freely equivalent services. The
definitions, lemmas, and theorems defined in this section follow analogously from Section
6.2, though subtle differences lie in their technical details.
6.3.1. Canonical Wait Situations
In this section, we study a situation of the given service that influences how its responsive
controllers behave. We first recall from Section 3.3.3 a wait situation is a situation
in which service cannot perform an communicating event without any help from its
interacting partner. To interact with the service in a responsive manner, a controller must
offer a choice that can resolve the wait situation. Different controller may offer different
choices to resolve the same situation. Nevertheless, there are some wait situations which
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are more influential to its controllers than other wait situations, as every controller must
provide the same choice that can resolve such a situation in a responsive manner.
For this purpose, we define a canonical wait situation as a wait situation of a given
service that can influence exactly the responsive choices that every controller of the
service must provide.
Definition 6.18 (Canonical wait situations).
Let K(q) be the knowledge at state q of service P about its interface compatible service
S. Let ψ(q) be the set of responsive choices, ψ∗(q) be the set of valid responsive choices,
and ψ∗(q) be the set of canonical valid responsive choices at state q. Let E∗ and E∗ be the
set of all events that are described by ψ(q) and ψ∗(q) respectively. Let K∗ = wait(K(q))
be a set of all wait situations at state q with [q,M] ∈ K∗.
Then, the wait situation [q,M] is a canonical wait situation at state q if for each event
e ∈ E∗ and e ̸∈ E∗ hods: activk([q,M], e) = false.
The set of all canonical wait situations at state q of P is denoted by Kψ∗(q).
Recall from Chapter 3. A valid responsive choice ψ∗(q) at state q of a given service P
is a responsive choice in which an event of the choice either is enabled at state q or is
a final event (Definition 3.60). A canonical valid responsive choice ψ∗(q) at state q of
service P is a valid responsive choice that the service must provide in order to resolve the
situations of its interacting partner (e. g., service S) in a responsive manner (Definition
3.27).
Given a set K∗ = wait(K(q)) of wait situations of S at state q of P , a canonical wait
situation of K is a situation of S that can only be updated by a canonical valid responsive
event of P , not by any other event of P that is described by a valid responsive choice.
The calculation of canonical wait situations does not take into account an event that is
described by an invalid responsive choice.
The following example shows the canonical wait situations of a complete canonical
k-deadlock-free service of a given service when interacting with its most permissive
k-responsive controller.
Example 6.19. Figure 6.5 shows a most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(A8)
of service A8∗ from Figure 2.8 with its responsive choices ψ∗ and a complete canonical
k-responsive controller Crp,k(A8) of A8 that is constructed from mprp,k(A8)ψ∗ . Figure
6.6 shows a most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(Crp,k(A8))ψ∗ of the controller
Crp,k(A8) with its responsive choices ψ∗ and a complete canonical k-responsive service
A∗8 = C2rp,k(A8) of A8 that is constructed from mprp,k(Crp,k(A8))ψ
∗ .
Consider a most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(A8∗) of the complete canon-
ical k-responsive service A∗8 from Figure 6.7 for message bound k = 1 on each message
channel. The controller mprp,k(A∗8) consists of five states; q1, q2, q3, q4, and q5. Each
state q of the controller mpdf ,k(A∗8) represents its knowledge of all relevant situations
of A∗8 that are associated with state q in the composition A∗8 ⊕ mpdf ,k(A∗8) of A∗8 and
mpdf ,k(A∗8). The underlined situations denote the wait situations of A∗8.
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(a) mprp,k(A8)ψ
∗
q1 : ψ∗(q1)
q2 : ψ∗(q2) q3 : ψ∗(q3)
q4 : ψ∗(q4)q5 : ψ∗(q5)
?a
!b
!b
?a ?a
?a
?a,!b
construct Crp,k(A8)−→
ψ∗(q1) = { {!b}, {!b, ?a}, {!b, final},
{!b, ?a, final}, },
ψ∗(q2) = { {!b}, {!b, ?a}, {!b, final},
{!b, ?a, final}, },
ψ∗(q3) = { {?a}, {?a, final} }
ψ∗(q4) = { {final}, {final , ?a} },
ψ∗(q5) = { { }, {?a}, {!b}, {final},
{?a, !b}, {?a, final},
{!b, final},
{?a, !b, final} }
1
2 3 4 5
6
7 8 9 10
11
12 13
14
15 1617
18
19
20
21
22
23 24
25
(b) Crp,k(A8)
τ
τ
τ τ
?a !b
?a
!b !b !b
τ τ
τ τ
!b
?a
?a
!b
?a
!b !b
τ
τ
?a ?a
τ
τ
Figure 6.5.: A k-responsive operating guideline mprp,k(A8)ψ
∗ of A8 (from Figure 2.8)
and a complete canonical k-responsive controller; Crp,k(A8) of A8, both with
I = {a} and O = {b} for message bound k = 1.
The two controllers mprp,k(A8) and mprp,k(A∗8) are bisimilar. This is because A8
and A∗8 are equivalent under k-responsiveness (asserted by Lemma 5.35). The set of
canonical responsive choices of the two controllers mprp,k(A8) and mprp,k(A∗8) at each
pair of bisimilar states are also the same set (asserted by Corollary 3.74). Though the
situations of A∗8 associated with the controller mprp,k(A∗8) are different than situations
of A8 associated with the controller mprp,k(A8) (not shown here). By construction, the
structure of A∗8 encodes all possible sequence and choice of events within its own structure.
For state q1 of mprp,k(A∗8), the set ϕ(q1) of all canonical responsive choices is ϕ(q1) =
{{!b}} and the set Σϕ(q1) of all events described by ϕ(q1) is Σϕ(q1) = {!b}. To calculateK(q1), we consider the activation of each event for wait situations at q1 in the following
table.
[q,M] ∈ wait(K(q1)) [7, [ ]] [8, [ ]] [10, [a]] [11, [a]]
activk([q,M], ?a) false false true true
activk([q,M], !b) true true true true
activk([q,M],final) false true false false
enable(q) {?b} {?b,final} {?b} {?b,final}
The three wait situations [8, [ ]], [10, [a]], [11, [a]] are not canonical situations in ϕ(q1). This
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(a) mprp,k(Crp,k(A8))ψ∗
r1 : ψ∗(r1)
r2 : ψ∗(r2) r3 : ψ∗(r3)
r4 : ψ∗(r4) r5 : ψ∗(r5)
!a
?b
?b
?b
!a
?b
!a,?b
construct Crp,k(Crp,k(A8))−→
ψ∗(r1) = { {!a}, {?b}, {!a, ?b},
= {!a, final}, {?b, final},
= {!b, ?a, final}, },
ψ∗(r2) = { {?b}, {?b, final} }
ψ∗(r3) = { {!a}, {!a, ?b}, {!a, final},
{!a, ?b, final}, },
ψ∗(r4) = { {final}, {final , ?b} },
ψ∗(r5) = { { }, {!a}, {?b}, {final},
{!a, ?b}, {!a, final},
{!a, final},
{!a, ?b, final} }
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9
10 11
12
13 14 15 16
17
18 19 20
21
22
23
24
25
26
2728
(b) C2rp,k(A8)
τ τ τ
τ
τ τ τ
!a !a
!a
?b
!a
?b
!a
?b ?b
?b
τ τ
?b ?b
!a !a!a ?b!a ?b
τ τ
τ τ
τ
τ
?b
Figure 6.6.: A k-responsive operating guideline mprp,k(Crp,k(A8))ψ∗ of canonical k-
responsive controller Crp,k(A8) (from Figure 6.5) and a complete canonical
k-responsive substitute C2rp,k(A8) for A8, both with I = {b} and O = {a} for
message bound k = 1.
is because activk([8, [ ]],final) = true and activk([10, [a]], ?a) = activk([11, [a]], ?a) = true,
but ?a and final are not canonical events at state q1 (i. e., ?a,final ̸∈ Σϕ(q1)). Therefore,
[7, [ ]] is the only canonical wait situation at state q1.
The canonical situations of (A∗8) from Figure 6.7 are illustrated as follows:
Σψ∗(q1) = {!b} and K(q1) = {[7, [ ]]},
Σψ∗(q2) = {!b} and K(q2) = {[10, [ ]]},
Σψ∗(q3) = {?a} and K(q3) = {[18, [a]], [19, [a]]},
Σψ∗(q4) = {final} and K(q4) = {[18, [ ]], [19, [ ]]}, and
Σψ∗(q5) = {?a, !b,final} and K(q5) = {}.
In this example, the calculation of K(q2), K(q3), K(q4), and K(q5) are omitted as it is
almost similar to the calculation of K(q1). ▹
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q1 : [1,[ ]] [2,[ ]] [3,[ ]] [4,[ ]]
[5,[ ]] [6,[ ]] [7,[ ]] [8,[ ]]
[9,[a]] [10,[a]] [11,[a]]
q2 : [9,[ ]]
[10,[ ]] [11,[ ]]
q3 : [1,[b]] [2,[b]] [3,[b]] [4,[b]]
[5,[b]] [6,[b]] [7,[b]] [8,[b]]
[12,[ ] [13,[ ]] [14,[ ]] [15,[ ]]
[16,[ ]] [17,[a]] [18,[a]] [19,[a]]
q4 : [9,[b]] [10,[b]] [11,[b]]
[17,[ ]] [18,[ ]] [19,[ ]]q4 : ∅
?a
!b
?a
!b
?a
?a?a, !b
Figure 6.7.: A most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(C2rp,k(A8)) of a canonical
k-deadlock-free substitute C2rp,k(A8) from Figure 6.6 for k = 1. Each state of
the controller contains knowledge of C2rp,k(A8).
6.3.2. Responsive Covering Situations
In the previous section, we introduce the canonical wait situations as the situations which
can influence exactly the canonical responsive choices; that are the choices in which every
responsive controller the given service must provide. Inherently not every canonical wait
situation has an influence on the canonical choices in a similar way. With respect to a
set of events described by the canonical responsive choices, two equivalent canonical wait
situations intuitively means each situation can act on behalf of another without affecting
a canonical responsive choice of a responsive controller.
In this section, we employ the equivalence relation on situations as defined in Section
6.1 to calculate the set of responsive covering situations of a given service S∗. For each
state q of a most permissive responsive controller of S∗, we employ the equivalence
relation to partition the relevant canonical wait situations of S∗ with respect to the set
of events described by canonical valid responsive choices at q. Then we calculate the set
of responsive covering situations of S∗ by performing a union operation of all subsets of
all partitions at all states of a most permissive responsive controller of S∗.
We define the set Covψ(S∗) of responsive covering situations of service S∗ as follows.
Definition 6.20 (Responsive covering situations).
Let mprp,k(S∗) be a most permissive k-responsive controller of a k-responsively con-
trollable service S∗ for message bound k ∈ N on each message channel. Then, the set
Covψ(S∗) of all responsive covering situations of service S∗ is defined as:
Covψ(S∗) =

q∈Qmprp,k(S∗)
ξΣψ(q) Kψ(q)
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where ξΣψ(q)( Kψ(q)) is an equivalence partition of canonical wait situations Kψ(q) of S∗
at state q of mprp,k(S∗) with respect to the canonical k-responsive events Σψ(q) at q.
We illustrate the calculation of the set Covψ(S∗) of all sets of responsive covering
situations of service S∗ with the following example.
Example 6.21. Consider a most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(A∗8) of the
complete canonical k-responsive service A∗8 = C2rp,k(A8) from Figure 6.7. For k = 1
and each state of the controller mprp,k(A∗8), the equivalence class of the canonical wait
situations of A∗8 with respect to the canonical responsive events are illustrated as follows:
ξΣ K(q1) : {{[7, [ ]]}} ξΣ K(q2) : {{[10, [ ]]}}
ξΣ K(q3) : {{[18, [a]], [19, [a]]}} ξΣ K(q4) : {{[18, [ ]], [19, [ ]]}}
Then, the set Covψ(A∗8) of all sets of responsive covering situations of A∗8 is given by
Covψ(A∗8) = { {[7, [ ]]}, {[10, [ ]]}, {[18, [a]], [19, [a]]}, {[18, [ ]], [19, [ ]]} }. ▹
In the next sections, we show how to employ sets of covering situations of the complete
canonical responsive controller of the given service to decide its responsive equivalence.
6.3.3. Matching Responsive Covering Situations
In this section, we define a matching relation between two services by comparing specific
subset of their situations. This comparison takes into account the sets of responsive
covering situations of one service as described by Definition 6.20.
We first define the responsive failures cover relation of between two states as follows.
Definition 6.22 (Responsive failure cover of stable τ-strongly connected com-
ponents).
Let S and T be two interface equivalent service automata. Let CS be a stable τ -strongly
connected component in S and CT be a stable τ -strongly connected component in T .
Then, component CT of T covers a responsive failure of component CS of S iff for each
trace σS of S with q0S
σS⇒S qS and qS ∈ CS , there exists a trace σT of T with q0T σT⇒T qT
and qT ∈ CT such that σS = σT and Refuse(QCS ) = Refuse(QCT ) holds.
We illustrate the cover relation of stable τ -strongly connected components with the
following example.
Example 6.23. Recall service A8 from Figure 2.8 and a complete canonical k-responsive
service A∗8 = C2rp,k(A8) of A8 from Figure 6.6. In Figure 6.8, the cover relations between
states of A8 and states of A∗8 are represented by dashed lines whereas states of A∗8 are
represented by the shaded circle (the complete illustration of A∗8 is omitted). The stable
τ -strongly connected components of A∗8 are represented by dotted rectangles, and each
component contains exactly one stable state by construction.
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h0
h1
h2
h3
h4
h5
(a) A8
!a
τ
?b
τ
?b !a
?b
7
10
13
19
18
24
13
18
7
10
g0
g1
g2
g3
g4
g5
(b) T7
!a
τ
τ
τ
?b
!a
?b
Figure 6.8.: Illustration of responsive failure covering relations of Covψ(Crp,k(A8)) from
Example 6.21 by service A8 from Figure 2.8 and service T7 from Figure 6.10.
Consider service A8. A τ -strongly connected component of A8 is illustrated as a dotted
rectangle. Every component of A8 is a stable τ -strongly connected component except
for the component containing h0. The component containing h3 has a responsive failure
[ϵ, {!a,final}] and it covers the component of state 7 of A∗8. The component containing
h1 has a responsive failure [?b, {?b,final}] and it covers the component of state 10 of
A∗8. The component containing h2 has a responsive failure [!a?b, {!a}] and it covers the
component of state 19 of A∗8. The component containing h4 has a responsive failure
[?b, {!a,final}] and it covers the component of state 13 of A∗8. The component containing
h5 has two responsive failures [!a?b?b, {!a, ?b}] and [?b!, {!a, ?b}]. Respectively, it covers
the component of states 24 and the component of 19 of A∗8. ▹
We use the responsive failures covering relation of τ -strongly connected component to
define the covering relation between service T and the set Covψ(C2df ,k(S)) of responsive
covering situations of a complete canonical responsive service C2rp,k(S) of S. For this
purpose, we define the following matching relation.
Definition 6.24 (Matching responsive covering situations).
Let S∗ and T be two interface equivalent service automata. Let µ = situations(T ) be a
set of all situations of T with respect to the composition T ⊕mprp,k(S∗) of T and a most
permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(S∗) of S∗ for message bound k ∈ N for each
message channel.
Then, service T covers the set Covψ(S∗) of responsive covering situations of service S iff
for each eS ∈ Covϕ(S∗) there exists [qS ,MS ] ∈ eS and [qT ,MT ] ∈ µ such that
1. qS is in a stable τ -strongly connected component CS of S and qT is in a stable
τ -strongly connected component CT of T ,
2. CT covers a responsive failure of CS , and
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3. MS =MT .
The set of all service automata that cover the set Covψ(S) of all sets of responsive
covering situations of S is denoted by rf-cover(S).
In comparison to the matching between a service T and the set Covϕ(C2df ,k(S)) of
all sets of deadlock-free covering situations of service S, the matching relation defined
in 6.24 checks for the cover relations between stable τ -strongly connected components
instead of the cover relation between stable states. By construction, a complete canonical
k-responsive controller of a given service does not have a τ -strongly connected component
which contains more than one state.
Example 6.25. Consider message bound k = 1 on each message channel. Figure
6.9 illustrates the knowledge a most permissive k-responsive controller mpdf ,k(A∗8) of
A∗8 = C2df ,k(A8) has (a) about service A8 from Figure 2.8 and (b) about service T7
from Figure 6.8. Each knowledge represents a partial view of the composition with service
A8 and service T7 from the viewpoint of the controller mpdf ,k(A∗8).
q1: [h0,[ ]] [h5,[ ]]
[h1,[a]] [h3,[ ]]
q2: [h1,[ ]]
q3: [h0,[b]] [h3,[b]]
[h1,[ab]] [h4,[ ]]
[h2,[a]] [h5,[a]]
q4: [h1,[b]]
[h2,[ ]] [h5,[ ]]q4 : ∅
?a
!b
?a
!b
?a
?a
?a, !b
q1 : [g0,[ ]] [g5,[ ]]
[g1,[a]] [g3,[ ]]
q2 : [g1,[ ]]
q3 : [g0,[b]] [g3,[b]]
[g1,[ab]] [g4,[ ]]
[g2,[a]] [g5,[b]]
q4 : [g1,[b]]
[g2,[ ]]q4 : ∅
(a) with knowledge about service A8 (b) with knowledge about service T7
?a
!b
?a
!b
?a
?a
?a, !b
Figure 6.9.: The most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(C2rp,k(A8)) of C2rp,k(A8):
(a) with knowledge about service A8 and (b) with knowledge about service
T7, for message bound k = 1 on each message channel.
Recall Covψ(A∗8) = { {[7, [ ]]}, {[10, [ ]]}, {[18, [a]], [19, [a]]}, {[18, [ ]], [19, [ ]]} } from
Example 6.21 and the cover relations between states of A8 and A∗8 from Example 6.23.
Consider service A8 and all its situations from Figure 6.9(a). For each e ∈ Covψ(A∗8),
e = {[7, [ ]]}, the component containing state h3 covers responsive failures of the
component containing state 7 with a situation [h3, [ ]] of A8,
e = {[10, [ ]]}, the component containing state h1 covers responsive failures of the
component containing state 10 with a situation [h1, [ ]] of A8,
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e = {[18, [a]], [19, [a]]} and e = {[18, [ ]], [19, [ ]]}, the component containing state h2
covers responsive failures of the component containing state 19 with situations
[h2, [a]] and [h5, [a]] of A8, and the component containing state h5 covers responsive
failures of the component containing state 18 with a situation [h5, [ ]] of A8.
Therefore, A8 covers the set Covψ(A∗8). ▹
The following theorem asserts that covering the set Covψ(C2rp,k(S)) of a complete
canonical responsive service C2rp,k(S) of service S is a necessary condition to decide
responsiveness equivalence of S.
Theorem 6.26 (Responsive failures cover of two responsively equivalent ser-
vices).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
T =rp,k S ⇒ T covers Covψ(C2rp,k(S))
where C2df ,k(S) is a complete canonical k-deadlock-free service of S.
Proof. Let S∗ = C2rp,k(S). Suppose T =rp,k S. Because S∗ =rp,k S (Lemma 5.35),
T =rp,k S∗ follows by transitivity.
Let mprp,k(T ) and mprp,k(S∗) be most permissive k-responsive controllers of T and S∗
respectively. Because T =rp,k S∗, then mprp,k(S∗) and mprp,k(T ) are bisimilar (Corollary
3.74). Consider state qmT in mprp,k(T ) with q0mT
σm⇒ qmT and state qm in mprp,k(S∗)
with q0m
σm⇒ qm where q0mT is an initial state of mprp,k(T ) and q0m is an initial state of
mprp,k(S∗) respectively.
Let ψ(qmT ) and ψ(qm) be the set of canonical responsive choices at qmT and qm
respectively. Because T =rp,k S∗, ψ(qm) = ψ(qmT ) (Corollary 3.74).
Because mprp,k(S∗) and mprp,k(T ) are deterministic and τ -free by construction, then
their sets of canonical responsive event at qm and at qmT are equivalent, i. e., Σψ(qm) =Σψ(qmT ). This means that the set Kψ(qm) of all canonical responsive situations at qm
and the set Kψ(qmT ) of all canonical responsive situations at qmT preserve exactly the
same set of canonical responsive choices.
Consider a partition ξΣψ( Kψ(qm)) of equivalence situations that describes all equivalent
situations of S∗ in which one situation can replace others without effecting the canonical
responsive choices of mprp,k(S∗).
Consider the two following cases :
– Kψ(qm) = ∅ : this implies either K(qm) = ∅ or waitK(qm)) = ∅. The first case
Kψ(qm) = ∅ means state qm is not reachable in the composition S∗ ⊕mprp,k(S∗). In
the latter case, assume Kψ(qm) ̸= ∅. This means every situation [q,M] in K(qm) by
definition is neither stable nor there is a stable τ -strongly connected component C of
transition system of Kψ(qm) such that [q,M] ∈ QC For both cases, ξΣψ(qm)( Kψ(qm))
= ∅ and there is no responsive covering situation of S∗ associated with states qm.
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– Kψ(qm) ̸= ∅ : Consider eS ∈ Covψ(S∗) and the partition ξΣψ(qm)( Kϕ(qm)) of canonical
situations Kψ(qm) with respect to canonical events Σψ(qm). This means that there
exists a situation [qS ,M] ∈ eS such that for each [q′S ,M′] ∈ e and for each x ∈ Σψ(qm)
holds : activk([qS ,M], x) ⇔ activk([q′S ,M′], x) by definition.
As the situation [qS ,M] of S∗ is a wait situation in Kψ(qm), then there exists a
stable τ -strongly connected component C in S∗ such that [σ,X] ∈ rp-failures(S∗)
with q0S σ⇒ qS , qS ∈ QC , and X = Refuse(QC). As T =rp,k S implies T ⊑rp,k S,
rp-failures(S∗) ⊇ rp-failures(T ) follows (Theorem 5.36).
Suppose T is derived from S∗ by removing each path q0S σ
′⇒ q′S that leads to a stable
τ -strongly connected component C containing q′S for every [q′S ,M′] ∈ eS including the
subsequent path that follows C. This means T does not cover Covψ(S∗) as there exists
qS ∈ eS ∈ Covψ(S∗) such that none of the stable τ -strongly connected component of
T can cover the stable τ -strongly connected component C.
As T =rp,k S =rp,k S∗, we have q0mT
σm⇒ qmT , q0m σm⇒ qm, and ψ(qm) = ψ(qmT ). It
follows that there exists x ∈ Σψ(qm) with activk([qS ,M], x) ⇔ activk([q′S ,M′], x) but
x ̸∈ Σψ(qmT ) as all paths from S∗ that result in a situation [qS ,M] ∈ eS have been
removed in order to derive T . This contradicts to the assumption Σψ(qm) = Σψ(qmT ).
Therefore, for each eS ∈ Covψ(S∗) there must be a state qS ∈ eS that is contained
in a stable τ -strongly connected component C, and a stable τ -strongly connected
component CT that contains state qT with q0T σ⇒T qT and Refuse(QC) = Refuse(qCT ).
In case of cyclic behavior where there exist σ′S that revisits qS with qS
σ′S⇒S qS , there
must be a stable τ -strongly connected component C ′T that contains state q′T with
qT
σ′T⇒T q′T and state q′S ∈ eS is contained in a stable τ -strongly connected component
C ′S with qS
σ′S⇒T q′S such that σ′S = σ′T and Refuse(QC′S ) = Refuse(QC′T ).
Thus, we conclude that T covers Covψ(S∗).
Theorem 6.26 suggests a necessary condition for deciding if two services are responsively
equivalent. Nevertheless, the reverse of Theorem 6.26 does not necessarily hold.
Similarly to the characterization of deadlock freedom equivalence, covering the set of
all sets of responsive covering situations is not sufficient to decide responsive equivalence
of a given service. As service T covers the set Covψ(C2rp,k(S)) of C2rp,k(S) of service S only
means that T covers the components that preserve all canonical choices of all responsive
controllers of S, but it does not guarantee that behavior of T will responds to every
responsive controller of service S.
Example 6.27. Consider service T7 from Figure 6.8 and a complete canonical k-
responsive substitute A∗8 = C2rp,k(A8) of A8 from Figure 6.6 for message bound k = 1 on
each message channel. Service T7 has interface I = {b} and O = {a}, same interface as
service A8 from Figure 2.8. In Figure 6.8, the cover relations between states of T7 and
states of A∗8 are represented by dashed lines whereas states of A∗8 are represented by the
shaded circle (the complete illustration of A∗8 structure of is omitted).
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Consider service T7. Every component of T7 is a stable τ -strongly connected component
except the one containing g0. Each stable τ -strongly connect component can cover the
stable τ -strongly connected component of A∗8 except the component containing g5.
Recall the set Covψ(A∗8) = { {[7, [ ]]}, {[10, [ ]]}, {[18, [a]], [19, [a]]}, {[18, [ ]], [19, [ ]]} }
from Example 6.21.
Consider all its situations of T7 with respect to the composition T7 ⊕mprp,k(A∗8) from
Figure 6.9(b). For each e ∈ Covψ(A∗8), we have can find a component of T7 containing
state qT7 that covers responsive failure of the component containing state q for some
[q,M] ∈ e with a situation [qT7 ,M] of mprp,k(A∗8). Therefore, T7 covers the set Covψ(A∗8).
Nevertheless, T7 is not k-responsively controllable, as it is possible for T7 to perform an
unbroken infinite sequence of internal τ events due to the component containing state g5,
and therefore, it may not respond to any interacting service afterwards. That is, T7 is
not a substitute for A8 under k-responsive equivalence. ▹
In the next section, we show sufficient conditions for deciding responsiveness equivalence
of a given service S. That is, service S and T are responsively equivalent whenever T
refines C2rp,k(S) under responsive failures and T covers the set Covψ(S∗) of all sets of
responsive covering situations of C2rp,k(S).
6.3.4. Responsive Equivalence Guidelines
In this section, we prove necessary and sufficient conditions for deciding responsiveness
equivalence of a given service. In the following theorem, we show that refining a canonical
responsive service under responsive failures and covering the set of all sets of responsive
covering situations of a canonical responsive service together is necessary and sufficient
to decide responsive equivalence of a given service.
Theorem 6.28 (Characterizing all responsively equivalent services).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two k-responsively controllable service S and T :
rpkEquiv(S) = rf-refine(C2rp,k(S) ∩ rf-cover(C2rp,k(S))
where C2rp,k(S) is a complete canonical k-responsive service of S.
Proof. Let S∗ = C2rp,k(S). We prove this theorem in two directions.
⇒ : Suppose T =rp,k S. This means, T ∈ rf-refine(S∗) (Theorem 5.36) and T ∈
rf-cover(S∗) (Theorem 6.26).
⇐ : Suppose S∗ ⊑RF T and T covers Covψ(S∗).
Because S∗ ⊑RF T , T ⊑rp,k S =rp,k S∗ follows (Theorem 5.36 and Lemma 5.35).
Let mprp,k(T ) and mprp,k(S∗) be most-permissive responsive controllers of T and
S∗ respectively. We will show that (1) mprp,k(S∗) and mprp,k(T ) are bisimilar and
(2) for each pair [qmT , qmS∗ ] of bisimilar states holds: ψ(qmT ) = ψ(qmS∗).
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1. Because T ⊑rp,k S∗, there exists a strong simulation relation ϱ such that
mprp,k(T ) simulates mprp,k(S∗) with ϱ (Proposition 3.67).
By construction, mprp,k(S∗) and mprp,k(T ) are derived from the initial situations
of S∗ and T using the closure and event operations on knowledge of mprp,k(S∗)
and mprp,k(T ) respectively. This means that the initial state of mprp,k(S∗) is
[q0S∗ , [ ]] ∈ K(q0mS∗) and the initial state of mprp,k(T ) is [q0T , [ ]] ∈ K(q0mT ).
Let [q0mT , q0mS∗ ] ∈ ϱ∗ be a binary relation between states of mprp,k(T ) and
mprp,k(S∗).
Consider [qmT , qmS∗ ] ∈ ϱ∗ with [qS∗ ,MS∗ ] ∈ K(qmS∗) and qS∗ ∈ e ∈ Covψ(S∗)
with q0S∗
σ∗⇒ qS∗ , a stable τ -strongly connected component C that contains qS∗
and Refuse(QC) = X∗.
Because rp-failures(S∗) ⊇ rp-failures(T ) holds by assumption, then for each
[σT , XT ] ∈ rp-failures(T ) there is a [σS∗ , XS∗ ] ∈ rp-failures(S∗) with σS∗ = σT
and XS∗ = XT .
Because T covers the set Covψ(S∗), by definition there exists a stable τ -strongly
connected component CT that covers a stable τ -strongly connected component
C containing state qS∗ . This implies, (1) for each [qS∗ ,MS∗ ] ∈ e, T has the
same failure as S∗ and (2) in case there exists a sequence of events starting from
a state in C and revisiting C for each round, there exists also the same sequence
of events starting from a state in CT to a stable τ -strongly connected component
C ′T such that component C and component C ′T refuse exactly the same set of
events.
For each m ∈ Σ, the successor state of state qmT is uniquely determined by
K′(qmT ) = closure(event(K(qmT )),m) of mprp,k(T ) by construction. Because S∗
and T have the same set of input I and output O message channels as well as the
set of all situations of S∗ and that of T are both bounded by k, then it follows
that there exists also the successor state of state qmT that is uniquely determined
by K′(qmS∗) = closure(event(K(qmS∗)),m) of mprp,k(S∗) by construction. This
is because the failures that are not offered by T do not affect the equivalence
classes of wait situations at K(qmT ).
As mprp,k(S∗) and mprp,k(T ) are interface equivalent and deterministic, the
relation ϱ∗ is a strong simulation relation such that mprp,k(S∗) strongly simulates
mprp,k(T ) with ϱ∗.
As mprp,k(T ) also strongly simulates mprp,k(S∗) with ϱ and mprp,k(S∗) and
mprp,k(T ) are deterministic, this means that mprp,k(S∗) and mprp,k(T ) are
bisimilar.
2. Consider a pair [qmT , qmS∗ ] of bisimilar states of mprp,k(S∗) and mprp,k(T ). It
follows from bisimulation that enable(qmT ) = enable(qmS∗).
Consider K(qmS∗) and K(qmT ). Because mprp,k(S∗) is a most permissive k-
responsive controller of S∗ and mprp,k(T ) is a most permissive k-responsive
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controller of T , this means that Lk(Ef ,K(qmS∗)) = Lk(Ef ,K(qmT )) follows from
enable(qmT ) = enable(qmS∗) where Ef = Σ ∪ {final} .
Consider K(qmS∗) and the following cases:
– K(qmS∗) = ∅ : this means that state qmS∗ is not reachable in the composition
of S∗ with any of its controllers. By construction, ψ(qmS∗) ⊆ Σ ∪ {final}. As
(qmT , qmS∗) is a pair of bisimilar states, this means K(qmT ) = ∅ follows and
qmT is also not reachable in the composition of T with any of its controllers.
As every responsive failure of T is also a responsive failure of S∗ by assumption,
there is no responsive failure of T that is not described by S∗. That is, ψ(qmT )
= ψ(qmS∗) holds.
– K(qmS∗) ̸= ∅ and wait(K(qmS∗)) = ∅ : this means, every corresponding state
of qmS∗ in S∗ can make an internal move without help from a controller of
S∗ and never perform an external event. By construction, ψ(qmS∗) holds and
state qmS∗ is being removed during the construction of mprp,k(S∗). Similarly
for state qmT in mprp,k(T ).
– K(qmS∗) ̸= ∅ and wait(K(qmS∗)) ̸= ∅ :
Because S∗ ⊑RF T , then T ⊑rp,k S∗ holds (Theorem 5.36). Therefore,
[qmT , qmS∗ ] ∈ ϱ is a strong simulation relation and ψ(qmS∗) ⊆ ψ(qmT ) holds
(Lemma 3.70).
Let ch ∈ ψ(qmT ), we will show that ch ∈ ψ(qmS∗) holds.
Let qS∗ ∈ eS ∈ Covψ(S∗). Consider q0S∗ σ⇒ qS∗ with a stable τ -strongly
connected component C that contains qS∗ with X = Refuse(QC).
Because T covers Covψ(S∗), there exists a state qT in T that covers state qS∗
by definition. This implies, (1) for each [qS∗ ,MS∗ ], T has the same failure as
S∗ and (2) in case there exists a sequence of events starting from a state in C
and revisiting C for each round, there exists also the same sequence of events
starting from a state in CT to a stable τ -strongly connected component C ′T
such component C and component C ′T refuse exactly the same set of events.
Consider a pair [qmT , qmS∗ ] of bisimilar states with [qT ,MT ] ∈ wait(K(qmT ))
and [qS∗ ,M∗] ∈ wait(K(qmS∗)).
Because ch ∈ ψ(qmT ), then there exists m ∈ ch such that activk([qT ,M],m)
= true holds. Because Lk(Ef ,K(qmS∗)) = Lk(Ef ,K(qmT )) and Refuse(qC)
= Refuse(qCT ) = X, activk([qS∗ ,M∗],m) = true also holds. This means,
ch ∈ ψ(qmS∗) follows.
Therefore, ψ(qmS∗) ⊇ ψ(qmT ) holds.
As mprp,k(S∗) and mprp,k(T ) are bisimilar and for each pair [qmT , qmS∗ ] of
bisimilar states holds: ψ(qmT ) = ψ(qmS∗), thus, T =rp,k S holds (Corollary 3.71).
Thus, the theorem holds.
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The value of Theorem 6.28 is for characterizing all services that are responsively
equivalent to a given service S. That is, two services S and T are responsively equivalent
whenever (1) T refines the canonical responsive service C2rp,k(S) of S under responsive
failures and (2) T covers the set Covψ(C2rp,k(S)) of all sets of responsive covering situations
of the canonical responsive service C2rp,k(S) of S.
We present the responsive equivalence guidelines as a finite representation of all k-
responsively equivalent services of a given service S.
Definition 6.29 (Responsive equivalence guideline).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound for each message channel and C2rp,k(S) be the complete
canonical k-responsive service of a k-responsively controllable service automaton S.
Let Covψ(C2rp,k(S)) be the set of all sets of responsive covering situations of C2rp,k(S).
Then, the responsive equivalence guidelines of service S is denoted by a pair [C2rp,k(S),
Covψ(C2rp,k(S))] of C2rp,k(S) and Covψ(C2rp,k(S)).
A service T matches with a responsive equivalence guidelines [C2rp,k(S), Covψ(C2rp,k(S))]
of service S iff T refines C2rp,k(S) under stable failures and T covers Covψ(C2rp,k(S)).
For characterizing the set of all responsively equivalent substitutes for a given service S,
it is not possible to replace the complete canonical responsive substitution service C2rp,k(S)
of S in the equivalence guidelines of S by a compact canonical responsive substituteC2rp,k(S) for S. This is because, by construction, the compact canonical responsive
substitute C2rp,k(S) for S does not encode within its structure all possible responsive
choices of controllers of S, but only essential choices called canonical responsive choices.
Similar to the construction of deadlock-free equivalence guidelines of S, we can optimize
the construction procedure of the service C2rp,k(S) by employing the compact canonical
responsive controller Crp,k(S) of S instead of the complete canonical responsive controller
Crp,k(S) of S. We discuss more on this issue in Chapter 7.
We illustrate how responsive equivalence guidelines characterize the set of responsively
equivalent services with the following examples.
Example 6.30. Consider the service A8 from Figure 2.8 and seven services T1, T2, T3,
T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, and T9 from Figure 6.10. All have the same interface I = {b} and
O = {a}. For message bound k = 1 on each message channel, a k-responsive equivalence
guidelines of service A8 is illustrated by [C2rp,k(A8),Covψ(C2rp,k(A8))] from Example 6.21.
The four services T1, T2, T3, and T4 are equivalent to service A8 under responsiveness
and they are characterized by the equivalence guidelines of A8. The five services T5, T6,
T7, T8, and T9 are not equivalent to service A8 under responsiveness, and they are not
characterized by the equivalence guidelines of A8.
We see that each service from Figure 6.10 except for service T7 refines the service
C2rp,k(A8) under responsive failures. There is one stable τ -strongly connected component
of T7 that contains state g5 which refuses every event in {!a, ?b,final}. This means, there
is a responsive failure [ϵ, {!a, ?b,final}] of T7 that is not described by a responsive failure
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Positive Instances characterized by an equivalence guideline of A8 for k = 1
a0
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
(a) T1
τ
τ
!a!a
?b
?b
!a
b0
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
(b) T2
!a
τ
?b
ττ
?b
?b
!a
c0
c1
c2
c3
c4
(c) T3
!a
τ
τ
?b
?a
?b
d0
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6
(d) T4
τ
τ
!a
?b
?b
!a
?b
τ
Negative Instances characterized by an equivalence guideline of A8 for k = 1
e0
e1
e2
e3
e4
(e) T5
!a
τ
?b
?b
!a
f0
f1
f2
f3
f4
(f) T6
!a
τ
?b
?b
!a
g0
g1
g2
g3
g4
g5
(g) T7
!a
τ
τ
τ
?b
!a
?b
h0
h1
h2
(h) T8
!a
?b
i0
i1
i2
(i) T9
?b
!a
Figure 6.10.: Nine services: T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, and T9; each with I =
{b} and O = {a} in comparison the responsive equivalence guidelines
[C2rp,k(A8),Covψ(C2rp,k(A8))] of A8 from Figure 2.8 for message bound k = 1
on each message channel.
of the service C2rp,k(A8). Therefore, every service except service T7 is a substitute for
service A8 under k-responsiveness as asserted by Theorem 5.32.
Services T5 and T8 are not equivalent to service A8 under k-responsiveness. This is
because there is the set e1 ∈ Covψ(C2rp,k(A8)) with e1 = {[7, [ ]]} and neither T5 nor T8
can cover the responsive failure [ϵ, {!a,final}] described by state 7 of C2rp,k(A8).
Services T6 and T9 are not equivalent to service A8 under k-responsiveness. This is
because there is the set e2 ∈ Covψ(C2rp,k(A8)) with e2 = {[10, [ ]]} and neither T6 nor T9
can cover the responsive failure [!a, {!a,final}] described by state 10 of C2rp,k(A8). ▹
In the following example, we illustrate the calculation of an equivalence guideline for a
service that contains a cycle.
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a0
a1 a2
(a) R1
?a!b
!c
b0
b1 b2
b3
b4 b5
b6
b7
=rp,k =rp,k
̸⊑rp,k
⊒rp,k(b) R2
?a
!c
!b
τ
?a
τ
?a
τ
!c
!b
c0
c1 c2
c3
c4
c5
c6 c7
(c) R3
?a
!c
!b
!b
?a ?a!b
!c
!b
d0
d1 d2
d3
d4
(d) R4
?a
!c
!b
?a!b
Figure 6.11.: Four services: R1, R2, R3, and R4; each with interface I = {a} and
O = {b, c}. The three services R1, R2, and R3 are equivalent, whereas R4
is not equivalent to the three services under k-responsiveness for message
bound k = 1 on each message channel.
Example 6.31. Figure 6.11 illustrates four services R1, R2, R3, and R4. All have the
same interface I = {b, c} and O = {a}. For message bound k = 1 on each message
channel, we assume a canonical k-responsive controller Crp,k(R1) of R1 (omitted) and its
k-responsive operating guideline mprp,k(Crp,k(R1))ψ∗ illustrated in Figure 6.12. Figure
6.12 also illustrates a complete canonical k-responsive service R∗1 = C2rp,k(R1) of R1
constructed from the operating guidelines mprp,k(Crp,k(R1))ψ∗ .
Every service in Figure 6.11 refines R∗1 under responsive failures. This means, each
one is a substitute for R1 under k-responsiveness inclusion. However, only R1, R2, and
R3 are equivalent under k-responsiveness, but R4 is not equivalent to any other.
Consider a most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(R1∗) of R∗1 from Figure 6.13.
The underlined situations denote the wait situations of R∗1.
At state q1 of mprp,k(R∗1), the set of all canonical valid responsive choices is ψ∗(q1)
= {{!a}} and the set of all canonical events is Σψ∗(q2) = {!a}. To calculate K(q1), we
consider the activation of events for wait situations at q1 in the following table.
[q,M] ∈ wait(K(q1)) [2, [ ]] [3, [ ]]
activk([q,M], !a) true true
activk([q,M], ?b) false false
activk([q,M], ?c) false false
activk([q,M],final) false true
enable(q) {?a} {?a,final}
Situation [3, [ ]] is not a canonical situation in ψ∗(q1). This is because activk([3, [ ]],final)
= true, but final is not a canonical event at state q1 (i. e.,final ̸∈ Σψ∗(q1)). Therefore,
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(a) mprp,k(Crp,k(R1))ψ∗
r1 : ψ∗(r1)
r2 : ψ∗(r2) r3 : ψ∗(r3)
r4 : ψ∗(r4)
?a
!c
!b
?a ?a
?a, !b, !c
construct Crp,k(Crp,k(R1))−→
ψ∗(r1) = { {?a}, {!a, final} },
ψ∗(r2) = { {!b}, {!c}, {!b, !c}, {!b, final},
{!b, ?a}, {!c, final}, {!c, ?a},
{!b, !c, final}, {!b, !c, ?a},
{!b, ?a, final}, {!c, ?a, final},
{!b, !c, ?a, final} }
ψ∗(r3) = { {final}, {final , ?a} },
ψ∗(r4) = { { }, {?a}, {!b}, {!c}, {final},
{?a, !b}, {?a, !c}, {?a, final},
{!b, !c}, {!b, final}, {!c, final},
{?a, !b, final}, {?a, !c, final},
{!b, !c, final}, {?a, !b, !c, final} }
1
2 3
41
20
8
5
14
7
12
16
9 13 6 10 11 15
17
18 19 20
21
22
23
24
25
26
35 . . .
(b) C2rp,k(R1)
τ
τ
?a
?a
!b
!b
!b
!c
!b
!c
!b
?a
!b
?a
!c
!b
?a
!b
?a
!c
!c
!c !c ?a
!c ?a
τ
τ τ
τ τ
τ τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
?a
Figure 6.12.: A k-responsive operating guideline mprp,k(Crp,k(R1))ψ∗ of Crp,k(R1) (omit-
ted) and a complete canonical k-responsive service; C2rp,k(R1) of R1 from Fig-
ure 6.11, both with I = {a} and O = {b, c} for message bound k = 1.
[2, [ ]] is the only canonical wait situation at state q1.
At state q2 of mprp,k(R∗1), the set of all canonical choices is ψ∗(q2) = {{?b}, {?c}} and
the set of all events described by ψ∗(q2) is Σψ∗(q2) = {?b, ?c}. To calculate K(q2), we
consider the activation of events for wait situations at q2 in the following table.
[q,M] ∈ wait(K(q2)) [2, [b]] [3, [b]] [18, [c]] [19, [c]]
activk([q,M], !a) true true true true
activk([q,M], ?b) true true false false
activk([q,M], ?c) false false true true
activk([q,M],final) false false false false
enable(q) {?a} {?a,final} {final} {final, ?a}
Every wait situation in q2 is a canonical situation. Though each wait situation [q,M]
activates event !a, i. e., activk([q,M],final) = true. However, !a is not a responsive
choice at q2. Event !a is also not a legally updated event at state q2, as !a at state q2
definitely violates message bound k = 1 on each message channel due to situation [1, [a]]
for example. Therefore, K(q1) = {{[2, [b]], [3, [b]]}, {[18, [c], [19, [c]]}}.
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q1 : [1,[ ]]
[2,[ ]] [3,[ ]]
q2 : [1,[a]] [2,[a]] [3,[a]] [4,[ ]]
[5,[ ]] . . . . . . [15,[ ]]
[1,[b] [2,[b]] [3,[b]]
[17,[c]] [18,[c]] [19,[c]]
q3 : [17,[ ]]
[18,[ ]] [19,[ ]]
q4 : ∅
ψ∗(r1) = { {!a}, {!a, ?b}, {!a, ?c}, {!a, final}, {!a, ?b, ?c}, {!a, ?b, final},
{!a, ?b, ?c, final} }
ψ∗(r2) = { {?b, ?c}, {?b, ?c, final} }
ψ∗(r3) = { {final}, {final , ?b}, {final , ?c}, {final , ?b, ?c} }
ψ∗(r4) = { { }, {!a}, {?b}, {?c}, {final}, {!a, ?b}, {!a, ?c}, {!a, final},
{?b, ?c}, {?b, final}, {?c, final}, {!a, ?b, final}, {!a, ?c, final},
{?b, ?c, final}, {!a, ?b, ?c, final} }
!a
?b
?c
?c
?b
?b ?c
!a,?b,?c
Figure 6.13.: A k-responsive operating guideline mprp,k(C2rp,k(R1))ψ
∗ of a canonical k-
responsive substitute C2rp,k(R1) (from Figure 4.3) and its responsive choices
ψ∗(q) at each state q.
At state q3 of mprp,k(R∗3), the set of all canonical choices is ϕ(q3) = {{final}} and the
set of all events described by ϕ(q3) is Σϕ(q3) = {final}. To calculate K(q3), we consider
the activation of events for wait situations at q3 in the following table.
[q,M] ∈ wait(K(q3)) [18, [ ]] [19, [ ]]
activk([q,M], !a) true true
activk([q,M], ?b) false false
activk([q,M], ?c) false false
activk([q,M],final) true true
enable(q) {final} {?a,final}
Both situations are canonical situations in ψ∗(q3). Though each wait situation [q,M]
activates event !a, i. e., activk([q,M],final) = true, and !a is a legally updated event at
state q3. However, the choice {!a} is not a ϕ(q3) responsive choice of q3. Therefore, !a is
not a canonical responsive event at q3 and K(q3) = {[18, [ ], [19, [ ]]}.
Then, the set Covψ(R∗1) of all sets of responsive covering situations of R∗1 is illustrated
by Covψ(R∗1) = { {[2, [ ]]}, {{[2, [b]], [3, [b]]}, {[18, [c], [19, [c]]}}, {[18, [ ], [19, [ ]]} }. The
k-responsive equivalence guideline of service R1 is illustrated by [R∗1,Covψ(R∗1)].
Consider service R4 from Figure 6.11 and all its situations from Figure 6.14. A τ -
strongly connected component of R4 is illustrated as a dotted rectangle. Every component
of R4 is a stable τ -strongly connected component. The component containing state d0
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[c0,[ ]]
[c3,[ ]] [c5,[ ]]
[c0,[a]] [c1,[ ]]
[c3,[b]] [c5,[b]] [c2,[c]]
[c3,[a]] [c4,[ ]]
[c5,[a]] [c6,[ ]] [c7,[c]]
[c2,[ ]]
[c7,[ ]]
∅
!a
?b
?c
?c
?b ?b
?c
!a,?b,?c
[d0,[ ]]
[d3,[ ]]
[d0,[a]] [d1,[ ]]
[d3,[b]] [d2,[c]]
[d4,[ ]]
[d2,[ ]]
∅
!a
?b
?c
?c
?b ?b ?c
!a,?b,?c
(a) with knowledge about service R3 (b) with knowledge about service R4
Figure 6.14.: The most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k(C2rp,k(R1)) of C2rp,k(R1):
(a) with knowledge about service R3 and (b) with knowledge about service
R4, for message bound k = 1 on each message channel.
and the component containing state d3 cover the component of state 2 of R∗1. However,
neither [d2, [c]] nor [d3, [b]] is a situation of R4. This means, none of situations of R4
can cover responsive failures described by {[2, [b]], [3, [b]]} ∈ Covψ(R∗1). Therefore, R4
cannot cover Covψ(R∗1). Though not equivalent to R1 under k-responsiveness, R4 is a
substitute for R1 under k-responsiveness inclusion. The circumstance in which R4 misses
such situations allows R4 to interact with at least one additional responsive controller,
that is, a service that does not receive message c after it send out the second message a.
Obviously, this service is not a controller of R1.
Consider service R3 from Figure 6.11 and all its situations from Figure 6.14. A τ -
strongly connected component of R3 is illustrated as a dotted rectangle. Every component
of R3 is a stable τ -strongly connected component. The component containing state c0
has a responsive failure [ϵ, {!b, !c,final}] and it covers the compoent of state 2 of R∗1. In
contrast to R4, there is a stable τ -strongly connected component Cc2 of R3 containing
state c2 which refuses the same set {?a, !b, !c} as the component of state 18 of R∗1. The
component Cd2 can cover the failure of the component of state 18. Though R3 can reach
state c3 after performing !b and from this point on it is no longer possible for R3 to
perform !c. Nevertheless, this behavior of R3 does not affect a controller of R1, as a
controller of R1 must be able to receive both messages b and c after sending out message
a. Therefore, service R3 covers the set Covψ(R∗1) of R∗1. ▹
6.4. Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we characterized the set of all equivalent substitutes for a given service
S under two behavioral compatibility criteria B ∈ {df k , rpk}. For each behavioral
compatibility criterion B, we proposed a B equivalence guideline of service S as a finite
representation of all equivalent substitutes for service S under B. Several underlying
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concepts and techniques for constructing a B equivalence guideline are similar for each
behavioral compatibility criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk}, though their subtle differences of details
require separate attentive study.
An equivalence guideline of service S consists of two major ingredients; a complete
canonical B substitute for S, and all its B covering situations. As studied in Chapter 5,
the complete canonical B substitute for S is, by construction, structurally more liberal
than any other B equivalent service of S because it encodes within its own structure all
possible sequences and choices of events. Though relatively large, the complete canonical
B substitute involves all possible situations that can influence any controller of S.
Intuitively, two situations of a given service are equivalent whenever they influence a
partner in a similar way. We employed an equivalence relation to partition the relevant
situations of the complete canonical B substitute for S to calculate the second ingredient of
the equivalence guidelines. The partition allows us to identify all states which contribute
to the situations in each subset of the partition, called B covering situations.
Service T matches with a B equivalence guideline of S whenever T refines the complete
canonical B substitute for S under the refinement relation related to B and T matches
with its B covering situations. We have proven that the set of all services that match
with the equivalence guideline of S coincides with the set of all equivalent substitutes
for S under B. Therefore, we can employ a B equivalence guideline of service S and its
matching relation to characterize the set of all equivalent substitution services of service
S under behavioral compatibility criterion B.
One useful application of a B equivalence guideline of a given service S is to synthesize
a service that is equivalent to S under behavioral compatibility criterion B. We can
also apply the equivalence guideline to synthesize a service in a distinguished class of
B equivalent services of S that satisfies specific properties, the so-called public view of
S. We will discuss several applications of a B equivalence guideline of a given service in
Chapter 7.
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7. Applications to Analysis and Synthesis
for Service Substitution
In this section, we illustrate how to apply our results from Part II to solve analysis and
synthesis problems related to service substitution. We discuss various scenarios of service
substitution and present techniques that are related to the context. As established upon
existing work on service substitution and correctness of services and their composition, we
can combine our results with the related existing techniques to perform more sophisticated
analysis and synthesis tasks on service substitution.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 discusses techniques for analyzing
service inclusion. Section 7.2 discusses techniques for analyzing service equivalence.
Section 7.3 presents different techniques for synthesizing a substitute for a service under
various scenarios. Section 7.4 proposes techniques for correcting a non-substitute of a
service. Finally, Section 7.5 concludes the chapter.
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7.1. Checking Service Inclusion
One of the problem class as investigated in this thesis addresses the correctness of service
substitution by verification. Given services S and T , a service designer wants to know
how to systematically decide whether or not service T is a correct substitute for service
S ?
In this section, we present four different procedures to check whether service T is a
substitute for service S under B inclusion for B is either deadlock freedom (B = df k) or
responsiveness (i. e., B = rpk). The first procedure is inherited from the literature [Stahl,
Massuthe, and Bretschneider, 2009] for checking deadlock freedom inclusion. The other
three procedures are realized from our results from Part II in this thesis.
7.1.1. Comparing Operating Guidelines of Services
Though the set of B-controllers of a given service S is possibly infinite, the set of all
B-controllers of S can be represented by a B operating guideline of S. [Stahl, Massuthe,
and Bretschneider, 2009] have proposed a procedure for deciding whether service T is a
substitute for service S under deadlock freedom inclusion (called Accordance in Stahl,
Massuthe, and Bretschneider [2009]) by comparing a deadlock-free operating guideline of
S and a deadlock-free operating guideline of T . We generalize this procedure for both
deadlock freedom inclusion and responsiveness inclusion and illustrate the procedure in
Figure 7.1.
service S A B-mp(S)α yes, T ⊑B S A construct OG
message
bound k C C
check refinement
of two OGs
service T A B-mp(T )α no, T ̸⊑B,k S
Figure 7.1.: Deciding service substitutability under B inclusion by comparing two operat-
ing guidelines of services, for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
The procedure (denoted by the dashed rectangle) first requires to construct a B
operating guideline for both services S and T (denoted by process rectangle A) for a
given message bound k ∈ N on each message channel. Then, the procedure uses the two
operating guidelines to analyze whether every service described by the operating guideline
of S is also described by the operating guideline of T (denoted by process rectangle C).
– For deadlock freedom (B = df k), process A constructs the two k-deadlock-free operating
guidelines mpdf ,k(S)ϕ from service S and mpdf ,k(T )ϕ from service T (cf. Section
3.3.2). Process C involves two tasks; firstly checking if mpdf ,k(T ) strongly simulates
mpdf ,k(S) (that is, mpdf ,k(T ) strongly simulates every k-deadlock-free controller of S)
and checking if, for every simulated pair [qmT , qmS ] of state qmS of mpdf ,k(S) and qmT
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of mpdf ,k(T ), every deadlock-free choice at qmS is also a deadlock-free choice at qmT ,
i. e., ϕ(qmS) ⊆ ϕ(qmT ). The correctness of this procedure is asserted by Corollary 3.55.
– For responsiveness (B = rpk), process A constructs the two k-responsive operating
guidelines mprp,k(S)ψ
∗ from service S and mprp,k(T )ψ
∗ from service T (cf. Section
3.3.3). Process C involves two tasks; first checking if mprp,k(T ) strongly simulates
mprp,k(S) (that is, mprp,k(T ) strongly simulates every k-responsive controller of S)
and checking if, for every simulated pair [qmT , qmS ] of state qmS of mpdf ,k(S) and qmT
of mpdf ,k(T ), every responsive choice at qmS is also a responsive choice at qmT , i. e.,
ψ∗(qmS) ⊆ ψ∗(qmT ). The correctness of this procedure is asserted by Corollary 3.73.
To decide service inclusion of two services by checking their operating guidelines, we
employ a number of open source software tools from service-technology.org1.
In order to apply the procedure described in this section and in this thesis, we first
translate WS-BPEL processes into service automata. As we focus on the behavior aspect
of WS-BPEL processes, we abstract from other aspects such as data, instantiation,
and time. For this purpose, we use the compiler BPEL2oWFN [Lohmann, 2007] and
PnAPI [Mennicke, Sura, Waltemath, Lohmann, Gierds, and Znamirowski, 2009].
For deadlock freedom inclusion, we apply the tool Fiona [Massuthe and Weinberg,
2008] to construct the two deadlock-free operating guidelines and analyze their refinement
relation. Fiona is a tool that provides several analysis and synthesis algorithms for
service behavior. The design goal of Fiona was to combine several analysis and synthesis
algorithms for service behavior. It provides a set of data structures and algorithms for
promoting reusability, and therefore, facilitates for fast integration of new algorithms.
For responsiveness inclusion, we apply the tool Wendy [Lohmann and Weinberg, 2010]
to construct the two responsive operating guidelines. Wendy is a tool for deciding service
controllability and for synthesizing partners of services. The design goal of Wendy was to
deliver an efficient solution for service analysis and synthesis problem in a more compact
single-purpose tool. For the purpose of comparing two operating guidelines, we require a
separate tool in the family.
Recently, several efforts have been carried out to optimize the space-efficiency of
operating guidelines [Kaschner et al., 2007, Gierds, 2008a, Lohmann and Wolf, 2009].
One alternative representation of operating guidelines is a representation where, instead
of an annotation at each state (e. g., Boolean formula), only a few bits need to be stored
for a state [Lohmann and Wolf, 2011b]. Such a representation economizes the storage of
operating guidelines and yields efficiency gains in decision algorithms for service inclusion
involving operating guidelines.
Along this line, the tool Cosme [Lehmann, 2011] is able to compare the refinement
relations of the two operating guidelines by taking the bits operating guidelines format
as its input. To compare the two operating guidelines generated by Wendy, we use the
complierWendyFormula2bits [Sura, 2009b] to translate the operating guidelines generated
from Wendy into the bits operating guidelines, and use Cosme to compare the two bits
operating guidelines.
1illustrated in Figure 2.9 and available at http://service-technology.org/tools
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7.1.2. Checking Composition with Canonical Controller
In this section, we present a decision procedure for deciding service inclusion under B by
checking the behavioral compatibility criterion B of the composition with a canonical
controller of a given service. We illustrate this procedure with Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3.
service S A B service CB(S) A construct OG
message
bound k B construct CB
Figure 7.2.: Synthesizing a canonical controller CB(S) of a given service S in case B ∈
{df k , rpk}.
service S A B service CB(S) yes, T ⊑B S
message
bound k D
service T no, T ̸⊑B S
A construct OG B construct CB D check if B(CB(S)⊕ T )
Figure 7.3.: Checking service substitutability under B inclusion using the composition
with canonical controller, for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
The procedure (denoted by the dashed rectangle) first requires the construction of
a canonical B controller of service S (denoted by process rectangles A and B) for a
given message bound k ∈ N on each message channel. Then, the procedure verifies if
the composition of service T and the constructed canonical B controller satisfies the
behavioral compatibility criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk} (process D).
– In case of deadlock freedom (B = df k), processes A and process B for constructing a
complete canonical k-deadlock-free controller of a given service are described by Defi-
nition 4.1. Alternatively, it is more desirable to construct a more compact version of a
canonical k-deadlock-free controller as described by Definition 4.3. The correctness of
this procedure is asserted by Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.11.
– In case of responsiveness (B = rpk), processes A and B for constructing a complete
canonical k-deadlock-free controller of a given service are described by Definition 4.6.
Similar to the case of B = df k , it is more desirable to construct a more compact version
of a canonical k-deadlock-free controller as described by Definition 4.8. The correctness
of this procedure is asserted by Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.17.
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Given a service automaton model of S, we use the tool Fiona to construct a deadlock-
free operating guideline for S and the tool Wendy to construct a responsive operating
guideline for S (process A). The synthesis algorithm (process B) for two variants of
canonical k-deadlock-free controller has been implemented in the tool Maxis [Parnjai,
2011c] under the course of this thesis. Maxis is a tool for synthesizing a maximal controller
of a service from the input operating guideline. The synthesis of a maximal controller by
Maxis is parameterized by either a complete or a compact form of a maximal controller.
The verification of compatibility of service composition (process D) can be performed by
the general-purpose Petri net model checking tool LoLA [Schmidt, 2000, Wolf, 2007b].
LoLA is a model checking tool which implements several state space reduction techniques.
In comparison to the procedure described in Section 7.1.1, the procedure shown
in Figure 7.3 improves on deciding service inclusion for both deadlock freedom and
responsiveness inclusion of services. This decision procedure requires the construction of
only one canonical controller (process B) from a given service, compared to computing
operating guidelines for both services S and T . As constructing a canonical controller
can be regarded as a by-product of constructing an operating guideline, the construction
of the canonical controller (process B) can be integrated into the construction of an
operating guideline (process A). Obviously, the integrated process is required only once
for service S but not for service T . As a result, the decision procedure (process D) is
less expensive than computing the refinement relation of the two operating guidelines
(process C). To optimize the decision procedure, we construct a compact canonical
controller from a given service, instead of constructing its complete canonical controller.
This definitely reduces the size of the state spaces needed for verifying the compatibility
property of service composition.
7.1.3. Matching Operating Guidelines of Canonical Controller
In this section, we present a procedure for deciding service substitutability under B
inclusion using an operating guideline of canonical controllers of services. This decision
procedure checks for a matching relation with an operating guideline of a canonical
controller of a service. We illustrate this decision procedure in Figure 7.4.
service S A B A B-mp(CB(S))α yes, T ⊑B S
message
bound k E
service T no, T ̸⊑B S
A construct OG B construct CB E check compliancematching of OG
Figure 7.4.: Checking service substitutability under B inclusion by matching with an
operating guideline of one service, for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
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The procedure (denoted by the dashed rectangle) first requires the construction of
a canonical B controller of service S (denoted by process rectangles A and B) for a
given message bound k ∈ N on each message channel. Next, it requires to construct a B
operating guideline of the constructed canonical controller (denoted by process rectangle
A). Then, it checks whether or not service T is described by the constructed operating
guideline (denoted by process rectangle E).
– In case of deadlock freedom (B = df k), processes A and B for constructing a canonical
k-deadlock-free controller of a given service are described by Definition 4.1. Then,
process A constructs a deadlock-free operating guideline from the constructed canonical
controller. Process E involves checking if service T is described by the deadlock-free
operating guideline of the canonical controller using strong compliance relation Defini-
tion 3.15. The correctness of this procedure is asserted by Theorem 5.7, Lemma 3.51,
and Theorem 5.11.
– In case of responsiveness (B = rpk), processes A and B for constructing a canonical
k-responsive controller of a given service are described by Definition 4.6. Then, process
A constructs a responsive operating guideline from the constructed controller. Process
E involves checking if service T is described by the operating guideline of the canonical
controller using the structural compliance relation from Definition 3.17. The correctness
of this procedure is asserted by Theorem 5.7, Lemma 3.69, and Theorem 5.17.
Given a service automaton model of service S, we can employ our open source software
tool Evans [Parnjai, 2011b] developed under the course of this thesis. Evans [Parnjai,
2011b] synthesizes the desired operating guideline of a canonical controller of service S
by pipelining a given service S through the other tools. First it invokes either Fiona or
Wendy to generate an operating guideline for S (process A), then Maxis to generate a
canonical controller of S from the operating guideline (process B), and finally either Fiona
or Wendy again to generate an operating guideline of the canonical controller. By doing
so, Evans delivers an operating guideline of a canonical substitute for a given service as its
output. Similarly to the procedure described in Section 7.1.2, it is possible to construct
a compact canonical controller by parameterizing Maxis. So far, the implementation of
the checking algorithm (process E) is still under development, but will be integrated into
the tool Evans.
In comparison to the method of checking the composition with the canonical controller
described in Section 7.1.2, this procedure requires one additional step for computing the
operating guideline of the canonical controller. Nevertheless, it is possible to construct a
more compact version of a canonical B-controller rather than to construct a complete
canonical B-controller of a given service. The compact canonical B-controller of a given
service certainly speeds up the computation of operating guidelines. Importantly, the
deciding procedure described by process E is less expensive than process D (described in
Section 7.1.2). This is because process E checks for a matching relation between service
T and the computed operating guideline. However, process E does not require to explore
state spaces of the composition in order to verify if the composition satisfies the given
behavioral compatibility criterion B, as described by process D in Section 7.1.2.
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7.1.4. Checking Refinement of Canonical Substitute
In the section, we present a procedure for deciding service substitutability under B
inclusion using the refinement relation on a canonical substitute for services. This
decision procedure compares the respective failures semantics of a given service with its
canonical substitute. We illustrate this procedure in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6.
service S A B A B service C2B(S) A construct OG
message
bound k B construct CB
Figure 7.5.: Synthesizing a canonical substitute C2B(S) for a given service S in case
B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
service S A B A B service C2B(S) yes, T ⊑B S
message
bound k F
service T no, T ̸⊑B S
A construct OG B construct CB F check failures refinement
Figure 7.6.: Checking service substitutability under B inclusion using refinement relation
between a given service and its canonical B substitute, for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
The procedure (denoted by the dashed rectangle) first requires the construction of a
canonical B substitute for a given service S (denoted by process rectangles A, B, A, and
B) for a given message bound k ∈ N on each message channel. Then, it checks whether
service T refines the constructed canonical B substitute for service S under the respective
failures (denoted by process rectangle F ).
– In case of deadlock freedom (B = df k), the construction of a canonical k-deadlock-free
substitute for service S is described by Definition 5.30 (the chained process A, B, A and
B). Then, the procedure checks whether service T refines the constructed canonical
k-deadlock-free substitute under stable failures (process F ). The correctness of this
procedure is asserted by Theorem 5.32.
– In case of responsiveness (B = rpk), the four-chained process A, B, A and B to
construct a canonical k-responsive substitute for service S is described by Definition
5.34. Then, the procedure checks whether service T refines the constructed canonical
k-responsive substitute under responsive failures (process F ). The correctness of this
procedure is asserted by Theorem 5.36.
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The construction algorithm of the canonical substitutes for services (the chained process
A, B, A and B) has been implemented in the open source software tool Evans [Parnjai,
2011b] under the course of this thesis. Evans pipelines a given service through the
other tools; either Fiona or Wendy, and Maxis. By doing so, Evans delivers a canonical
substitute for a given service as its output. The implementation of the checking algorithm
(process E) is currently under development and will be integrated into the tool Evans.
This procedure is comparable to the matching of operating guideline of canonical
controllers described in Section 7.1.3. Though this procedure requires the construction of
one canonical substitute (the last process B) from the operating guideline (the chained
process A, B, and A), the construction of a canonical substitute is a by-product of
constructing an operating guideline, and therefore, can be integrated into the construction
of an operating guideline. Furthermore, it is possible to construct a more compact version
of a canonical B-substitute rather than to construct a complete canonical B-substitute
for a given service. The decision procedure (process F ) is to find refinement relation
between two services and it is comparable to process E described in Section 7.1.3.
In Section 7.3, we will illustrate that the canonical substitute for a service is more
suitable for solving the synthesis problem rather than the analysis problem. For instance,
we can employ the canonical substitute for a given service to synthesize a substitute
service with additional behavioral constraints.
7.2. Checking Service Equivalence
In this section, we present two techniques to check whether a given service T is a substitute
for a given service S under B equivalence for B is either deadlock freedom (B = df k)
or responsiveness (i. e., B = rpk). Similar to Section 7.1, the first procedure described
in Section 7.1.1 is inherited from the literature [Stahl, Massuthe, and Bretschneider, 2009]
to decide deadlock freedom preorder. Another procedure is realized from our results from
Part II of this thesis.
7.2.1. Comparing Operating Guidelines of Services
Similar to Section 7.1.1, deciding whether or not a service T can substitute a service S
under B equivalence can also be done by comparing the B operating guidelines of the
two services. Stahl, Massuthe, and Bretschneider [2009] have proposed a procedure for
deciding whether service T can substitute service S under deadlock freedom equivalence
(called Accordance equivalence in Stahl et al. [2009]) by comparing a deadlock-free
operating guideline of S and a deadlock-free operating guideline of T . We generalize this
procedure for both deadlock freedom equivalence and responsiveness equivalence and
illustrate this procedure with Figure 7.7.
The procedure (denoted by the dashed rectangle) first requires to construct a B
operating guideline for both services S and T (denoted by process rectangle A) for a
given message bound k ∈ N on each message channel. Then, the procedure uses the
two operating guidelines to analyze whether they are equivalent (denoted by process
rectangle G).
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service S A B-mp(S)α yes, T =B S A construct OG
message
bound k G G
check equivalence
of two OGs
service T A B-mp(T )α no, T ̸=B S
Figure 7.7.: Checking substitutability of services under B equivalence by comparing
operating guidelines of two services, for B ∈ {df k , rpk} .
– In case of deadlock freedom (B = df k), process A constructs the two k-deadlock-
free operating guidelines mpdf ,k(S)ϕ from service S and mpdf ,k(T )ϕ from service T
(cf. Section 3.3.2). Then, process G involves two tasks. Firstly, checking if the two
operating guidelines are bisimilar. Secondly, checking if, for every pair [qmT , qmS ] of
bisimilar states qmS of mpdf ,k(S) and qmT of mpdf ,k(T ), whether the set of deadlock-
free choices at qmS and the set of deadlock-free choices at qmT are the same, i. e.,
ϕ(qmS) = ϕ(qmT ). The correctness of this procedure is asserted by Corollary 3.56.
– In case of responsiveness (B = rpk), process A constructs the two k-responsive operating
guidelines mprp,k(S)ψ
∗ from service S and mprp,k(T )ψ
∗ from service T (cf. Section 3.3.3).
Then, process G involves two tasks. Firstly, checking if the two operating guidelines
are bisimilar. Secondly, checking if, for every pair [qmT , qmS ] of bisimilar states qmS
of mprp,k(S) and qmT of mprp,k(T ), whether the set of valid responsive choices at qmS
and the set of valid responsive choices at qmT are the same, i. e., ψ(qmS) = ψ(qmT ).
The correctness of this procedure is asserted by Corollary 3.74.
This procedure checks for an equivalence relation of the B-operating guidelines of two
given services. As a B-operating guideline of a given service is a finite representation
of all its B controllers, it is also possible to check for an equivalence relation on other
representations of services than the operating guideline, such as checking for an equivalence
relation between canonical B controllers or canonical B substitutes for two services.
Obviously, such procedures can never outperform the checking of the two operating
guidelines of two services, because those services are synthesized on top of operating
guidelines and the equivalence check is a symmetric procedure that must be performed
in two directions.
Similar to the procedure described in Section 7.1.1, we use similar tools to check the
equivalence relation of two constructed operating guidelines.
7.2.2. Matching Equivalence Guidelines of Services
In the section, we present a procedure for deciding service substitutability under B
equivalence using an equivalence guidelines of a service. This decision procedure check
whether or not one service is described by the equivalence guidelines of another service
We illustrate this procedure in Figure 7.8.
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service S A B A B service C2B(S) yes, T =B S
message
bound k H Covα(C
2
B(S)) I
service T no, T ̸=B S
A construct OG B construct CB H construct coveringsituations of C2B(S)
I
check covering
relation
Figure 7.8.: Checking service substitutability under B equivalence by matching with an
equivalence guideline of a service, for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
The procedure (denoted by the dashed rectangle) first requires the construction of a
canonical B substitute for a given service S (denoted by process rectangles A, B, A, and
B) for a given message bound k ∈ N on each message channel. Then, it constructs from
the canonical B substitute its covering situations (denoted by process rectangle H). To
decide if service T is a substitute for service S under B equivalence, the procedure checks
whether service T is described by the covering situations of the canonical B substitute
for service S (denoted by process rectangle I).
– In case of deadlock freedom (B = df k), the construction of a complete canonical
k-deadlock-free substitute for service S is described by Definition 5.30 (the chained
process A, B, A, and B). The construction of the deadlock-free covering situations of a
complete canonical k-deadlock-free substitute for service S is described by Definition 6.6
(process H). Checking whether service T is a substitute for service S under deadlock
freedom equivalence (process I) involves two steps; first, checking if service T refines
the complete canonical k-deadlock-free substitute under stable failures, and second,
checking if service T matches with the deadlock-free covering situations of the complete
canonical k-deadlock-frees substitute. The correctness of this procedure is asserted
by Theorem 6.14.
– In case of responsiveness (B = rpk), the four-chained process A, B, A and B to construct
a canonical k-responsive substitute for service S is described by Definition 5.34. The
construction of the responsive covering situations of a complete canonical k-responsive
substitute for service S is described by Definition 6.20 (process H). Checking whether
service T is a substitute for service S under responsiveness equivalence (process I)
involves two steps; first, checking if service T refines the complete canonical k-responsive
substitute under responsive failures, and second, checking if service T matches with
the responsive covering situations of the complete canonical k-responsive substitute.
The correctness of this procedure is asserted by Theorem 6.28.
This procedure checks for a matching relation with a B-equivalence guideline of service
S. In comparison to the procedure described in Section 7.2.1, this procedure requires
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more pre-processing steps to computer a complete canonical B substitute for service S
(the chained process A, B, A, and B) and its covering situations (process H). Process H
can be expensive as it requires to explore the state space of the composition between
a canonical controller of S and a canonical substitute for S. Nevertheless, the decision
procedure (process I) does not require the construction of an operating guideline of T ,
but requires to check whether service T can cover the covering situations described by
the equivalence guideline. This check can be done by exploring the state space of the
composition between service T and the most permissive controller of S. Clearly, this
procedure does not outperform the checking of the operating guidelines of two services
described in Section 7.2.1. In Section 7.3 and Section 7.4, we will illustrate that the
equivalence guidelines are more suitable for solving synthesis problem rather than analysis
problem. For instance, we can employ the equivalence guidelines to synthesize a minimal
public view for a given service.
The implementation of an equivalence guideline is currently under development and
will be integrated into the open source software tool Evans.
7.3. Synthesizing Substitutes for Services
Whenever the behavior of service S changes due to various reasons, e.g., changes in
regulations or the operational behavior of services, an incremental modification of an
existing protocol requires a construction of a new service T without the need of redefining
T from scratch. Yet, designing a new service T that is a substitute for service S is a
time-consuming and error-prone task, typically based on trial-and-error methods.
In this section, we present a number of synthesis techniques that provide support for
optimizing the time and effort to design such a service in various scenarios. All presented
techniques are derived from the results described in Part II of this thesis in combination
with related existing techniques from the literature (e. g., Lohmann et al. [2007b], Stahl
et al. [2009], Stahl and Wolf [2008]).
To apply the synthesis techniques presented in this thesis on industrial services, we
apply the compilers and tools in the family service-technology.org2. First, we translate
WS-BPEL processes into our formal model using the compiler BPEL2oWFN [Lohmann,
2007] and PnAPI [Mennicke et al., 2009]. Then, we apply one of our synthesis procedures
which produces a service automaton model as an output. The output service automaton
can be translated into an abstract WS-BPEL process, using the compiler PnAPI and
oWFN2BPEL [Lohmann and Kleine, 2008]. To this respect, the synthesized service is
communication skeleton which need to be refined further manually. Therefore, a number
of tools in the family provides support for closing the loop between our formal model
and the real-life services.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 7.3.1 discusses a technique
to synthesize a substitute for a service by means of transformation. Section 7.3.2 describes
a method to avoid design flaws by enforcing the correctness of substitution by construction,
and discusses several techniques to construct a substitute for a service that satisfies
2illustrated in Figure 2.9 and available at http://service-technology.org/tools
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specific constraints. Along the line of enforcing correctness by construction, Section 7.3.3
discusses a technique to construct three variants of public views for a given service. In a
situation where preserving every controller of a given service is too restrictive, Section
7.3.4 describes a technique to synthesize a substitute for a given service which only
preserves all selected controllers. In a different situation where all controllers of multiple
services must be preserved, Section 7.3.4 describes a technique to synthesize a substitute
for all services that are given.
7.3.1. Synthesizing Substitutes for Services by Transformation
In practice, one promising method to synthesize a service T that is a substitute for a
given service S under a given compatibility criterion is by transformation. Given service
S, we can apply a rule to transform service S into service T , which guarantees that T is
a substitute for service S in every possible context relevant to a given substitutability
criterion.
In this thesis, we present ten property-preserving transformation rules defined in the
style of the Murata rules [Murata, 1989]. Some of these rules can be seen as inherited and
extended from the literature, e. g., from van der Aalst and Basten [2002], van der Aalst
et al. [2008], König et al. [2008], van der Aalst et al. [2009]. We illustrate (cf. Section
4.5),in Chapter Section 4) that each transformation rules preserves at least one of the
substitution criteria studied in this thesis. Some transformation rules preserve stable
failures refinement (cf. Section 4.5.1) or responsive failures refinement (cf. Section 4.5.2)
or both (cf. Section 4.5.3). Some of the rules guarantee to preserve the property in both
directions. As the stable failures refinement is finer than deadlock freedom inclusion
(cf. Section 4.3.3), the rule that preserves either stable failures refinement or equivalence,
by implication, also preserves deadlock freedom inclusion or equivalence respectively.
Similarly to the rules that preserves responsive failures refinement, as responsive failures
refinement is finer than responsiveness inclusion (cf. Section 4.4.3).
Synthesizing a substitute for a service by means of transformation is useful for designing
many real-life service models. Nevertheless, most of the transformation rules presented in
the literature and in this thesis are limited, as many rules are restricted to add or remove
either internal τ transitions or choices of services. Though some extensions regarding
behavioral compatibility (e. g., in König et al. [2008] and van der Aalst et al. [2009])
are motivated by the semantics of a service instead of its syntax, and the rules allows
reordering of the communication events by restricting the set of permitted executable
completions, the set of these rules are still incomplete. This means, it is not possible to
construct every substitute for a given S by applying only existing transformation rules.
To cover as much substitution as possible for a given service S, we propose to combine
the method of rule-based transformation with the synthesis of a complete canonical
substitute for service S (cf. Section 5.2.2). Given service S, we first synthesis a complete
canonical substitute for service S. The synthesized complete canonical substitute for
service S represents all substitutes for service S under B inclusion and equivalence.
A substitute for service S can be synthesized from its complete canonical substitute
by applying existing transformation rules. Though the size of the complete canonical
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substitute for service S can be relatively larger than service S itself, the canonical
substitute can be seen as a skeleton that contains all possible communicating behavior of
a substitute for service S. Then, we further refine the canonical substitute incrementally
by applying the property-preserving transformation rules, e. g., to removed unwanted
behavior from the canonical substitute, before filling in the details of each internal event.
For illustrating examples of this method, we refer to Figure 5.4 from Section 5.1.2 and
from Figure 5.5 from Section 5.1.3.
7.3.2. Synthesizing Substitutes for Services by Construction
An alternative method to enforce correctness of service substitution is by construction.
With this method, a service model is constructed from a specification and the correct-
ness of substitution follows from the correctness of the construction algorithm. Such
construction aims to avoid design flaws at the early phase of development. Incrementally
the synthesized service model can be refined further either manually or automatically
towards its implementation. Suppose a service designer wants to synthesize a substitute
service T for a given service S such that T also satisfies additional behavioral constraints
on service S. For instance, a service designer want to characterize a customer service of
a travel agency whom never abort after sending his/her first request, or characterize an
online shop service that accepts a credit card payment after receiving an order.
To provide support for a service designer in this sense, we can combine our results from
Part II with related existing works based on the operating guidelines approach, such as to
characterize partners that enforce or exclude certain activities [Lohmann et al., 2007b] or
to characterize partners that cover certain activities in less restricted manner [Stahl and
Wolf, 2008], or to characterize services that must not exclude selected partners [Stahl et al.,
2009]. To apply these techniques, we construct an operating guideline that represents all
substitutes for a given service under B inclusion for behavioral compatibility criterion
B ∈ {df k , rpk} of service composition. Given service S and compatibility criterion B, we
first construct a canonical B controller for service S (cf. Section 4.1), then construct a B
operating guideline of the canonical controller. The constructed operating guideline is a
finite representation of all substitutes for service S under B inclusion (cf. Section 5.2.1).
To this respect, all related existing techniques for operating guidelines are also applicable
to our results under our setting of service substitution.
With our results from Part II, we also improve related techniques for synthesizing
substitutes for services that preserves selected partners, and for correcting a service
behavior in a service choreography. Respectively, we discuss these techniques further
in Section 7.3.4 and Section 7.4.1.
7.3.3. Synthesizing Public Views for Services
In the context of inter-organizational processes, the service-oriented approach enables
an organization to develop a service without knowing its partner in advance. To find
a service partner, a service provider needs to publish information about the services it
offers. Information about the published services will be stored in a service repository.
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From the repository, a service requester discovers the compatible services that meet
the requirements. Once this information is agreed with by a service requester, the
dynamic binding of services from provider and requester takes place at runtime. In order
to facilitate the process of service recovery, a service provider must provide sufficient
details of the published services if offers. On the other hand, the organization policy
may require to hide the irrelevant internal details of the published services from other
organizations [van der Aalst and Weske, 2001, Leymann et al., 2002].
In many situations, it is also possible for an organization to cooperate with others
before developing own services. Therefore, these organizations agree beforehand on a
common contract [van der Aalst and Basten, 2002, van der Aalst and Weske, 2001, van
der Aalst et al., 2008]. To enforce interoperability between organizations, a contract
defines essential details of process interactions, which the participating organization must
conform to. At the same time, a contract allows each organization to autonomously
modify own process whenever needed.
A popular approach to tackle the problem in these two scenarios is to employ a public
view for a service. Instead of publishing the service, a service provider may publish its
public view that can act on behalf of the service. Yet, a pubic view for a service does not
reveal its irrelevant internal details. To this respect, a public view for a service can also
be regarded as a specification of service interaction that each organization must conform
to. Each organization can refine its part of the specification into a private view, which
may significantly differ from the public view.
In this thesis, we present the procedures to construct two variants of public views
from a given service S under the behavioral compatibility criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk}. Each
public view for a given service S is a substitute for service S under B equivalence and
can act on behalf of service S under a given substitution criterion. Depending the use
case of a public view, each variant has it own advantages for solving the problem under
different situations.
Synthesizing a Liberal Public View for a Service
In this section, we present a liberal public view for a service S. Intuitively, a public
view for service S is liberal in the sense that it is a substitute for service S under B
equivalence with a high degree of concurrency of asynchronously communicating events
for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
Given a B-controllable service S, a liberal public view for S can be constructed as
a complete canonical substitute for service S (cf. Section 5.2.2). By construction, a
liberal public view for service S encodes within its own structure all possible traces and
communication choices with every B-controller of S. To this respect, we can regard a
most liberal public view of service S as a (behavioral) specification for service S. Then
we can refine the specification further e. g., by means of transformation (cf. Section 7.3.1),
to add or remove unwanted choices or internal τ events.
Example 7.1. For an illustration of a liberal public view for a service, we refer to Figure
5.8 and Example 5.33 in case of deadlock freedom (B = df k), and to Figure 5.10 and
Example 5.37 in case of responsiveness (B = rpk). ▹
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Given a service S, the algorithm generates a service that contains all possible traces
and choices that can interact with every B-controller of S. The constructed liberal public
view can be relatively large in comparison to S. The size of the constructed liberal public
view is indeed growing exponentially with respect to the size of a service (cf. Section
5.2.3).
To improve efficiency of a further operation on public views, it is an advantage to derive
a smaller public view. For this purpose, we present an optimized version of a liberal public
view as a compact canonical substitute for service S (cf. Section 5.2.2). By construction,
an optimized liberal public view for service S encodes within its own structure all possible
traces, and only canonical choices describing asynchronous communication with every
B-controller of S.
Example 7.2. For an illustration of an optimized liberal public view for a service, we
refer to Figure 5.9 and Example 5.33 in case of deadlock freedom (B = df k), and to Figure
5.11 and Example 5.37 in case of responsiveness (B = rpk).
Another example of an optimized public view for services is illustrated in Figure 7.9
where an optimized liberal public view for service U1 on the right hand side is constructed
from U1 as it compact canonical k-responsive substitute C2rp,k(U1) for message bound
k = 1 on each message channel. ▹
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Figure 7.9.: Service U1 and its liberal public view constructed as a compact canonical
k-responsive substitute C2rp,k(U1) for U1 for message bound k = 1 on each
message channel. Both services have the interface I = {a} and O = {b, c, d}.
An optimized liberal public view is relatively small in comparison to the non-optimized
liberal public view (cf. Section 5.2.3). Though, it is possibly larger than the service S,
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as our algorithm systematically add internal τ options for all choices that are possible
for a substitute for service S. Though it is possible to apply a B-equivalence-preserving
transformation rules to reduce C2rp,k(U1) further, the applications of transformation rules
are restricted and still not complete.
Our procedure for constructing public view is related to the procedure described
by Wolf [2007a] and Laufer [2007]. Thereby, a public view for service S is constructed
from the operating guideline of S by means of reversing the operating guideline. Given
an operating guideline of service S, the procedure constructs as a mirror of this operating
guideline and check if addition transitions must be inserted. Therefore, the size of
the constructed public view is equal to the size of the operating guideline plus extra
nodes resulting from checking a special case. As a result, the public view for service S
constructed by this means is possibly larger than S itself, though it is relatively smaller
than our liberal public view for service S. This related algorithm has been implemented
by Laufer [2007] and integrated into the tool Fiona. Recent development on generating a
public view from the bit representation of operating guideline has been implemented in
the tool Sayo [Sura, 2009a].
In the course of this thesis, the construction algorithm of the two variants of lib-
eral public views for services has been implemented in the open source software tool
Evans [Parnjai, 2011b]. Evans pipelines a given service through the other tools Wendy
and Maxis, and by doing so, delivers a liberal public view for a given service as its output.
In the next section, we will present an alternative construction procedure of a public view
for constructing a minimal public view for a given service, containing a smallest possible
number of states and smallest possible degree of concurrency of events asynchronously
communicating with every controller S.
Synthesizing a Minimal Public View for a Service
In this section, we present a minimal public view for service S. In contrast to a liberal
public view, a minimal public view for service S is a substitute for service S under B equiv-
alence with a smaller possible degree of concurrency of asynchronously communicating
events for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
Given a B-controllable service S, a minimal public view for S can be constructed from
a given service. The construction of a minimal public view requires similar information
needed for constructing an equivalence guideline for service S (cf. Section 6.2.4 in case
B = df k and Section 6.3.4 in case B = rpk). The procedure aims to construct a substitute
for service S that is smallest possible. The construction of a minimal public view for
service S is described as follows.
Given a B-controllable service S, the procedure first constructs a liberal public view for
S as its compact canonical substitute C2B(S). Alternatively, we can construct the complete
canonical substitute C2B(S) for S, instead of the compact canonical substitute C2B(S) for S.
Nevertheless, the complete canonical substitute C2B(S) encodes within its own structure
all possible communication traces and choices with every B-controller of S, whereas
the compact substitute C2B(S) encodes only essential possible communication traces and
choices. For the purpose of synthesizing a substitute for S under B equivalence that is
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Algorithm 1: construction of a minimal public view
input : (1) B-controllable service S and (2) message bound k
output : a minimal public view PV (S)
begin
compute a compact canonical substitute C2B(S) of S ;
compute a most permissive controller B-mp( C2B(S)) of C2B(S) ;
for each state qm of B-mp( C2B(S)) do
compute a transition system TS of situations of C2B(S) associated with
state qm ;
compute the partition E = ξΣ(qm) K(qm) at qm ;
for each e in E do
[qS ,MS ] = select(e) ;
if qS is not marked then mark([qS ,MS ,],TS) ;
derive PV (S) from C2B(S) by removing all states that are not marked
including their adjacent transitions ;
apply transformation rules F(1), R(1), and R(2) wherever possible on PV (S)
to remove τ transitions ;
minimal, the complete canonical substitute is more than necessary, as it is relatively
larger and requires more computation (cf. Section 5.2.2 and Figure 4.1.3). Though the
construction of the complete canonical substitute C2B(S) for S is necessary for constructing
the equivalence guideline for S, as an equivalence guideline for service S characterizes all
substitutes for S under B equivalence (cf. Section 6.2.4 and Section 6.3.4).
Next, the procedure computes a most permissive controller B-mp( C2B(S)) of C2B(S). For
each state qm of the most permissive controller B-mp( C2B(S)), the algorithm computes a
transition system TS of situations of C2B(S) associated with state qm and then partitions
the relevant situations K(qm) of the complete substitute C2B(S) using the equivalence
relations of situations with respect to the set of canonical events Σ(qm). The calculated
partition is denoted by E = ξΣ(qm) K(qm).
Then, for each e ∈ E, the situation [qS ,MS ] of C2B(S) is selected from the set e using
the following preference:
1. choose a situation [qS ,MS ] in which state qS of C2B(S) is already marked, otherwise,
2. choose a situation [qS ,MS ] in which state qS of C2B(S) offers a smallest possible choices
among all other states associated with a situation in the same set e. In case there are
more than one state that offers a smallest possible choice, choose one state arbitrarily.
In case state qS associated with the selected situation [qS ,MS ] from e is not marked,
the algorithm marks state qS and other states of C2B(S) by selecting a path in a transition
TS that reaches the situation [qS ,MS ]. The selection criterion is described as:
– for each step along the path, choose a predecessor situation [q,M] in which q is already
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marked.
– in case none of the states of all predecessor situations is marked, choose a predecessor
situation [q,M] in which state q offers a smallest possible choice among all other states
associated with other predecessor situations. In case there are more than one state
that offer a smallest possible choices, choose one state arbitrarily.
At this step, the algorithm marks every state q of C2B(S) that is associated with all
situations along the selected path.
Then, the public view PV (S) for service S is derived from the complete substituteC2B(S) by removing from C2B(S) all states that are not marked including their adjacent
transitions. At this stage, the public view PV (S) for S preserves a choice of the compact
canonical substitute C2B(S) for S along each chosen path. This means, it refines the
compact canonical substitute C2B(S) for service S under respective failures, therefore, it
is indeed a substitute for S (cf. Theorem 5.32 in case B = df k and Theorem 5.36 in case
B = rpk) Nevertheless, the public view PV (S) at this stage contains internal τ events
along each path due to the structure inherited from C2B(S).
For the final step, the algorithm applies transformation rules F(1) (cf. Definition 4.68),
R(1) (cf. Definition 4.83), and R(2) (cf. Definition 4.85) wherever possible on PV (S) to
remove τ transitions as well as unnecessary final states. The correctness of the rules
(cf. Lemma 4.69 and Lemma 4.84) ensures that the transformed PV (S) is a substitute
for service S under B equivalence for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
Clearly, the generated minimal public view from Algorithm 1 is not unique. Our
criterion for selecting a path guarantees a smallest possible enabled choices along the
path that are associated within the transition associated with the same state of most
permissive controller. Though, it does not search an optimal path among all possible
solutions in the other sets of covering situations. In addition, in case there is no local
optimal solution found, a path is chosen arbitrarily (See Figure 7.10, for instance).
Example 7.3. Consider message bound k = 1 and k-responsiveness of service composition
(B = rpk). We recall service S1 from Figure 4.1, and its complete canonical k-responsive
substitute from Figure 5.11. An output of Algorithm 1 on S1 for k = 1 is either service
S1 itself or service S2 from Figure 4.1.
Figure 7.11 illustrates three minimal public views for service U1 from Figure 7.9. Each
public view has the same set of interfaces as U1 (I = {a} and O = {b, c}) and is generated
by applying Algorithm 1 on service U1 for k = 1. Parts of the calculation are illustrated
in Figure 7.10. Every service that is a substitute for service U1 must be able to only wait
for a message a at its initial state. This is reflected from an internal choice {?a} at state
2 of each minimal public view from Figure 7.11. Therefore, it is not much optimized
result one can achieve by synthesizing a smaller substitute for service U1.
In contrast to the equivalence class of service S1, two equivalent public views of S1
can be relatively, small as they do not impose any more restrictions on its controllers by
reordering the communication events. ▹
Note that the two behavioral compatibility criteria B ∈ {df k , rpk} share the same
procedure for constructing a public view for a service, though the underlying artifacts
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q1: [1,[ ]] [2,[ ]] [3,[ ]] [4,[ ]]
[6,[b]] [6,[c]] [9,[b]] [9,[c]]
q2: [1,[a]] [2,[a]] [3,[a]] [4,[a]]
[5,[ ]] [6,[ab]] [6,[ac]] [7,[ ]]
[8,[ ]] [9,[ab]] [9,[ac]] [10,[b]]
[10,[c]] [11,[b]] [11,[c]]
q3: [6,[ ]] [9,[ ]]
q4: [6,[b]] [6,[c]] [9,[b]]
[9,[c]] [10,[ ]] [11,[ ]] q4 : ∅
!a ?b
?c
?b ?c
?c
?b
?b ?c
!a
!a, ?b, ?c
ψ∗(q1) = { {!a} }ψ∗(q2) = { {?b}, {?c} }ψ∗(q3) = { {!a} }ψ∗(q4) = { {final} }ψ∗(q5) = { { }, {!a}, {?b},
= {?c}, {final} }
Covψ∗(C2B(U1)) = {
{[2, [ ]]},
{[11, [b]], [11, [c]]},
{[9, [ ]]},
{[11, [ ]]} }
(a) mprp,k(C2df ,k(U1))
(b) a transition system of C2df ,k(U1)
that is associated with state q2
(c) two non-deterministic results of
marking the two situations in q2
[1, [a]]
[2, [a]] [3, [a]] [4, [a]]
[5, [ ]] [6, [ab]] [6, [ac]]
[7, [ ]] [8, [ ]] [9, [ab]] [9, [ac]]
[10, [b]] [10, [c]]
[11, [b]] [11, [c]]
!b !c ?a !b !c !c ?a
τ
τ
τ
?a !c!b
τ
τ
?a
τ τ
τ τ
[1, [a]]
[2, [a]]
[5, [ ]]
[7, [ ]] [8, [ ]]
[10, [b]] [10, [c]]
[11, [b]] [11, [c]]
τ
?a
τ
τ
τ τ
[1, [a]]
[2, [a]] [3, [a]]
[5, [ ]] [6, [ab]]
[8, [ ]] [9, [ab]]
[10, [b]] [10, [c]]
[11, [b]] [11, [c]]
τ
τ
?a !b
τ τ
τ τ
Figure 7.10.: A most permissive k-responsive controller mprp,k( C2rp,k(U1)) of a compact
canonical k-responsive substitute C2rp,k(U1) (from Figure 7.9) and a transition
system of C2rp,k(U1) that is associated with state q2.
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1
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11
τ !b
?a
!b
!c
?a
1
2
5
9
11
τ !c
?a
!b ?a
1
2
5
9
11
τ !b
?a
!c ?a
Figure 7.11.: Three minimal public views for service U1 from Figure 7.9, each is generated
by applying Algorithm 1 for message bound k = 1 on each message channel.
for the computation are significantly different. The Algorithm 1 is not yet implemented
during the time of writing this thesis.
7.3.4. Synthesizing a Service that Preserves Selected Partners
One important application of service substitution is service improvement. Suppose a
service designer wants to revise a service that, for example, is unprofitable or introduces
a bottleneck into a collaboration. A service designer needs an upgraded service that
preserves only its major partners, as either an enterprise no longer provides a support
for other partners or other partners must adjust their services accordingly. Under some
situations, a service designer also wants to support an additional service that is not
previously a partner of a service. In such cases, constructing a service T that is a
substitute for a given service S is possibly too restrictive, as service T must preserve
every partner of service S according to a given criterion.
In this section, we illustrate how to apply the results from Part II to tackle the problems
introduced by the following scenario. Given a B-controllable service S and a (fixed) set
P of B-controllable services that are all interface equivalent to each other and each of
them is interface compatible to S. Possibly, there is a service Pi ∈ P where Pi is not a
B controller of service S for B ∈ {df k , rpk} and message bound k ∈ N. This scenario is
illustrated by Figure 7.12.
B-Inclusion(S)
set P
B-Controllers(S)
S
Pi
T
Figure 7.12.: Two services S and T with a set P of services where every Pi ∈ P is a
B-controller of service T but not necessarily of service S for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
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The goal is to construct a service T that preserves every service in the set P as its
B controller, this means, every Pi ∈ P is a B controller of T for B ∈ {df k , rpk}. In case
of deadlock freedom (i. e., B = df k), a more restricted version of this scenario has been
proposed in Stahl et al. [2009] as substitution under restriction and in Stahl [2009] as
substitution under preservation. Thereby, the set P must be a subset of all deadlock-free
controllers of service S and the decision procedure is realized by an intersection operator
on operating guideline for services [Bretschneider, 2007, Stahl et al., 2009, Kaschner and
Wolf, 2009]. As the sets of deadlock-free controllers can be represented by a deadlock-free
operating guideline [Lohmann et al., 2007a], Stahl et al. [2009] has suggested to use
the product of deadlock-free operating guidelines of each service in the set P. Such an
approach requires to first compute an operating guideline for each service in the set P,
and then to compute their product, which represents the intersection of all deadlock-free
controllers of every service in the set P.
In this section, we first relax one requirement from Stahl et al. [2009], Stahl [2009]
which states that P ⊆ B-Controllers(S). As a result, we do not assume the set P to be
included in B-Controllers(S). However, we assume that every service Pi in the set P must
be B-controllable, meaning it is possible to find a B-controller of Pi. Then, we generalize
the solutions for both deadlock freedom (B = df k) and responsiveness (B = rpk) criteria
of service composition. To find a solution for this scenario, we target a service T that is
a B controller of every service Pi in the set P . Therefore, we characterize the intersection
of all B controllers of every service Pi in the set P , and then synthesize a targeted service
T from this characterization. The set Pi∈P B-Controllers(Pi) and a targeted service T
are illustrated in Figure 7.13.
B-Inclusion(S)
set P
B-Controllers(S)B-Controllers(Pi)
S
Pi
T
Figure 7.13.: The intersection Pi∈P B-Controllers(Pi) of all B-controllers of each service
Pi ∈ P for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
We propose two different solutions for the sketched scenario. Each solution promises
an operating guideline that characterizes the set Pi∈P B-Controllers(Pi). As a result,
it can be used to synthesize a targeted service T . Though, we will illustrate that the
second solution has several advantages over the first solution.
Solution 1: The first solution is inherited from Stahl et al. [2009] and Stahl [2009].
This solution applies the product operation on the operating guidelines (cf. Section
3.2.1)to characterize the set Pi∈P B-Controllers(Pi) in Figure 7.17. For each service
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Pi ∈ P, we first compute an operating guideline of Pi (cf. Section 3.3.2 in case B = df k
and Section 3.3.3 in case B = rpk). Then, we compute the product of all operating
guidelines of all Pi ∈ P as a finite representation of the set Pi∈P B-Controllers(Pi) (by
applying Corollary 3.20 in case B = df k and Corollary 3.21 in case B = rpk).
We prove the correctness of this solution in the following lemmas.
Lemma 7.4 (Intersection of deadlock-free operating guidelines of Pi).
For each message bound k ∈ N and a non-empty set P of k-deadlock-freely controllable
services: 
Pi∈P
df kControllers(Pi) = Complyβ(

Pi∈P
OGk(Pi))
where OGk(Pi) is a k-deadlock-free operating guideline of Pi.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.51 and Corollary 3.20.
Lemma 7.5 (Intersection of responsive operating guidelines of Pi).
For each message bound k ∈ N and a non-empty set P of k-responsively controllable
services: 
Pi∈P
rpkControllers(Pi) = Complyγ(

Pi∈P
OG(Pi))
where OGk(Pi) is a k-responsive operating guideline of Pi.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.69 and Corollary 3.21.
Clearly, the empty product operating guideline calculated from one of the lemma above
means that the intersection set of all B-controllers of all Pi ∈ P is empty. In such a
situation, we conclude that it is not possible to construct a service T that preserves every
service in the set P as its B controllers for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
In case the calculated product operating guideline is not empty, it represents the set
Pi∈P B-Controllers(Pi) for B ∈ {df k , rpk} that is a solution for the sketched scenario.
Nevertheless, the product operating guideline is not a service, but a finite representation
of a set of services with distinguished properties. Thus, we can apply each of two following
techniques to synthesize a targeted service T from the product operating guideline. Given
an operating guideline, we either
1. obtain T by taking an underlying service automaton of the operating guideline,
as the underlying service automaton is described by the operating guideline (cf.
Proposition 3.43 for B = df k and Lemma 3.65 for B = rpk), or
2. obtain T by constructing either a complete canonical representative of the set (cf. Def-
inition 3.23) or a compact canonical representative of the set (cf. Definition 3.30) from
the operating guideline.
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The first technique synthesizes a service T that is relatively compact in size, that
is, has similar size as the operating guideline. Though, it is a member of the set
Pi∈P B-Controllers(Pi), it is not a canonical representative of the set. This means,
further synthesis tasks on T may not guarantee that the result is still a valid solution
for this scenario. The second technique synthesizes a service T that is a member of
the set that is described by the given operating guideline (cf. Lemma 3.25 for B = df k
and Lemma 3.26 for B = rpk). Though relatively larger in size, it is a service that
represents the set Pi∈P B-Controllers(Pi) (cf. Section 4.1 and Section 5.1). In this
sense, we can consider the synthesized service T as a specification for all services in
the intersection set and then refine service T further e. g., by means of transformation
(cf. Section 7.3.1) or by means of construction (cf. Section 7.3.2).
Consequently, T is a solution for a service that is a B controller of every single service
Pi in the set P for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
Example 7.6. Figure 7.14 illustrates four services U2, V1, V2, and sum({V1, V2}). Service
U2 has the interface I = {b, c} and O = {a}. The three services V1, V2, and sum({V1, V2})
have the same interface I = {a} and O = {b, c}, each of which is compatible to U2.
Consider message bound k = 1 on each message channel and k-responsiveness of service
composition (B = rpk). Given a service U2 and the two services V1, V2 ∈ V . Service V1 is
a k-responsive controller of U2, but obviously service V2 is not. This is because services
U2 and V2 both wait at their initial state to receive a message. Therefore, U2 and V2
cannot interact responsively with each other.
As sketched by Solution 1, we first synthesize a k-responsive operating guideline for V1
and for V2. The two operating guidelines OG(V1) of V1 and OG(V2) of V2 are illustrated
in Figure 3.5 (from Section 3.2.1, Chapter 3) as OG1 = OG(V1) and OG2 = OG(V2).
Then, we synthesize the product OG(V1) ⊗ OG(V2) of the two operating guidelines.
The calculated product is illustrated in Figure 7.15 as [W,ψ∗] = OG(V1) ⊗ OG(V2).
The k-responsive operating guidelines [W,ψ∗] represents the set (rpkControllers(V1) ∩
rpkControllers(V2)). To synthesize a service that can interact with both services V1
and V2, we either take the underlying service W of [W,ψ∗] or construct a canonical
representative from [W,ψ∗]. Figure 7.15 illustrates a compact canonical representative of
the set (rpkControllers(V1) ∩ rpkControllers(V2)) constructed from [W,ψ∗]. ▹
Solution 1 offers a technique to solve the sketch scenario using the product operating
guideline. Though, Solution 1 can be expensive in practice. This is because we need to
calculate an operating guideline for every service Pi in the given set P before performing
the product of all calculated operating guidelines. Next, we will present an alternative
solution for the sketched scenario.
Solution 2: The second solution applies the sum operation defined by Definition 4.78
on the set S of services. sum is an operation on a given set of services that synthesizes a
service sum(P) that offers a non-deterministic τ option to each service in the given set
P . For each service Pi ∈ P , we first compute the sum operator to combine all services Pi
in the set P using nondeterministic internal τ choice. Then, we compute an operating
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a3
(a) U2
?b
?c
!a
!a
b0
b1
b2
(b) V1
!b !c
?a
c0 c3
c1
c2
(c) V2
?a
?a
!b !c
d0
b0
b1
b2
c0 c3
c1
c2
(d) sum({V1, V2})
τ
τ
!b !c
?a
?a
?a
!b !c
Figure 7.14.: Four services U2, V1, V2, and sum({V1, V2}). Service U2 has the interface
I = {b, c} and O = {a}. The three services V1, V2, and sum({V1, V2}) have
the same interface I = {a} and O = {b, c}.
ψ∗(c1)
ψ∗(q2 r2) ψ∗(q3 r4)
ψ∗(q4 r3) ψ∗(q4 r4)ψ∗(q5 r4)
construct−→
!a
?b
?c
?b?c
?b ?c
!a
?b
?c
?b
?c
!a, ?b, ?c
1
2
3 4
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7 8
9 10
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22 . . . 26
(b) W ∗(a) [W,ψ∗]
τ
?b
?c
!a
τ
?b ?c !a
τ
?b
?c
τ
?b
?c
τ
?b
?c
ψ∗(q1 r1) = { {!a}},ψ∗(q2 r2) = { {?b, ?c, final} }ψ∗(q3 r4) = { {!a} }ψ∗(q4 r3) = { {final} }
= ψ∗(q4 r4)ψ∗(q5 r4) = { { }, {!a}, {?b}, {?c}, {final} }
Figure 7.15.: The responsive operating guideline [W,ψ∗] and a compact canonical repre-
sentative W ∗ of all service automata represented by [W,ψ∗].
guideline of sum(P) as a finite representation of the set Pi∈P B-Controllers(Pi) for
B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
We prove the correctness of this solution in the following theorem.
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Theorem 7.7 (Controllers of the sum of Pi).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each nonempty set P of services:
Pi∈P
B-Controllers(Pi) = B-Controllers(sum(P))
for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
Proof. We prove this theorem for each B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
B = df k : For each service Pi ∈ P holds: sum(P) ⊑SF Pi by applying transforma-
tion rule F(6) (Lemma 4.81). As stable failures refinement implies deadlock-
free inclusion (Lemma 4.34), Pi ⊑df ,k sum(P) follows and df kControllers(Pi) ⊇
df kControllers(sum(P)) holds by definition.
B = rpk : For each service Pi ∈ P holds: sum(P) ⊑RF Pi by applying transforma-
tion rule F(6) (Lemma 4.81). As responsive failures refinement implies respon-
sive inclusion ( Lemma 4.56), Pi ⊑rp,k sum(P) follows and rpkControllers(Pi) ⊇
rpkControllers(sum(P)) holds by definition.
With the set theory on intersection, we conclude that the theorem holds.
Theorem 7.7 allows us to provide an alternative solution to the sketched scenario by
constructing an operating guideline of the sum of all service Pi in the set P . The sum(P)
is a service that offers nondeterministic internal τ options between all services in sum(P).
Clearly, if sum(P) is not B-controllable, then it is not possible to construct an operating
guideline for sum(P) and the set Pi∈P B-Controllers(Pi) is an empty set. In case the
set of Pi∈P B-Controllers(Pi) is not empty, we can apply similar techniques as described
in Solution 1 for synthesizing a target service T from the constructed operating guideline.
Obviously, Solution 2 is an improved solution for the sketched scenario. This is
because the sum operator on the set of services P is relatively inexpensive in comparison
to constructing an operating guideline for each Pi ∈ P. In addition, it requires the
construction of an operating guideline only once on service sum(P).
Example 7.8. Figure 7.14(d) illustrates service sum({V1, V2}) that is constructed from
services V1 and V2. Service sum({V1, V2}) offers non-deterministic τ options between
services V1 and V2. The k-responsive operating guideline [W,ψ∗] = OG(sum({V1, V2}))
for service sum({V1, V2}) is illustrated in Figure 7.15 as a finite representation of the set
(rpkControllers(V1) ∩ rpkControllers(V2)). To synthesize a service that can interact with
both services V1 and V2, we either take the underlying service W of [W,ψ∗] or construct
a canonical representative from [W,ψ∗]. Figure 7.15(b) illustrates a compact canonical
representative W ∗ of the set (rpkControllers(V1) ∩ rpkControllers(V2)) constructed from
[W,ψ∗]. ▹
The related implementation of this procedure is currently under development and will
be integrated into the open source software tool Evans [Parnjai, 2011b].
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7.3.5. Synthesizing Substitutes for Multiple Services
Suppose a service designer need to either substitute multiple versions of a service, or
substitute several similar services from different vendors or service providers. These
different version of services have the same set of interface, but each version is not a
substitute for every other service under a given substitution criterion. In such cases,
constructing a service T that is a substitute for a single service is not sufficient, as service
T must be able to substitute every version of a service that is given. Synthesizing a
service that fulfills this constraint is not a trivial task, as it must interact properly with
every controller of every given service.
B-Controllers(Si)
set S
Si
Figure 7.16.: A set S of services and their sets of B controllers for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
In this section, we illustrate how to apply the results from Part II to tackle the problems
induced by the following scenario. Given a (fixed) set S of B-controllable services with
equivalent interface. The goal is to construct a service T that can substitute every
service in the given set under B inclusion for B ∈ {df k , rpk}. This scenario is illustrated
by Figure 7.16.
To find a solution for this scenario, we target a service T which is a substitute for every
service Si ∈ S. Therefore, we characterize the intersection of all substitutes for every
service Si ∈ S under B inclusion, and then synthesize a targeted service T from such a
characterization. The set Si∈S B-Inclusion(Si) and a targeted service T are illustrated
in Figure 7.17.
We propose two different solutions for the sketched scenario. Each solution promises
an output operating guideline that characterizes the set Si∈S B-Inclusion(Si) and as
a result can be use to synthesize a targeted service T . Analogously, the two solutions
follow the similar idea as the solutions proposed in Section 7.3.4 for a different scenario.
Solution 1: The first solution applies the product operating guideline defined by Defini-
tion 3.19 to characterize the set Si∈S B-Inclusion(Si) in Figure 7.17. For each service
Si ∈ S, we first compute a canonical B controller Bmax(Si) of each service Si ∈ S (by
applying either Definition 3.23 for the complete controller or Definition 3.30 for the
compact controller). For each canonical controller Bmax(Si) for Si ∈ S, we then compute
an operating guideline of each service Bmax(Si) (using Corollary 3.20 in case B = df k
and Corollary 3.21 in case B = rpk). For the final step, we compute the product of all
computed operating guidelines as a finite representation of the set Si∈S B-Inclusion(Si).
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B-Inclusion(Bmax(Si)) B-Controllers(Si)
set S Bmax(Si)
T
Si
Figure 7.17.: The intersection Si∈S B-Inclusion(Si) of all substitutes for every service
Si ∈ S for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
We prove the correctness of this solution in the following lemmas.
Lemma 7.9 (Intersection of deadlock-free inclusion substitutes).
For each message bound k ∈ N and a non-empty set S of k-deadlock-freely controllable
services: 
Si∈S
df kInclusion(Si) = Complyβ(

Si∈S
OG( maxdf ,k(Si) ))
where OGk(maxdf ,k(Si)) is a k-deadlock-free operating guideline of a canonical k-deadlock-
free controller maxdf ,k(Si) of Si.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.51, Corollary 3.20, and Corollary 5.23.
Lemma 7.10 (Intersection of responsive inclusion substitutes).
For each message bound k ∈ N and a non-empty set S of k-responsively controllable
services: 
Si∈S
rpkInclusion(Si) = Complyγ(

Si∈S
OG( maxrp,k(Si) ))
where OGk(maxrp,k(Si)) is a k-responsive operating guideline of a canonical k-responsive
controller maxrp,k(Si) of Si.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.69, Corollary 3.21, and Corollary 5.28.
Clearly, an empty product operating guideline calculated from one of the lemmas above
means that the intersection set of all substitutes for all Si ∈ S is empty. Thereby, we
conclude that it is not possible to construct a service T that is a substitute for every
service in the set S under B inclusion for B ∈ {df k , rpk}. In case the calculated product
operating guideline is not empty, it represents the set Si∈S B-Inclusion(Si) that is a
solution for the sketched scenario. To synthesize a service T from the product operating
guideline, we refer to the two techniques described in Section 7.3.4.
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In practice, Solution 1 can be quite expensive, as it involves several computational
steps. First, we calculate a canonical B controller Bmax(Si) of each Si ∈ S. Then, we
compute for each Bmax(Si) its operating guideline before performing the product of
all calculated operating guidelines. In the followings, we will describe an alternative
solution that is less expensive than Solution 1, as it requires only one step of calculating
an operating guideline.
Solution 2: The second solution applies the sum operation defined by Definition 4.78
on the set S of services. sum is an operation on a given set of service that synthesize a
service that offers a non-deterministic τ option to each service in the given set. For each
service Si ∈ S, we first compute a canonical B-controller Bmax(Si) of Si as a canonical
representative of the set of all B-controllers of Si (cf. Section 5.1). Then we compute the
sum operator to combine all canonical B-controllers Bmax(Si) using a nondeterministic
internal τ choice. Finally, we compute an operating guideline of the sum of all canonical
controllers as a finite representation of the set Si∈S B-Inclusion(Si) for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
Consider the case of deadlock freedom (i. e., B = df k). The set of all k deadlock-free
controllers of a canonical k-deadlock-free controller of a given service S coincides with
the set of all substitutes for S under k-deadlock freedom inclusion (cf. Corollary 5.23).
Therefore, we can lift up the result described by Theorem 7.7 in case B = df k from
the set P to the set Max(S) = {maxdf ,k(S) | Si ∈ S}. This means, we characterize the
set Si∈S df kInclusion(Si) in terms of the set df kControllers( sum(Max(S)) ) with the
following theorem.
Theorem 7.11 (Characterizing intersection with sum of canonical deadlock-
free controllers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each controllable nonempty set S of services:
Si∈S
df kInclusion(Si) = df kControllers( sum(Max(S)) )
where Max(S) = {maxdf ,k(Si) | Si ∈ S}.
Proof. Follows from Corollary 5.23 and Theorem 7.7 in case B = df k .
To realize the result from Theorem 7.11, we apply the sum operator defined by Definition
4.78 to combine all services in the set Max(S) using a nondeterministic internal τ
option. Using Theorem 7.7 for B = df k , we can compute a deadlock-free operating
guideline of sum(Max(S)) as a finite representation of the set Si∈S df kInclusion(Si).
Clearly, an empty deadlock-free operating guideline of sum(Maxk(S)) means that the set
Si∈S df kInclusion(Si) is empty and it is not possible to construct a service T that is a
substitute for every single service in the set S under k-deadlock freedom inclusion.
Consider the case of responsiveness (i. e., B = rpk). The set of all k-responsive con-
trollers of a canonical k-responsive controller of a given service S coincides with the set
of all substitutes for S under k-responsiveness inclusion (cf. Corollary 5.23). Similar to
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the case of deadlock freedom, we can lift up the result described by Theorem 7.7 in case
B = rpk from the set P to the set Max(S⟩) = {maxrp,k(S) | Si ∈ S}. This means, we char-
acterize the set Si∈S rpkInclusion(Si) in terms of the set rpkControllers( sum(Max(S)) )
with the following theorem.
Theorem 7.12 (Characterizing intersection with sum of canonical responsive
controllers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each controllable nonempty set S of services:
Si∈S
rpkInclusion(Si) = rpkControllers( sum(Max(S)) )
where Max(S) = {maxrp,k(Si) | Si ∈ S}.
Proof. Follows from Corollary 5.28 and Theorem 7.7 in case B = rpk .
To realize the result from Theorem 7.12, we apply the sum operator defined by Definition
4.78 to combine all services in the set Max(S) using a nondeterministic internal τ
option. Using Theorem 7.7 for B = rpk , we can compute a responsive operating
guideline of sum(Max(S)) as a finite representation of the set Si∈S rpkInclusion(Si).
Clearly, an empty responsive operating guideline of sum(Max(S)) means that the set
Si∈S rpkInclusion(Si) is empty and it is not possible to construct a service T that is a
substitute for every single service in the set S under k-responsiveness inclusion.
For both solutions, the computed operating guideline of sum(Max(S)) is not a ser-
vice, but a finite representation of the set Si∈S B-Inclusion(Si) of services for each
compatibility criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk}. Nevertheless, we can synthesize a service T from
the non-empty operating guideline of sum(Max(S)) by applying similar techniques as
described for Scenario 1. Consequently, T is a solution for deriving a service that can
substitute every single service Si in the set S under a given behavioral compatibility
criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
The related implementation of this procedure is currently under development and will
be integrated into in the the open source software tool Evans [Parnjai, 2011b].
Example 7.13. Figure 7.18 illustrates three services; two services X1, X2, and ser-
vice sum( { Crp,k(X1), Crp,k(X2)} ) that is synthesized from X1 and X2. The two ser-
vices X1 and X2 have the same interface I = {b, c, d} and O = {a}. The service
sum( { Crp,k(X1), Crp,k(X2)} ) is compatible to service X1 and X2, and it has the interface
I = {a} and O = {b, c, d}.
Consider message bound k = 1 on each message channel and k-responsiveness of
service composition (B = rpk). Service X1 is not a substitute for X2 under k-responsive
inclusion. This is because there is a controller of X2 which sends message d before
receiving message a, whereas X1 is not able to receive message d properly after sending
out message a. Service X2 is also not a substitute for X1 under k-responsive inclusion.
This is because there is a controller of X1 which waits for message a before sending
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Figure 7.18.: Three services X1, X2, and sum( { Crp,k(X1), Crp,k(X2)} ). The two services
X1 and X2 have the same interface I = {b, c, d} and O = {a}. Service
sum( { Crp,k(X1), Crp,k(X2)} ) has the interface I = {a} and O = {b, c, d}.
out any message, whereas X2 also waits for either message b, c, or d before sending out
message a. Obviously, neither one of the two services X1 and X2 is a substitute for the
other under k-responsiveness inclusion.
To synthesize a service that is a substitute for both X1 and X2 under k-responsiveness
inclusion, service sum( { Crp,k(X1), Crp,k(X2)} ) is first synthesized from services Crp,k(X1)
(depicted within the left dotted rectangle) and Crp,k(X2) (depicted within the right dotted
rectangle) by applying the sum operator on the set { Crp,k(X1), Crp,k(X2)}.
By construction, service sum( { Crp,k(X1), Crp,k(X2)} ) offers a non-deterministic τ op-
tion between services Crp,k(X1) and Crp,k(X2) which are compact k-responsive controllers
of X1 and X2 respectively. As a compact k-responsive controller of a service is a solution
for its maximal k-responsive controller, Crp,k(X1) and Crp,k(X2) are solutions of maximal
k-responsive controllers of X1 and of X2 respectively.
A k-responsive operating guideline of service sum( { Crp,k(X1), Crp,k(X2)} ) is illustrated
in Figure 7.19 as [Y, ψ∗]. The operating guideline [Y, ψ∗] is a finite representation of the
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Figure 7.19.: The responsive operating guidelines [Y, ψ∗] and a compact canonical repre-
sentative Y ∗ of all service automata represented by [Y, ψ∗].
set (rpkInclusion(X1)∩rpkInclusion(X2)). To synthesize a service that is a substitute for
both services X1 and X2, we either take the underlying service Y of [Y, ψ∗] or construct
a canonical representative from [Y, ψ∗]. Figure 7.15 illustrates a compact canonical
representative Y ∗ of the set (rpkInclusion(X1) ∩ rpkInclusion(X2)) as constructed from
[Y, ψ∗]. Therefore, Y ∗ is a substitute for both services X1 and X2 and can be synthesized
from the given services X1 and X2. ▹
7.4. Repairing Incorrect Services
Given two services S and T , the question of whether service T is a substitute for service
S under a given criterion is already answered by applying the techniques described
in Section 7.1 and Section 7.2. In case service T is not a substitute for service S under
a given criterion, a decision procedure returns no. In many circumstances, a service
designer wants to repair the incorrect service T instead of discarding T completely, as
redesigning a new and correct service from scratch is probably not a feasible option.
Nevertheless, the manual correction of service T is a tedious and error-prone task, as it
involves the manual interference with the service composition. To repair the behavior of
service T , a service designer may either insert new correct behavior into T or remove
undesirable behavior from T . In a worst case scenario, every behavior of service T is
undesirable and as a result must be removed from T .
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In this section, we presents techniques for correcting service behaviors in the following
three scenarios for a behavioral compatibility criterion B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
Scenerio 1 : Given two services P and R that are interface equivalent, where service P
is a B-controller of S but service R is not. This means, service R is not a substitute
for service P , as the composition of S as R does not satisfy the given behavioral
compatibility B of service composition.
We target a service R′ that is an improved version of service R and that is a
B-controller of service S.
Scenerio 2 : Given two services S and T with the same interface where service T is not
a substitute for service S under B inclusion. This means, there is at least one B
controller of S which is not a B-controller of T .
We target a service T ′ that is an improved version of service T and that is a
substitute for service S under B inclusion.
Scenerio 3 : Given two services S and T with the same interface, but service T is not a
substitute for service S under B equivalence. This means, there is at least one B
controller of S which is not a B-controller of T and there is at least one B controller
of T that is not a B-controller of S.
We target a service T ′ that is an improved version of service T and that is a
substitute for service S under B equivalence.
B-Inclusion(S)
B-Equiv(S)
B-Controllers(T )
B-Controllers(S)
S
PT
R
Figure 7.20.: Four services S, T , P , and R in the three scenarios.
In the remainder of this section, we present techniques for dealing with the problems
described in the three scenarios above. To tackle problems described by Scenario 1 and
Scenario 2, Section 7.4.1 describes a procedure based on the simulation-based graph edit
distance inherited from the literature [Lohmann, 2008a] and Section 7.4.2 describes the
filtering technique to remove incorrect communication behavior from an incorrect service.
Finally, Section 7.4.3 presents a procedure to synthesize a targeted service described by
Scenario 3.
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7.4.1. Using Simulation-based Graph Edit Distance
In this section, we combine existing work on operating guidelines techniques for the
correction of service behavior with our results from Part II to provide solutions for the
problems described by Scenario 1 and Scenario 2.
To correct a detected error of a service in a service choreography, Lohmann [2008a] has
proposed the simulation-based graph edit distance approach to compute edit actions that
are necessary to repair an incorrect service to interact with others in a compatible manner.
Given a behavioral compatibility criterion B of service composition and two interface
compatible services S and P where P is a not B controller of S, this technique computes
service P ′ such that P ′ is a B controller of S described by an operating guideline of S,
and P ′ is the most similar to S based on a quantitative similarity measure defined by a
simulation relation between services. This technique then describes the edit actions that
are necessary to transform P into P ′, such as inserting new states, removing transitions,
and changing transition labels. To this end, service P ′ is a B controller of service S that
is most similar to service P according to the similarity measures, and P ′ is indeed a
solution for the problem described by Scenario 1.
With the simulation-based graph edit distance approach, we are able to combine our
results on characterizing the set of all substitutes for a given service S under B inclusion to
address the problem described by Scenario 2. Given a behavioral compatibility criterion
B of service composition and service S, we compute a finite representation of the set of all
B controllers of S as an operating guideline of a canonical B-controller of S (cf. Section
5.2.1). Given two services S and T where T is not a substitute for S under B inclusion,
the errors in T can be detected by checking if T is described by the computed operating
guideline. To correct a detected error of service T , we employ the simulation-based graph
edit distance technique to compute service T ′ such that T ′ is a substitute for S under B
inclusion as described by the operating guideline, and T ′ is most similar to T based on a
quantitative similarity measure. We use the computed edit actions to transform T into
T ′. Therefore, service T ′ is a substitute for service T that is a solution for the problem
described by Scenario 2.
With the help from the operating guidelines approach and the simulation-based graph
edit distance approach, we are able to detect and repair an incorrect service that is not
a substitute for a given service by performing various edit actions that are necessary
to synthesize a substitute that is correct by design. We use the tool Evans [Parnjai,
2011b] to synthesize the desired operating guideline of a canonical controller and the tool
Rebecca [Mennicke and Lohmann, 2009] to provide correct information and recommended
actions needed to edit an incorrect service toward compatibility of service composition. So
far the simulation-based graph edit distance approach provides solutions for only Scenario
1 and Scenario 2. Further, the approach is restricted to a service that is non-deterministic
and contains no cycles.
In the subsequent section, we propose an alternative technique for correcting service
behavior that restricts the edit actions to removal action only. Nevertheless, the technique
provides the support for all three scenarios for correcting services including with non-
deterministic and cyclic behaviors.
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7.4.2. Using Filtering Inclusion Guidelines
In this section, we present a technique to repair service behavior by removing incorrect
behavior from a given service. This repair method aims to enforce the correct communi-
cation behavior of a given service and, by doing so, exclude all communication behaviors
that are not correct according a correctness criterion. Though this technique is restricted
to repair only service with deterministic behavior. We refer to this technique for repairing
services as filtering [Parnjai, 2011a]. To repair an incorrect service using a filter operation,
we address the two following questions:
1. Is it possible to filter a given service X by removing communication behavior and
derive a non-empty and correct service X ′ from service X ?
2. How to filter service X by removing as few communication behavior from service X
as possible ?
The first question concerns whether there exists a filter operation on a given service, and
the second question addresses the problem of how to apply such a filter operation on a
given service.
Though restricted to only removing incorrect behavior, the filtering technique is useful
in several scenarios. First, the correction of service behavior is a tedious and error-prone
task. The removal of incorrect behavior helps to promote the reusability and rapid
development of services, therefore, shorten the development cycle and the delivery time to
market. Furthermore, there are circumstances where the costs and revenues for running
a service must be take into account. For instance, a service designer may need to decide
service substitutability based on cost functions and constraints [Gierds, 2008b, Gierds
and Sürmeli, 2010]. By removing incorrect activities from a service, it is likely that the
transformed service will incur less cost and yield more revenue for operating a service.
Filtering Non-Controller
In this section, we present a technique called filtering guidelines as a solution for scenario
1. Given service R that is deterministic and not a B-controller of S. We target a service
R′ as an improved version of service R that is a B-controller of service S. A targeted
service R′ is a service in which the incorrect sequences of communication events and
choices have been removed from R. Technically, we can describe the set of all sequences
of communication events of a given service R by using its traces and represent a service
with less sequences of communication events as a service that refines R under traces
(cf. Section 4.2). This allows us to describe the targeted service R′ as a service that
refines service R under traces (i. e., R′ has less or the same traces as R), yet R′ is a
B-controller of S.
For this purpose, we define a B-filtered controller of service S with respect to service
R as follows.
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Definition 7.14 (Filtered controller).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound on each message channel. Let R and R′ be two interface
equivalent service automata. Let S be a B controllable service automaton that has
compatible interface with R and R′. Then, service R′ is a B-filtered controller of service
S with respect to service R iff R′ refines R under traces and R′ is a B-controller of S.
The set of all B-filtered controllers of service S with respect to service R is denoted by
B-f-Controllers(R,S) = tr-refine(R) ∩ B-Controllers(S) for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
Clearly, B-f-Controllers(R,S) is possibly an empty set, meaning there is no filter for
a controller of service R with respect to service S. The set B-f-Controllers(R,S) and a
targeted service R′ are illustrated in Figure 7.21.
B-Inclusion(S)
B-Controllers(S)
tr-refine(R)
S
P
R
R′
Figure 7.21.: The intersection represents the set B-f-Controllersk(R,S) of all B-filtered
controllers of service R with respect to service S.
Technically, we can represent the set of all targeted services using the intersection
operator of two sets of services; these are, the set of all services that refines service R
under traces and the set of all B-controllers of services S.
There are several ways to represent the set of all trace preordered set of services. The
language for service automaton S is one of the natural candidates to represent the set
of all services that refine S under traces. Nevertheless, we would like to employ the
operating guidelines-based techniques from Lohmann et al. [2007a], Stahl et al. [2009] to
characterize the intersection of two service sets using the product of annotated service
automata. Therefore, the two sets must be represented as annotated service automata.
For this purpose, we require an annotated service automaton for representing the set of
all traces of service. As introduced in Section 3.1, we distinguish two types of annotated
service automata which represent traces of a service. Given service R, we distinguish
between the strong liberal service Lβ(R) of R as an annotated service automaton that
characterizes all services that refine R under traces using the strong compliance relation
and the strong liberal service Lγ(R) of R that characterizes all services that refine R
under traces using the structural compliance relation and the structural liberal service.
First, we define a strong liberal service Lβ(R) of service R as a deterministic service
automaton which strongly simulates R.
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Definition 7.15 (Construction of Lβ(R)ϕ).
Let R = [QR, q0R, IR, OR,→R,ΩR] be a deterministic service automaton. A strong
liberal service of R is a deterministic service automaton Lβ(R) = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] with
I = IR and O = OR. Let ϱ ⊆ QR×Q be a binary relation between states of R and states
of Lβ(R). The ϱ, Q, q0, Ω, and → are inductively defined as follows :
Base: let [q0R, q0] ∈ ϱ,
Step: if [qR, q] ∈ ϱ then all the followings must be satisfied
– q τ→ q;
– if either qR ∈ ΩR or there exists q′R ∈ ΩR with qR ϵ⇒ q′R and q′r ∈ ΩR, then q ∈ Ω;
– if there exists qR τ→R q′R, then [q′R, q] ∈ ϱ;
– if there exists qR m→R q′R and m ̸= τ , then there exists also q m→ q′ and [q′R, q′] ∈ ϱ.
For each state q of a strong liberal service Lβ(R) of service R, the set of all choices of
state q is denoted by ϕ(q) = {ch | ch ⊆ enable(q)}.
The following lemma shows that a choice annotated strong liberal service Lβ(R)ϕ of
service R characterizes the set tr-refine(R) of all traces of R using the strong compliance
relation (cf. Definition 3.15).
Lemma 7.16 (Trace and annotated strong liberal service automaton).
For each service R holds: Complyβ(Lβ(R)ϕ) = tr-refine(R).
Proof. We will prove this lemma in two directions.
⊆ : Suppose S ∈ Complyβ(Lβ(R)ϕ); i. e., Lβ(R) strongly simulates S and for each
simulated pair [qS , q] there exists ch ∈ ϕ(q) such that state qS strongly corresponds to
ch. Consider σ ∈ traces(S). We have σ ∈ traces(Lβ(R)) because Lβ(R) simulates S.
Because traces(R) = traces(Lβ(R)) by construction, it follows that σ ∈ traces(R) holds
and traces(S) ⊆ traces(R) follows. Thus, S ∈ tr-refine(R) holds.
⊇ : Suppose S ∈ tr-refine(R); i. e., traces(S) ⊆ traces(R) holds. Because R is determinis-
tic by assumption and Lβ(R) is deterministic by construction, Lβ(R) strongly simulates
R and it follows that Lβ(R) also strongly simulates S. Because ϕ(q) at state q contains
all possible choices that are a combination of outgoing events at state q including the
empty choice and the choice that describes the final event final, there is always ch ∈ ϕ(q)
such that qS strongly corresponds to ch. Thus, S ∈ Complyβ(Lβ(R)ϕ) holds.
Next, we define a structural liberal service Lγ(R) of a service R as a deterministic
service automaton such that Lγ(R) has the same interface as S, the same set of traces as
R, and structurally simulates R.
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Definition 7.17 (Construction of Lγ(R)ψ∗).
Let R = [QR, q0R, IR, OR,→R,ΩR] be a deterministic service automaton. A structural
liberal service of R is a deterministic service automaton Lγ(R) = [Q, q0, I, O,→,Ω] with
I = IR and O = OR. Let ϱ ⊆ QR×Q be a binary relation between states of R and states
of Lγ(R). The ϱ, Q, q0, Ω, and → are inductively defined as follows :
Base: let [q0R, q0] ∈ ϱ,
Step: if [qR, q] ∈ ϱ then all the followings hold:
– if either qR ∈ ΩR or there exists q′R ∈ ΩR with qR ϵ⇒ q′R and q′r ∈ ΩR, then q ∈ Ω;
– if there exists qR τ→R q′R then [q′R, q] ∈ ϱ;
– if there exists qR m→R q′R and m ̸= τ then there exists also q m→ q′ and [q′R, q′] ∈ ϱ.
For each state q of a strong liberal service Lβ(R) of service R, the set of all choices of
state q is denoted by ψ∗(q) = {ch | ch ⊆ enable(q)}.
Note, that the difference between the two construction procedures of Lβ(R)ϕ and of
Lγ(R)ψ∗ is that Lγ(R)ψ∗ does not have a self τ loop at every state q, unlike Lβ(R)ϕ. The
following lemma shows that an annotated structural liberal service Lγ(R)ψ∗ of service
R characterizes the set tr-refine(R) of all traces of R using the structural compliance
relation (cf. Definition 3.17).
Lemma 7.18 (Trace and annotated structural liberal service automaton).
For each service R holds: Complyγ(Lγ(R)ψ∗) = tr-refine(R).
Proof. We will prove this lemma in two directions.
⊆ : Suppose S ∈ Complyγ(Lγ(R)ψ∗); i. e., Lγ(R) structurally simulates S and for each
simulated pair (qS , q) there exists ch ∈ ψ∗(q) such that qS structurally corresponds to
ch. Consider σ ∈ traces(S). We have σ ∈ traces(Lγ(R)) because Lγ(R) simulates S.
Because traces(R) = traces(Lβ(R)) by construction, it follows that σ ∈ traces(R) holds
and traces(S) ⊆ traces(R) follows. Thus, T ∈ tr-refine(R) holds.
⊇ : Suppose S ∈ tr-refine(R); i. e., traces(S) ⊆ traces(R) holds. Because Lγ(R) is
deterministic by construction, Lγ(R) structurally simulates S and it follows that Lγ(R)
also simulates S. Because ψ∗(q) at a state q contains all possible choices that are a
combination of outgoing events at state q including the empty choice and the choice that
describes and the final event final, there is always ch ∈ ϕ(q) such that qS structurally
corresponds to ch. Thus, S ∈ Complyγ(Lγ(R)ψ∗) holds.
Example 7.19. Figure 7.22 illustrates service U3 and its annotated structural liberal
service automaton Lγ(U3)ψ∗ constructed from U3 by applying Definition 7.17. The
dashed lines represent the structural simulation between services U3 and Lγ(U3)ψ∗ . The
constructed Lγ(U3)ψ∗ represents the set of services that refines U3 under traces. ▹
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Figure 7.22.: Service U3 and its annotated structural liberal service automaton Lγ(U3)ψ∗ ,
each with the interface I = {a} and O = {b, c}.
In case of deadlock freedom (B = df k), the set of all k-deadlock-free filtered controllers
of S with respect to R can be characterized by the product of two annotated service
automata; firstly, an annotated strong liberal service automaton Lβ(R)ϕ of service R
representing the set of all services that refine service R under traces, and secondly,
the deadlock-free operating guideline mpdf ,k(S)ϕ of service S representing the set of all
k-deadlock-free controllers of service S. The correctness of this construction is asserted
by the following lemma.
Lemma 7.20 (Characterization of deadlock-free filtered controllers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface compatible services R and S:
df k-f-Controllers(R,S) = Complyβ(Lβ(R)ϕ ⊗mpdf ,k(S)ϕ).
Proof. df k-f-Controllers(R,S) = tr-refine(R) ∩ df kControllers(S) [by definition]
= Complyβ(Lβ(R)ϕ) ∩ Complyβ(mpdf ,k(S)ϕ) [Lemma 7.16 and Lemma 3.51]
= Complyβ(Lβ(R)ϕ ⊗mpdf ,k(S)ϕ). [by Corollary 3.20]
Clearly, an empty set characterized by the synthesized the filtering guideline Lβ(R)ϕ⊗
mpdf ,k(S)ϕ means that it is not possible to repair the behavior of service R by removing
communication behavior such that the resulting service is a deadlock-free controller of S.
The filtering guideline Lβ(R)ϕ ⊗mpdf ,k(S)ϕ is not a service, but an annotated service
automaton that represents a finite representation of the set df k-f-Controllers(R,S). In
case the constructed filter is not empty, we can apply similar technique as described
in Section 7.3.4 to synthesize R′ from the annotated service automaton Lβ(R)ϕ ⊗
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mpdf ,k(S)ϕ. That is, we obtain R′ either (1) by taking an underlying service automaton
of the filter Lβ(R)ϕ ⊗ mpdf ,k(S)ϕ, or (2) by constructing from Lβ(R)ϕ ⊗ mpdf ,k(S)ϕ
either a complete canonical representative or a compact canonical representative, which
represents the set characterized by Lβ(R)ϕ ⊗mpdf ,k(S)ϕ. Consequently, service R′ is a
deadlock-free filtered controller of service S with respect to service R.
In case of responsiveness (B = rpk), the set of all k-responsive filtered controllers of S
with respect to R can be characterized by the product of the annotated structural liberal
service automaton Lγ(R)ψ∗ of service R (representing the set of all services that refines
service R under traces), and the responsive operating guideline mprp,k(S)ψ
∗ of service S
(representing the set of all k-responsive controllers of service S). The correctness of this
construction is asserted by the following lemma.
Lemma 7.21 (Characterization of responsive filtered controllers).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface compatible services R and S:
rpk-f-Controllers(R,S) = Complyγ(Lγ(R)ψ∗ ⊗mprp,k(S)ψ∗).
Proof. rpk-f-Controllers(R,S) = tr-refine(R) ∩ rpkControllers(S) [by definition]
= Complyγ(Lγ(R)ψ∗) ∩ Complyγ(mprp,k(S)ψ∗) [Lemma 7.18 and Lemma 3.69]
= Complyγ(Lγ(R)ψ∗ ⊗mprp,k(S)ψ∗). [by Corollary 3.21]
Clearly, an empty set characterized by the synthesized filtering guideline Lγ(R)ψ∗ ⊗
mprp,k(S)ψ
∗ means that it is not possible to repair the behavior of service R by removing
communication behavior such that the resulting service is a responsive controller of S.
The filtering guideline Lγ(R)ψ∗⊗mprp,k(S)ψ∗ is not a service, but an annotated service
automaton representing a finite representation of the set rpk-f-Controllers(R,S). In
case the constructed filter is not empty, we can apply similar technique as for deadlock
freedom to synthesize R′ from the annotated service automaton Lγ(R)ψ∗ ⊗mprp,k(S)ψ∗ .
Consequently, service R′ is a solution for responsive filtered controller of service S with
respect to service R.
The idea of the filter operation for services is related to the behavioral constraints
on services proposed by Lohmann, Massuthe, and Wolf [2007b] in the sense that all
trace-refined services can be expressed as behavioral constraints. All trace-refined services
that are also substitutes for a given service can be enforced, therefore filtering out
incorrect behavior, yielding a customized operating guideline which represents the set of
all targeted filtered controller.
The related implementation of this procedure is currently under development and will
be integrated into in the the open source software tool Evans [Parnjai, 2011b].
Filtering Non-Substitute under Inclusion
In this section, we lift up the filtering guidelines technique for Scenario 1 to a filter
guidelines technique for Scenario 2. Given a service T which is not a substitute for service
S under B inclusion, we want to filter a service T and derive service T ′ as an improved
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version of T that is a substitute for service S under B inclusion. A targeted service T ′ is
a service in which the incorrect sequences of communication events and choices have been
removed from T . Technically, we can describe the set of all sequences of communication
events of a given service T by using its traces and represent a service with less sequences
of communication events as a service that refines T under traces (cf. Section 4.2). With a
similar idea to the solution for Scenario 1, this allows us to describe the targeted service
T ′ as a service that refines service T under traces (i. e., T ′ has less or the same traces as
T ), yet T ′ is a substitute for service S under B inclusion.
For this purpose, we define a filtered substitute for service S with respect to service T
under B inclusion as follows.
Definition 7.22 (Filtered substitute under inclusion).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound on each message channel. Let S, T and T ′ be three
interface equivalent service automata. Then, service T ′ is a filtered substitute for service
S with respect to service T under B inclusion iff T ′ refines T under traces and T ′ is a
substitute for service S under B inclusion.
The set of all filtered substitutes for service S with respect to service T under B inclusion
is denoted by B-f-Inclusion(T, S) = tr-refine(T ) ∩ B-Inclusion(S) for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
Clearly, B-f-Inclusion(T, S) is possibly an empty set, meaning that there exists no filter
for service S with respect to service T under B inclusion. The set B-f-Inclusion(T, S)
and a targeted service T ′ are illustrated in Figure 7.23.
B-Inclusion(S) B-Controllers(T )
B-Controllers(S)tr-refine(T )
S
PT
T ′
Figure 7.23.: The highlighted intersection represents the set B-f-Controllers(T, S) of all
filtered substitutes for service S with respect to service T under B inclusion.
In case of deadlock freedom (B = df k), the set of all filtered substitutes for service
S with respect to T under deadlock freedom inclusion can be characterized by the
product of two annotated service automata; firstly, an annotated strong liberal service
automaton Lβ(T )ϕ of service T that represents the set of all services that refine service
T under traces, and secondly, the deadlock-free operating guideline mpdf ,k(maxdf ,k(S))ϕ
of a maximal deadlock-free controller maxdf ,k(S) of service S that represents the set of
all substitutes for service S under deadlock freedom inclusion. The correctness of this
construction is asserted by the following lemma.
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Lemma 7.23 (Characterization of filtered substitutes under deadlock freedom
inclusion).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
df k-f-Inclusion(T, S) = Complyβ(Lβ(T )ϕ ⊗mpdf ,k( maxdf ,k(S) )ϕ).
Proof. df k-f-Inclusion(T, S) = tr-refine(T ) ∩ df kInclusion(S) [by definition]
= tr-refine(T ) ∩ df kControllers( maxdf ,k(S) ) [Theorem 5.7 in case B = df k ]
= Complyβ(Lβ(T )ϕ) ∩ Complyβ(mpdf ,k( maxdf ,k(S) )ϕ) [Lemma 7.16 and Lemma 3.51]
= Complyβ(Lβ(T )ϕ ⊗mpdf ,k(S)ϕ). [by Corollary 3.20]
In case the synthesized filtering guideline Lβ(T )ϕ ⊗mpdf ,k( maxdf ,k(S) )ϕ is empty, it
is not possible to repair behavior of service T by removing communication behavior from
T such that the resulting service is a substitute for service S under deadlock freedom
inclusion. Note that it is possible to employ either a complete canonical deadlock-free
controller Cdf ,k(S) of S or a compact canonical deadlock-free controller Cdf ,k(S) of S as a
solution for maxdf ,k(S) (cf. Section 5.1.2).
The synthesized filtering guideline is not a service, but an annotated service automaton
representing a finite representation of the set df k-f-Inclusion(T, S). In case the filtering
guideline is not empty, we can apply similar technique as for filtering a non-controller
to synthesize T ′ from the synthesized filtering guideline. Consequently, service T ′ is a
filtered substitute for service S with respect to service T .
In case of responsiveness (B = rpk), the set of all filtered substitutes for service S with
respect to T under responsiveness inclusion can be characterized by the product of two
annotated service automata; firstly, an annotated structural liberal service automaton
Lγ(T )ψ∗ of service T (representing the set of all services that refines service T under traces),
and secondly, the responsive operating guideline mprp,k(maxrp,k(S))ψ
∗ of a maximal
responsive controller maxrp,k(S) of service S (representing the set of all substitutes for
service S under responsiveness inclusion). The correctness of this construction is asserted
by the following lemma.
Lemma 7.24 (Characterization of filtered substitutes under responsiveness
inclusion).
For each message bound k ∈ N and each two interface equivalent services S and T :
rpk-f-Inclusion(T, S) = Complyγ(Lγ(T )ϕ ⊗mprp,k( maxrp,k(S) )ψ∗).
Proof. rpk-f-Inclusion(T, S) = tr-refine(T ) ∩ rpkInclusion(S) [by definition]
= tr-refine(T ) ∩ rpkControllers( maxrp,k(S) ) [Theorem 5.7 in case B = rpk ]
= Complyγ(Lγ(T )ψ∗) ∩ Complyγ(mprp,k(maxrp,k(S))ψ∗) [Lemma 7.18 and Lemma 3.69]
= Complyγ(Lγ(T )ψ∗ ⊗mprp,k(maxrp,k(S))ψ∗). [by Corollary 3.21]
In case the synthesized filtering guideline Lγ(T )ψ∗ ⊗mprp,k( maxrp,k(S) )ψ∗ is empty,
it is not possible to repair the behavior of service T by removing communication behavior
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from T such that a repaired service is a substitute for service S under responsiveness
inclusion. Note that it is possible to employ either a complete canonical responsive
controller Crp,k(S) of S or a compact canonical responsive controller Crp,k(S) of S as a
solution for maxrp,k(S) (cf. Section 5.1.3).
The synthesized filtering guideline is not a service, but an annotated service automaton
representing a finite representation of the set rpk-f-Inclusion(T, S). In case the filtering
guideline is not empty, we can apply similar technique as for filtering a non-controller
to synthesize T ′ from the synthesized filtering guideline. Consequently, service T ′ is a
solution for a filtered substitute for service S with respect to service T .
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Figure 7.24.: (a) Service U4 and (d) the product (Lγ(U3)ψ∗ ⊗ OG) of Lγ(U3)ψ∗ (from Fig-
ure 7.22) and OG where OG is an k-responsive operating guidelines that
represents the set rpkInclusion(U4) of service U4, for message bound k = 1.
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Example 7.25. Consider service U4 from Figure 7.24. Suppose service U3 from Figure
7.22 is an upgraded service from U1. Obviously, service U3 is not a substitute for service
U4 under k-responsiveness inclusion for message bound k = 1 on each message channel.
We apply filtering guidelines technique to construct from the given services U4 and
U3 a target service that is a substitute for U4 with respect to U3 under k-responsiveness
inclusion. First, we construct from U3 its structural liberal service Lγ(U3)ψ∗ representing
the set of services that refine U3 under traces. Next, we construct a k-responsive operating
guideline OG of a maximal responsive controller maxdf ,k(U4) of service U1 that represents
the set of all substitutes for service U4 under k-responsiveness inclusion. The constructed
OG is illustrated in Figure 7.24.
Then, we compute the product (Lγ(U3)ψ∗ ⊗ OG) of Lγ(U3)ψ∗ and OG, where OG
is k-responsive operating guideline that represents the set rpkInclusion(U1) of service
U4 (from Figure 7.9), illustrated in Figure 7.24 as a finite representation of all filtered
substitutes for service U4 with respect to service U3 under k-responsiveness inclusion.
The bottom right corner of Figure 7.24 shows one service that can be synthesized from
the product (Lγ(U3)ψ∗ ⊗ OG) using the construction procedure of a compact canonical
representative of the set described in Section 3.2.3. The synthesized service is a filtered
substitute for service U4 with respect to service U3 under k-responsiveness inclusion. ▹
The related implementation of this procedure is currently under development and will
be integrated intothe open source software tool Evans [Parnjai, 2011b].
7.4.3. Using Filtering Equivalence Guidelines
In this section, we present filtering guidelines as a solution for scenario 3. Given a service
T that is not a substitute for service S under B equivalence. We want to filter a service
T and derive service T ′ as an improved version of T that is a substitute for service S
under B equivalence. A targeted service T ′ is a service in which the incorrect sequences
of communication events and choices have been removed from T . Technically, we can
describe the set of all sequences of communication events of a given service T using its
traces and represent a service with less sequences of communication events as a service
that refines T under traces (cf. Section 4.2). With a similar idea to the solutions for
Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, this allows us to describe the targeted service T ′ as a service
that refines service T under traces (i. e., T ′ has less or the same traces as T ), yet T ′ is
a substitute for service S under B equivalence. Though this technique is restricted to
repair only service with deterministic behavior.
For this purpose, we define a filtered substitute for service S with respect to service T
under B equivalence as follows.
Definition 7.26 (Filtered substitute under equivalence).
Let k ∈ N be a message bound on each message channel. Let S, T and T ′ be three
interface equivalent service automata. Then, service T ′ is a filtered substitute for service
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S with respect to service T under B equivalence iff T ′ refines T under traces and T ′ is a
substitute for service S under B equivalence.
The set of all filtered substitutes for service S with respect to service T under B equivalence
is denoted by B-f-Equiv(T, S) = tr-refine(T ) ∩ B-Equiv(S) for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
B-Inclusion(S)
B-Equiv(S)
tr-refine(T )
B-Controllers(T )
B-Controllers(S)
S
PT
T ′
Figure 7.25.: The highlighted intersection represents the set B-f-Equiv(T, S) of all filtered
substitutes for service S with respect to service T under B equivalence.
Clearly, B-f-Equiv(T, S) is possibly an empty set, this means that it is not possible to
find a filtered substitute for service of S with respect to service T under B equivalence.
The set B-f-Equiv(T, S) and a targeted service T ′ are illustrated in Figure 7.25.
Nevertheless, we can not use the same technique as described in Section 7.4.2, because
the representation of the set B-Equiv(S) is not an annotated service automaton, but an
annotated service automaton that is equipped with extra information (cf. an equivalence
guideline for S: Section 6.2.4 in case B = df k and Section 6.3.4 in case B = rpk). To
find a solution for a filtered substitute T ′ for service S with respect to service T under
B equivalence, we present a construction procedure of T ′ from the two given services S
and T described by Algorithm 2. The construction requires to construct an equivalence
guideline [C2B(S),Cov(C2B(S))] for service S.
Note, that the construction procedure described by Algorithm 2 is quite similar to the
procedure described by Algorithm 1 for constructing a minimal public view (cf. Section
7.3.3), only the selected criterion of covering situations are different. This procedure of
constructing T ′ aims to construct a substitute for service S that is not smallest possible
in size, but is most similar to T in the sense that the fewest possible communication
behavior must be removed from T in order to synthesize T ′.
The differences between Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are highlighted as follows. For
each e ∈ E, the set of situations of C2B(S) is selected from the set e using the following
preference: choose every situation [qS ,MS ] in which there is state qT of T reachable
from its initial state q0T by performing the same trace σ as performed by state qS of
C2B(S) from its initial state q0S . In case the selected set of situations from e is empty, this
means, there is no trace of T that matches with a trace reachable at state qS of C2B(S)
such that it can cover a covering situation [qS ,MS ] in e. In such cases, the procedure
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Algorithm 2: construction of a filtered substitute T ′ for service T w. r. t. service
T under B equivalence
input : (1) B-controllable service S, (2) service T , and (3) message bound k
output : a filtered substitute T ′ for service T w. r. t. service T under B equivalence
begin
compute a complete canonical substitute C2B(S) of S ;
compute a most permissive controller B-mp(C2B(S)) of C2B(S) ;
for each state qm of B-mp(C2B(S)) do
compute a transition system TS of situations of C2B(S) associated with
state qm ;
compute the partition E = ξΣ(qm) K(qm) at qm ;
for each e in E do
if select(e, T ) is empty then return empty T ′;
for each [qS ,MS ] in select(e, T ) do
if qS is not marked then mark([qS ,MS ,],TS) ;
derive T ′ from C2B(S) by removing all states that are not marked including
their adjacent transitions ;
if T ′ is not empty then
apply transformation rules F(1), R(1), and R(2) wherever possible on T ′
to remove τ transitions ;
returns an empty service T ′, meaning, it is not possible to find a filtered substitute T ′
for service of S with respect to service T under B equivalence.
In case the set of selected situations is not empty for every e in the partition E =
ξΣ(qm) K(qm) at every state qm of a most permissive controller B-mp(C2B(S)), it is possible
to find a filtered substitute T ′ for service S with respect to service T under B equivalence
by removing as fewe communication behavior from service T as possible. Consequently,
the synthesized service T ′ is a solution for a filtered substitute for service S with respect
to service T under B equivalence for B ∈ {df k , rpk}.
The implementation of the equivalence guidelines and Algorithm 2 are not yet imple-
mented at the time of writing this thesis.
7.5. Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we presented techniques that address the three problem classes that
a service designer, e. g., a domain expert, usually encounters during the design phase
when performing service substitution. These techniques provide support for a service
designer to decide service substitutability, to synthesize a service that satisfies behavioral
constraints, and to repair an incorrect service in a way that every desirable partner of a
given service is preserved under substitution criterion.
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We sketched various scenarios in which our techniques are applicable, yet, not restricted
to, and therefore we illustrated how to apply our results to solve the problems introduced
by these scenarios. Our techniques have been developed upon previous work on service
substitution and correctness of services and their composition, which are centered around
operating guidelines for services [Lohmann et al., 2007a, Massuthe, 2009].
The operating guidelines technique has demonstrated its value for characterizing the
(possibly infinite) set of all controllers of a given service. This allows a service designer to
decide service substitutability under inclusion and equivalence by comparing operating
guidelines of two services. Nevertheless, an operating guideline is not a service that is a
good candidate for representing the set of controller. As a result, further operation on
this service does not always fulfill many synthesis tasks and therefore does not always
yield the desired results.
As illustrated in Part II of this thesis, we proposed to synthesize a canonical rep-
resentative of the set of controllers represented by an operating guideline. We have
proved its distinguished properties in Part II. These properties suggest many further
operations which validate several analysis and synthesis tasks on service substitution.
In this chapter, we demonstrated the value of the canonical representative of the set of
controllers in various scenarios. Some techniques are made available by a combination of
related existing techniques based on operating guidelines [e. g., Lohmann et al., 2007b,
Stahl and Wolf, 2008, Lohmann, 2008a, Stahl and Wolf, 2008, Stahl et al., 2009, Stahl
and Wolf, 2009]. This combination allows us to provide solutions to more sophisticated
analysis and synthesis tasks on service substitution.
To perform analysis and synthesis tasks as presented in this chapter on industrial
services such as WS-BPEL processes, we suggest a service designer to use the compilers and
tools provided in the familyservice-technology.org3. First, a service designer can translate
WS-BPEL processes into our formal model using the compiler BPEL2oWFN [Lohmann,
2007] and PnAPI [Mennicke et al., 2009].
Under the course of this thesis, we provide the tools Maxis [Parnjai, 2011c] and
Evans [Parnjai, 2011b] to provide supports for analysis and synthesis task related to
service substitution. A service designer can use these tools in combination with other tools
such as Fiona [Massuthe and Weinberg, 2008], Wendy [Lohmann and Weinberg, 2010],
Cosme [Lehmann, 2011], LoLA [Schmidt, 2000, Wolf, 2007b], and Rachel [Lohmann,
2008b], to perform tasks that have been investigated in this chapter.
For a tool that produces service automaton model that fulfills a synthesis task as an
output, a service designer can employ the compiler PnAPI and oWFN2BPEL [Lohmann
and Kleine, 2008] to translate the output service automaton into an abstract WS-BPEL
process. To this respect, the synthesized service is regarded as a communication skeleton
which need to be manually refined further. Therefore, a number of tools in the family
provide support for closing the gap between our formal model and the real-life services.
3illustrated in Figure 2.9 and available at http://service-technology.org/tools
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8. Conclusion
In this thesis, we have developed an approach that assists a service designer, e. g., a
domain expert, to perform analysis and synthesis tasks on service substitution for two
correctness criteria of service composition; (classical) deadlock freedom and responsiveness.
The approach guarantees service substitution under two major substitution criteria;
equivalence and inclusion substitution. The equivalence criterion guarantees that the
original service S and the refined service S′ must have exactly the same set of all
controllers. The inclusion criterion is more relaxed than equivalence substitution criterion
as it guarantees that the set of all controllers of S must be included in the set of all
controllers of the refined service S′ under substitution. Our approach can also guarantee
service substitution under a less restricted criterion than inclusion in which only selected
(possibly non-) controllers of service S are preserved under substitution.
8.1. Summary of Contributions
The central idea of the approach is to systematically investigate the relationship between
the set of all substitutes for a service and the set of all its controllers via a special class
of controllers called maximal controller. A maximal controller of service S is a controller
of S that has higher order of inclusion preorder than any other controller in the set of all
controllers of S, and by definition, it can be substituted by any controller of S in the set.
This relationship allows us to underpin a theoretical foundation of our approach.
In this thesis, we presented four main contributions, each for both classical deadlock
freedom and responsiveness criteria.
1. We showed that the problem of characterizing the set of all substitutes for a given
service S under inclusion can be reduced to the problem of characterizing the set
of all controllers of a maximal controller of service S. We proposed a procedure
to synthesize a maximal controller from a given service S and showed that it is a
canonical representative of the set of controllers of S. The synthesis procedure was
developed on top of the operating guidelines approach for characterizing the set of all
controllers (cf. Chapter 4). We proposed to synthesize an operating guidelines of a
synthesized maximal controller of S. Then the problem of deciding whether or not
the refined service S′ can substitute service S under inclusion can be reduced to the
problem of whether or not S′ satisfies the matching relation of Operating Guidelines
of a maximal controller of S.
2. We proposed a procedure to realize the closure operation on service S in which service
S is mapped onto its own equivalence class (cf. Chapter 5). The synthesis algorithm
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produces from service S one of its equivalent substitute containing a maximum number
of traces among all other substitutes for S. The synthesized equivalent substitutes
can be regarded as a canonical representative of all substitutes for S.
In case of deadlock freedom, we employed the stable failures refinement known from
the literature as a refinement relation of the synthesized equivalent substitutes of S.
We showed that a service S′ refines the synthesized equivalent substitutes of S under
the stable failures whenever S′ is a substitute for S under deadlock-free inclusion (cf.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).
In case of responsiveness, we extended the stable failures semantics to a stronger
semantics called responsive failures. We employed the responsive failures refinement
as a refinement relation of the synthesized equivalent substitutes of S and showed that
a service S′ refines the synthesized equivalent substitutes of S under the responsive
failures whenever S′ is a substitute for S under responsive inclusion (cf. Chapter 4
and Chapter 5).
3. We proposed the characterization of all equivalent substitutes for a given service (cf.
Chapter 6). To decide if the refined service S′ is an equivalent substitute for service
S, service S′ must satisfy two conditions on the synthesized equivalent substitutes for
S. Firstly, service S′ must refine the synthesized equivalent substitutes for S under
the respective failures (stable failures refinement in case of deadlock freedom and
responsive failures refinement in case of responsiveness). Secondly, service S′ must
cover the relevant knowledge that the synthesized equivalent substitutes for S has
about all its compatible partners. We showed that service S′ satisfies these conditions
with respect to service S whenever S′ is an equivalent substitute for S under the
respective equivalence.
4. We proposed procedures to performing various analysis and synthesis tasks on service
substitution (cf. Chapter 7).
– An alternative procedure to decide service substitutability under deadlock-free
inclusion and responsive inclusion.
– An alternative procedure to synthesize a public view of a given service.
– A procedure to repairing undesirable behavior of the refined service S′ with respect
to an original service S.
– A procedure to synthesize substitutes for a service with selected partners.
– A procedure to integrating selected services for the purpose of finding substitutes
for every selected services.
– A procedure to synthesize substitutes for a given service by means of transformations.
8.2. Open Problems
This section addresses some open problems in thesis.
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Repairing Cyclic Services with Undesirable Behavior
When combining with the simulation-based graph edit distance approach [Lohmann,
2008a], we are able to detect and repair an incorrect service that is not a substitute
for a given service by performing various edit actions that are necessary to synthesize
a substitute that is correct by design. So far the simulation-based graph edit distance
approach restricts to a service containing no cycle, there exists no solution for repairing
undesirable behavior of cyclic services.
Implementation and Tools Integration of Equivalence Guidelines
The equivalence guideline of a service can be used to repair incorrect behavior of service,
though it is not a good candidate for deciding equivalent substitution between two services.
Our complexity analysis of the proposed algorithms has shown that the construction
of the equivalence guideline involves a number of steps including constructing several
operating guidelines as well as exploring state space of the composition between a canonical
controller and a canonical substitute for a given service. At the time of writing this thesis,
there exists no implementation of the construction of equivalence guidelines for both
deadlock freedom and responsiveness. Nevertheless, our experimental results involving
some preliminary steps of the construction has shown its applicability to reasonable-sized
industrial service models.
Improving Algorithms for Synthesizing Equivalent Substitutes
Our algorithm for constructing a minimal public view followed a simple and naive
approach, where the criterion for removing paths from a canonical substitute does
not guarantee to deliver always a smallest structure of a minimal public view. To
improve a synthesis solution for equivalent substitutes and to battle against the state
space explosion problem during synthesis, some reduction techniques (e. g., applying
reduction rules proposed by Weinberg [2008]) are required to be used in combination with
our equivalence guidelines for synthesizing a minimal equivalent substitute for a given
service. An improvement of the algorithm shall also optimize a solution for repairing a
non-equivalent substituting service.
8.3. Future Works
This section sketches some ideas for extending results of this thesis.
Other Correctness Criteria of Service Composition
In this thesis, we focused on deadlock freedom and responsiveness as behavioral com-
patibility criterion for service composition. Neither of them guarantees a termination
of service composition, however. One of the elaborated correctness criteria from the
literature which guarantees termination is weak termination [Stahl, 2009, Massuthe et al.,
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2008, Wolf et al., 2011, Weinberg, 2012] requiring that a final state is reachable from any
state of the service composition.
To this respect, van Hee, Mooij, Sidorova, and van der Werf [2011] has proposed to
extend the concept of maximal controller to weak termination. During the time of writing
this thesis, the characterization of all weakly terminated controllers of a given service
was not available. Recently, Weinberg [2012] has proposed an operating guideline for
weak termination which characterized all weakly terminated controllers of a given service,
and Mooij has proposed an extended version of van Hee, Mooij, Sidorova, and van der
Werf [2011] for a maximal controller in case of weak termination and that contains in
which these results will be soon submitted to a journal.
In computation tree logic (CTL), weak termination can be expressed by AG.EFfinal in
which it is always possible to reach a final state from every state of service composition. It
is an interesting direction to extend our data structures to other classes of CTL properties
or more general properties.
Services under Multi-ports Setting
In this thesis, we considered services with a single port in the sense of responsiveness
defined by Wolf [2009a] and Lohmann [2010]. In case a service is connected to more than
one service, it may exchange messages with the other services or the other services may
exchange message with each other in an arbitrary fashion. Our responsiveness criterion
does not guarantee to respond always to every connected service in the mulltiport
setting, such as in the setting of multiparty contracts [van der Aalst and Weske, 2001,
Leymann et al., 2002, Eshuis and Grefen, 2009, van der Aalst et al., 2008], where
several organizations agree beforehand on a common contract as a description of process
interactions in which the participating organization must conform to.
Service Instance Migration
In this thesis, we did not consider service substitution with running instances. Under
the circumstance of long running services, service substitution is not performed under
static context. Instead, service substitution is performed while instances of services are
still running and communicating with other services. An instance of a service must be
migrated to a new instance of the refined service. This problem of instance migration
requires the notion of equivalent states between two service instances in order to establish
a set of transitions between them. To this direction, Liske [2008] has proposed an
algorithm based on operating guidelines approach to solve instance migration problem.
Nevertheless, the approach is restricted to deadlock freedom criterion.
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Glossary
⊕ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . composition of service automata
⊗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . product of annotated service automata
→ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a transition relation
B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a Beauty predicate of composition
B-Controllers(S) the set of all B-controllers of S
⊑B . . . . . . . . . . . . . the B inclusion relation
=B . . . . . . . . . . . . . the B equivalence relation
B-Inclusion(S) . the set of all substitutes for S under B inclusion
B-Equiv(S) . . . . . the set of all substitutes for S under B equivalence
Bags(X) . . . . . . . . a set of all multisets over the set X
Bagsk(X) . . . . . . . a set of all k-bounded multisets over the set X
BPEL4Chor . . . . WS-BPEL extension for choreography modeling [Decker et al., 2008]
BPMN . . . . . . . . . Business Process Modeling Notation [OMG, 2009]
Cdf ,k(S) . . . . . . . . a complete canonical k-deadlock-free controller of SCdf ,k(S) . . . . . . . . a compact canonical k-deadlock-free controller of S
C2df ,k(S) . . . . . . . . a complete canonical k-deadlock-free substitute for SC2df ,k(S) . . . . . . . . a compact canonical k-deadlock-free substitute for S
Crp,k(S) . . . . . . . . a complete canonical k-responsive controller of SCrp,k(S) . . . . . . . . a compact canonical k-responsive controller of S
C2rp,k(S) . . . . . . . . a complete canonical k-responsive substitute for SC2rp,k(S) . . . . . . . . a compact canonical k-responsive substitute for S
CCS . . . . . . . . . . . . Calculus of Communicating Systems [Milner, 1989]
Covϕ(S) . . . . . . . . the set of all deadlock-free covering situations of service S
f-Cover(S) . . . . . the set of all service automata that cover the set Covϕ(S)
Covψ(S) . . . . . . . . the set of all responsive covering situations of service S
rf-cover(S) . . . . . The set of all service automata that cover the set Covψ(S)
CSP . . . . . . . . . . . . Communicating Sequential Processes [Hoare, 1985a]
Σ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the set of all communicating events
!Σ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the set of all message sending events
?Σ . . . . . . . . . . . . . the set of all message receiving events
E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the set of all action events
ξE(K) . . . . . . . . . . an equivalence partition of K with respect to E
final . . . . . . . . . . . . a successfully terminating event (τ /∈ Σ)
rp-failures(S) . . . the set of all responsive failures of S
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Glossary
⊑RF . . . . . . . . . . . . the responsive failures refinement relation
=RF . . . . . . . . . . . . the responsive failures equivalence relation
rf-refine(S) . . . . . the set of all services that refine service S under responsive failures
rf-equiv(S) . . . . . the set of all services that are equivalent to service S under responsive
failures
failures(S) . . . . . . the set of all stable failures of S
⊑SF . . . . . . . . . . . . the stable failures refinement relation
=SF . . . . . . . . . . . . the stable failures equivalence relation
f-refine(S) . . . . . . the set of all services that refine service S under stable failures
f-equiv(S) . . . . . . the set of all services that are equivalent to service S under stable
failures
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the input message channel of a service automaton
k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a message bound k ∈ N on each message channel
df k . . . . . . . . . . . . . the k-bounded deadlock-free compatibility criterion
rpk . . . . . . . . . . . . . the k-bounded responsive compatibility criterion
M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the set of all message channels
Bmax(S) . . . . . . . a maximal B controller of S
Bmin(S) . . . . . . . a minimal B-controller of S
MI . . . . . . . . . . . . . the set of all input message channels
MO . . . . . . . . . . . . the set of all output message channels
mpdf ,k(S) . . . . . . . a most permissive k-deadlock-free controller of S
mprp,k(S) . . . . . . . a most permissive k-responsive controller of S
O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the output message channel of a service automaton
Q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a set of states
q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a state (q ∈ Q)
q0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the initial state (q0 ∈ Q)
S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a service automaton
SOA . . . . . . . . . . . Service-Oriented Architecture
SOC . . . . . . . . . . . Service-Oriented Computing
τ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . an non-communicating event (τ /∈ Σ)
traces(S) . . . . . . . the set of all traces of S
⊑tr . . . . . . . . . . . . . the trace refinement relation
=tr . . . . . . . . . . . . . the trace equivalence relation
tr-refine(S) . . . . . the set of all services that refine service S under traces
tr-equiv(S) . . . . . the set of all services that are equivalent to service S under traces
ϱ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a strong simulation or structural matching relation
WS-BPEL . . . . . . Web Service Business Process Execution Language [Alves et al., 2007]
WS-CDL . . . . . . . Web Service Choreography Description Language [Kavantzas et al.,
2005]
WSDL . . . . . . . . . Web Service Description Language [Chinnici et al., 2003]
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